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Executive!summary!and!recommendations!
Overview!
The(purpose(of(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(project(was(to(conduct(an(empirical(study(
that(would(result(in(findings(to(inform(the(design(and(use(of(physical(school(facilities(and(
examine(the(ways(in(which(these(constructions(influence(pedagogy.(The(study(focused(on(
newly(established(school(libraries(in(Queensland,(most(of(which(had(been(established(with(
funding(from(the(Federal(Government’s(Building(the(Education(Revolution(economic(
stimulus(program.((
To(explore(the(field,(the(study(sought(multiple(perspectives(that(included(those(of(school(
students(as(well(as(teacher\librarians(and(other(key(school(staff,(addressing(the(following(
focus(question:(
How(does(the(physical(environment(of(school(libraries(influence(pedagogic(practices(
and(learning(outcomes?!
Further(research(questions(that(guided(the(inquiry(included:!
What(are(the(implications(for(teacher\librarians(when(transitioning(into(a(new(
library(learning(space?((
How(do(members(of(the(school(community((principals,(teachers,(teacher\librarians(
and(students)(experience(the(creation(of(a(new(school(library(learning(space?(
How(do(school(students(imagine(the(design(and(use(of(engaging(library(learning(
spaces?(
An(extensive(review(explored(Australian(and(international(literature(based(on(the(research(
questions,(and(focused(on(the(following(major(areas:(
Places:(Libraries(as(spaces(and(places(of(learning(in(schools((
People:(Experiences(of(people(learning(in(library(spaces(
Patterns:(Learning(and(pedagogic(practices(
Principles:(Designing(spaces(for(learning(
Approach!
Using(an(innovative(qualitative(research(design,(Reimagining(learning(spaces(investigated(
learner(and(teacher(perspectives(across(three(intersecting(domains(to(explore:(
Imagined!spaces:(learners’(imaginative(concepts(of(learning(within(engaging(learning(
environments;(
Emerging!spaces:(experiences(of(teacher\librarians(in(the(transition(into(new(spaces(for(
learning;(and(
Established!spaces:(learners’(and(teachers’(perceptions(of(ways(in(which(the(physical(
environment(influences(and(shapes(pedagogy.((
Seven(schools(that(had(recently(benefitted(from(the(BER(program(or(other(government(
funding(became(the(research(sites(at(which(data(were(collected(from(teacher\librarians,(
teachers,(school(leaders(and(students.(With(this(range(of(participants,(an(appropriately(
diverse(set(of(data(collection(tools(was(developed,(including(video(interviews,(drawings,(and(
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focus(groups.(Evocative(narrative(case(studies((Simons(2009)(were(developed(from(the(data,(
representing(the(voices(of(users(of(learning(spaces.(
Key!findings!
The(study’s(findings(are(presented(in(this(report(and(complemented(by(an(array(of(visual(
materials(on(the(project(web(site(http://reimaginingspaces.edu.au.(The(report(includes:(
• a(set(of(seven(case(studies(that(reveal(nuanced(experiences(of(designing(and(
creating(school(libraries,(based(on(the(narrative(of(key(stakeholders((teacher\
librarians,(teachers,(students(and(principals);((
• thematic(discussion(of(student(imaginings(of(their(ideal(school(library,(based(on(
drawings(and(narratives(of(students(at(the(seven(case(study(schools;(((
• critical(analysis(of(the(case(studies(and(student(imaginings,(focusing(on(implications(
for((re)designing(school(learning(spaces(and(pedagogy,(and(responding(to(the(
study’s(overarching(research(question.((
Recommendations!
Creating!and!designing!
Recommendation!1.!That(all(members(of(the(school(community,(especially(students,(
are(given(opportunities(to(participate(in(consultative,(collaborative(design(
processes.((
Recommendation!2.(That(designs(focus(on(creating(school(libraries(as(welcoming(social(
spaces(that(enable(students(to(spread(out,(be(comfortable(and(have(choices(
about(where(to(learn(by(including:(
\( student(preferences(for(colour,(playfulness(and(connections(to(nature;(
\( mobile(furnishings(and(glass(partitioning(that(provide(a(variety(of(
adaptable(spaces(and(enable((passive(supervision;((
\( physical(spaces(that(allow(for(choices(of(seating(that(can(variously(
accommodate(privacy,(quiet(independent(work,(reading,((group(activity,(
and(social(interaction;((
\( Entry(ways,(circulation(desks,(ramps(and(areas(for(displays(of(student(work(
that(reflect(inclusive(values,(meaning(that(the(diversity(of(learning(and(of(
the(school(community(is(recognised(and(celebrated;(
\( easy(access(to(information(and(learning(technology,(and(specialist(support,((
that(enable(students(to(be(creators(and(investigators.(
Recommendation!3.!That(the(design(and(building(process(incorporates(learning(
opportunities,(reflective(practices(and(designing(experiences(for(stakeholders,(
including(students(and(teachers((e.g.,(journaling,(blogging,(photo(galleries).(
Recommendation!4.!That(designs(for(new(school(facilities(are(based(on(an(alignment(of(
Federal(and(State(education(policies(with(local(expertise(to(achieve(site\specific(
solutions.(
Recommendation!5.(That(spaces(not(be(overdesigned,(thus(allowing(for(flexibility(for(
user\generated(ideas(and(future(possibilities.((
Transitioning!:!reimagining!pedagogy!
Recommendation!6.!That(teacher\librarians(and(teachers(communicate(expectations(
and(possibilities(to(students(about(how(to(use(the(new(spaces((e.g.,(through(
information(literacy(programs,(and(social(and(reading(activities).((
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!
Recommendation!7.!That(teacher\librarians,(professional(associations,(and(tertiary(
educators(provide(professional(development(for(teachers(prior(to/during(the(
school(library(designing(process,(continuing(after(library(completion,(to(foster((
\( “new(library(readiness”;(
\( innovative(pedagogy;(
\( collaboration(with(teacher\librarians.(
Recommendation!8.!That(teachers(and(teacher\librarians(develop,(implement,(evaluate(
and(share(authentic(problem\solving,(creative(and(critical(thinking(activities(
based(around(design(and(building(projects(occurring(on(the(school(site.(
Recommendation!9.!That(collaboration(between(teacher\librarians(and(teachers(
extends(beyond(reading(programs(to(include(opportunities(to(develop(student(
inquiry,(creativity,(and(extended(collaborative(learning(opportunities(within(
curriculum(programs.(The(library(space(can(also(extend(learning(beyond(the(
classroom,(helping(students(to(develop(agency(informally(through(out\of\class(
learning,(and(building(community(learning(partnerships(
Leadership!
Recommendation!10.!That(the(teacher\librarian(be(positioned(as(part(of(the(leadership(
team(for(teaching(and(learning(within(the(school,(with(special(responsibility(for(
(re)designing(the(library.((
Recommendation!11.!That(the(library(is(centrally(positioned(within(the(learning(culture(
of(the(whole(school(community.(
Recommendation!12.!That(school(leaders(be(supported(and(trained(to(lead(school(
building(design(projects,(to(enhance(pedagogical(outcomes.(
Recommendation!13.!That(transition(plans(include(both(planning(the(physical(
transitions(into(new(spaces(and(evaluation/post(occupancy(evaluation(of(the(
space,(as(well(as(cultural(transitions(that(invite(reimagined(learning(practices.(
Policy!
Recommendation!14.!That(sufficient(lead\time(be(incorporated(into(plans(for(school(
infrastructure(development(to(permit(consultation(with(potential(users(of(the(
facility.(
Recommendation!15.!That(designs(address(the(particular(expectations(and(needs(of(
school(communities(regarding(the(siting(of(buildings,(design(elements,(floor(plans(
and(fixtures(in(designing(new(school(facilities,(to(the(extent(possible(within(
building(regulations(and(economic(constraints.(
Recommendation!16.!That(Federal(and(State(education(policies(allow(for(the(needs,(
values(and(expectations(of(individual(schools(to(be(addressed(in(designing(
projects,(by(attending(to(the(voices(of(school(community(members(and(the(local(
knowledge(of(professional(designers.((
Recommendation!17.!That(the(potential(for(libraries(to(be(catalysts(for(creating(a(
community\building(culture(is(supported(through(collaborative(discussion(
involving(teachers,(students(and,(where(possible,(the(wider(community,(
regarding(on\going(redesign(and(exploration(within(the(space.(
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1.!Introduction!and!overview!
!
1.1!Rationale!
The(Reimagining(learning(spaces(project(was(inspired(by(a(call(for(expressions(of(interest(
proposed(by(the(Queensland(Centre(for(Social(Science(Innovation((QCSSI).(The(three(lead(
researchers,(all(members(of(the(QUT(Faculty(of(Education,(pooled(their(ideas(and(were(
successful(in(obtaining(a(grant(to(undertake(a(project(that(investigated(the(question:((
How(does(the(physical(environment(of(school(libraries(influence(pedagogic(practices(
and(learning(outcomes?(
The(concept(of(“built(pedagogy”((Mäkitalo\Siegl,(Zottmann,(Kaplan(&(Fischer,(2010)(
emphasises(the(close(relationship(between(learning(environments(and(learning(outcomes.(
Little(research(has(been(done,(however,(to(understand(the(teaching(and(learning(practices(
that(emerge(in(new(learning(spaces(and(their(impact(on(learning(outcomes((Blackburn(et(al.,(
2011).(As(sites(that(have(the(potential(to(inspire(creative(and(engaging(pedagogy,(libraries(
offer(a(key(context(to(investigate(that(relationship.((
1.2!The!context!
Recently,(many(classrooms(and(school(libraries(have(been(built(or(refurbished(through(the(
Building(the(Education(Revolution((BER)(program((DEEWR,(2011).(This(raises(questions(of(
how(learners(and(teachers(have(transitioned(into(and(are(using(these(spaces,(particularly(
within(the(context(of(an(impending(national(curriculum(and(continuous(innovation(in(
information(and(learning(technologies.(Further,(the(role(of(school(libraries(is(changing(in(line(
with(social,(technological(and(educational(trends((Hay(&(Todd,(2010).(((
The(recent(Commonwealth(Government(inquiry(into(school(libraries(and(teacher\librarians(
in(Australia(drew(attention(to(the(urgent(need(for(research,(whilst(highlighting(the(vital(
contribution(that(school(libraries(and(teacher\librarians(can(make(to(the(learning(outcomes(
of(school(students((Parliament(of(Australia,(2011).(Using(school(libraries(as(case(studies,(this(
research(will(address(significant(gaps(in(understanding(the(pedagogical(influence(of(new(and(
redesigned(learning(spaces.(
The(key(aim(of(this(study(was(to(identify(pedagogic(principles(underpinning(practices(in(re\
imagined(learning(spaces(in(schools(that(enhance(students’(learning.((
Using(a(mixed\method(approach,(Reimagining(learning(spaces(investigated(learner(and(
teacher(perspectives(in(re\imagining(their(ways(of(learning(and(working(together(within(
shared(learning(spaces,(particularly(school(libraries,(across(three(intersecting(domains.(The(
study(explored:(
Imagined(spaces:(learners’(and(pre\service(teachers’(imaginative(concepts(of(
learning(within(engaging(learning(environments;(
Emerging(spaces:(experiences(of(teacher\(librarians(in(the(transition(into(new(spaces(
for(learning,(and(
Established(spaces:(learners’(and(teachers’(perceptions(of(ways(in(which(the(physical(
environment(influences(and(shapes(pedagogy.((
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Through(the(inclusion(of(responses(to(newly(created(spaces(and(imagined(learning(
environments,(this(study(highlights(creative(and(grounded(possibilities(for(engaging(school(
design.((The(views(of(learners,(teachers(and(teacher\librarians(can(inform(school(design(
through(identifying(the(principles(behind(successful(design(of(innovative(learning(spaces(that(
support(improved(educational(outcomes.(Further,(the(study(distinguishes(the(influences(of(
the(library(within(the(school(community(as(a(shared(learning(space(and(hub(for(collaborative(
development(of(21st(century(curriculum(and(pedagogy.!
The(findings(of(Reimagining(learning(spaces(have(relevance(for(teachers(and(teacher\
librarians(and(leaders(in(reconsidering(the(ways(in(which(they(use(learning(spaces.(As(well(as(
informing(school(designers(in(planning(new(school(libraries(and(refurbishing(existing(
libraries,(the(findings(may(be(extrapolated(to(the(design(and(planning(of(general(classrooms(
and(other(learning(environments.((
1.3!Research!team!
In(carrying(out(this(study,(the(researchers(drew(upon(varied(knowledge(and(experience(as(
qualitative(researchers(in(the(fields(of(education,(creativity,(teacher\librarianship(and(
learning(space(design.(Brief(biographies(of(lead(researchers(are(included(in(Appendix(1.(((
The(research(team(included(three(lead(researchers(from(the(School(of(Cultural(and(
Professional(Learning,(Faculty(of(Education,(Queensland(University(of(Technology.(!
Lead!researchers:!
Dr(Derek(Bland( ( d.bland@qut.edu.au( Ph:((07)(3138(3469(
Dr(Jill(Willis( ( jill.willis@qut.edu.au( Ph:((07)((3138(3798(
Dr(Hilary(Hughes( h.hughes@qut.edu.au(( ph:((07)((3138(3266(
!
Research!Assistants:!
A(team(of(research(assistants(with(specific(abilities(and(knowledge(was(recruited(into(the(
project;(without(them,(project(coordination(and(dissemination(would(have(been(far(more(
challenging:(
( Kylie(Andrews(–(data(analysis(
Dr(Raylee(Elliott(Burns(–(school(libraries(and(learning(space(design((
Andrew(Gibson(–(web(design(and(technology(
Fiona(MacArthur(–(project(administration.(!
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2.!Imagining,!transitioning,!and!reUimagining!!
(
Our(interest(in(creating(this(research(project(was(in(investigating(the(ways(that(school(
buildings(are(initially(imagined(and(then,(once(established,(how(the(new(facilities(impact(on(
ways(of(learning(and(teaching.(There(is(a(transition(period(as(users(explore(the(possibilities(
of(their(new(environment(and,(once(a(building(has(been(in(use(for(a(while,(the(key(users(
consider(the(“fit(for(purpose”(and(how(things(may(have(been(different:(this(is(the(period(of(
reimagining,(identifying(what(works(well(and(what,(given(the(opportunity(again,(they(would(
like(to(change.(Reimagining(also(occurs(when(users(respond(to(the(possibilities(afforded(by(
the(new(spaces,(and(experiment(with(and(reimagine(possibilities(for(learning.(The(value(in(
reimagining(is(the(learning(that(can(be(transferred(not(only(to(the(new(facility(but(to(other(
similar(projects.(We(hope(to(demonstrate(through(this(research(that(the(BER,(as(it(applied(to(
the(school(libraries(studied,(has(provided(exciting(ways(for(teachers(and(students(to(work(in(
engaging(ways;(it(has(also(provided(data(to(inform(the(design(and(use(of(other(school(
libraries(for(the(benefit(of(all(potential(users.((
2.1!Imagination!in!research!
This(project(has(prompted(educators(and(students(to(engage(in(what(Greene((1995)(called(
“social(imagination:(the(capacity(to(invent(visions(of(what(should(be(and(what(might(be(in(
our(deficient(society,(on(the(streets(where(we(live,(in(our(schools”((p.(5).(Fine((1994)(argued(
that(educational(research(should(“challenge(what(is,(incite(what(could(be,(and(help(imagine(
a(world(that(is(not(yet(imagined”((p.(30).(
Such(imaginative(invention(may(be(considered(a(form(of(“utopian(thinking”,(a(concept(
explored(by(Giddens((2001),(who(also(advocated(the(need(to(take(“an(imaginative(leap(
beyond(the(familiar”((p.(1)(in(order(to(gain(distance(from(“the(here(and(now”((p.(1),(to(
assess(how(societies(have(changed,(and(to(consider(potential(future(transformations.(
Giddens(did,(however,(caution(the(use(of(disciplined(imagination(as(“the(creative(ability(of(
the(imagination(has(to(be(restrained(by(conceptual(and(empirical(rigour”((p.(1).(In(reviewing(
Giddens’(theories,(Halpin((1999)(added(that(education(policies(can(benefit(through(applying(
the(“utopian(imagination”(and(developing(radical(and(previously(untried(ideas,(“putting(to(
one(side(our(assumptions(about(the(existing(order(of(things,(and(the(current(supposedly(
limits(of(change”((p.(347).((
Maxcy((1991)(differentiated(between(imagination(that(is(simply(daydreams((reverie,(déjà(vu(
or(remembrance)(but(may(have(a(place(in(informing(creative(problem\solving,(and(
imagination(that(is(“inspirational,(creative,(innovative,(and(problem\solving(in(nature”((p.(
112).(This(second(model(can(become(“critically(pragmatic(imagination”;(that(is,(“the(use(of(
creative(imagination(tempered(by(reflection(to(determine(ends\in\view”((p.(126).((
Empathy(can(be(considered(a(“radical(act(of(imaginative(identification”((Thompson,(1999,(p.(
206),(through(which(a(generalized(sympathy(can(open(one’s(eyes(to(difference,(adding(a(
further(dimension(to(the(concept(of(imagination.(In(supporting(the(use(of(this(empathic(
imagination,(Kearney((1988)(suggested(a(balanced(inventiveness(to(animate(and(enlarge(our(
response(to(others.((
These(theories(contributed(to(the(development(of(a(theory(of(imagination,(illustrated(in(
Table(2.1,(that(has(informed(the(thinking(behind(this(project.(The(various(dimensions(of(
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imagination(should(not(be(seen(as(a(hierarchy,(but(as(differentiating(the(means(by(which(
imagination(can(be(applied(to(research(and(design.(Importantly,(these(dimensions(expand(
the(normative(view(of(imagination(as(being(purely(in(the(creative(or(playful(field.((!
Table(2.1:(A(typology(of(imaginations(
Type! SubUtype! Attributes! ! Theorists!
empathic( ( ! questioning(from(the(point\
of\view(of(marginalised(others(
! voices(of(the(marginalised(
! empowering(
Grundy((1996)(
Greene((1995)(
Wright(Mills((2001)(
ethical( ! inalienable(right(of(the(other(
to(be(recognised(and(heard((
Kearney((1988)(
critical( reflective( ! unsettling(
! disruptive(
! challenging(
Fine((1994)(
sociological( ! investigative(
! hermeneutic(
Wright\Mills((2001)(
disciplined( ! restrained(
! rigourous(
Giddens((2001)(
utopian( ! trying(new(ideas(
! radical(
Giddens((2001)(
Halpin((1998)(
critically\
pragmatic(
! tempered(by(reflection( Maxcy((1991)(
creative( poetic( ! inventive(
! increased(empathy(
Kearney((1988)(
pragmatic( ! problem\solving( Maxcy((1991)(
grounded( ! theoretical(and(practical( Fielding((2001)(
fantasy(
(
! daydreams(
! reverie(
! déjà(vu(
! remembrance(
! unproductive( Maxcy((1991)(
!
In(the(design(of(school(buildings,(the(application(of(imagination(is(necessarily(constrained(by(
legislative(requirements(of(health(and(safety(as(well(as(budgetary(restrictions,(but(is(also(too(
often(constrained(by(“practicalities”(such(as(efficiencies(that(relate(to(considerations(only(of(
construction(and(not(to(use\specific(purpose(and(local(need.(((
In(the(case(of(school(libraries(built(under(the(Building(the(Education(Revolution(program,(
expediency(was(a(key(driving(factor,(as(the(funds(were(primarily(a(stimulus(to(help(
Australia’s(economy(in(a(time(of(global(financial(crisis((BER(objective(1:(DEEWR,(2011).(
Schools(funded(under(Element(1,(Primary(Schools(for(the(21st(Century,(were(expected(to(use(
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specified(design(templates(or(configurations((DEEWR,(2011,(p.(8).(The(guidelines(allowed(for(
other(pre\approved(designs(to(be(funded,(as(well(as(non\standard(designs(considered(
“reasonable”(and(“appropriate”,(but(expediency(and(completion(within(prescribed(
timeframes(was(required.(
Within(such(constraints,(little(time(is(available(for(wide(consultation,(or(for(building(a(facility(
based(on(the(application(of(creative,(empathic,(or(critical(imagination.(We(have,(therefore,(
in(our(interviews(with(school(staff,(sought(their(views(on(the(design(process(as(it(applied(to(
their(school(libraries(to(gain(an(understanding(of(the(levels(and(dimensions(of(imagination(
that(were(applied(in(their(specific(circumstances.(This(has(included(questions(about(who(was(
consulted(and(what(ideas(of(purpose(entered(the(designs.(Following(discussions(of(the(ways(
in(which(the(new(facilities(impact(on(use,(we(have(then(asked(them(to(re\imagine(the(
designs(and(consider(possible(changes(or(improvements.(In(working(with(the(children,(we(
moved(immediately(to(fantasy,(asking(them(to(apply(their(imaginations(to(designing(an(ideal(
library(space.((
Saul((2001)(argued(that(by(centring(the(imagination(on(something(real,(such(as(the(
conditions(of(the(marginalised,(for(instance,(or(the(environment,(people(can(become(
engaged(with(their(social(realities,(and(that(“this(is(where(our(imaginations(must(work”((p.(
155).(Children(are(best(suited(to(allowing(imagination(to(flourish(unconstrained(by(reason(
and(it(is(in(these(flights(of(fantasy(that(innovative(ideas(can(be(conceived,(even(if(they(then(
need(to(be(tempered(to(the(constraints(of(the(real(world.(As(Greene((1995)(observed,(“it(
takes(imagination(on(the(part(of(the(young(people(to(perceive(openings(through(which(they(
can(move”((p.(14).(Visual(imagery(helped(students(to(consider(their(ideal(learning(spaces,(
which(we(compare(to(the(realities(of(the(current(library(spaces(as(described(by(school(staff.((
Dealing(with(those(realities(is(the(function(that(we(have(termed(“transitioning”;(it(requires(
teacher\librarians(to(orientate(to(the(new(spaces,(to(consider(the(new(possibilities(that(the(
spaces(afford,(to(consider(the(limitations(imposed,(and(to(potentially(reinvent(the(ways(in(
which(they(work(with(students,(other(staff(and(the(wider(community.(Transitioning(also(
requires(students(and(teachers(to(respond(to(the(changes(in(their(relationships(to(spaces(
and(possibilities;(and(it(requires(school(administrators(to(consider(how(the(new(spaces(can(
enhance(learning(and(teaching(in(their(schools.(The(transitioning(period(has(no(fixed(starting(
points,(in(some(cases(commencing(with(design(ideas,(and(in(others(commencing(at(the(point(
of(moving(into(the(new(space.(The(end(point(is,(likewise,(ill\defined,(and(possibly(non\
existent,(as(teacher\librarians(may(engage(in(a(continual(process(of(arranging(and(re\
arranging(structures,(re\designating(spaces,(and(working(with(their(peers,(students(and(
community(to(achieve(the(maximum(benefit(of(the(new(environment.((
2.2!Multiple!perspectives!
The(voices(of(teacher\librarians(are(central(to(this(project(as(they(have(the(most(intensive(
experience(of(new(learning(environments,(as(teacher,(as(learning(developer,(as(full\time(
user(of(the(facility,(and(as(inhabitant(of(the(workspace.(While(their(view(contains(multiple(
perspectives,(we(were(also(interested(to(obtain(a(wider(view(and(to(understand(the(ways(in(
which(the(new(spaces(impacted(on(other(users(–(the(students,(other(teachers,(and(school(
administrators.(These(multiple(perspectives(present(a(holistic(picture(of(each(school(library(
that(integrates(the(“small(stories”(and(experiences(of(all(stakeholders.(
Comparing(these(views(provides(a(rich(picture(of(the(ways(in(which(the(designs(for(the(
libraries(were(imagined,(experienced(and(reimagined.(As(the(data(collection(involved(
participants(in(various(roles(and(of(various(ages,(the(research(team(developed(diverse(
methods(that(permitted(what(we(considered(to(be(the(most(appropriate(means(for(the(
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participants,(including(visual(methods,(focus(groups,(and(interview,(as(described(in(the(
“approach(and(methodology”(section(of(this(report.(
Student!voice!in!school!design!
In(many(research(projects(and(competitions(involving(school(students(in(the(design(of(
learning(spaces(around(the(world,(children(have(demonstrated(intuitive(understandings(of((
“built(pedagogy”((Calhoun,(2006,(p.(51),(and(that(“space(and(learning(are(inextricably(
linked”((Thomas,(2010,(p.(508).(Their(ideas(and(hopes,(however,(are(seldom(able(to(
influence(the(reality(of(school(design,(with(decisions(usually(made(by(“administrators,(public(
officials,(builders,(architects,(and(others,(who,(in(most(cases,(will(not(be(the(users(of(the(
finished(schools”((Ghaziani,(2008,(p.((226).(While(student(voice(in(school(decision\making(
has(been(established(over(many(decades(through,(for(example,(representative(student(
councils((cf.,(Arnot,(McIntyre,(Pedder(&(Reay,(2004;(Rudduck(&(Flutter,(2004;(Thomson(&(
Holdsworth,(2003)(the(convergence(of(student(voice(and(the(design(of(learning(
environments(is(a(more(recent(phenomenon((Flutter(&(Rudduck,(2005).((
There(have(been(successful(design(programs(in(a(number(of(countries,(however,(involving(
children(at(all(levels(of(schooling,(from(the(earliest(years(to(senior(high(school,(in(which(they(
have(proven(themselves(capable(of(expressing(fresh(ideas(in(relation(to(learning(
environments((Clark,(2010;(Rudduck(&(Flutter,(2004;(van(Wagenberg,(Krasner(&(Krasner,(
1981).(Research(projects(and(design(competitions(have(also(provided(platforms(for(
children’s(imaginations(to(be(displayed(and(to(offer(inspired(new(possibilities(to(learning(
space(design.(
Ghaziani((2008),(comparing(the(results(of(a(number(of(projects,(found(a(surprising(similarity(
among(children’s(aspirations(for(their(learning(environments,(regardless(of(geographic(
location(and(climate;(features(such(as(natural(light(and(ventilation,(soft(textures,(bold(and(
cheerful(colours,(gentle(music,(soft(chairs,(rest(and(meditation(places,(outdoor(learning(
areas,(with(trees,(gardens,(ponds,(and(animals(were(common(desires(of(children(in(all(the(
projects.(Similarly,(an(American(project(demonstrated(children’s(desire(to(“integrate(colour,(
light,(and(interesting(spaces(into(the(learning(environment”((French(&(Hill,(2004,(p.(37),(
while(Korean(students(involved(in(consultative(design(groups(wanted(restful(spaces(where(
they(could(feel(at(ease((Rieh,(Kim(&(Yu,(2011).((
In(Australia,(student(voice(has(been(sought(by(designers(in(a(few(school(refurbishment(
programs((Flutter,(2004;(Mary(Featherston(Design,(2006),(helping(schools(to(establish(
priorities(for(improving(classrooms,(playgrounds(and(other(school(spaces.(For(example,(a(
unique(learning(environment(was(developed(in(collaboration(with(Year(11(and(12(students(
in(Sunshine,(Victoria,(in(the(creation(of(a(new(technical(college(in(which(subcontractors(took(
on(school(apprenticeship(students(and(interior(design(work(was(incorporated(into(the(
curriculum((Spowers(media(release,(2009).(These(student(designers(ensured(that(their(
learning(spaces(were(environmentally(responsible,(with(natural(ventilation(and(natural(light(
minimising(the(need(for(artificial(light(and(air\conditioning.((
These(projects(show(that(students(want(schools(to(be(“special(places(that(capture(their(
interest(and(inspire(their(imaginations”((French(&(Hill,(2004,(p.(38),(claiming(that(that(the(
dullness(of(many(schools(and(classrooms,(frequently(described(as(“stuffy(and(boring”,(
decreases(their(interest(in(learning.(As(Ghaziani(stated,(
Children(can(serve(as(valuable(sources(of(information(which(need(to(be(explored.(It(
is(important(to(find(out(children’s(own(ways(of(seeing(and(naming(issues(of(concern,(
their(special(needs,(spaces(need(to(support(activities(and(aesthetic(preferences.(
(2008,(p.(226)(
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Children’s(perspectives(are(almost(certain(to(“look(and(feel(different(to(those(built(to(a(
generic(design(by(facilities(management(teams(for(cost(efficiency(purpose”((Long(&(Watson,(
2008,(p.(15).(Benefits(accruing(from(the(inclusion(of(the(student(voice(in(school(design,(
however,(are(not(restricted(to(improving(the(practical(aspects(of(schools.(They(include(
improving(teaching(and(learning,(and(empowering(the(participants((Wright,(2004).(
Woodcock(and(Newman((2010)(conducted(a(two\year(project(to(explore(student(
involvement(in(school(design(under(the(UK(government’s(Building(Schools(for(the(Future(
program.((Their(findings(indicated(a(range(of(social(and(learning(benefits(for(student(
participants,(including(the(fostering(of(“a(culture(of(trust(and(collaboration”((2010,(p.(2),(
increased(self\esteem,(ownership(and(a(sense(of(pride(in(the(school.(It(was(further(noted(
that(low(achievers(who(had(the(opportunity(to(contribute(their(voices(to(school(design(
improved(their(academic(performance((Woodcock(&(Newman,(2010).((
Maintaining(the(consultation(process(through(to(project(completion(ensures(that(children(
gain(valuable(learning(as(well(as(continued(“ownership”,(as(they(witness(their(ideas(take(
shape(within(the(constraints(of(practicality,(cost\efficiency(and(legislative(frameworks.(
Students’(imaginations(can(inspire(concepts(that(adults(may(not(have(dreamed(of,(while(
student(voice(in(a(project(of(real\world(school(design(enables(“new(pedagogies(to(work(in(
spaces(specifically(designed(by(learning”((Long(&(Watson,(p.(15),(creating(new(curriculum(
opportunities(and(promoting(positive(learning(cultures((Flutter,(2004).(
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3.!Project!approach!and!methodology!
!
3.1!Project!focus!
The(project(investigated(the(close(relationship(between(learning(environments(and(learning(
outcomes,(focusing(on(school(libraries(as(sites(that(have(the(potential(to(inspire(creative(and(
engaging(pedagogy.(Pedagogy(is(defined(as(the(enacted(philosophy(or(principles(that(
describe(how(people(participate(in(learning,(and(the(practices(that(emerge(through(that(
participation.((Understanding(the(views(of(the(students(and(teachers,(as(actors(in(the(
interactions,(within(their(particular(learning(space,(is(therefore(important.(
Research!questions!
The(aim(of(this(study(was(to(identify(how(pedagogic(practices(are(being(reimagined(and(
negotiated(in(newly(refurbished(learning(spaces(in(school(libraries(in(ways(that(might(
improve(students’(engagement(and(educational(outcomes.(The(guiding(research(question(
was:(
How!does!the!physical!environment!of!school!libraries!influence!pedagogic!practices!and!
learning!outcomes?!
Further(research(questions(that(guided(the(inquiry(included:!
What(are(the(implications(for(teacher\librarians(when(transitioning(into(a(new(
library(learning(space?((
How(do(members(of(the(school(community((principals,(teachers,(teacher\librarians(
and(students)(experience(the(creation(of(a(new(school(library(learning(space?(
How(do(school(students(imagine(the(design(and(use(of(engaging(library(learning(
spaces?(
To(support(this(exploration,(an(interpretive,(qualitative(research(design(was(created(to(
examine(the(lived\in(reality(of(the(learners(and(teachers(co\created(within(the(specific(
cultural(and(social(world(of(their(school((Guba(&(Lincoln,(1994).(Through(this(qualitative(
approach,(a(gap(in(the(existing(literature(about(the(connections(between(learning(spaces(
and(student(learning(is(addressed.(Some(widely(consulted(and(referenced(commercial(
publications(about(school(planning,(building(and(designing(rely(predominantly(upon(
quantitative(evidence.(These(texts(“assume(that(the(design(of(educational(spaces(must(
influence(student(learning(and(achievement”((Woolner,(2007(p.48).(Many(of(these(texts(are(
replete(with(potentially(valuable(design(recommendations,((Dudek,(2005(Nair(&(Fielding,(
2005;(Erikson(&(Markuson,(2007).(Some(texts(discuss(student(learning(and(mention(
educational(theories(and(pedagogical(practice.(However,(few(such(publications(“cite(
supporting(evidence(or(refer(to(evaluative(studies(of(their(own(design(recommendations,(
nor(do(they(explore(exemplar(cases(to(discuss(the(impacts(of(their(recommendations(on(
student(learning”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(109).(This(research(addresses(the(research(gaps(
identified(in(the(literature(review,(providing(insight(into(how(built(spaces(impact(the(social(
and(cultural(lives(of(those(who(inhabit(them,(the(transitions(into(newly(built(spaces(and(the(
ways(in(which(the(new(case(study(sites(have(enabled(or(inhibited(learning(engagement(for(
students(and(educators.((
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3.2!Phases!and!milestones!
The(research(was(conducted(in(three(phases(throughout(2012(and(2013.((
Phase(1:(Research(design(( January(–(May(2012(
Phase(2:(Data(collection((( August(2012(–(March(2013(
Phase(3:(Data(analysis((((( January(–(June(2013(
Phase!one:!Research!design!
An(innovative(qualitative(research(design(elicited(image\based(and(interview(data(as(well(as(
evocative(narrative(case(studies((Simons,(2009),(representing(the(voices(of(users(of(learning(
spaces.(Since(pedagogic(practices(are(interactive(and(are(both(shaped(by(and(within(social(
and(physical(spaces,(it(was(important(to(investigate(a(variety(of(library(spaces.(Seven(schools(
with(new(library(spaces(that(were(constructed(with(BER(funding(agreed(to(participate(in(the(
research(study.((The(schools(represented(a(variety(of(school(types(and(were(located(
throughout(Queensland((see(table(3.1).(((
Table(3.1:((Case(study(sites(
School(( Geographic(
location(of(
school(in(
Queensland(
Approx(
school(
enrolment(
Approx(
ICSEA(1(*(
(
High(
School(
Primary(
School(
Government((
School(
Independent(
School(
BER(library(
funding(
School(
1(
Rural(outer(
Brisbane(
suburb((
280( 1070( ( X( X( ( 1,070,624(
School(
2(
South(east(
coastal(city(
400( 1090( ( X( ( X( 2,142,000(
School(
3(
Regional(
northern(city(
750( 890( ( X( X( ( 1,519,537(
School(
4(
Rural(
northern(
town(
700( 915( ( X( X( ( 1,800,001(
School(
5(
Outer(
Brisbane(
suburb(
580( ( X( ( X( ( No(
funding(
New(
school(
School(
6(
Regional(
south(
western(city(
460( 930( ( X( X( ( 1,900,001(
School(
7((
Inner(
Brisbane(
suburb(
530( 1140( ( X( X( ( 1,650,000(
(
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((
1(*(Index(of(Community(Socio\Educational(Advantage((ICSEA).((Average(ICSEA(value(is(1000(with(measures(above(1000(
indicating(above(average(socio\educational(advantage.((“The(variables(used(in(calculating(a(value(on(the(ICSEA(scale(include(
student\level(data(on(the(occupation(and(education(level(of(parents/carers,(and/or(socio\economic(characteristics(of(the(areas(
where(students(live,(whether(a(school(is(in(a(metropolitan,(regional(or(remote(area,(proportion(of(students(from(a(language(
background(other(than(English,(as(well(as(the(proportion(of(Indigenous(students(enrolled(at(the(school.”((ACARA(Glossary,(
accessed(on(5th(January(2012(from(http://www.acara.edu.au/myschool/myschool_glossary.html(\(G2)(
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A(case(study(research(design(was(created(to(enable(the(researchers(to(represent(the(
experiences(of(multiple(participants,(and(notice(the(importance(of(the(context.(A(case(study(
design(enables(
an(in\depth(exploration(from(multiple(perspectives(of(the(complexity(and(
uniqueness(of(a(particular(project,(policy,(institution(or(system(in(a(“real\life”(
context.(It(is(research(based,(inclusive(of(different(methods(and(is(evidence\led.(
(Simons(2009,(p.21).(
The(case(studies(in(this(report(contextualise(the(experiences(of(participants,(and(value(
experiential(and(practical(ways(of(knowing.(Through(the(participant(narratives,(student(
drawings(and(video(tours(of(the(library(spaces,(readers(can(vicariously(understand(the(ways(
in(which(participants(are(negotiating(meaning(and(new(practices,(to(“think(with(our(story(
instead(of(about(it”((Ellis(&(Bochner,(2003,(p.(203).((Through(multiple(case(studies(that(
represent(a(variety(of(experiences,(a(richer(and(diverse(understanding(of(the(issues(was(
sought((Stake,(1995).((Case(study(designs(enable(the(use(of(multiple(data(sources,(and(can(
both(respond(to(current(theoretical(knowledge(and(generate(new(knowledge((Simons,(
2009).((
In(designing(the(research(approach,(the(researchers(drew(from(their(diverse(theoretical(
expertise,(which(includes(student(use(of(information(and(library(spaces(for(learning((Bruce(&(
Hughes(2010:(Hughes(2013a;(Hughes(2013b;(Hughes,(2010),(student(experiences(of(learning(
and(imagination(in(design((Bland,(2012,(Bland(&(Sharma\Brymer,(2012)(and(how(pedagogies(
are(negotiated(in(cultural(and(social(classroom(spaces((Willis(2010,(2011).(Additionally,(
research(team(members(were(recruited(to(conduct(the(literature(review((Elliot(Burns,(2011)(
and(provide(technical(support(in(web(design(and(video(editing((Andrew(Gibson),(
coordinating(school(visits((Fiona(McArthur)(and(in(analysing(data((Kylie(Andrews).((
Ethical(approval(was(gained(from(the(Queensland(University(of(Technology(Human(Research(
Ethics(Committee((approval(number(1200000072)(as(well(as(from(the(Research(unit(within(
Education(Queensland(and(from(the(Executive(Officer(of(Lutheran(Education(Queensland,(
enabling(the(research(team(to(approach(selected(schools(through(their(principals(to(
participate(in(the(research.((
A(letter(to(the(principals(indicated(that(participation(would(involve(the(research(team(
visiting(their(school(for(one(day(during(2012,(to((
• Conduct(30\minute(individual(interviews(with(the(teacher\librarian(and(school(
leader.((
• Interview(a(teacher(who(uses(the(library(space(for(innovative(pedagogy(and(a(small(
group(of(his/her(students,(and(invite(them(to(participate(in(a(video(interview(of(their(
favourite(places(in(the(library.((
• Work(with(the(teacher\librarian(to(invite(students(to(create(a(drawing(of(their(ideal(
school(learning(environment(in(a(lunch\time(activity.(
• Take(some(photos(of(the(library(space(and(conduct(a(short(video(interview(with(the(
teacher\librarian(that(can(be(shared(on(a(website.(
The(researchers(invited(schools(to(participate(based(on(the(recommendations(of(leaders(in(
Education(Queensland(and(Lutheran(Schools,(as(well(as(Education(Queensland’s(preferred(
furniture(supplier,(Bizfurn.(We(asked(these(contacts(to(recommend(schools(that(have(built(
or(refurbished(school(libraries(using(BER(funding(inspired(by(innovative(pedagogic(practices.(
We(asked(them(to(include(schools(that(represent(a(range(of(characteristics((e.g.,(size,(
geographic(location,(primary(and(secondary).(Additional(recommendations(were(received(
from(teacher\librarian(networks.(Those(schools(who(expressed(interest(were(emailed(an(
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information(pack(outlining(the(goals(of(the(research(and(containing(the(consent(forms.(Once(
the(principal(had(provided(written(agreement(to(participate,(a(researcher(followed(up(with(a(
phone(call(to(answer(questions(and(confirm(availability(of(all(groups(of(participants(and(to(
arrange(a(one\day(visit(to(the(library(site(by(a(team(of(three(researchers.((
This(research(project(would(not(have(been(possible(without(the(remarkable(cooperation(of(
teacher\librarians(at(each(site(helping(to(coordinate(the(recruitment(and(participation(of(the(
various(groups(of(participants(and(the(research(activities(on(the(day(of(the(team(visit.(
Teacher\librarians(were(then(asked(to(work(with(the(researcher(to(facilitate(the(collection(of(
visual(images(and(annotations(from(school\based(student(participants.(A(website(was(
created(and(made(available(for(teacher\librarians(to(use(to(explain(the(purpose(of(the(
research.(The(teacher\librarians(were(asked(to(nominate(a(teacher(who(used(the(library(
space(in(innovative(ways(and,(if(the(teacher(agreed,(to(distribute(consent(forms(inviting(
some(of(his/her(students(to(participate(in(a(focus(group(interview(about(their(use(of(the(
library(space.(
Phase!two!–!Data!collection!
In(a(single(visit(to(each(case(study(school(site,(participant(views(were(collected(through(
researcher(observations,(individual(and(focus(group(interviews,(video(recording,(and(
drawings.(Participation(was(voluntary,(and(participants(signed(participant(information(and(
consent(forms.(The(school(student(participants(were(of(middle(primary(school(years(and(
above(and(considered(capable(of(giving(informed(consent(to(the(creation(of(images(and(
focus(group(interviews,(but(parents(were(informed(and(asked(for(their(consent(as(well.((
(
Table(3.2((Participants(
Participant(
groups(from(each(
of(the(7(schools(
Research(
question(
Participation(in(data(collection(activities( n.(
1.(( Students(( (
1,(3,(4(
Create(and(annotate(an(image(in(response(to(a(
question(“If(you(could(design(a(school(library,(what(
would(it(look(like?”((
Participate(in(audio(recorded(small(group(
interviews(
Video(recorded(tour(of(“My(favourite(space(in(the(
library”((
(
(
44(
(
(see(also(
table(3.3)(
2.(( Teacher\
librarians(
1,(2,(3( Participate(in(audio(recorded(individual(interviews(
Video(record(a(visual(tour(of(the(library(space.(
7(
3.(( Teachers( 1,(3( Audio(and(video(recorded(individual(interviews,(
portions(of(which(may(be(used(on(the(website.(
7(
4.(( School(
leaders(
1,(3( Audio(recorded(individual(interviews.( 5(
 
Children!creating!and!annotating!images!of!learning!spaces!
Drawing(and(creating(video(commentaries(can(make(the(feelings(and(experiences(of(
students(visible,(and(positions(the(students(as(informed(and(active(participants(rather(than(
merely(subjects(of(research((Bland,(Carrington(&(Brady,(2009).(Such(images(have(been(called(
“a(rich(source(of(qualitative(data”((Walker,(2008,(p.(100),(enabling(participants(to(express(
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their(concepts(of(imagined(and(ideal(learning(spaces.(The(written(texts(accompanying(the(
visual(images(are(regarded(as(essential(to(avoiding(adultist(interpretations(of(the(images(
(Darbyshire,(MacDougall(&(Schiller,(2005).(The(students(were(the(largest(group(of(
participants(in(the(research(project,(with(44(children((31(female,(13(male)(whose(year(levels(
are(shown(in(Table(3.3.(
Table(3.3:(Student(participants(by(school,(year(level(and(gender!
School! Yr!4! Yr!5! Yr!6! Yr!7! Yr!8! unknown! Total!
( f( m( =( f( m( =( f( m( =( f( m( =( f( m( =( f( m( =( f( m( =(
1( ( ( ( ( ( ( 4( 1( 5( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 5(
2( ( ( ( 3( 2( 5( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 5(
3( 4( 1( 5( ( ( ( ( ( ( 4( 1( 5( ( ( ( 1( ( 1( ( ( 11(
4( ( ( ( ( ( ( 2( 1( 3( 1( 1( 2( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 5(
5( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 1( 1( 2( 3( 1( 4( ( ( ( ( ( 6(
6( 2( 2( 4( ( ( ( 2( ( 2( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 6(
7( 4( 2( 6( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( 6(
total! 10! 5! 15! 3! 2! 5! 8! 2! 10! 6! 3! 9! 3! 1! 4! 1! U! 1! 27! 13! 44!!
Video!tours!
Video(tours(of(the(library(spaces(led(by(the(teacher\librarian(were(used(to(collect(data(
showing(how(specific(features(of(the(space(were(valued(by(and(had(meaning(for(
participants.((
Interviews!
Interviews(invite(people(to(be(experts(in(their(own(lives((Anderson(et(al.,(1994).(The(
interviews(were(semi\structured,(exploratory(conversations,(being(guided(by(interview(
questions,(yet(also(enabling(the(interviewer(to(explore(issues(that(emerged(in(the(
conversations.(This(approach(ensured(that(key(points(could(be(consistently(addressed(in(all(
interviews,(whilst(allowing(flexibility(to(clarify(or(expand(individual(participants’(trains(of(
thought((Kvale,(1996).(Students(were(interviewed(in(a(group(as(students(often(feel(safer(in(a(
group((Cowie,(2005)(and(they(could(build(on(each(other’s(experiences(and(elaborate(about(
important(features(of(the(library(space(or(significant(experiences.(The(teacher\librarians(
participated(in(individual(interviews(with(a(member(of(the(research(team(with(professional(
library(experience.((These(interviews(were(audio(recorded(and(later(transcribed(verbatim.(
Questions(asked(of(each(group(were:(
Students!
• What(are(some(of(your(favourite(things(to(do(in(the(library(space?(
• Who(uses(the(library?(
• How(often(do(you(come(into(the(library?(
• What(are(some(of(the(things(you(might(do(there?(
• Why(do(you(like(it?(
• What(are(some(of(the(best(places(to(be(in(the(library?(Why?(
• What(has(changed(since(the(library(space(has(been(upgraded?(
• What(is(different?(
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• What(has(stayed(the(same?(
• What(is(one(word(you(would(use(to(describe(the(new(space?(Explain(your(choice.(
• How(has(the(space(made(a(difference(to(the(way(you(learn?(
• How(might(the(library(space(be(improved(to(help(students(learn?(
• What(ideas(do(you(have(to(make(the(library(space(or(maybe(your(classroom(space(a(
better(place(for(learning?((
Teacher:Librarians!
• Describe(the(events(leading(up(to,(and(during,(your(move(into(this(new/refurbished(
library(learning(space.((
• What(factors(and(viewpoints(influenced(the(design?(
• Who(was(involved(in(the(design(of(this(new/refurbished(space?((
• In(what(ways((if(any)(were(you(involved(in(the(design(of(this(new/refurbished(space?(
• How(were(the(needs(and(preferences(of(key(stakeholders(taken(into(account?((
• What(pedagogic(and(design(principles(informed(the(design?(
• Who(and(what(is(valued(in(this(new/refurbished(space?(
• What(do(you(consider(to(be(the(most(innovative(or(interesting(aspects(of(the(
design?(
• How(have(other(teachers(responded(to(this(new/refurbished(space?(
• How(have(students(responded(to(this(new/refurbished(space?((
• In(a(single(word(or(short(phrase,(how(would(you(sum(up(your(experience(of(
transitioning(to(this(new/refurbished(space?(Please(explain(your(choice(of(words(to(
describe(this(experience(
• If(you(had(the(chance(to(start(the(design/building(process(again(from(the(beginning,(
what(would(you(do(differently((or(the(same)(to(ease(the(transition(into(this(
new/refurbished(space?((Please(explain(why.(
Teachers!
• What(is(one(word(you(would(use(to(describe(the(new(space?(Explain(your(choice.(
• Which(of(the(new(spaces(do(you(think(work(well(for(your(teaching?(Why?(
• What(learning(and(teaching(do(you(do(in(these(spaces(that(you(would(find(difficult(in(
other(spaces?(
• How(has(the(new(space(impacted(on(student(learning?(
• What(learner(outcomes(have(you(observed(in(terms(of(cognition,(emotion(and(
participation?(
• How(has(learner(engagement(changed?(
• What(pedagogic(principles(do(you(think(informed(the(design(and(use(of(the(new(
library(space?(
• What(have(been(the(success(factors(behind(the(design(of(the(new(space?(
• If(you(had(the(chance(to(start(the(design/building(process(from(the(beginning,(what(
would(you(do(differently?(Please(explain(why.(
School!leaders!
• What(has(been(the(process(of(designing(the(new(library(space?(What(pedagogic(
principles(do(you(think(informed(the(design(and(use(of(the(new(library(space?(What(
have(been(the(success(factors(behind(the(design(of(the(new(space?(
• Describe(how(the(change(in(library(space(has(impacted(teaching(and(learning(
activities.(Which(of(the(new(spaces(do(you(think(work(well?(Why?(
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• How(has(the(new(space(impacted(on(student(learning?(Which(elements(of(the(
current(design(have(had(the(most(significant(impact(on(teaching(and(learning?(
• If(you(had(the(chance(to(start(the(design/building(process(from(the(beginning,(what(
would(you(do(differently?(Please(explain(why.(
In(conducting(the(research,(the(project(web(site(has(been(a(valuable(component(of(the(data\
gathering(process,(being(used(in(a(limited(and(password\protected(capacity(to(allow(project(
participants(to(provide(feedback(to(the(researchers.(This(content(will(not(be(publicly(
available(when(the(findings(are(published(on(the(web(site.(
Phase!3:!Data!analysis!and!interpretation!
Data(from(the(three(domains(was(interpreted(and(analysed(by(the(team(of(researchers(both(
inductively(through(coding(of(transcripts(and(visual(representations,(and(also(drawing(from(
theory\informed(perspectives.(Eisenhardt((2002,(p.(17)(notes,(“analysing(data(is(the(heart(of(
building(theory(from(case(studies(but(it(is(both(the(most(difficult(and(the(least(codified(part(
of(the(process”.(
Firstly,(data(was(analysed(using(an(open(coding(approach(that(enabled(the(development(of(
abstract(ideas((Charmaz(2008).((Next,(each(case(study(was(then(written(as(a(descriptive(
narrative,(enabling(the("unique(patterns(of(each(case(to(emerge(before(investigators(push(to(
generalise(patterns(across(cases…[and(giving](investigators(a(rich(familiarity(with(each(case,(
which(in(turn,(accelerates(cross\case(comparison"((Eisenhardt,(2002,(p.(18).(Regular(team(
meetings(also(generated(insights(and(enabled(the(exploration(of(emerging(themes,(
particularly(as(the(team(collaboratively(coded(the(video(tours(of(the(library.(The(use(of(
multiple(data(sources,(and(also(the(perspectives(of(multiple(researchers(in(visiting(sites(and(
in(coding,(enabled(complementary(insights(and(synergies(that(suggested(relationships(to(
emerge((Eisenhardt,(2002).((
The(next(stage(in(generating(cross\case(patterns(involved(creating(tabular(displays(and(
looking(at(the(data(in(many(divergent(ways.(The(drawings(and(texts(were(collected(for(
analysis(following(a(process(established(by(the(researcher(in(a(previous(visual(research(
project((see(Bland,(2012).(A(spreadsheet(was(developed(to(record(the(visual(data(with(
supporting(evidence(from(the(written(texts.(The(key(visual(features(of(each(drawing(were(
entered(along(with(the(key(terms(used(in(the(texts.(Direct(quotes(taken(from(the(students’(
texts(were(also(entered(to(ensure(that(the(meanings(were(retained.(Major(themes(were(
then(identified(through(colour\coding(the(data.(This(visual(tool(enabled(a(first\level(analysis(
to(be(performed(and(aided(subsequent(deeper(exploration.(((Tabular(displays(and(
conceptual(diagrams(enabled(the(researchers(to(“bracket(the(phenomenon”,(that(is,(
“reducing(it(to(its(essential(elements(and(cutting(it(loose(from(the(natural(world(so(that(its(
essential(structures(and(features(may(be(uncovered”((Denzin,(2002,(p.(349).((As(well(as(
conceptual(categories(drawn(from(the(data,(questions(from(theoretical(perspectives(were(
asked,(such(as(
Ability:(Who(has(ability(in(this(space?(
Control:(Who(controls(the(teaching(space?(
Place:(Who(is(valued(as(an(individual(and(a(learner?(
Voice:(Whose(voice(is(given(credence(within(this(space?((
(Munns(&(Woodward,(2006,(p.(199)(
The(final(stage(of(data(analysis(was(reconstructing(the(phenomenon(to(identify(the(essential(
patterns(and(tensions(that(emerged(across(the(cases.(By(analysing(across(the(cases(that(
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embody(the(imagined,(emerging(and(established(perspectives(about(the(use(of(school(
spaces,(pedagogic(principles(emerged(that(enable(teachers(and(learners(to(experience(full(
engagement(in(meaningful(learning.(Cross\case(analysis(also(identified(the(tensions(and(
complexities(of(transition(to(new(spaces(and(leading(the(design(of(learning(spaces.(Finally,(
the(influence(of(the(school(library(as(a(shared(learning(space(was(identified.((
3.3!Presentation!of!findings!and!website!
The(study’s(findings(are(presented(in(this(report(and(complemented(by(an(array(of(visual(
materials(on(the(project(web(site(http://reimaginingspaces.edu.au.(((Together(they(respond(
to(the(overarching(research(question:(How(does(the(physical(environment(of(school(libraries(
influence(pedagogic(practices(and(learning(outcomes?(
The(report(includes:(
• a(set(of(seven(cases(studies(that(reveal(nuanced(experiences(of(designing(and(
creating(school(libraries,(based(on(the(narrative(of(key(stakeholders((teacher\
librarians,(teachers,(students(and(principals)(–(Chapter(6(
• thematic(discussion(of(student(imaginings(of(their(ideal(school(library,(based(on(
drawings(and(narrative(of(students(at(the(seven(case(study(schools((–(Chapter(7(
• critical(analysis(of(the(case(study(and(student(imaginings,(focusing(on(implications(
for((re)designing(school(learning(spaces(and(pedagogy,(and(responding(to(the(
study’s(overarching(research(question(–(Chapters(8(and(9(
The(publicly(available,(dedicated(website(includes:(photos(and(videos(of(the(seven(case\
study(schools(and(their(libraries;(interviews(with(teacher\librarians;(students’(drawings(and(
statements;(practical(hints(for(school(library(designing;(and(the(final(copy(of(the(research(
report.(((
3.4!Limitations!and!strengths!of!the!research!design!
While(the(research(topic(is(potentially(extensive,(the(scope(of(this(project(was(limited(to(a(
few(well\chosen(school(sites(where(the(researchers(could(explore(in\depth(examples(of(
innovative(school(design(and(stakeholders’(experiences(of(new(learning(spaces.(The(
selection(of(case\study(schools,(while(informed(by(networks(as(potentially(highly(innovative(
sites(for(pedagogic(practices(in(new(library(spaces,(may(not(have(identified(other(innovative(
sites(and(practices.(The(research(was(conducted(in(Queensland(in(the(year(that(the(
Australian(Curriculum(was(introduced(to(schools,(and(other(sites(that(were(identified(as(
highly(innovative(declined(to(participate(in(a(year(that(was(already(busy(with(curriculum(
change.(However,(the(diversity(of(the(cases(selected(meant(that(the(important(influences(of(
geographical(climate(and(culture(were(highlighted.(The(schools(also(did(not(identify(as(
exemplary(sites(for(practice,(and(so(the(important(dilemmas(and(tensions(provided(rich(
data.((
Within(each(school,(the(teacher\librarian(recommended(the(teacher(and(students(to(be(
interviewed.(This(often(meant(that(teachers(and(students(who(were(interviewed(were(those(
with(a(positive(relationship(with(the(teacher\librarian,(or(were(frequent(users(of(the(library.((
The(benefit(was(that(they(were(able(to(provide(rich(insights(based(on(lived(experience(
(Denzin(&(Lincoln,(2003).(As(frequent(users,(they(were(keen(to(talk(about(their(teaching(
practices(and(learning(experiences(in(the(library(spaces;(however,(we(were(not(able(to(
identify(alternative(practices(or(the(difficulties(that(other(teachers(or(students(may(have(
been(experiencing(in(using(the(new(library(spaces.((The(student(drawings(may(also(have(
been(framed(by(the(teacher\librarian(explanations,(and(patterns(of(adult(representations(of(
libraries(were(noticed(in(the(student(drawings.(((
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Visual(records(of(innovative(spaces(were(considered(essential(data(sources(and(resources(for(
dissemination(of(results.(Obtaining(the(necessary(ethical(permissions(from(partners(within(
the(Queensland(school(system(did(take(some(time,(and(meant(that(the(school(sites(could(
not(be(identified(in(the(end(product.(To(protect(the(identities(of(students(and(school(names,(
they(were(asked(to(wear(white(t\shirts(over(their(uniforms.(This(meant(that(the(uniqueness(
of(each(case(study(site(was(minimised(as(the(students(represent(ubiquitous(voices.((
The(video(data(provided(a(rich(source(of(design(information(as(well(as(an(interactive(data(
source(where(the(active(negotiations(of(meaning(within(the(library(space(could(be(seen(and(
heard.(The(video(and(photo(representations(in(the(report(website(will(be(highly(valued(by(
those(practitioners(who(are(seeking(to(see(innovative(spaces(in(action.((
A(key(strength(of(the(research(design(is(that(it(voices(multiple(perspectives(on(the(newly(
created(learning(spaces,(including(those(of(teachers,(principals,(and(school(students(as(well(
as(the(insights(of(the(teacher\librarians(who(are(central(to(determining(the(ways(in(which(
whole\school(pedagogies(are(practiced(in(their(schools.(The(authenticity(of(real\life(insights(
of(those(members(of(the(schools’(communities(most(closely(involved(in(designing,(
transitioning(and(using(the(new(learning(environment(is(another(strength(of(the(project.(The(
variety(of(data\gathering(methods(employed(for(the(project(allowed(the(creation(of(nuanced(
case(studies,(offering(rich(descriptions(of(the(processes(of(designing(and(experiencing(the(
new(facilities.((
The(experience(and(expertise(of(the(individual(researchers(in(a(range(of(research(
methodologies(and(disciplinary(knowledge,(allowed(varied(research(and(professional(
understandings(to(be(applied(to(the(project,(integrating(a(mix(of(well\established(and(more(
innovative(research(strategies.((
(
(
 
!
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4.!Literature!review!
!
4.1!Introduction!
The(research(study(Reimagining(learning(spaces(investigates(the(relationship(between(
learning(environments(and(learning(outcomes,(focusing(on(school(libraries(as(sites(with(
potential(to(inspire(creative(and(engaging(pedagogy.((The(overall(aim(of(the(study(is(to(
identify(how(pedagogic(practices(are(being(re\imagined(and(negotiated(in(newly(refurbished(
learning(spaces(of(school(libraries(in(ways(that(might(improve(students’(engagement(and(
educational(outcomes.(((
The(following(review(will(consider(a(variety(of(literature(from(Australia(and(elsewhere(
relating(to(relevant(aspects(of(the(design(of(learning(spaces(and(participation(in(the(design(
process,(including:(school(libraries(as(learning(spaces(and(the(“third(educator”;(the(roles(of(
teacher\librarians;(learning(space(design(and(its(implications(for(pedagogy;(transitions(into(
newly\created(spaces.((
The(review(was(carried(out(in(the(context(of(the(research(question(underpinning(the(
Reimagining(learning(spaces(Project:(
How(does(the(physical(environment(of(school(libraries(influence(pedagogic(practices(
and(learning(outcomes?(
For(the(purposes(of(this(literature(review,(the(research(questions(provide(overall(reference(
points(for(the(analysis(and(discussion(which(pivot(on(the(dynamic(relationships(among(key(
elements(such(as((
Places:(Libraries(as(spaces(and(places(of(learning(in(schools((
People:(Experiences(of(people(learning(in(library(spaces(
Patterns:(Learning(and(pedagogic(practices(
Principles:(Designing(spaces(for(learning(
While(these(elements(are(examined(separately(within(the(following(literature(review,(their(
relational(dynamic(power(is(acknowledged.(This(literature(review(concludes(with(
implications(explored(within(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(study.((
School(libraries(are(also(dynamic(places(that(can(shape(the(learning(culture(of(the(school:((
The(culture(of(the(library(–(its(ethos,(physical(layout(of(space,(the(nature(of(its(contents,(
its(flexibility(and(hours(of(opening,(its(physical(location(in(the(school(–(affects(the(social,(
intellectual(and(emotional(aspects(of(the(school(community.((Mallan(et(al.,(2002,(p.(44)(
Learning(is(shaped(within(the(spaces(of(school(learning(environments(as(participants(bring(
diverse(understandings(about(learning(and(learning(relationships,(and(the(people,(materials(
and(participants’(experiences(interact(with(cultural(and(social(contexts.(Additionally,(digital(
and(online(technologies(have(emerged(forcefully(across(the(cusp(of(the(21st(century.((Thus(
school(libraries(as(particular(spaces(and(places(for(learning(in(and(beyond(schools,(can(be(
seen(as(shaped(by(multiple(and(dynamic(elements.((
(
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4.2!Places:!Libraries!as!spaces!and!places!of!learning!in!schools!!
Understandings!about!space!and!place!
Buildings(can(be(understood(to(position(those(who(live(and(work(in(them(in(particular(ways(
and(to(exert(forms(of(social(power((Jamieson(et(al.,(2000).(For(instance,(differentiating(
access(to(parts(of(buildings(for(professional(and(executive(personnel,(maintenance(staff(and(
visitors(can(produce(and(reproduce(social(and(power(relations(between(individuals(and(
groups.(In(the(case(of(schools,(Markus(and(Cameron((2002)(point(out(that(the(design(and(
designing(of(learning(spaces(has(the(potential(to(manipulate(and(order(the(ways(in(which(
learners(and(teachers(engage(with(each(other(and(with(cognitive,(relational(and(material(
experiences(of(learning.((In(the(case(of(school(libraries,(questions(arise(about(the(ways(in(
which(circulation(desks,(management(and(resource(circulation(systems,(classification(
systems(and(shelf(order(communicate(messages(of(authority(and(insider(knowledge.(
These(effects(are(explored(in(theoretical(terms(by(Foucault((2002),(who(contends(that(the(
gaze(of(the(state(and(of(science(is(invested(with(power(in(the(production(of(normalised(
social(practices(and(with(the(surveillance(and(control(of(deviations.(In(functional(terms,(
Dovey((1999)(has(described(these(relationships(as(“power(mediated(in(practices(and(built(
form”((p.(15).(From(this(standpoint,(the(designing(and(architectural(forms(of(buildings(
including(schools(could(be(said(to(be(agents(in(practices(of(power(through,(for(example,(“the(
design(and(relationship(of(spaces,(the(use(of(building(materials(such(as(glass,(the(physical(
placement(of(staff(and(staff(facilities(in(relation(to(clients/users/students,(and(more(
recently,(the(application(of(electronic(observation(devices”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(33).((
In(this(ReXimagining(Learning(Spaces(project(various(school(community(members(were(
asked(to(reflect(on(how(they(imagine(and(experience(the(spaces(of(schools,(in(particular(
school(libraries.(At(this(point,(it(is(perhaps(pertinent(to(highlight(concepts(of(space(and(place(
in(order(to(consider(how(particular(understandings(might(influence(these(people’s(
experiences(of(the(spaces(and(places(of(their(lives,(learning(and(work.((
Conceptions(and(understandings(of(place(and(space(can(be(interwoven(so(closely(as(to(be(
almost(inseparable.(Theorists(such(as(Agnew((2005)(have(used(the(metaphor(of(the(“urban(
address”(to(explain(differentiations(between(space(and(place,(such(that(space(is(about(
having(an(address(and(place(is(about(living(at(that(address.(In(these(terms,(space(is(a(‘back\
drop’(to(social(and(cultural(lives(and(place(is(the(lived\in(locale(within(that(space.(
Theories(of(space(include(understandings(of(space(as(static(and(concrete;(space(as(location(
for(objects,(subjects(and(events;(space(defined(in(terms(of(social(relationships(and(space(as(
socially(produced.(Socially(produced(space((spatialisation)(is(achieved(through(human(
practices(located(in(spaces,(and(these(spatialisation(meanings(can(often(be(contested(
through(social,(cultural,(political(and(economic(activity((Lefebvre,(1991;(Soja,(1989).(
Predominantly(quantitative,(containerised(conceptions(of(physical(spaces(might(be(apparent(
when(school(spaces(are(regarded(as(facilities(to(be(filled(and(where(priority(is(given(to(the(
placement(of(objects,(materials(and(people.(Our(experiences(of(moving(through(space(
(continuum)(and(our(sensory(stimuli(and(responses((perceptual(and(multi\sensory)(provoke(
particular(understandings(of(spaces.(Thus(the(sensory(stimulation(of(hearing,(sight,(touch(
and(smell(can(contribute(to(a(sense(of(familiarity(or(belonging,(or(possibly(alienation(and(
unease((Alexander(et(al.,(1977;(Bachelard,(1997).(Psycho\social(conceptions(of(space(relate(
to(the(ways(in(which(we(position(ourselves(in(spaces(in(relation(to(others(and(are(manifest(in(
our(need(for(the(preservation(of(our(personal(space,(and(for(privacy,(security(and(identity.(
Political(conceptions(of(space(are(associated(with(the(aspects(of(supervision(and(control(
mentioned(earlier.(It(could(be(said(that(students(are(positioned(in(schools(in(numbers(of(
ways,(physically,(socially(and(conceptually.(Students(are(understood(to(be(in(transition,(to(be(
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in(conceptual(spaces(of(becoming,(moving(between(childhood(and(adulthood,(according(to(
current(social(norms((Foucault,(1997).(The(spaces,(places(and(configurations(of(schools(along(
with(understandings(about(students(can(also(be(an(effect(of(school(systems(and(educators(
acting(in(loco(parentis.((
Hybrid(conceptions(of(space(are(applied(to(the(synergy(of(qualitative(and(quantitative(
dimensions(of,(for(example,(virtual(or(digital/online(spaces((Franz,(2005).(For(some(writers,(
space(mediated(through(computer(software(and(devices(creates(opportunities(for(humanity(
to(live(in(a(flow(or(continuum(between(the(materiality(of(geographic(space(and(the(virtuality(
of(cyberspace((Castells,(1996).(The(tools(and(technologies(of(information(and(
communication(thus(constitute(“forms(of(docking(stations(in(this(flow(of(hybrid(material\
virtual(life”(in(which(we(are(partly(anchored(to(physical(localities,(and(partly(able(to(roam(
“free(from(wired(constraints,(but(still(attached(to(the(ephemeral(signal”((Elliott(Burns,(2009,(
p.(6).(These(changed(ways(of(operating(might(be(interpreted(as(“societal(movements(to(
liquid(modernity,(as(the(pace(of(change(acts(to(melt(earlier(social(arrangements(and(
practices”((Bauman,(2005,(p.(303).(Our(understandings(of(place(and(space(are(thus(
influenced(by(added(layers(of(experience(beyond(the(sensory(familiarity(of(the(geographic.(
Place(consciousness,(as(it(develops(for(individuals,(can(be(seen(as(a(“layered(biography”(with(
ecological(and(biological(dimensions.(Place(consciousness(is(experienced(in(the(physicality(of(
spaces,(in(a(mix(of(affective,(sensory(and(cognitive(responses(which(comprise(proprietary(
feelings,(sense(and(spirit(of(place,(and(give(rise(to(identification(with(place(and(ideas(of(
belonging((Day(&(Parnell,(2003).(Such(feelings(may(be(experienced(as(nuanced(undertones(
in(the(smell(of(foliage(or(cooking,(in(the(sounds(of(voices,(animals(or(equipment,(in(ambient(
light,(the(play(of(sunlight(or(bright(paintwork,(or(in(the(textures(of(surfaces(such(as(floor(
coverings(or(textiles(on(the(skin((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(44).(
In(similar(terms,(Day(and(Parnell((2003)(contend(that(the(varied(and(complex(dimensions(of(
place(biography(and(identification(with(place(and(of(projection(about(how(people(
experience(spaces(and(places(“can(be(best(understood(through(the(insights(and(clarity(of(
those(who(live(and(work(there,(converging(in(dialogue(with(those(who(don’t”((p.(11)(as(this(
research(project(serves(to(illustrate.(
Australian!context!
Renewed(and(increasing(interest(in(the(physical(places(and(spaces(of(schools(and(in(their(
architectural(and(designed(forms(may(be(partly(coincidental(with(the(passing(of(40(years(
since(an(Australian(Government(Commonwealth(Schools(Commission(program(prioritised(
standards\based(funding(of(school(buildings((Karmel,(1973),(but(also(coincidental(with(the(
ageing(of(those(facilities.(However,(the(level(of(interest(can(also(be(connected(to(
provocative(international(research(such(as(Lackney’s((1996)(inquiry(into(school(facility(
quality;(Jonassen’s((1999)(addressing(of(“learning(with(technologies”;(and(Jamieson(et(al.’s(
(2001)(exploration(of(“space,(place(and(new(learning(environments”,(in(tandem(with(the(
incursion(of(digital(resources(and(information(and(communication(connections(into(daily(
lives(including(workplaces(and(schools.(The(British(Government’s(Building(Schools(for(the(
Future(project((2004)(made(a(commitment(to(bring(these(kinds(of(influential,(contemporary(
aspects(to(bear(in(a(program(to(“create(world(class(21st(century(schools(–(environments(
which(will(inspire(learning(for(decades(to(come(and(provide(exceptional(assets(for(the(whole(
community”((Building(Schools(for(the(Future,(2004,(as(cited(in(Woolner,(Hall,(Higgins,(
McCaughey(&(Wall,(2007,(p.(47).(
More(recently,(the(Australian(Government’s(Building(the(Education(Revolution((BER)(
initiative((2009\2011)(injected(over($16.2(billion(in(funding(for(education(facility(
infrastructure(to(modernise(schools.($3.6(billion(of(this(funding(was(committed(to(the(
building(of(over(3000(school(library(projects((DEEWR,(2010).(The(BER(process(was(clearly(
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named(as(an(economic(stimulus(response(to(the(global(financial(crisis.(The(2009(BER(
National(Coordinator’s(Implementation(Report(emphasised(the(policy(objectives:(
to(provide(economic(stimulus(through(the(rapid(construction(and(refurbishment(of(
school(infrastructure;(and(to(build(learning(environments(to(help(children,(families(
and(communities(participate(in(activities(that(will(support(achievement,(develop(
learning(potential(and(bring(communities(together.((DEEWR,(2011)(
Construction(of(new(school(libraries(was(included(in(the(Primary(Schools(for(the(21st(Century(
(P21)(element(of(the(BER,(along(with(multi\purpose(halls(and(facilities(upgrades.(The(
National(School(Pride((NSP)(element(was(concerned(with(minor(capital(works(and(
refurbishment,(and(Science(and(Language(Centres(in(Secondary(Schools((SLC)(incorporated(
refurbishment(or(new(construction(of(science(laboratories(and(the(construction(of(language(
learning(centres(in(secondary(schools.(
While(most(schools(who(benefited(from(this(bountiful(opportunity(would(not(relinquish(
their(new(facilities,(the(Implementation(Taskforce(Review(of(the(BER(process(highlighted(
some(shortcomings(which(were(clearly(influenced(by(the(urgency(in(the(underlying(
economic(stimulus(plan(for(the(Australian(economy((Orgill(&(Chandler,(2011).(In(particular,(
the(Taskforce(Review(found(evidence(that(the(tight(timeline(for(completion(of(facilities(
inhibited(the(adequate(preparation,(direct(participation(and(creative(professional(influence(
of(school(communities((DEEWR,(2010;(Orgill(&(Chandler,(2011).(Researchers(and(
commentators(have(identified(a(perceived(mismatch(between(policy,(research(priorities(and(
implementation(sufficient(to(inform(the(effectiveness(of(such(initiatives(as(the(BER((Newton,(
2009;(Newton(&(Fisher,(2009).((
School!libraries(
School(libraries(share(a(colourful(and(often(tumultuous(
history(with(their(chronological(antecedents(and(with(
their(present\day(counterparts.(Libraries(can(be(
understood(as(evolving(and(influential(phenomena(within(
the(social,(cultural(and(political(fabric(of(the(lengthy(
human(story((Carr,(2006;(Kapitzke(&(Bruce,(2006).(
Libraries(over(time(can(be(seen(as(value\laden(and(
preserving(“the(voices(of(human(storytellers(and(to(retain(
connections(with(human(history(beyond(the(reach(of(
human(experience(and(memory”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(28).(
Libraries(also(can(be(examined(as(ideas,(as(manifestations(of(social,(cultural,(political(and(
physical(things,(with(particular(sets(of(values(and(aspirations,(and(as(technologies(which(“we(
both(discover(and(make(in(the(world”((Grosz,(2001,(pp.(168\170).(Connections(among(the(
learners(and(their(learning,(the(educators,(influential(pedagogies,(and(the(spaces(and(places(
of(school(libraries(can(be(expressed(in(the(concept(of(a(library(as(“the(thing(and(the(space(it(
inscribes(and(produces”((Grosz,(2001,(p.(170).(Understanding(libraries(as(human(inventions,(
as(social(and(cultural(constructions,(as(designed(ideas(and(as(fusions(of(the(conceptual,(the(
social(and(the(political,(enables(an(examination(of(the(position(and(positioning(effects(of(the(
school(libraries(which(are(part(of(this(Reimagining(learning(spaces(study.(
The(raisons(d’être(for(contemporary(school(libraries(have(evolved((arguably)(from(the(mid\
1960s(in(line(with(increasingly(diverse(information(forms(and(learning(approaches.(Such(
rationales(can(be(seen(to(emphasise(critical,(creative(and(inquiring(information(use,(enabling(
learners(to(engage(with(and(create(knowledge(within(changing(information(environments(
(Asselin(&(Dorion,(2008;(Bruce(&(Hughes,(2010;(Hughes(&(Bruce,(2012;(Kuhlthau,(C.(
Maniotes,(L.,(&(Caspari,(2007).((
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In(this(dynamic,(information\rich(learning(environment,(many(school(libraries(are(assuming(
fresh(identities,(for(example(as(learning(hubs,(iCentres,(and(information(or(knowledge(
commons((Hay,(2006,(2012).(As(Todd((2010b)(indicates,(school(libraries(that(conform(to(
traditional(roles(as(book(depositories(or(information(access(points(risk(becoming(unviable(
and(even(relegated(to(history.(Whilst(insisting(that(school(libraries(are(needed(more(than(
ever,(Todd((2010b)(proposes(the(notion(of(“knowledge(commons(as(a(shared(space(for(all(
students(and(the(community(for(the(development(of(a(wide(range(of(information(handling(
and(using(competencies(that(lead(to(creating(deep(knowledge(and(understanding”((p.(18).(((
Todd((2010b)(goes(on(to(describe(the(commons(as(an(intellectual(space(“that(everyone(
helps(build”(and(as(“both(a(physical(and(a(virtual(place(we(could(term(an(information(
commons,(a(learning(commons,(a(knowledge(commons,(where(ownership(is(held(in(
common(and(construction/collaboration(are(constants”((p.(18).(In(a(knowledge(commons(
the(teacher\librarian’s(role(is(explicitly(knowledge\centred(rather(than(information\
centred—“a(role(that(enables(discovery,(inquiry,(and(creativity,(and(not(just(information(
finding”((p.(19).(
More(widely,(the(term(“commons”(suggests(shared(community(spaces(and(a(dynamic(
connection(among(learners,(learning,(pedagogies(and(spaces.(The(idea(of(a(learning(
commons(is(exemplified(in(one(US(school(library(which(was(designed(to(anticipate(future(
learning(needs(through(“an(array(of(access(points(for(students(such(as(reading(areas,(a(
workroom,(a(conference(room,(and(even(a(gaming(area,(and(the(need(to(focus(on(the(power(
of(technology(to(allow(lessons(to(continue(beyond(the(classroom”((Martin,(Westmoreland(&(
Branyon,(2011,(p.(15).(The(authors(note(that(this(exemplar(library(was(responsive(to(the(
philosophy,(strategic(goals,(and(vision(of(the(local(district(with(a(design(that(“provided(
connectivity(to(the(academic(and(community(areas(of(the(school”.((Similarly,(Koechlin,(
Zwaan(and(Loertscher((2008),(in(asking(how(effectively(school(libraries(are(used,(urge(
librarians(to(create(a(school\wide(learning(commons,(challenging(schools’(administration(
and(staff(to(invest(in(this(philosophy(and(help(to(create(a(collaborative(learning(community(
that(would(support(the(best(pedagogy.((Meanwhile,(Somerville(and(Collins((2008)(challenge(
the(conflation(of(learning(commons(and(information(commons,(stating(that(the(core(activity(
of(an(information(commons(is(the(manipulation(and(mastery(of(information.(On(the(other(
hand,(a(learning(commons(promotes(collaborative(learning,(“by(which(students(turn(
information(into(knowledge(and(sometimes(into(wisdom”((Bennet,(2003,(in(Somerville(&(
Collins,(2008,(p.(805).((
Pedagogy:technology:literacy!spaces!
The(notion(of(the(school(library(as(a(hub(or(“commons”(reflects(the(nexus(between(
pedagogy,(technology(and(literacy(underpinned(by(pedagogic(theories(of(information(
literacy(and(guided(inquiry(and(inquiry(learning(processes(emphasised(in(the(Australian(
curriculum((ASLA/ALIA,(2004;(ACARA,(2013;(2009;(Lupton,(2008(&(2012).(
While(heightened(awareness(of(globalisation(and(social(responsibility(are(characteristic(of(
pedagogy\technology\literacy(nexus(discussions(in(the(literature,(it(could(be(said(that(school(
library(researchers(and(commentators,(operating(from(different(perspectives,(appear(to(vary(
the(emphasis(on(the(nexus(elements.(Thus,(school(libraries(are(seen(by(some(writers(as(
places(and(spaces(enabling(the(implementation(of(guided(inquiry(as(a(strategic(pedagogical(
process((Kuhlthau,(Maniotes(&(Caspari,(2007).((In(these(terms,(school(libraries(are(purposed(
as(broad\landscape,(lifelong(learning(sites,(drawing(together(students(and(educators(in(
learning(collaborations(incorporating(diverse(multi\modal(resources((including(people(as(
resources),(along(with(the(developing(critical(evaluation(competencies(and(creative(
applications(of(knowledge(which(will(enable(students(to(negotiate(school\based(learning(and(
to(create(fulfilling(social(and(intellectual(lives(beyond(schools.(
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However,(for(some(writers,(contemporary(school(libraries(are(reimagined(through(a(
redefinition(of(learning(in(which(digital(literacies(emerge(as(the(new(information(literacy(
frontier,(so(that(learning(is(reinterpreted(as(embodied(Web(2.0(or(even(more(specifically(as(
Learning(2.0(experiences((Asselin(&(Dorion,(2008,(p.(4).(Thus,(digital(and(online(information(
technologies(and(contexts(emerge(as(the(dominant(rationale(and(methodology(for(
contemporary(school(libraries((O’Connell(&(Groom,(2010a;(2010b).(In(these(terms,(and(from(
a(more(technology\driven(perspective,(the(work(of(school(libraries(in(new(times(is(purposed(
towards(collaborative,(connected(learning(and(user\centred(technology(for(members(of(the(
“NetGeneration”((Asselin(&(Dorion,(2008,(p.(1).((
These(writers(appear(to(see(an(intensity(and(longevity(of(students’(almost(prosthetic(access(
to(emerging(digital(technologies(as(kind(of(proof(that(young(people(have(intrinsic,(“natural(
well(developed(and(practised(capabilities(in(the(wide(variety(of(literacies(associated(with(
new(technologies(to(use(Web(2.0(tools(and(to(construct(and(distribute(knowledge”((Asselin(
&(Dorion,(2008,(p.(1).(From(this(perspective,(ideas(of(learning(collaborations(include(digitally(
adept(learners,(but(underplay(and(partly(exclude(the(participation(of(educators,(who(are(
perceived(to(have(underdeveloped(competence(and(experience(in(digital(worlds((Asselin(&(
Dorion,(2008).(However,(there(is(increasing(evidence(of(information(literacy(imbalance(
between(students’(newly(developed(digital(skills(and(their(less(developed(critical(use(
(Hughes,(2009).(
A(pedagogy\technology\literacy(nexus(signals(a(discourse(of(urgency(and(a(cycle(of(change\
begets\change(in(the(literature(and(in(the(material(evolution(of(libraries,(including(school(
libraries.(The(most(insistent(element(appears(to(be(the(ongoing(emergence(of(technology(in(
its(various(digital(online(information(and(communication(forms((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(104).((
For(example,(the(influence(of(technologies(is(evident(in(widely(used(terms(such(as(“digital(
shift”((Asselin(&(Dorian,(2008;(Hay,(2010;(O’Connell(&(Groom,(2010a).(
An(accompanying(aspect(of(the(urgency(and(change(impetus(is(represented(in(the(language(
concerned(with(the(ways(in(which(libraries(in(contemporary(times(are(understood(and(
experienced.(Figurative(language(signals(a(transitional(and(transformative(quality(and(sense(
of(expectation(attached(to(the(ways(in(which(school(libraries(are(described,(defined(and(
imagined(for(perceived(futures.(The(use(of(“re”(as(a(prefix(to(actions(such(as(naming,(
defining,(thinking(and(building,(supports(apparent(desires(for(a(comprehensive(makeover(of(
school(libraries.((This(is(further(emphasised(and(made(operational(in(actions(of(rebranding(as(
an(opportunity(for(“re\engineering(what(we(do”((Hay,(2010,(p.(5).(Further,(O’Connell(and(
Groom(suggest(an(almost(microscopic(“recalibration”((2010a,(p.(39)(level(of(attention(be(
given(to(school(library(entities(and(activities.(These(examples(appear(to(indicate(a(changing(
complexity(so(comprehensive(that(school(libraries(emerge(in(re\made(hybrid(forms(such(as(
the(iCentre((Hay,(2010).(These(ideas(of(transition(and(transformation(are(noted(particularly(
with(respect(to(a(key(concern(of(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(study(with(how(students(
and(teachers(perceive(and(experience(their(transitions(to(new(physical(school(library(
environments.(
The(renaming(phenomenon(also(extends(to(the(wide(reclassification(of(learners(and(learning(
as(21st(century(as(if(this(descriptor(carries(inherent,(assumed(meanings.(21st(century(
terminology(recalls(the(continuing(use(in(some(discussions(of(terminology(such(as(the(digital(
native((Prensky,(2001)(descriptor,(used(to(contrast(the(assumed(intrinsic(skills(of(students(
with(the(assumed(digital(immigrant(status(of(their(teachers;(concepts(which(Todd((2008)(
among(others(has(challenged.((These(foregoing(examples(are(relevant(to(the(study(in(that(
many(of(these(unsubstantiated(“buzz(words”(have(found(their(way,(largely(uncritically,(into(
influential(documents(such(as(the(Australian(Curriculum(and(the(standards(documents(of(
professional(associations((AASL,(nd;(ACARA,(2013).(
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The(world(of(mobile(digital(technologies(brings(to(reality(the(kinds(of(hybrid,(flowing,(
material\virtual(life(described(by(Castells((1996)(and(made(more(tangible(in(the(free\ranging(
device(possibilities(forecast(by(Mitchell((1996,(2000,(2003).(Roaming(and(learning(in(motion,(
notionally(freed(from(wired(constraints,(even(though(attached(to(the(ephemeral(signal(
reinforces(ideas(of(space(as(increasingly(fluid.(Bauman((2005)(sees(such(activity(as(indicative(
of(changes(in(societal(flows(towards(a(kind(of(“liquid(modernity”((p.(303).((So,(in(accord(with(
the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(project(question,(how(has(the(
physical(environment(of(school(libraries,(replete(with(digital(
learning(tools,(influenced(reimagined(pedagogic(practices(and(
learning(outcomes?(
The(question(can(be(further(extended(with(reference(to(the(real(
and(perceived(boundaries(that(can(be(attributed(to(school(libraries.(
School(learning(spaces(and(even(school(libraries(are,(of(course,(
more(than(the(physical(rooms(and(walls(that(establish(boundaries(
around(prescribed(spaces(for(specific(teaching(and(learning(
activities.(As(well(as(the(virtual(environments(already(discussed,(
they(are(situated(in(wider(real\world(environments(that(include(
their(immediate(surroundings(and(their(local(communities.(Bowker(
and(Tearle((2007),(for(example,(in(an(international(study,(
demonstrate(the(value(of(extending(consideration(of(general(
learning(spaces(to(the(external(areas(available(to(schools.(They(
point(to(the(example(of(school(gardens(in(providing(a(focus(and(an(
appropriate(setting(for(integrating(and(delivering(many(aspects(of(
the(school(curriculum,(and(offer(the(potential(to(enable(children(to(experience(deeper(
understanding(of(ecological(systems,(which(can(help(them(to(become(more(environmentally(
aware(of(global(issues(and(solutions((p.(99).(
The(Gardens(for(Life(project(builds(on(many(decades(of(evidence(of(engagement(of(children(
of(all(ages(in(socially(constructed(learning(across(all(subject(areas((Bowker(&(Tearle,(2007).(
The(findings(of(the(project(have(implications(for(school(libraries(in(supporting(relevant(
pedagogy(with(appropriate(spaces(and(resources.(Consideration(of(extended(physical(and(
virtual(boundaries(also(has(significant(implications(for(those(whose(primary(role(is(to(
manage(and(coordinate(the(learning(and(teaching(activities(that(take(place(within(the(real,(
virtual(and(imagined(spaces(of(school(libraries.((
4.3(People:!Experiences!of!people!learning!in!library!spaces!
Teacher:Librarians!
The(varied(and(changing(role(of(school(libraries(entails(a(similarly(complex(and(evolving(role(
for(teacher\librarians((Hay,(2010).(With(dual(qualifications(as(teachers(and(information(
professionals,(they(create(conducive(information\learning(environments(that(respond(to(
diverse(learner(needs(and(the(affordances(of(evolving(technologies((La(Marca,(2010).((
The(Australian(Standards(of(professional(excellence(for(teacherXlibrarians((ASLA\ALIA,(2004)(
indicate(that(the(role(encompasses(a(range(of(responsibilities,(and(broadly(defined(teacher\
librarians:(
support(and(implement(the(vision(of(their(school(communities(through(advocating(
and(building(effective(library(and(information(services(and(programs(that(contribute(
to(the(development(of(lifelong(learners.(
This(is(a(specialist(role(positioned(at(the(centre(of(whole(school(pedagogy.((Teacher\
librarians(adopt(a(collaborative,(school\wide(approach(to(support(curriculum(development(
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and(teaching(across(year(levels(and(subjects.((As(information(literacy(experts((ASLA\ALIA,(
2004)(teacher\librarians(further(“21st(Century(learning(goals”((ACARA,(2013).((
Recommendations(that(followed(a(2002(study(of(the(role(of(teacher\librarians((Mallan,(
Lundin,(Elliott(Burns,(Massey(&(Russell,(2002)(informed(an(Australian(Government(inquiry(
into(school(libraries(and(teacher\librarians(in(2010((Parliament(of(Australia(House(of(
Representatives,(2011).(The(QUT(submission(to(this(inquiry(pointed(out(the(vital(and(varied(
roles(of(qualified(librarians:(“in(connecting(students(with(literature(and(popular(culture(they(
foster(children’s(literacy(and(creativity,(as(well(their(cognitive,(social,(and(emotional(
development”((QUT,(2010,(p.(6).(
The(ways(in(which(teacher\librarians(enact(their(dual(role(varies(markedly(from(one(school(
to(the(next,(and(their(professional(responsibilities(range(across(resource(collection(
management,(reference(and(loan(services,(information(literacy(development,(reading(
promotion,(curriculum(resourcing(and(collaborative(teaching((ASLA\ALIA,(2004;(IASL,(2010).(
This(is(illustrated(by(Martin,(Westmoreland(and(Branyon((2011),(who(noted(that(their(
school’s(teaching(and(learning(program,(which(stressed(critical(thinking,(problem(solving,(
independent(research,(and(ethical(use(of(technology(and(information,(“would(only(be(
successful(if(collaboration(between(teachers,(the(teacher\librarian,(and(teacher(technologist(
occurred.(Cooperative(planning(was(essential(in(order(to(incorporate(the(library(and(
technology(goals(into(each(teacher’s(curricular(goals”((p.(15).((
A(professional(teacher\librarian((often(known(as(media(specialist(in(the(US)(holds(a(unique(
position(in(a(school(and,(as(Geier((2007)(notes,(a(media(specialist(“must(take(the(lead(in(
establishing(the(library(as(a(place(that(no(one(in(the(school(could(possibly(think(of(being(
without”((p.(33).(Meanwhile,(Zmuda(and(Harada((2008)(highlight(that(media(specialists(are(
primarily(“learning(specialists”(who(collaborate(with(teaching(colleagues(to(further(student(
inquiry(and(learning.((
Such(positioning(of(teacher\librarians,(supports(the(centrality(of(school(libraries(and(
librarians(in(school(change(and(pedagogical(development,(requiring(collaboration(with(other(
members(of(the(school(community.(In(this(way,(the(school(library(has(the(potential(to(
become(“the(most(information\rich,(inquiry\rich,(resource\rich,(and(pedagogically\rich(
classroom(in(the(school”((Zmuda(&(Harada,(2008,(p.(43).(As(Combes((2010)(observed:(
“creating(an(interactive(and(engaging(school(library(environment(…((is(an(important(
prerequisite(to(establishing(a(creditable(identity(with(teaching(staff,(which(in(turn,(leads(to(
opportunities(to(develop(collaborative(curriculum(programs”((p.(1).(
Learners!and!learning!
In(a(recent(Australian(interdisciplinary(study,(student(responses(to(the(spaces(and(places(of(
school(were(expressed(in(multiple(dimensions(related(to(the(social,(cultural,(symbolic,(
aesthetic(and(political(library\entities(they(experienced((Elliott(Burns,(2011).(Students(
referred(to(the(cultural(and(symbolic(dimensions(of(a(school’s(vision(and(values(and(to(the(
certain(way(a(library(might(be(in(a(particular(school((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(184).(Students(
understood(the(impact(of(equity(dimensions(in(the(library(being(available(to(everyone,(and(
that(“the(library(should(welcome(everyone,(even(those(who(don’t(like(reading”((p.(188).(
Students(contrasted(the(library’s(“quiet,(almost(secluded”(dimensions,(in(particular(“if(you(
need(a(corner”,(with(the(idea(of(the(library(as(“an(education(playground”(and(with(the(
comfort(advantages(of(“couches(and(cushions”((p.(192).((
While(students’(affective(responses(expressed(understandings(of(school(libraries(as(“sites(of(
freedom(and(choice”(and(emphasised(a(desire(for(privacy(and(time(and(space(apart(“to(
concentrate(on(whatever(you(are(reading”,(they(also(understood(the(psycho\social(
dimensions(of(spaces(and(the(affects(for(them((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(191).(For(some(student(
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participants(in(this(study,(the(limitations(on(their(privacy(in(the(school(library(were(related(to(
the(use(of(construction(materials(such(as(glass.(These(constituted(a(“distraction”((p.(192)(
such(that(“being(in(the(meeting(rooms(with(glass(doors(it(is(hard(to(be(private(and(work(by(
yourself”(because(“you(feel(as(if(you(are(being(watched”((p.193).((
These(student(responses(reflect(something(of(the(supervisory(intent(and(effects(of(school(
entities(and(sites(in(which(conceptual,(physical(and(social(dimensions(create(forms(of(bodily(
and(social(discipline((Foucault,(1997).((
Supervisory(obligations(are(interpreted(and(expressed(in(requirements(that(students(remain(
within(sight(of(others(such(as(educators(in(a(number(of(ways.(Remaining(in(view(is(achieved(
through(the(formal(processes(of(curriculum(as(much(as(it(is(through(the(configuration(and(
relationship(of(physical(spaces(and(physical(space(access(privileges(and(boundaries(applied(
to(differentiated(groups(and(individuals((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(46)(
Pursuant(to(the(idea(that(reflexive(spaces(for(learning(might(inform(and(be(informed(by(
pedagogical(encounters((Cleveland,(2011),(a(deeper(discussion(of(pedagogies(and(
pedagogical(practices(is(important(to(assist(understandings(of(the(connections(among(
learners,(learning(pedagogies(and(the(spaces(and(places(of(learning.(
4.4!Patterns:!Learning!and!pedagogic!practices!!
Pedagogy(is(the(term(that(describes(the(relationships(and(“interactions(between(teachers,(
students(and(the(learning(environment(and(the(learning(tasks”((Murphy,(2009,(p.(35).(
Alexander((2008,(p.(6)(outlines(the(difference(between(teaching(and(pedagogy(by(
emphasising(that(“teaching(is(an(act(while(pedagogy(is(both(act(and(discourse...Pedagogy(
connects(the(apparently(self\contained(act(of(teaching(with(culture,(structure(and(
mechanisms(of(social(control”.(Pedagogy(is(not,(therefore,(simply(describing(the(activity(of(
teaching,(but(reflects(the(production(of(broader(social(and(cultural(values(within(the(learning(
relationship.(
Concepts(of(pedagogy(reflect(societal(values(and(beliefs(about(learning,(and(are(most(
commonly(drawn(from(two(main(paradigms:(traditional(notions(of(learning(as(a(biological,(
cognitive,(acquisition(of(uncontested(knowledge,(or(alternatively(notions(of(learning(as(a(
cultural(and(social(construction(within(communities(of(practice.(The(traditional(learning(
paradigm(that(emerged(in(the(early(1900s(and(dominated(the(20th(century(was(based(on(
beliefs(of(social(efficiency,(social(Darwinist(theories(of(innate(ability(through(individual(
heredity,(and(behaviourist(learning(theories((Shephard,(2000).(Reflecting(this(paradigm,(
curricula(were(taught(in(sequence(so(that(skills(could(be(mastered(and(measured(by(
frequent(testing,(with(motivation(provided(by(reward(and(positive(reinforcement.(Principles(
drawn(from(efficiency(of(industrialisation(and(factories(were(applied(to(education(and(can(
be(observed(in(the(design(of(educational(buildings(established(during(that(era.(
An(alternate(understanding(of(learning(became(popular(in(the(1970s.(Within(this(
sociocultural(paradigm,(“fixed,(largely(hereditarian(theories(of(intelligence(have(been(
replaced(with(a(new(understanding(that(cognitive(abilities(are(developed(through(socially(
supported(interactions”((Shephard,(2000,(p.(7).(Friere((1970)(challenged(the(“banking”(
model(of(education,(in(which(the(teacher(owns(knowledge(and(deposits(it(in(students.(Friere(
promoted(processes(of(learning(and(teaching(through(what(is(now(known(as(critical(
pedagogy(in(which(teachers(and(students(learn(together(through(dialogue,(posing(problems(
and(investigating(their(own(worlds,(leading(to(a(“dialogical(theory(of(praxis(and(knowledge(
and(a(revised(relationship(between(teacher(and(student”((Bartlett,(2005,(p.(345).((
In(relation(to(school(libraries,(predominant(pedagogy\theory(foci(in(education(include(
constructivism(and(connnectivism.(Constructivist(approaches(assume(learning(to(be(a(
personal(and(social(process(that(involves(learners(in(the(active(construction(of(knowledge.(
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Constructivist(pedagogical(practices(are(active,(dialogic(and(reflective,(and(are(informed(and(
enabled(through(multiple(material(and(people(resources(and(higher(order(thinking(skills.(The(
key(potential(of(constructivist(approaches(is(the(stimulation(of(deep(learning((Biggs(&(Tang,(
2007).(Connectivism(assumes(learning(connections(among(people,(information(and(diverse(
experiences(of(learning(in(rapidly(evolving(information(and(communication(environments.(
Connectivist(pedagogical(practices(are(collaborative,(dialogic(across(learning(connections,(
and(employ(evolving(information(media.(In(Web(2.0(environments(these(connections(can(be(
ephemeral,(complex(and(chaotic((O’Connell(&(Groom,(2010b;(Elliott(Burns,(2009;(2011).(
Recently,(Lupton(has(proposed(that(inquiry(learning(is(key(teacher\librarian(pedagogy(which(
enacts(theories(of(information(literacy((Lupton,(2012).((
The(active(role(of(the(learner(within(cultural(communities(has(the(potential(to(create(a(
greater(focus(on(how(learning(occurs(and(the(appreciation(of(the(diversity(of(learners(and(
their(preferred(learning(styles(and(modes.(Sfard((1998)(has(noted(that(both(“acquisition”(
and(“participation”(approaches(to(learning(are(needed.(Learner\centred(principles(from(
both(paradigms,(such(as(flexibility,(differentiation,(adaptation,(individualised(and(active(
learning,(are(principles(of(pedagogy(that(have(significant(implications(for(learning(space(
design.(
Current(influential(pedagogic(principles(for(Australian(teachers(can(be(inferred(from(
statements(such(as(the(two(educational(goals(for(young(people(outlined(in(the(Melbourne(
Declaration((MCEETYA,(2008b):(
Australian(schooling(promotes(equity(and(excellence;(and(
That(all(young(Australians(become(successful(learners,(confident(and(creative(
individuals,(and(active(and(informed(citizens.(
Creativity,(active(engagement(in(learning,(research(skills(and(inclusivity(are(all(pedagogic(
principles(implied(within(these(goals.(Similarly(the(seven(general(capabilities(in(the(
Australian(Curriculum((ACARA,(2013)(are(aspirational(statements(describing(principles(for(
the(preferred(way(Australian(students(may(interact(both(in(their(schooling(and(beyond(
schooling:(
Literacy(
Numeracy(
Information(and(communication(technology((ICT)(competence(
Critical(and(creative(thinking(
Ethical(behaviour(
Personal(and(social(competence(
Intercultural(understanding.(
(
The(detail(in(the(statements(demonstrate(expectations(that(students(will(create,(investigate,(
apply,(and(transfer(knowledge(to(new(situations,(and(reflect,(question,(evaluate(ideas,(build(
teams,(resolve(conflict(and(contribute(to(reconciliation(between(cultures.(These(statements,(
reflecting(the(new(paradigm(of(student\centred,(active(learning,(require(appropriate(
learning(spaces(where(students(can(construct(their(understandings(in(teams,(explore,(
experiment(and(investigate.(
While(these(capabilities(are(often(described(as(21st(century(learning(capabilities,(there(are(
tensions(emerging(from(wider(educational(policy(values.((In(Australia,(foundations(for(21st(
century(learning(statements(lie(in(economic(reviews(such(as(Mayer’s((1992)(key(
competencies,(which(identified(vocational(capabilities(for(an(economy(moving(from(an(
industrial(to(a(post\industrial(workforce.(Statements(of(learning(goals(such(as(these(often(
reflect(global(economic(influences(and(a(hegemony(of(neoliberalism(reflecting(a(shift(from(
government(to(governance,(and(policy(as(numbers((Lingard,(2010).(
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As(a(result,(there(is(an(increasing(emphasis(within(Australian(education(on(performance(
measurement,(benchmarks,(standards(and(accountability((Klenowski,(2008).((Luke((2011,(p.(
375)(describes(a(current(context(of(“global(curriculum(settlement(around(educational(basics(
and(‘new(economy’(competences(that(focuses(almost(exclusively(on(the(measureable(
production(of(human(capital”.(Associated(calls(for(a(“back(to(the(basics”(approach(to(
learning(means(that(beliefs(about(learning(in(the(21st(century(are(in(danger(of(returning(to(
the(values(of(the(19th(century((Broadfoot,(2009).(Learning(goals(listed(in(the(Melbourne(
Declaration((MCEETYA,(2008b)(–(confidence,(creativity,(and(active(and(informed(citizenship(
–(are(problematic(to(measure(in(numeric(ways.(Instead,(this(research(has(focussed(on(
identifying(the(pedagogic(patterns(that(can(promote(these(types(of(learning.(It(is(our(
understanding(that:((
• Confident(learners(are(able(to(experiment,(and(to(build(on(their(strengths.(As(such,(
learners(need(multiple(opportunities(to(make(choices(and(to(try(new(things(in(a(
supportive(environment.((
• Creative(learners(need(opportunities(to(explore(ways(of(authoring(and(
communicating(new(ideas,(both(individually(and(collaboratively.(Learners(need(
access(to(various(technologies(and(resources(with(which(to(create,(and(creative(role(
models(and(mentors(from(a(wide(variety(of(artistic,(scientific(and(cultural(fields.(
• Active(and(informed(citizens(are(able(to(investigate(issues(of(relevance(and(plan(
actions(in(response(to(community(needs.(Learners(therefore(need(opportunities(to(
learn(inquiry(and(research(skills(and(participate(as(planners(and(managers(of(
community(events.(
Pedagogy(that(promotes(this(type(of(quality(learning(is(not(an(exact(science.(It(is(ambiguous,(
draws(from(a(teacher’s(tacit(knowledge(and(expertise,(and(is(understood(as(an(art(rather(
than(as(a(science(of(didactics((Murphy,(2008).(It(is(interactive(and(emergent(because(student(
actions(as(well(as(teacher(intentions(shape(the(interactions.(Pedagogy(can(therefore(be(
described(as(the(patterns(and(principles(that(describe(how(people(participate(in(learning,(
and(the(practices(that(emerge(through(that(participation.(Understanding(the(views(of(the(
students(and(teachers,(as(actors(in(the(interactions,(within(their(particular(learning(space,(is(
therefore(important.((
Learning!environments!as!“third!educator”!
Halpin((2007)(offers(a(vision(of(the(physicality(of(education,(as(expressed(in(school(
architecture(and(environments,(combining(with(an(engaging(pedagogy(that(significantly(
increases(“the(limits(of(what(students(know(in(fresh(and(exciting(ways”((p.(244)(and(that(
privileges(“community,(democracy,(efficacy(and(equity”((p.(247).(Egan((2008)(has(a(similar(
vision(of(the(design(of(school(buildings(of(the(mid\21st(century(echoing(“the(principles(of(
creativity(and(imagination(in(the(curriculum(through(“exuberance(and(architectural(wit”((p.(
129).((
Within(the(Reggio(Emilia(philosophy((the(eponymous(post\war(early(childhood(education(
initiative(in(the(Italian(province(of(Reggio(Emilia),(the(designing(and(developing(of(physical(
spaces(is(an(ongoing,(cyclic(process(of(social,(cultural(and(political(activity.(Education(spaces(
are(produced(through(the(shared(research(of(“pedagogy,(architecture,(sociology(and(
anthropology,(as(a(learning(and(teaching(project(is(evolved(through(in\depth(dialogue(
between(pedagogical(and(architectural(languages”((Rinaldi,(2006,(p.(80).(Reggio(Emilia(has(
introduced(to(the(world(the(concept(of(learning(environments(as(the(third(educator.(From(a(
“third(educator”(viewpoint(it(is(the(parents(and(teachers(who,(along(with(the(physical(
learning(environments(of(schools,(form(a(direct,(three\way(dynamic(of(influence(on(the(
learning(of(children.(
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The(Reggio(Emilia(approach(has(evolved(as(a(form(of(applied(longitudinal(research,(using(
multi\disciplinary,(learner\(and(learning\centred(processes,(which(has(had(international(
appeal(to(early(childhood(educators,(particularly(in(the(United(States,(Britain(and(Australia.(
Reggio(approaches(hinge(on(an(understanding(of(schools(in(somewhat(existential(terms,(as(
places(of(becoming,(such(that(learning(space(designing(is(a(responsive(work(in(progress,(
rather(than(a(one\off(process(to(be(revisited(when(facilities(are(exhausted(or(at(the(end(of(
their(useful(lives.(Thus,(the(spaces(of(learning(are(consciously(applied(and(developed(and(re\
applied(in(a(cyclic(process.(This(values(foundation(suggests(that(educator\architect(
relationships(of(designing(can(be(on\going,(that(they(are(part(of(a(continuing(conversation(in(
the(evolution(of(the(spaces(of(schools,(which(is(being(informed(through(interdisciplinary(
dialogue((Elliott(Burns,(2011).(
Despite(a(view(that(school(buildings(can(be(seen(as(the(third(teacher,(however,(Cadwell,(
(2002(in(Halpin,(2007),(contends((
there(is(little(in(the(literature(which(provides(a(philosophical(appreciation(of(the(
relationship(between(human(values,(educational(aims(and(architectural(form.(There(
is,(in(other(words,(little(or(no(aesthetics(of(school(design,(both(within(educational(
practice(generally(and(teacher(education(curricula(especially((Halpin,(2007,(pp.(247\
248).(
Halpin’s(cautionary(note(may(also(be(connected(to(research(across(several(decades(which(
has(taken(a(predominantly(quantitative(focus(on(matters(such(as(school(size((Barker(&(
Gump,(1965),(general(building(condition((McGuffey,(1982),(noise(exposure((Evans(&(
Maxwell,(1997),(and(building(renovation(to(attempt(to(make(causal(connections(between(
changes(to(learning(environments(and(student(performance.(It(can(be(suggested(that(
studies(investigating(causal(relationships(can(work(to(limit(a(qualitative,(design(aesthetic.(
While(quantitative(studies(expose(selected(aspects,(they(may(also(operate(to(isolate(
proportional(increases(or(decreases(in(student(performance(in,(for(example,(national(
standardised(tests(of(mathematics(and(English,(or(to(extract(specific(data(from(
administrative(records(of,(for(example,(school(attendance((Blincoe,(2008;(Buckley(&(
Schneider,(2004;(Lewis,(2000).((
As(a(result,(such(studies(tend(to(oversimplify(the(relationships(among(learners,(learning,(
pedagogies(and(the(spaces(and(places(of(schools.(Quantitative(approaches(can(fail(to(
account(for(the(diversity(of(schools(or(for(the(scope(of(relevant(variables,(and(thus(these(
studies(risk(defining(student(learners(according(to(their(test(scores,(such(that(“students(and(
teachers(can(disappear(in(graphic,(statistical(representations”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(109).(
It(is(also(of(concern(that(some(widely(consulted(and(referenced(commercial(publications(
about(school(planning,(building(and(designing(rely(predominantly(upon(quantitative(
evidence.(These(texts(“assume(that(the(design(of(educational(spaces(must(influence(student(
learning(and(achievement”((Woolner,(2007,(p.48).(Many(of(these(texts(are(replete(with(
potentially(valuable(design(recommendations((Dudek,(2000;(Erikson(&(Markuson,(2007;(Nair(
&(Fielding,(2005),(and(some(texts(discuss(student(learning(and(mention(educational(theories(
and(pedagogical(practice.(However,(few(such(publications(“cite(supporting(evidence(or(refer(
to(evaluative(studies(of(their(own(design(recommendations,(nor(do(they(explore(exemplar(
cases(to(discuss(the(impacts(of(their(recommendations(on(student(learning”((Elliott(Burns,(
2011,(p.(109).(
There(are(examples(of(school(environments(being(described(as(“built(pedagogy”((Monahan,(
2002),(some(of(which(are(not(only(credited(with(increasing(official(school(results(but(of(
recruiting(high(quality(teachers(to(those(schools((National(School(Boards(Association,(2006).(
The(principal(of(one(such(school(attributed(its(wide(open(spaces,(improved(lighting,(wide(
hallways,(and(furnishings(with(leading(to(significantly(higher(levels(of(student(achievement.((
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Support(for(a(link(between(school(architecture(and(positive(student(outcomes,(however,(
remains(mostly(based(on(individual(examples((Halpin,(2007),(although(research(has(
demonstrated(“links(…(between(poor(quality(school(buildings(and(classrooms(and(poor(
outcomes(for(learners(and(there(is(evidence(that(bringing(these(environments(into(the(
“normal(range”(of(acceptable(provision(reverses(the(detrimental(effects”((Woolner,(Hall,(
Higgins,(McCaughey(&(Wall,(2007,(p.(50).((
Physical(elements(in(the(school(environment(can(be(shown(to(have(discernable(effects(on(
teachers(and(learners.(In(particular,(inadequate(temperature(control,(lighting,(air(quality(and(
acoustics(have(detrimental(effects(on(concentration,(mood,(wellbeing,(attendance(and,(
ultimately,(attainment((Woolner,(Hall,(Higgins,(McCaughey(&(Wall,(2007,(p.(60).(
Burke(and(Grosvenor((2008)(also(note(that(“Schools(are(usually(strictly(hierarchical(
institutions,(where(power(relations(are(regarded(as(crucial(to(the(proper(functioning(of(the(
learning(and(teaching(community.(The(organisation(of(spaces(within(the(school,(such(as(the(
layout(of(learning(areas,(can(emphasize(these(power(relations(or(offer(a(challenge(to(them”(
(p.(162).(Learning(spaces(may,(then,(be(seen(to(embody(the(pedagogical(philosophies(of(
their(designers((Monahan,(2002).(
Similarly,(the(American(Institute(of(Architects((1998)(notes(that(school(architecture(
embodies(and(symbolises(certain(qualities,(values,(aspirations(and(experiences(and(that(
these(messages(are(not(lost(on(students.(Unattractive(and(poorly(maintained(schools,(
therefore,(may(lead(to(students(feeling(undervalued(as(a(consequence.((Ghaziani((2008)(
concurs(that((
a(poor(fit(between(a(student(and(the(school(environment(may(lead(to(poor(
performance(and(may(carry(some(psychological(or(physiological(cost,(even(if(the(
student(does(perform(well((Maxwell,(2000)(and,(as(Earthman((1997)(has(argued,(
children(who(feel(disoriented,(uncomfortable(or(bored(in(school(are(certain(to(be(
more(challenged(in(their(ability(to(learn(and(pursue(their(potential.((p.(225)(
Indeed,(traditionally(designed(schools(and(classrooms(may(offer(a(particular(kind(of(
educational(space(that(“acts(as(a(relay(for(a(specific(kind(of(pedagogical(relationship—one(in(
which(the(teacher(is(powerfully(distanced(from(her(pupils;(and(one(in(which(the(process(of(
learning(largely(eschews(cooperation(and(co\construction(in(favour(of(the(transmission(of(
facts(and(ideas”((Halpin,(2007,(p.(251)(or,(as(Burke(and(Grosvenor((2008)(observe,(in(which(
the(focus(is(on(pupil(achievement(through(standardised(processes((p.(160).(
According(to(Ghaziani((2008),(research(shows(that(students(learn(best(in(environments(that(
are(stimulating,(safe,(and(resource\rich.((Dindo((2007)(also(asserts(that,(“although(
architecture(by(itself(cannot(provide(a(good(education,(the(environment(it(creates(has(an(
important(effect(on(a(student's(well\being(and(ability(to(learn”((p.(148).(This(notion(appears(
to(have(been(accepted(by(the(Department(of(Education(and(Early(Childhood(Development,(
Victoria((2008).(The(Department’s(guidelines(state(as(a(precondition(that(school(design(
“must(be(based(on(the(unique(pedagogy(and(curriculum(of(each(school”((p.(15)(and(this(is(
intrinsically(linked(to(the(State’s(Essential(Learnings(Standards,(the(principles(of(which(also(
frame(teachers’(classroom(practice.(
Reviewing(the(now(superseded(Building(Schools(for(the(Future((BSF)(program(in(the(UK,(the(
independent(reviewers,(PricewaterhouseCoopers((2010),(reported(the(results(of(a(head\
teacher(survey(in(which(the(vast(majority(of(participants(indicated(that(the(new(or(
refurbished(buildings(not(only(enabled(improved(relationships(with(parents,(but(that(there(
was(evidence(of(improvements(in(staff(morale,(recruitment(and(retention(as(well(as(
opportunities(to(change(traditional(teaching(styles,(promoting(more(effective(use(of(
information(and(communications(technologies((ICTs).(However,(in(their(comprehensive(
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review(as(part(of(the(BSF(process,(Woolner(et(al.((2007)(hint(at(a(need(for(interdisciplinary(
approaches,(concluding(that,((
although(the(research(often(indicates(the(parameters(of(an(effective(environment,(
there(is(an(overall(lack(of(empirical(evidence(about(the(impact(of(individual(elements(
of(the(physical(environment(which(might(inform(school(design(at(a(practical(level(to(
support(student(achievement((Woolner(et(al.,(2007,(p.(47.)(
(
In(this(respect,(and(of(direct(relevance(to(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(project,(is(an(
Australian(interdisciplinary(study(conducted(in(association(with(the(ARC\funded(Smart(Green(
Schools(project((University(of(Melbourne).(The(study(challenges(the(causal(connections(
made(in(oversimplified(research(which(attempts(to(relate(changes(in(physical(spaces,(
elements(or(design(to(changes(in(student(performance(in(standardised(tests((Newton,(2009;(
Newton(&(Fisher,(2009).(
As(part(of(the(Smart(Green(Schools(project,(Cleveland’s((2011)(study(explored(the(
relationship(among(innovative(middle(school(learning(environments,(pedagogies(and(
student(engagement.(Cleveland((2011)(notes(that(student(engagement(incorporates(
affective,(behavioural(and(cognitive(elements((Fredericks,(Blumefield(&(Paris,(2004,(cited(in(
Cleveland,(201,(p.(xvii)(and(that,(for(the(purposes(of(his(study,(the(construct(of(engagement(
amalgamates(engagement(with(learning(and(engagement(with(the(school((Fullarton,(2002,(
cited(in(Cleveland,(2011,(p.(xvii).((
Study(findings(noted(that(the(effectiveness(of(school(learning(environments(hinged(on(the(
alignment(between(“particular(pedagogies,(curricula,(assessment(practices(and(social(
factors”.(Furthermore,(effectiveness(was(influenced(by(a(“range(of(complex(interactions,(
such(as(student(ownership(of(their(learning,(opportunities(for(students(to(work(
autonomously(and(opportunities(for(them(to(engage(interdependently(with(peers,(
educators,(technologies(and(the(physical(environment”((Cleveland,(2011,(p.(i).((
Agile(and(flexible(are(descriptors(applied(widely(as(desirable(
qualities(of(contemporary(learning(spaces((Fielding,(2004;(
Hay;(2010;(La(Marca,(2003(&(2010;(Sanoff,(2005).(Supporting(
a(key(finding(of(his(study,(Cleveland((2011)(argues(that(while(
flexibility(of(spaces(may(respond(in(some(ways(to(learner(and(
educator(needs,(by(contrast(reflexive(spaces(invite(and(
suggest(ways(in(which(the(learners(might(engage(in(learning(
activities(“and(enable(them(to(fine(tune(learning(settings(to(
suit(their(pedagogical(needs”((Cleveland,(2011,(p.(i).(In(these(
terms,(reflexive(physical(spaces(are(constituted(in(“bio\
directional(relationships(between(pedagogical(encounters(and(
social(actors/inhabitants”,(such(that(physical(spaces(inform(
and(are(informed(by(pedagogical(encounters((Cleveland,(p.(
254).((
The(complexity(of(the(relationships(between(learning(and(
learning(spaces(is(the(focus(of(this(research(inquiry.(These(
understandings(also(have(implications(for(the(designing(of(
school(libraries(as(learning(and(teaching(sites(and(spaces.(
(
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4.!5!Principles:!Designing!spaces!for!learning!!
This(section(of(the(literature(review(focuses(on(the(preoccupations(of(research(into(learning(
space(design(and(the(ways(in(which(designing(decisions(may(emerge(from(selected(designing(
processes(and(practices.((
Designing!research!and!practices!!
Research\based(approaches(to(the(designing(of(education(facilities(include(Lackney’s((1996)(
time\tested(multiple(case(study(which(investigated(the(perceptions,(attributes(and(
applications(of(environmental(quality(elements(in(schools.(The(study(explored(the(potential(
relationships(and(relevance(of(these(elements(to(the(achievement(of(educational(outcomes(
and(reflected(on(the(effectiveness(of(action(research(methods(to(define(and(address(built(
space(problems.(It(is(noteworthy(that(the(seminal(work(of(Christopher(Alexander(et(al.(
(1977)(is(published(as(an(architecture(practice\based,(action(research(approach(that(calls(on(
theoretical(positions,(such(as(de(Certeau’s((1984,(p.(117)(concept(of(“practised(space”,(to(
explore(the(human(dimensions(of(built(spaces.((This(examination(considers(anthropological,(
geographical(and(geometric(dimensions(of(human(activity(as(part(of(recognising(the(in\
common,(diverse(and(distinctive(social(and(cultural(features(of(human(habitation(of(spaces.(
Alexander(used(these(considerations(as(conceptual(and(philosophical(foundations(for(A(
Pattern(Language:(Towns,(Buildings(and(Construction((Alexander(et(al.,(1977).(The(patterns(
explained(in(the(text(connect(human(activity(and(habitation(with(the(designing(of(private(
domestic(and(shared(public(spaces/places(as(“alive,(holistic,(balanced,(self\sustaining,(
timeless(and(appropriate”((Alexander(et(al.,(1977,(p.(62).((
A(simple(example(of(a(pattern(in(a(domestic(setting(is:(build(waist\high(shelves(in(the(rooms(
where(people(live(and(work.(The(rationale(for(this(feature(is(to(accommodate(the(“traffic(of(
everyday(items(which(are(handled(most(...(pocket(change,(the(day’s(mail,(an(apple,(open(
books,(the(newspaper,(a(reminder(note”((Alexander(et(al.,(1977,(p.(922).(The(rationale(for(
waist\high(is(related(to(the(ergonomic(position(of(a(presumed(adult,(able\bodied(person’s(
arms(when(carrying(objects.(In(addition,(these(everyday(artefacts(constitute(a(particular(
aesthetic,(“an(evolving(display(of(the(most(ordinary(things(that(are(most(immediately(part(of(
life”(to("make(rooms(unique(and(personal,(effortlessly”((Alexander(et(al.,(1977,(p.(922).((
The(work(of(Alexander(et(al.((1977)(has(been(used(as(a(template(by(a(range(of(writers(to(
carry(the(idea(of(principles(of(designing,(however(often(without(the(theory\in\practice(or(
aesthetic(dimensions(of(the(original.(Some(of(these(principle\(and(process\focused(sources(
can(be(seen(as(firmly(research\based(with(thorough(citations,(along(with(rich(research(and(
practice(evaluation(and(discussion((Lackney,(1996;(Radcliffe,(Wilson(&(Tibbetts,(2008;(
Sanoff,(2005).((
As(noted(earlier(in(the(discussion,(some(publications(of(design(patterns(do(not(make(clear(
the(empirical(research(foundations(for(their(principles((Nair(&(Fielding,(2010).(The(learning(
spaces(framework((MCEETYA,(2008a),(for(example,(has(potential(relevance(for(schools(and(
for(school(libraries(in(particular,(with(its(strong(recognition(of(a(highly(technologised(world(
and(advocacy(for(the(designing(of(spaces(to(accommodate(such(change.(However,(this(
checklist(publication(falls(short(of(offering(research(and(processes(to(support(its(learning(
space(design(recommendations.(Similarly,(The(Language(of(School(Design:(Design(patterns(
for(21st(century(schools((Nair(&(Fielding,(2010)(connects(the(realms(of(children’s(spatial,(
psychological(and(behavioural(experiences(with(an(array(of(eighteen(“learning(modalities”,(
all(of(which(will(be(familiar(to(educators.(Again,(however,(research(foundations(are(not(cited(
or(evaluated(in(support(of(the(pattern(language(principles.((
Yet(other(publications(use(quotation\heavy(statements,(often(from(highly(credible(public(
intellectuals((e.g.,(David(Suzuki),(historical(figures((e.g.,(Maria(Montessori)(and(influential(
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contemporary(commentators(on(education(and(schools((e.g.,(Barack(Obama).((However,(
without(empirical(research(citation(and(evaluation,(or(with(principles(described(minimally(as(
“design(tools”,(it(is(difficult(to(make(convincing(connections(with(the(design(
recommendations(as(they(could(be(applied(in(diverse,(real(contexts((OWP/P(Architects(and(
Bruce(Mau(Design,(2012).((
By(contrast,(the(following(three(designing(approaches(are(worthy(of(review(and(comment,(
particularly(with(respect(to(the(aims(of(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(study,(to(address(
the(learning(space(design(desires(and(expectations(of(educators(and(students(and(the(
impacts(of(learning(spaces(on(pedagogic(practices(for(student(learning(outcomes.(Each(of(
these(approaches(relies(more(on(values\based,(locally(applied,(potentially(participative(
processes(than(on(set\piece(formulae:(
the(VAST(designing(heuristic((Heath,(1989;(2010);(
the(Biography(of(Place(matrix((Day(&(Parnell,(2003);(and(the((
Pedagogy(Space(Technology(framework((Radcliffe,(Wilson,(Powell(&(Tibbetts,(2008).((
These(approaches(are(outlined(in(the(following(discussion(with(accompanying(graphic(
representations(in(Appendices(2,(3,(and(4.(Each(of(these(designing(approaches(operates(an(
interrogative(framework(to(invite(accredited(designers,(educators,(students(and(others(into(
designing(conversations(with(and(about(their(own(designing(situations(or(problems:(“In(
these(respects(each(of(these(approaches(can(be(seen(as(a(discursive(opportunity”((Elliott(
Burns,(2011,(p.(70).((
The!VAST!designing!heuristic!(Heath,(1989;(2010)!
As(an(example(of(a(values\based,(user(focused(framework,(Tom(Heath’s(VAST(designing(
heuristic((1997;(2010)(is(founded(on(understandings(of(designing(as(a(cyclic,(creative(process(
of(discovery.(The(process(is(anchored(in(particular(Values,(is(concerned(with(particular(
systems(of(human(Activities,(is(related(to(particular(Sites/Systems,(and(is(expressed(using(
selected(Technologies(in(order(to(produce(the(built(spaces.((See(Appendix(2.)(((
In(these(terms(designing(can(be(imagined(as(a(specialised(kind(of(problem(solving(involving(
both(strategic(and(tactical(activity.(Heath((1997;(2010)(maintains(that(open(processes(of(
unfolding((focusing(and(imagining),(feeling(our(way((imagining(and(venturing),(working(our(
way(gradually((venturing(and(backtracking)(and(unravelling(complexity((backtracking(and(
focusing)(create(multiple(options(in(designing(within(the(scope(of(our(constraints.(
The(VAST(heuristic((or(self\questioning(device)(considers(the(identities(of(the(users(
of(spaces(by(inviting(them(to(enter(the(designing(of(the(spaces(via(the(expression(of(
the(values(and(human(relationships(which(are(of(particular(concern(to(them,(such(
that(designer(and(user(roles(become(interchangeable.((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(68)(
The(VAST(heuristic(forms(a(reflective(framework(for(designing(conversations(and(has(the(
potential(to(accommodate(the(scope(of(concerns(relevant(to(accredited(designers(such(as(
architects(and(those(of(vernacular(designers(such(as(educators(and(students(in(order(to(
support(experiential\existential((being(and(becoming)(conceptions(of(designing((Franz,(
2005).(
Biography!of!Place!matrix!(Day(&(Parnell,(2003)!
For(Day(and(Parnell((2003),(participative(or(mediated(consensus(approaches(to(designing(
rely(on(respect(between(participants,(the(building(of(trust(and(capacities(towards(agreement(
between(those(who(are(charged(with(the(formal(responsibilities(of(designing,(and(those(who(
will(use(the(particular(places(and(spaces(for(their(lives(and(work.((Thus(the(Biography(of(
Place(approach(to(designing(of(human(centred(spaces((Appendix(3)(proposes(that(
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“meaningful(designing(depends(on(the(synthesised(outlooks(and(inputs(of(professionals(and(
communities”((Day(&(Parnell,(2003,(p.(18).(As(noted(in(the(discussions(on(space(and(place(
earlier(in(this(review(of(the(literature,(Day(and(Parnell((2003)(assume(a(values\focused(
approach(to(designing(in(which(the(people(concerned(are(assumed(to(evolve(social(cohesion(
through(their(practises(of(living(and(working(in(spaces(and(places(thus(inferring(experiential\
existential(conceptions(of(designing((Franz,(2005).((
The(biographic(and(ecological(dimensions(of(this(interrogative(approach(to(designing(
incorporate(historical(elements((How(did(this(place(come(to(be(like(this?);(physical(
considerations((What(is(the(material(situation(here?);(people’s(mood(and(responses((How(do(
people(feel(about(it?)(and(existential(elements(of(ideals(and(values((What(does(this(place(
mean(to(us?(What(is(its(uniqueness?)((Day(&(Parnell,(2003,(p.(220).(The(consequential(flow(
of(the(process(then(takes(on(a(trajectory(of(creative(imagining(as(the(future(biography(of(the(
new(spaces(is(formed(through(exploring(the(desired(values(and(spirit;(anticipating(the(
qualities(of(the(spaces;(proposing(the(ways(in(which(these(qualities(might(grow(out(of(
existing(developmental(currents(and(making(material(design(decisions(to(effect(desired(
changes((Day(&(Parnell,(2003,(p.(220).(
(The(Biography(of(Place(approach(to(designing(depends(on(a(commitment(to(negotiation(and(
dialogue(on(the(part(of(both(dweller\designers(and(accredited(designers,(and(is(thus(time(
consuming(with(respect(to(the(need(to(accommodate(a(diversity(of(desires(and(needs,(as(is(
noted(by(Sanoff((2005).(However,(as(a(foundation(for(a(continuing(and(responsive(process(of(
designing(“there(is(potential(for(such(a(process(to(recognise(the(daily,(ongoing(adaptations,(
flows(of(people,(interactions(and(information(which(have(become(characteristic(of(
contemporary(schools(and(in(particular(of(school(libraries”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(67).!
Pedagogy!Space!Technology!(PST)!framework!(Radcliffe,(Wilson,(Powell(&(Tibbetts,(2008)(
(The(project(aimed(to(develop(and(evaluate(a(framework(for(the(designing(of(new(learning(
spaces(as(impacted(increasingly(by(electronic/digital(information(and(communication(
technologies.(Similarly(to(VAST(and(the(Biography(of(Place(designing(processes,(the(PST(
framework(establishes(a(life\cycle(premise(to(incorporate(the(dynamic(interaction(of(
pedagogy,(spaces(and(technologies,(each(of(which(is(understood(to(be(susceptible(to(
continuing(forces(of(change.(The(interrogative(capacities(of(the(PST(framework(are(focused(
in(two(life\cycle(stages:(
• conception(and(design((motivation(and(development(questions),(and(
• implementation(and(operation((evaluation(&(effectiveness(questions).(((Appendix(4)(
The(PST(Framework(appears(to(operate(from(structuralXinstrumental(conceptions(of(
designing(in(which(the(process(emerges(from(operational(needs,(with(a(wide(scope(of(
application(across(multiple(universities(wherein(users(were(understood(to(have(a(range(of(
generic(needs(with(respect(to(the(demands(of(pedagogies(and(technologies.(Although(the(
PST(framework(appears(to(have(the(scope(to(invite(participative(customising(for(diverse(
learning(sites,(within(this(model,(users(of(spaces((named(as(educators(and(students)(are(not(
so(evident(as(participants(in(designing(processes(and(their(involvement(is(not(detailed(in(the(
final(PST(report((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(63).(By(contrast,(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(
study(prioritises(the(voices(of(educators(and(students(as(users(of(learning(spaces.((
The(designing(heuristics(and(frameworks(detailed(above(provide(discursive(opportunities(for(
engagement(across(fields(of(practice(and(voices(of(experience(in(education(and(architecture.(
However,(a(heightened(participant(awareness(of(the(implications(of(Mayes’((2010)(
asymmetries(operating(at(levels(of(participation,(interaction,(institutional(know\how,(
knowledge(and(access(to(knowledge((p.(194)(may(serve(as(an(alert(to(the(need(for(a(critique(
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of(interdisciplinary(designing(processes(and(to(the(potential(for(creative(influence(in(
moments(of(interdisciplinary(designing.(
Thus(the(act(of(identifying(reflexive(qualities(of(learning(spaces(as(part(of(designing(activity(
seems(to(invite(the(application(of(expansive,(user\involved(designing(processes(such(as(
Heath’s(VAST(heuristic((1989;(2010),(and(the(place(biography(and(ecological(design(
processes(of(Day(and(Parnell((2003)(which(are(included(in(Appendices(2(and(3(of(this(report.(
((
Participants!in!the!designing!process!
User(engagement(in(the(designing(of(schools(is(important(in(defining(local(needs(and(
identifying(individualised(and(organic(design(solutions((Woolner,(Hall,(Higgins,(McCaughey(&(
Wall,(2007).(The(Victorian(Department(of(Education(and(Early(Childhood(Development(
(2008)(similarly(states(that((
successful(school(design(is(achieved(through(a(clear(understanding(of(educational(
needs(and(vision,(and(the(translation(of(these(requirements(into(creative(and(
responsive(learning(settings.(The(requirements(and(other(inputs(are(harvested(
during(consultation(that(should(embrace(the(staff,(students(and(the(wider(
community((p.(12).(
Involving(students(in(school(design(has(been(a(long\term(campaign(for(UK(education(
researcher(Julia(Flutter,(who(cites(studies(that(have(“enabled(researchers(and(practitioners(
to(gain(insights(into(the(relationship(between(the(school(environment(and(learning(and(to(
understand(more(about(the(subtle(interplay(of(factors(that(impedes(or(enhances(student(
performance”((Flutter,(2006,(p.(184).(Benefits(of(student(participation(include:(
• understanding(students’(responses(to(the(learning(environment(and(how(it(can(help(
or(hinder(their(learning;(
• improving(a(school(culture(and(ethos;(
• fostering(students’(awareness(and(interest(in(design(and(the(environment;(
• encouraging(a(stronger(sense(of(community(membership(and(democracy(in(school;((
• acquiring(practical(information(about(school(buildings(and(facilities(from(end(users;(
• gathering(new(ideas(for(creating(more(exciting(and(culturally(sensitive(learning(
environments((Flutter,(2006,(p.(190).(
The(inclusion(of(students(as(school(library(designing(participants(was(advocated(by(US(
architect(Robert(Brown(because(students(“bring(an(uninhibited(fresh(outlook(to(design(
considerations”(as(well(as(imagination(and(“unbridled(creativity”((Brown,(1992,(p.(33).(The(
perceived(natural(capacities(of(children(as(designers(and(builders(also(underpin(Burke(and(
Grosvenor’s((2008)(argument(for(“a(reconfiguration(of(the(school(…(if(we(are(to(
acknowledge(that(these(are(indeed(children’s(spaces(and(to(recognize(the(fact(that(children(
also(learn(when(they(are(not(at(school”((p.(167).(
Ghaziani((2008,(p.(226),(however,(notes(that,(although(children(and(young(people(are(the(
supposed(focus(of(school(building(design,(they(are(not(often(invited(to(participate(in(design(
decision\making.(Typically(design(decisions(are(made(by(administrators,(public(officials,(
builders,(architects(and(others(whose(interests(in(the(school(could(be(described(as(short(
term(but(whose(unconsulted(decisions(have(long\term(effects(for(those(who(will(occupy(the(
spaces(of(learning(and(teaching.((In(these(respects,(classrooms(and(schools(can(be(seen(as(
largely(conceived(to(suit(adult(and(professional(needs,(prioritising(operational(matters(of(
efficiency(and(economy((Halpin,(2007).(Indeed,(children,(the(main(stakeholders(of(
education,(are(rarely(consulted(on(the(issue(of(school(design((Ghaziani,(2008;(Flutter(&(
Rudduck,(2004).((
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An(example(of(a(project(in(which(children(were(invited(to(work(with(a(school(designer(to(
refashion(a(major(part(of(a(primary(school(building(is(presented(by(a(Melbourne(project(
(Mary(Featherston(Design,(2006).(Although(somewhat(conventional(in(its(approach,(the(
completed(building(was(said(by(one(visitor(to(be(more(like(home(than(a(school(and(
contributed(to(a(design(that(promoted(team(teaching(and(group(learning.(In(a(recent(book,(
Transforming(Children’s(Spaces,(Clark((2010)(presents(case(studies(of(the(views(and(
experiences(of(children(aged(three(to(seven(informing(the(design(of(new(and(refurbished(
school(spaces,(using(mainly(visual(research(tools(to(render(the(children’s(voices.((
A(recent(study(by(Elliott(Burns((2011)(drew(on(the(voices(of(experience(of(educators(and(
students(as(user\designers(of(school(libraries(and(the(voices(of(designer/architects(and(
education(facility(planners(as(accredited(designers.(Educator(participants(in(the(study(
expressed(understandings(of(school(libraries(as(“multi\dimensional(synergies(of(learners,(
learning(and(social(relationships(as(well(as(material(spaces(and(places”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(
p.(245).(These(understandings(were(closely(connected(with(their(beliefs(about(learning(as(
collaborative,(individual,(formal(and(informal.(Their(designing(experiences(included(
dimensions(of(collaborative(creativity(and(negotiation(in(designing(activity,(as(well(as(
moments(of(communication(difficulty(and(inhibited(designing(relationships(framed(by(
constraints(of(policy(and(perceived(taken\for\granted(practices.(“Educators’(rich(pedagogical(
knowledge,(and(their(experiences(as(dweller\designers(of(learning(spaces(signal(that(there(
are(capacities(to(inform(designing(activity(from(a(learning(and(teaching(perspective(in(
company(with(school(communities(and(accredited(designers”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(245).(
For(some(students,(school(libraries(were(seen(as(specific(to(their(needs(and(designed(for(
them(as(young(people.(In(other(instances,(school(libraries(were(seen(to(constrain(them(in(
their(activities(and(in(the(expression(of(their(identities.(Their(openness(to(reflection(on(
matters(of(learning(space(designing(indicate(that(they(would(be(“adept(and(creative(
participants(in(designing(dialogues”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(246).((
Perhaps(unsurprisingly,(designer/architects(and(education(facility(planners(were(not(easily(
able(to(draw(on(“discourses(or(experiences(of(education(to(convey(resonant(understandings(
of(school(libraries,(learners(and(learning”((Elliott(Burns,(2011,(p.(253).(While(school(libraries(
emerged(in(their(discussions(as(something(of(a(“taken(for(granted(good(thing”,(these(views(
were(connected(to(partial(understandings(about(the(relationships(among(learners,(learning(
and(the(spaces(of(schools,(rather(than(to(considered(pedagogical(knowledge(or(practices.(
The(Voices(of(experience(study(concluded(that(there(is(unrealised(potential(in(the(knowledge(
and(experience(gaps(within(and(across(the(groups(of(educators,(students,(designer\
architects(and(education(facility(planners.((Mayes((2010)(describes(these(gaps(as(
asymmetries(at(“levels(of(participation,(interaction,(institutional(know(how,(knowledge,(and(
rights(of(access(to(knowledge”((p.(194).(For(educators,(designer/architects(and(education(
facility(planners,(opportunities(to(bridge(gaps(in(knowledge(and(experience,(and(to(include(
students(in(collaborative(designing(processes,(can(be(undertaken(through(a(focus(on(
learners(and(learning(and(in(the(use(of(values\based(designing(approaches.((
Lonsdale’s((2003)(earlier(review(drew(attention(to(the(impact(of(school(libraries(on(learning,(
emphasising(the(need(for(“local,(evidence\based(practice(if(the(roles(of(the(school(library(
and(teacher\librarian(in(student(learning(are(to(be(valued(in(the(way(that(the(research(
suggests(they(should(be(valued”((abstract).((However,(Asselin(and(Doiron((2008)(stress(a(
need(to(critically(question(long\held(tenets(of(school(libraries(and(to(create(a(new(research\
based(vision(that(will(accord(with(the(current(economic(and(social(directions(driving(
educational(change.(
The(findings(of(the(BSF(program(in(the(UK(and(the(Finnish(library(project((Kurttila\Matero,(
Huotari(&(Kortelainen,(2010),(mentioned(earlier,(demonstrate(particular(lessons(for(school(
and(library(design(in(Australia.((Kurttila\Matero,(Huotari(and(Kortelainen((2010,(p.(214)(
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report(that(“the(school(library(project(had(an(obvious(effect(on(teachers’(conceptions(of(the(
school(library’s(pedagogical(role(and(its(use(for(teaching(and(learning(purposes”,(increasing(
collaboration(and(emphasising(the(librarian’s(place(in(pedagogical(development.((
There(is,(though,(a(necessity(to(recognise(the(need(for(additional(training(to(improve(the(
quality(of(teaching(and(learning(and(to(maximise(the(opportunities(afforded(by(the(
new/refurbished(buildings((PricewaterhouseCoopers,(2010).(Arguably,(this(situation(is(
paralleled(in(Australia(following(the(refurbishment(of(existing(school(libraries(and(the(
construction(of(new(spaces(through(the(Building(the(Education(Revolution(program.(
Transitions!to!newly!created!learning!spaces!
The(experiences(of(educator(and(learner(transition(in(the(occupation(and(use(of(newly(
created(learning(spaces(can(be(seen(as(closely(tied(to(their(participation(in(the(processes(of(
designing(the(spaces(for(their(future(learning(and(teaching((Skoutas,(2009).(Experiences(of(
transition(may(also(be(influenced(by(the(quality(of(relationships(and(communication(among(
the(users(and(designers(of(the(spaces(and(the(inclusion(of(diverse(“voices(of(experience”(
(Elliott(Burns,(2011(p.(249).(Relationship(building(and(communication(can(begin(with(
“visioning”(for(a(project(as(a(foundation(for(a(documented(design(brief.(Recorded(accounts(
such(as(design(brief(documentation(ideally(express(the(negotiated(and(balanced(desires(and(
realities(of(prospective(users(of(spaces(as(well(as(those(of(accredited(designers((Day(&(
Parnell,(2003).(While(consensus(designing(systems(offer(ways(to(prioritise(participants(
within(designing(process,(these(approaches(also(require(significant(time(and(energy((Sanoff,(
2005).(It(is(perhaps(unsurprising,(therefore,(that(we(are(yet(to(see(widespread(support(for(
user(involvement(in(education(space(designing(as(part(of(policy(requirements(or(as(
systematic(activity(in(school(system(initiatives((Elliott(Burns,(2011).(
Participative(experiences(allowed(Skoutas’((2009)(and(his(colleagues(to(connect(the(
interdependent(and(dynamic(elements(of(learners,(learning,(pedagogy(and(spaces.(However,(
for(some(educators,(transitioning(to(new(or(re\designed(spaces,(either(as(active(designer\
participants(or(as(subject\recipients(of(others’(designing,(may(be(more(confounding(that(
enlightening.((
Educators(in(Elliott(Burns’((2011)(study,(for(example,(reported(that(particular(architectural(
design(decisions(acted(negatively(on(their(capacities(to(understand(and(transition(to(the(use(
of(their(“new”(educational(spaces.(The(educators(connected(the(architectural(design(
decisions(made(by(others(with(imposed(constraints(on(their(pedagogic(practices.(For(the(
educators,(these(decisions(were(manifest(as(coercive(qualities(embodied(in(the(educational(
spaces(and(as(physical(statements(of(misunderstandings(of(learners(and(learning.(In(wider(
references(to(inhibitions(on(pedagogic(flexibility,(the(educators(in(the(study(referred(to(
examples(of(internal(design(features(that(reduced(potential(for(collaborative(activity;(to(
limitations(for(display(and(performance(possibilities,(which(they(saw(as(significant(in(
contemporary(learning;(and(to(construction(materials(which(created(problems(with(light,(
heat(and(ventilation.(Thus,(the(spaces(were(also(perceived(to(be(inconsiderate(of(students’(
and(teachers’(health(and(welfare.(The(notable(advances(made(in(contemporary(commercial(
office(space(design(to(allow(for(“diversity(in(ways(to(work”(were(compared(unfavourably(
with(the(many(limitations(these(educators(experienced(in(their(new(school(design((Elliott(
Burns,(2011,(pp.(172\173).((
4.6!Implications!
As(noted(earlier(in(the(literature(review,(the(impacts(of(changing(understandings(about(
learners(and(learning,(the(implementation(of(congruent(pedagogies(and(practices,(and(the(
incursion(of(diverse(information(and(communication(technologies(on(the(built(spaces(and(
places(of(schools(suggest(a(number(of(implications(for(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(
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study.(The(selection(of(school(libraries(as(learning(spaces(and(places(for(the(study(
concentrates(the(relationships(among(learners,(learning,(pedagogies(and(the(diversity(of(
digital(and(online(technologies(and(resources(in(school(library(sites(which(offer(equitable(
access(across(schools,(with(the(potential(to(influence(all(members(of(school(communities.(
Implications(for(the(study(included(the(considered(exploration(of(space(and(place(concepts(
to(support(critical(inquiry(into(the(ways(in(which(built(spaces(impact(the(social(and(cultural(
lives(of(those(who(inhabit(them.(In(particular,(documenting(the(space\(and(place\based(
experiences(of(students(and(educators(in(the(case(study(sites(extends(the(reach(of(key(
voices(of(experience(to(make(these(responses(available(to(policy(makers,(school(
administrators,(researchers(and(accredited(designers.((
The(experiences(of(learning(and(teaching(in(newly(developed(built(spaces(have(the(potential(
to(signal(the(scope(of(influence(and(the(relationships(between(learners,(pedagogies(and(
practices.(Consequently,(the(study(invites(critical(examination(of(ideas(such(as(transitional(
effects(of(moving(between(different(kinds(of(learning(environments,(and(of(the(ways(in(
which(the(new(case(study(sites(have(enabled(or(inhibited(learning(engagement(for(students(
and(educators.(Agile,(or(reflexive,(learning(spaces(have(the(capacity(to(account(for(more(
than(flexibility(in(the(movement(of(furniture.(
In(a(broader(sphere(of(influence,(another(implication(for(the(study(relates(to(the(evaluated(
experiences(of(the(Building(the(Education(Revolution((BER)(process(that(highlighted(the(mis\
alignment(of(education(policy,(research(priorities,(and(project(implementation((Orgill(&(
Chandler,(2011).(The(constraints(placed(on(community(participation,(selection(of(facility(
options(and(considered(planning(for(local(BER(projects(had(the(effect(of(limiting(the(overall(
effectiveness(of(many(facility(designs.(However,(a(majority(of(schools(embraced(the(
opportunities(offered(through(the(BER(to(develop(facilities(that(may(have(been(well(beyond(
their(capacity(in(ordinary(circumstances((Orgill(&(Chandler,(2011).(The(Reimagining(learning(
spaces(study(offered(opportunities(to(identify(asymmetries,(gaps(and(opportunities(in(the(
flow(of(research,(policy(and(practice(related(to(learning(space(designing(and(the(authentic,(
collaborative(involvement(of(school(communities.(
(
(
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5.!Imagining!!
!
5.1!Students’!voices!
The(researchers(believe(that,(as(students(are(likely(to(spend(up(to(seven(years(of(their(lives(
studying,(playing,(and(otherwise(employing(the(facilities(offered(by(their(new(libraries,(it(is(
appropriate(to(give(particular(significance(to(their(voices,(as(contributed(to(this(research.((
Student(voice(relating(to(library(design(and(use(was(sought(through(a(visual(methodology,(
asking(the(students(to(use(their(imaginations(and(to(draw(their(ideas(of(the(ideal(spaces.(
With(the(exception(of(School(7,(students(were(also(asked(to(write(a(brief(description(of(what(
they(had(drawn(as(an(important(aid(to(later(analysis.(The(written(texts(accompanying(the(
visual(are(regarded(as(essential(to(avoiding(adultist(interpretations(of(the(images(
(Darbyshire,(MacDougall(&(Schiller,(2005).(Students(were(given(minimal(instruction(other(
than(to(use(the(materials(present((pencils,(coloured(felt\tip(pens,(coloured(crayons(and(
white(A4(paper).((
These(drawing(episodes(took(place(in(the(school(libraries(during(regular(school(hours(with(
students(working(individually(on(their(drawings(for(20(to(30(minutes.(The(exception(was(
School(7,(where(the(student(group(was(far(more(animated(and(collaborative.(This(was(seen(
by(the(researcher(as(an(indication(of(the(very(different(level(of(ownership(of(the(library(
among(the(children(who(chose(to(work(together(although(creating(individual(drawings.(The(
result(could(be(understood(as(a(mosaic(of(the(combined(ideas(resulting(from(the(constant(
interactions(and(excited(sharing(of(concepts(among(the(group.(No(written(text(was(collected(
from(the(group,(with(the(researcher(instead(recording(the(spoken(suggestions(and(
comments(made(at(the(time.((
(
Findings(
Across(most(of(the(seven(schools,(four(key(themes(emerged(from(the(students’(images(and(
texts.(These(can(be(summarized(as(peacefulness,(connectedness,(adventure,(and(
technology.(Peacefulness(is(accompanied(by(comfort,(with(liberal(supplies(of(beanbags(and(
cushions(scattered(throughout(the(imagined(libraries(along(with(quiet(places(to(read(and(
study.(Connectedness(relates(to(the(outside(world(where(libraries(extend(to,(or(are(situated(
in,(the(natural(environment,(where(animals(abound(and(water(creates(tranquil(settings.(
Adventure(can(be(real(or(imaginary,(including(the(exploration(of(imagined(spaces(through(
stories(and(the(exploration(of(real(spaces,(and(is(closely(linked(to(the(fourth(theme,(
technology,(which(plays(a(significant(role(in(both(practical(and(imagined(environments.(
Technology(and(adventure(are(key(to(areas(designated(for(fun(and(games(where(children(
can(“learn(and(have(fun(at(the(same(time”((Year(6(female).(One(school(was(significantly(
different(in(that(all(the(drawings(were(restricted(to(fairly(traditional(concepts(of(libraries.(
This(came(about(through(the(students(having(completed(their(drawings(prior(to(the(research(
team’s(visit(and(with(instructions(given(by(the(supervising(teacher.((
Across(all(the(themes,(design(elements(such(as(bright(colours(and(natural(light(are(seen(as(
important(to(creating(a(suitable(reading(and(studying(environment.(Ideas(such(as(coloured(
lighting(to(designate(specific(areas(of(the(library,(and(glass(ceilings(with(UV(protection(built(
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in(are(juxtaposed(with(“little(dark(spaces”((Year(7(female)(and(areas(of(fake(grass(to(bring(
the(outside(world(into(the(built(environment.((
While(the(students’(imaginations(were(mostly(restrained(to(the(possible,(the(most(extreme(
examples(involved(futuristic(technologies,(such(as(rocket\powered(elevators,(a(library(that(
hovers(in(the(air,(teleporters,(a(“room(of(imagination”(and(a(cupboard(that(leads(to(Narnia.(
These(may(sound(like(absurdist(ideas,(and(could(be(easily(bracketed(as(irrational,(but(behind(
them(are(notions(about(how(children(can(connect(to(reading.(The(teleporter(and(the(
cupboard(entrance(to(Narnia,(for(instance,(would(take(readers(into(their(books(to(develop(
deeper(connections(to(the(content;(the(rocket\powered(elevator(would(be(used(to(connect(
to(a(roof\top(observatory(where(students(could(study(the(night(sky.((
In(terms(of(the(possible,(imaginative(design(ideas(involved(trees(and(animals,(helping(to(
create(learning(environments(that(incorporated(real\world(learning.(Some(students(wanted(
to(abandon(buildings(altogether(and(establish(their(school(libraries(in(trees,(such(as(a(“giant(
fig(tree”((Year(6(female),(on(a(river(“like(a(boat”((Year(4(male),(or(in(park\like(areas.(As(one(
Year(5(female(student(emphatically(stated,(“My(ideal(learning(space(is(NOT(a(classroom”.((
These(ideas(replicate(those(of(projects(in(various(countries(in(which(children(recognised(the(
negative(effects(on(learning(of(“stuffy(and(boring(classrooms”(and(frequently(appealed(to(
school(designers(to(consider(external(environments(in(developing(new(school(spaces((Bland(
&(Sharma\Brymer,(2012).((
Summarised(and(sorted(by(school,(the(students’(ideas(against(each(key(theme(are(
exemplified(by(the(text(extracts(in(Appendix(5.(Note(that(the(students’(original(spelling(and(
grammar(have(been(maintained(in(the(extracts(in(the(appendix(and(in(the(subsequent(
discussion.(
Discussion!
Teachers(and(learners(cannot(help(but(be(influenced(by(the(physical(attributes(of(learning(
environments((Jamieson(et(al.,(2000).(In(this(project,(we(also(hope(to(show(that(the(reverse(
should(be(true(and(that(teachers(and(students(have(both(capacity(and(design(concepts(to(
influence(the(physical(attributes(of(those(environments(to(the(pedagogic(benefit(of(all(users.((
In(many(ways,(the(children’s(perspectives(of(libraries(and(other(learning(spaces(echo(many(
other(examples(of(student(input(into(school(design((see(Bland(&(Sharma\Brymer,(2012).(In(
this(project,(as(in(the(international(range(of(real\world(and(imagined(designs,(they(have(
presented(ideas(that(adult(designers(and(teachers(would(not(have(thought(of((Rudduck(&(
Flutter,(2004).(Free(of(real\world(design(constraints,(such(as(the(economic(imperative(of(the(
BER(program,(health(and(safety(concerns(and(a(restricted(budget,(the(students(could(“see(
things(big”((Greene,(1995,(p.(10)(rather(than(having(to(take(a(small(lens(viewpoint(of(the(
systems(world.(While(some(of(these(notions(could(be(dismissed(as(nothing(more(than(
fantasy((e.g.,(doorways(into(Narnia;(a(library(hovering(in(mid\air),(they(also(tell(us(something(
of(the(big(things(the(students(imagine(and(their(underlying(hopes(for(schools(and(libraries(to(
be(places(of(imagination(and(educational(adventure.(((
The(themes(identified(through(analysis(of(the(drawings(and(accompanying(texts(–(
peacefulness,(connectedness,(adventure,(and(technology(–(are(not(disparate(categories(and(
there(is(a(good(deal(of(overlap(between(two(or(more(themes(in(many(cases.(For(example,(a(
Year(6(male(student(whose(technologically(futuristic(library((technology)(was(situated(partly(
in(a(grassy(area((connectedness)(with(liberally(scattered(bean\bag(chairs((peacefulness)(and(
included(animals((connectedness)(whose(principal(function(was(to(hand(out(books(and(
provide(advice(on(them((technology/connectedness).((
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Connectedness(
Thomas((2010,(p.(503)(suggests(that(more(informal(spaces(can(“liberate(learning(from(a(
form(of(physical(imprisonment”.(Although(not(expressed(in(such(dramatic(terms,(many(of(
the(children(who(participated(in(this(project(have(presented(concepts(of(liberating(and(
creative(spaces(that(extend(the(idea(of(school(libraries(into(environments(that(offer(physical(
and(intellectual(adventures(in(education.(As(one(Year(5(student(reasons,((
“I(don’t(see(why(we(sit(cooped(up(in(a(stuffy(classroom(all(day(when(the(sun(is(high(
in(the(sky”((Year(5(female),((
while(a(Year(4(student(has(drawn((
“a(garden(where(you(can(read(in(the(sunshine”(
and(yet(another(imagines(that(
“In(front(of(the(library(is(a(grassy(area(where(you(can(read(and(play(in(the(fresh(air.(
Kids(can(also(swing(on(the(tree(swings”((Year(5(male).(
One(student’s(drawing(was(of(a(“garden(library”(where(children(could(read(and(care(for(the(
things(growing(in(the(garden:(
“It(would(be(peaceful(and(good(to(learn”((Year(6(female).(
These(notions(of(real\world(environments(with(direct(access(to(nature(are(typical(of(
students’(responses(in(the(UK,(USA(and(Australia((Bland(&(Sharma\Brymer,(2012,(Burke(&(
Grosvenor,(2003;(Doherty,(2005;(French(&(Hill,(2004;(Ghaziani,(2008).(Some(students(have(
included(particular(features(such(as(water(to(enhance(the(external(learning(environment:((
“ponds(make(me(feel(happy(and(peaceful”((Year(6(female);(
“library(is(on(a(river(ain(is(like(a(boat”((Year(4(female);(
Gardens(and(animals(to(look(after,(including(horses(to(ride,(are(also(common(to(many(of(the(
project(students’(drawings(as(well(as(those(in(other(projects:(
“outside(there(would(be(animals(and(wild(life(–((you(could(look(after(animals(and(the(
garden”((Year(6(female)(
“The(animals(are(in(a(pen(outside”((Year(4(female)(
These(and(many(more(examples,(even(one(student’s(inclusion(of(a(McDonald’s(café(in(his(
imagined(school(library,(demonstrate(the(theme(of(connectedness(that(runs(through(many(
of(the(children’s(submissions(to(the(project.(Frequently,(they(coincide(with(hopes(for(peace.((
Peacefulness(
Internal(furnishings(of(libraries(should,(according(to(the(majority(of(the(students,(be(
comfortable(and(soft,(as(illustrated(by(bean\bags,(reclining(chairs,(pillows(and(beds.(The(
items(often(furnish(quiet,(sometimes(dark,(even(sound\proof(reading(rooms,(cosy(corners,(
and(sleeping(rooms.(These(are(not(simply(for(relaxing,(but(are(areas(for(contemplation(away(
from(noise:(
“reading(corner(somewhere(quiet(for(people(to(sit,(relax(and(read(a(book”((Year(4(
male);(
“pillows(or(bean(bags(if(you(like(to(work(in(comfort(as(I(do”((Year(6(female).(
“study(corner(with(a(sound(prof(wall(so(you(can(think”((Year(5(female).(
Their(libraries(are(not,(in(the(main,(static(and(sterile(but(are(both(intellectually(stimulating(
and(active,(even(when(providing(spaces(for(comfort(and(peaceful(reading.((
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Adventure(and(playfulness(
The(children(appear(to(value(intellectually(stimulating(material(that(can(take(their(minds(on(
imaginative(journeys.(The(idea(of(entering(a(story(in(some(physical(sense(was(mentioned(by(
quite(a(few(students,(for(example:(
“a(cupboard(inside(the(cupboard(is(all(about(the(wizard(of(oz”((Year(4(female)(
(“actually(a(wardrobe(that(leads(to(Narnia”((Year(6(female)(
“telaporter(to(dream(maker(playground,(tv(room,(make(a(books(…(that(can(teleport(
you(in(to(the(book”((Year(4(male()(
“you(can(go(in(them(and(camp(in(them”((Year(4(male).(
“Book(entrance(has(one(bed(and(you(fall(asleep(and(you(wake(up(inside(your(
favourite(book(as(the(main(character!”((Year(6(female)(
Adventure(was(also(an(aspect(of(many(physical(spaces(in(the(students’(drawings,(adding(a(
sense(of(fun(and(playfulness(to(learning,(frequently(combined(with(technology:(
“learn(and(have(fun(at(the(same(time”((Year(6(female).(
“If(I(could(build(my(own(library,(it(would(have(fun,(but(educational(things(like(Ipads,(
ereaders,(computers(and(plasma(flat(screen(tv.s”((Year(4(male)(
These(suggestions(took(the(form(of(slides(that(connected(different(levels(of(the(libraries,(or(
fun(transport(such(as(roller\coasters(to(deliver(students(to(various(areas(of(the(learning(
environment:(
“glass(elevator(powered(by(rockets(that(take(you(to(any(place(you(like(in(the(
building”((Year(6(male).(
Again,(these(suggestions(mirror(those(of(students(in(previous(studies((Bland(&(Sharma\
Brymer,(2012;(Ghaziani,(2008)(in(their(appeals(for(physical(adventure(as(a(key(component(of(
the(learning(experience.((
Technology(
Contemporary(and(future(technologies(are(often(cited(as(supporting(practical(purposes,(
such(as(transport(around(the(library(environment,(and(simply(encouraging(reading,(but(also(
as(meeting(the(needs(of(environmental(sustainability:(
“lots(of(glass(to(let(natural(light(in”((Year(6(male)(
“roof(is(made(out(of(glass,(so(it(offers(UV(protection(and(there(is(no(need(for(lights”(
(Year(5(female).(
Technology(and(playfulness(are(frequently(joined:(
“the(games(room(is(a(fun(place(for(people(to(have(fun(playing(games(and(learning(
new(strategies”((Year(4(male)(
Empathic(imagination(
The(students’(ideas(often(reflected(their(individual(interests((e.g.,(horse\riding,(ice\skating)(
but,(at(times,(showed(consideration(for(the(needs(of(other(library(users,(such(as(teachers(
and(students(from(other(year(levels,(recognising(that(a(variety(of(needs(and(concerns(have(
to(be(met:(
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“a(very(sefistercated(and(a(roomy(area(it(has(a(lot(of(rooms(for(very(different(
perpses(like(a(reading(room(teck(room,(game(area(and(a(copple(of(classroom”((Year(
7(male)(
“many(different(learning(and(reading(and(relaxing(spaces(for(students(of(all(ages(to(
use”((Year(5(male)(
“wireless(and(wired(computers(depending(on(what(you(like”((Year(6(female)(
“[The(plasma(screen(TV(room](would(usually(be(a(bit(quiet(because(there(are(
different(TVs(for(different(age(groups(with(different(games(so(a(four(year(old(doesn’t(
end(up(playing(super(Mario(brothers(with(some(stranger(that’s(20(years(old”((Year(4(
male).(
“I(believe(that(my(library(plan(would(cater(for(students(who(need(hands(on(learning(
material(plus(students(of(all(ages(–(catering(for(many(different(interests(and(needs(in(
a(comfortable(and(creative(environment”((Year(5(male).(
These(considerations(emphasise(the(need(to(plan(for(a(wide(diversity(of(abilities(and(
interests(among(students(as(well(as(ages.((
Other!common!design!elements!
As(well(as(the(imaginative(and(sometimes(futuristic(qualities(of(the(students’(ideal(library(
spaces,(their(drawings(included(various(physical(design(features(they(thought(desirable(in(
their(learning(environments.((
Colour(and(light(
In(a(US(project,(French(and(Hill((2004)(found(that(the(young(participants’(work(displayed(a(
“desire(to(integrate(colour,(light,(and(interesting(spaces(into(the(learning(environment”((p.(
37).(Similarly,(the(student(participants(in(the(Reimagining(learning(spaces(project(believe(
that(these(are(key(features(of(an(ideal(school(library:(
“lots(of(bright(colours.(Pictures(of(lots(of(things(painted(on(buildings”((Year(6(male)(
“creative(lighting(to(separate(areas”((Year(5(male)((
“The(coulours(are(based(on(real(and(fantasy(life”((Year(6(female)(
“I(also(wanted(to(use(creative(lighting(to(separate(areas(and(also(use(lots(of(glass(to(
let(natural(light(in(using(different(shaped(windows(to(create(a(modern(feel”((Year(5(
male)(
“Colour(was(also(important(I(thought,(a(range(of(primary(colours(could(be(used(to(
create(a(different(feel(in(the(various(spaces”((Year(5(male)(
“roof(is(made(out(of(glass,(so(it(offers(UV(protection(and(there(is(no(need(for(lights”(
(Year(5(female)(
(“This(area(has(round(windows(for(letting(light(in,(plus(poles(separating(this(area(
with(electric(lights(creating(an(interesting(environment(–(especially(with(night(
activities”((Year(5(male).(
Food(and(social(spaces(
All(the(participating(Year(4(students(at(School(7(included(social(spaces(with(cafes(or(other(
eating(areas(so(that(children(and(teachers(could(take(breaks(from(working,(use(them(for(
lunch\time(activities,(or(even(eat(and(study(simultaneously.(Interestingly,(suggestions(about(
social(space(came(principally(from(older(female(students.(
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(“Seating(area(has(heaps(of(seating(area(and(tables(to(have(a(chat”((Year(7(female)(
“This(library(can(also(be(used(for(other(things(such(as(talking(to(friends”((Year(8(
female)(
“it(has(technology(cosy(places(to(read(beause(there(is(lots(of(room(to(move(talk(play(
and(learn”((Year(7(female)(
Implications!for!pedagogy!
The(perspective(on(learning(that(is(evident(in(the(work(of(the(student(participants(in(this(
project(is(that(it(should(engage(them(imaginatively,(be(flexible(and(address(the(needs(of(a(
diversity(of(learning(styles(and(multiple(intelligences((Gardner,(1999).(While(not(expressed(in(
these(terms,(the(analysis(suggests(that(the(students(possess(an(intrinsic(awareness(of(this(
necessity,(with(their(designs(incorporating(features(not(only(for(different(ages,(but(for(
students(with(different(interests.(Again,(as(in(previous(student(design(projects,(the(
implications(for(learning(and(teaching(relate(to(cooperative(styles,(in(which(children(learn(
together(through(discovery(and(exploration(of(the(imagination,(in(places(and(spaces(where(
they(are(in(touch(with(and(learning(from(the(real(world.(The(built(environment(should(
enable(and(encourage(such(pedagogy.((
The(emphasis(on(outdoors(learning,(so(prominent(in(student(design(projects(in(many(
countries,(echoes(features(of(the(US(No(Child(Left(Inside(Coalition((Williams(&(Dixon,(2013)(
that(promotes(school(gardens(as(sites(for(children(to(develop(self\esteem,(self\concept,(and(
motivation(for(learning.(Williams(and(Dixon’s((2013)(review(of(152(articles(indicates(
“overwhelmingly(that(garden\based(learning(had(a(positive(impact(on(students’(grades,(
knowledge,(attitudes,(and(behavior”((p.(225).((
Implications!for!design!
The(analysis(of(the(students’(drawings(and(texts(indicates(a(strong(desire(for(places(that(
inspire(their(imaginations(and(engage(them(in(learning(through(intellectual(and(physical(
adventure.(For(these(students,(while(books(are(still(very(important(features(of(school(
libraries,(the(major(purpose(is(to(offer(opportunities(to(pursue(this(sense(of(adventure(
through(reading(and(taking(advantage(of(a(wide(choice(of(learning(spaces.((
If(internal(spaces(are(seen(too(often(as(constraining,(external(environments(are(liberating.(
Libraries,(although(generally(seen(as(physical(buildings,(should(not(be(static;(the(physical(
environment(needs(to(allow(for(flexibility,(movement,(fun,(and(discovery.(Essentially,(the(
external(world(has(to(be(almost(seamlessly(integrated(with(the(internal(spaces(of(the(library.(
This(concept(represents(a(need(for(“weak(spatial(boundaries”((Stronach(&(Piper,(2008)(that(
value(internal(and(external(learning(environments(equally.(Features(such(as(walls(that(can(
be(folded(back(to(share(access(to(decks(and(other(al(fresco(learning(areas(help(to(facilitate(
this(sense(of(real\world(learning.(
External(learning(areas(with(natural(settings(are(seen(as(not(only(providing(quiet(space,(but(
offering(opportunities(to(learn(about(and(care(for(the(environment(and(gardens.(Water(
features,(such(as(ponds(and(waterfalls,(can(also(enhance(connectedness(of(learning(to(place,(
with(the(sounds(of(running(water(adding(to(relaxed(and(tranquil(studying(areas,(whether(
inside(or(out\of\doors.(
Similarly,(connections(to(the(real(world(through(skylights(and(natural(air\conditioning(not(
only(provide(for(this(sense(of(connectedness(but(are(seen(as(supporting(environmentally(
considerate(internal(spaces,(through(reducing(the(reliance(on(artificial(lighting,(heating(and(
cooling.(These(“low\tech”(features(can(exist(alongside(an(inspiring(use(of(old(and(new(
technologies(for(learning.(Creative(lighting(can(help(to(delineate(specialist(areas,(while(
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sound\proof(rooms(encourage(creative(social(spaces(for(Wii\based(games(and(other(
technology\supported(interactive(play.((
Internally,(a(key(priority(for(the(participating(students(is(comfort.(Although(bean\bag(chairs(
have(featured(in(many(of(their(drawings,(these(represent(comfort(with(the(children(being(
uninterested(in(practical(considerations(of(health(and(safety.(A(variety(of(seating(options,(
from(carpets(for(story\telling(areas,(to(benches(and(reclining(chairs(would(provide(for(most(
children’s(perceived(needs.(Recognising(the(need(for(time\out(from(study(and(play,(beds(are(
also(suggested(for(students(to(relax,(sleep(when(necessary,(or(lie(back(and(absorb(learning(
material.(These(should(be(in(quiet,(sound\proof(rooms.(Spaces(where(children(can(find(a(
degree(of(privacy(should(also(be(incorporated(into(the(building,(ideally(with(limited(lighting;(
perhaps,(the(sounds(of(running(water(could(be(integrated(with(such(spaces(to(aid(quiet(
study.((
Many(of(the(ideas(are(easily(accommodated,(such(as(colour,(light,(and(interesting(spaces,(
while,(to(some(extent,(the(more(imaginative(aspects(of(the(children’s(idealised(libraries(can(
be(reduced(to(simple(adjustments(to(physical(spaces(and(integrated(through(the(use(of(
murals(and(other(“appropriate(design(elements”((French(&(Hill,(2004,(p.(37).((
Recommendations!!
• That(students(be(regarded(as(primary(clients(and(major(users(of(school(facilities.(
• That(the(design(of(school(facilities(takes(into(account,(as(far(as(possible(within(the(
constraints(of(budget(and(relevant(regulations,(the(expressed(desire(of(students(to(
be(taught(in(places(that(embody(and(permit(creativity,(imagination,(and(adventure(
in(their(architecture(and(other(features.(
• That(strategies(to(obtain(the(views(of(students(be(incorporated(into(the(initial(stages(
of(the(design(of(new(and(refurbished(school(facilities(to(enhance(student(
engagement(in(learning(and(to(reinforce(values(of(belonging(and(ownership(within(
their(schools.(
(
(
Figure(1:(It(has(an(elevator(that(goes(up(to(the(games(room.(It(has(slides(to(go(down(to(the(reading(
and(sleeping(area!((student(25)(
!!
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6.!Emerging!and!established!spaces!!
(
Imaginings(and(realities(of(school(libraries(come(together(in(this(chapter,(which(explores(the(
experiences(of(seven(Queensland(schools(in(creating(innovative(learning(spaces.(Case(
studies(of(each(school(present(nuanced(accounts(of(the(whole(designing(process,(from(initial(
planning(and(consultation,(through(construction(and(set\up,(to(use(of(the(new(library(
learning(space.(Reflecting(the(diversity(of(Queensland(schools(and(their(communities,(the(
case(studies(include(a(mix(of(state(and(independent(schools,(primary(and(secondary,(in(
suburban(and(semi\rural(settings.(Most(were(well(established(schools,(while(one(was(brand(
new.(Despite(their(varying(characteristics,(needs(and(outcomes,(all(the(schools(engaged(in(
journeys(from(emerging(to(established(library(learning(spaces.(An(overview(of(the(school(
libraries(is(presented(in(Appendix(6.((((((((((((
Following(Simons((2009,(p.(4)(each(case(study(“values(multiple(perspectives(of(stakeholders(
and(participants,(observation(in(naturally(occurring(circumstances,(and(interpretation(in(
context”.(So(the(case(studies(integrate(the(narrative(of(the(teacher\librarians,(students,(
teachers(and(school(principals,(who(participated(in(the(process2,(with(the(observations(and(
reflections(of(the(researchers.(Revealing(recurring(patterns(in(the(stakeholders’(experiences(
across(the(seven(schools,(each(case(study(includes(the(following(elements:((Introducing(the(
school;(Introducing(the(school(library;(Creating(the(new(library;(Moving(into(the(new(library;(
Using(the(new(library((from(the(perspectives(of(the(teacher\librarians,(students,(teachers(
and(principals);(Reviewing(the(design((strengths(and(weaknesses);(Reflecting(on(the(
outcomes.(Each(case(study(concludes(by(briefly(considering(who(and(what(is(valued(here?(((
!
!
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((
2(To(preserve(the(confidentiality(of(all(participants(and(their(schools,(pseudonyms(are(used.!
(
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6.1!School!1!
Introducing!the!school!
A(grand(old(gum(tree(stands(guard(at(the(entrance(of(School(1,(near(the(stone(that(
acknowledges(the(traditional(Indigenous(owners,(and(the(beginning(of(the(school(in(1874.((
Located(in(the(rural(rim(around(Brisbane,(this(government(primary(school(with(enrolments(
of(270(is(experiencing(enrolment(growth(as(dairy(farms(are(subdivided(for(small(acreage(
housing.((The(original(red(tin(roofed,(old(wooden(schoolhouse(is(dwarfed(by(the(new(
administration(block(near(the(front(gate,(currently(cut(off(by(orange(webbing(and(high(
safety(fences(as(construction(occurs.((The(newly(opened(school(library(is(currently(situated(
towards(the(rear(of(the(site.(However,(once(additional(planned(classrooms(have(been(
completed,(the(library(will(be(at(the(centre(of(the(school.((
Introducing(the(school(library(
The(School(1(library(is(sited(near(the(large(covered(play(area(and(playground.(Landscaped(
gardens(and(pathways(lead(visitors(past(a(vegetable(garden,(scarecrow(and(a(large(water(
tank(to(enter(the(library(across(the(wooden(bridge(and(through(the(large(glass(doors.(Open(
windows(and(a(covered(veranda(create(views(towards(the(school(playground,(oval(and(the(
rainforest.(There(is(a(sense(that(the(library(is(connected(to(the(outside,(to(the(sun,(to(the(
bush,(and(that(it(belongs(to(the(whole(school(with(every(teacher(having(a(key,(and(parents(
being(invited(to(use(the(space(for(school(events.(
The(size(of(the(school(is(influential(in(how(the(library(is(being(used.(Enrolments(have(grown(
from(150(to(250(in(the(past(two(years,(with(an(enrolment(management(plan(in(place.(The(
new(library(is(the(only(flexible(indoor(space(where(large(meetings(can(be(held.(Previously(
school(events(were(held(in(a(hired(community(hall(across(the(road.((An(emerging(use(for(the(
school(library(space(includes(whole\school(events(such(as(a(class(puppet(show(on(a(Friday(
night(for(200(people.((The(open(design(and(agile(furnishings(enabled(the(library(to(be(quickly(
transformed(as(the(low\set(bookshelf(units(were(wheeled(out(of(the(way(
The(library(space(
(The(library(is(a(long,(single(storey,(fibrous(cement(building(with(the(main(entrance(on(one(of(
the(long(sides.(The(sign(on(the(outside(says(Resource(Centre,(but(the(teacher\librarian(tells(
us((and(we(later(notice)(that(everyone(refers(to(it(as(the(library.(A(large(colourful(display(
opposite(the(entry(catches(attention.(To(the(left(of(the(entry,(there(is(a(long(desk,(which(
includes(staff(work(space,(the(circulations(point(and(a(spot(for(student(assistance.(Behind(
the(desk(is(a(large(work(area(and(kitchen,(with(views(over(the(school(grounds.(In(the(top(left(
corner(of(the(building(there(is(a(small(teacher(reference(and(work(area(with(compactus(
storage.(To(the(right(of(the(entry,(the(majority(of(the(library(is(open(plan,(with(an(enclosed(
media(room(at(the(far(end.(A(door(at(this(end(opens(onto(the(veranda.((
Teacher\librarian(and(library(staff(
School(1’s(library(is(staffed(by(one(part\time(teacher\librarian((3(days(per(week)(and(one(
part\time(aide((9(hours(per(week).(Alice,(who(we(interviewed,(had(been(Teacher\Librarian(
and(then(Senior(Teacher\Librarian(at(this(school(for(7(years.(She(is(an(experienced(and(
professionally(active(teacher\librarian.(She(holds(teaching(qualifications(as(well(as(a(Diploma(
of(Education((Teacher\Librarianship)(and(a(Master(of(IT.(In(2012(Alice(was(on(leave(to(
complete(her(doctoral(study.(At(this(time,(Penny(was(replacing(her(as(teacher\librarian(in(a(
temporary(capacity.(
Library(staff(roles(are(clearly(defined.(Alice(is(responsible(for(overall(library(and(resource(
management,(including(technology(applications.(Her(strong(interest(in(innovative(use(of(
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technology(to(enhance(information(use(and(learning(led(her(to(develop(the(web\based(
resource(database,(which(continues(to(meet(library(management(and(student(information(
needs.(Penny(undertakes(most(of(the(teaching(responsibilities,(while(Suzy(attends(to(general(
administrative(tasks,(including(loans(and(cataloguing.(
Principal(((
The(Principal(worked(out(of(a(small(office(in(a(crowded(portable(building,(aware(that(as(the(
school(had(doubled(since(he(arrived(from(150(to(280(students(it(was(becoming(a("very(
different(school(than(what(it(was".(He(recognised(that(his(librarians(were(important(in(
helping(the(twelve(teachers(in(their(curriculum(planning,(and(resisted(the(temptation(to(use(
librarians(as(providing(non\contact(time(for(teachers.(The(new(library(provided(an(important(
meeting(place(for(the(school,(and(he(was(surprised(by(the(many(uses(that(were(emerging.((
According(to(Alice,(the(principal(had(always(been(supportive(of(the(school(library,(even(
when(it(had(operated(in(a(small(way(from(a(classroom(adjoining(his(office.(Therefore,(he(
showed(no(hesitation(when(the(BER(offered(the(opportunity(to(construct(a(new(school(
library,(as(well(as(a(new(school(hall.(
Teacher(
After(teaching(in(larger(metropolitan(schools,(Jodie(was(enjoying(her(second(year(of(
teaching("country(kids"(in(a(smaller(rural(school.(Her(Year(6(classroom(was(in(a(new(
demountable(building(located(next(to(the(library,(and(she(often(allowed(students(to(work(in(
groups(inside(and(outside(of(the(classroom,(including(the(library(and(the(library(veranda,(
while(she(moved(between(the(groups.(One(of(her(aims(as(a(Year(6(teacher(was(to(help(her(
students(explore(ways(to(be(more(independent(learners,(and(to(develop(their(leadership(
practices(as(the(seniors(in(the(school.(The(library(space(was(an(integral(part(of(her(teaching(
practice,(and(she(felt(a(strong(degree(of(shared(ownership(over(the(space.(She(valued(the(
library(as(a(community(place(that(was(versatile(and(could(be(used(by(everyone.(
Students(((
The(Year(6(students(appreciated(the(new(library(space(as(it(enabled(them(to(spread(out(and(
see(more(books.(The(library(was(a(place(to(come(in(at(lunchtime(with(friends,(as(an(
alternative(to(playing(on(the(oval.(The(library(also(regularly(hosted(special(lunchtime(
activities(such(as(table(top(soccer,(the(chaplain\led(Super(Club,(or(the(student(leadership(
council.(With(no(full\time(librarian,(students(felt(they(could(ask(any(teacher(to(help(them(
find(books(or(use(equipment(in(the(library.(When(invited(to(imagine(what(their(preferred(
learning(environment(might(include,(student(drawings(indicated(preferences(for(outdoor(
environments,(for(grass,(sunlight(and(animals.((
Creating!the!new!library!!
School(1’s(new(BER\funded(library(opened(just(after(Easter(2011.(Alice(commented(that(it(
was(much(needed,(as(the(previous(library(had(“outgrown(its(usefulness(and(its(function(as(a(
space(where(we(could(learn(and(collaborate”.(The(previous(library(was(in(a(single(classroom(
with(resources(stacked(in(boxes(or(on(old(homemade(timber(bookcases.(It(had(no(IT(
infrastructure,(with(only(one(power(plug(that(was(used(for(the(circulation(system.(As(space(
was(limited,(Alice(did(most(of(her(teaching(in(students’(classrooms(or(the(computer(
laboratory.(However,(there(had(been(no(forward(planning(for(a(new(library(and(Alice(
considered(that(it(probably(never(would(have(been(built(without(BER(funding.((
The(library’s(mission(is!“Making(connections(by(connecting(to(information;(connecting(with(
books,(people,(online;(and(connecting(through(reading,(literacy,(technologies”.(It(aims(to(
provide(information(and(support(services(for(all(members(of(the(school(community(through(
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the(promotion(of(the(enjoyment(and(appreciation(of(literature;(by(fostering(lifelong(learning(
skills;(and(developing(information(literacy(skills((school(website).((
Following(BER(approval,(planning(for(the(new(library(began(in(late(2009.(Construction(
occurred(in(2010,(but(was(delayed(by(“an(incredibly(wet(summer(and(winter”.((
The(school(principal(and(architects(chose(the(building(design(from(one(of(three(
recommended(by(BER(for(a(school(of(its(size.(Alice(was(not(involved(in(the(initial(planning,(as(
she(was(on(study(leave.(However,(she(decided(to(return(in(2011(so(that(she(could(be(
involved(in(the(internal(design.(As(she(commented,(“there’s(no(point(complaining(that(space(
doesn’t(work(if(you(didn’t(have(an(input(into(the(way(space(works”.(By(this(time,(the(
location(of(the(building,(its(structure(and(floor(plan(had(been(established.(Even(the(colour(
plan(had(been(decided(and(Alice(saw(a(need(to(“quickly(work(to(change(their(ideas”.(Alice(
was(delegated(responsibility(for(internal(design(by(the(principal(and(from(this(point(she(
played(an(active(role(in(determining(the(look(and(layout(of(the(library,(especially(with(regard(
to(the(location(of(furnishings,(storage(and(IT(infrastructure.(
To(guide(this(process,(Alice(visited(several(other(new(school(libraries(and(spoke(with(the(
teacher\librarians.(She(gained(both(good(ideas(to(emulate(and(aspects(to(avoid.(For(
example,(she(was(impressed(how(one(library(had(made(itself(the(hub(of(the(school(by(
offering(a(flexible,(open(space(for(meetings(and(informal(gatherings;(and(how(another(
provided(a(Wii(games(corner(for(students(to(use(at(lunchtime.(However,(she(was(
unimpressed(by(a(refurbished(library’s(“boxy(rooms”,(one(of(which(contained(computers(
and(the(other(many(tables(and(chairs;(having(become(more(like(laboratories,(these(rooms(
missed(the(opportunities(for(interactive(and(collaborative(learning(that(Alice(sought(to(
provide.(
Apart(from(consulting(library(and(office(staff(about(colour(choices,(she(made(most(decisions(
independently.(However,(she(approached(the(internal(design(conscious(that(it(was(to(be(“a(
small(person’s(library”(and(that(colours(and(sizes(should(reflect(this.(She(selected(what(she(
thought(was(a(“colourful(but(restful”(scheme(of(greys,(blues(and(avocado(green,(avoiding(
over\stimulating(primary(colours(and(corporate(greys.(She(then(used(different(coloured(
furniture(to(differentiate(areas(of(the(library:(“The(chairs(that(belong(in(this(meeting(space(
are(different(to(the(chairs(outside(…(for(the(breakout(areas.(They’re(the(same(style(but(
different(colour”.(
In(her(designing(Alice(did(not(draw(on(pedagogical(theory,(although(she(stated(that(she(likes(
teaching(to(be(innovative(and(interactive.(Thus,(her(paramount(concern(was(to(achieve(
flexibility,(so(that(there(would(be(“no(boundaries(to(the(space(out(there.(You(could(use(it(
however(you(wished.”(For(that(reason(she(ensured(that(all(bookcases(and(furniture(would(
be(on(wheels.(Considering(the(young(learners(who(would(use(the(space,(she(devised(spaces(
where(groups(could(sit(informally(on(the(floor(or(on(ottomans(because:(“teaching(and(
learning(is(as(much(an(interaction,(so(it(becomes(a(conversation(between(you(and(the(
students,(so(you’re(working(together”.(((
Perhaps(Alice’s(most(significant(impact(on(the(library(design(relates(to(the(change(from(
planned(wired(technology(to(wireless.(Intending(the(library(to(be(a(flexible(learning(space,(
she(did(not(want(banks(of(computers(or(a(computer(lab.(However,(she(was(concerned(that(
the(plan(showed(floor(to(ceiling(poles(to(carry(computer(cables(because(“if(those(poles(were(
in(there(the(space(would(have(been(defined(around(those(poles,(and(it([would(have(
become](virtually(inflexible”.(Associating(this(with(“future(proofing(the(building”,(she(drew(
the(principal’s(attention(to(the(problem(and(gave(him(a(copy(of(the(Horizon(report((Johnson,(
Adams(&(Haywood,(2011)(to(raise(his(awareness(of(emerging(small(screen(and(mobile(
technologies.(Having(gained(the(principal’s(support(she(convinced(the(Education(Queensland(
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project(coordinator(to(install(current(wireless(technology,(for(almost(the(same(cost(as(the(
older(cable(technology.((((
Moving!into!the!new!library!!
Delays(due(to(wet(weather(caused(considerable(problems,(since(the(old(library(had(been(
closed(in(late(October(2010.(A(temporary(staff(member(packed(up(everything(while(Alice(
was(on(leave(and(for(six(months(the(students(and(teachers(had(virtually(no(library(service.(
Most(of(the(resources(were(packed(in(boxes(or(distributed(around(the(classes,(and(there(
was(no(system(in(place(for(tracking(items.(
When(the(new(library(was(finally(ready,(it(took(Alice(several(weeks(to(unpack(and(organise(
resources.(With(no(assistance(she(suffered(backache(and(also(felt(very(frustrated(about(the(
length(of(time(it(took.(At(one(point,(she(even(found(herself(helping(to(lay(the(carpets(
because(the(contractor(was(short(staffed.(She(commented:(“I(liked(the(hands\on,(but(it(
would(have(been(nice(to(have(a(bit(more(back\up”.((
After(moving(in,(the(IT(infrastructure(took(another(three(months(to(be(set(up.(There(were(no(
computers(in(the(library(so(the(students(were(not(able(to(borrow(during(this(time,(although(
Ann(used(a(computer(elsewhere(in(the(school(for(staff(loans.(
Using!the!new!library!
Students’(perspectives((((
Students(appreciated(their(new(library(as(a(place(where(they(could("spread(out".(Students(
remembered(that("because(the(old(library(was(so(small,(all(the(bookshelves(were(all(
together,(so(you(didn’t(have(much(room(to(move(around,(but(now(they’re(all(like(really(
spaced(out."((Students(linked(the(increased(physical(space(to(an(increase(in(the(number(of(
books,(yet(importantly(the(students(identified(the(increased(space(also(gave(greater(
opportunity(to(manage(their(social(relationships.(Comments(such(as(these(from(the(students(
indicated(that(the(spaciousness(provided(a(resource(to(assist(students(manage(their(
emotional(safety:(
"If(you(don’t(like(someone,(like(they’re(not(kind(of(nice(to(you,(you(can(spread(out(a(little(bit(
so(you(don’t(have(to(be(near(them."(
"Or(you(can(sit(with(your(friends."(
While(shared(ownership(was(valued(by(the(teacher,(the(students(did(not(see(the(
opportunities(for(greater(independence(as(clearly.((Students(were(not(sure(whether(laptop(
computers(could(be(used(in(the(library(at(lunchtime,(identifying(that(maybe(if(they(asked(a(
teacher,(they(might(be(allowed(to(use(a(laptop(in(the(library(to(practice(what(they(had(
learned(in(class.(Students(were(also(unsure(how(they(might(find(a(new(book(at(lunchtime,(as(
"usually(the(library(ladies([are](not(at(the(counter(–([maybe](if(you(wanted(to(find(a(book(
maybe(they(could(have(like(a(list(where(you(could(find(the(book(you(wanted."((While(the(
catalogue(was(computerised,(and(was(in(transition(to(a(virtual(catalogue,(students(were(
unaware(of(how(to(find(books(other(than(ask(a(librarian(or(browse(in(a(favourite(section.(
Students(were(still(exploring(the(spaces(in(the(library,(noticing(new(displays(and(exploring(
the(new(features(as(they(emerged,(such(as(recently(purchased(modular(seats.(They(
appreciated(being(able(to(see(the(work(of(other(students(up(on(the(class(walls,(enjoying(
talking(about(the(learning(that(was(evident.(Favourite(places(in(the(library(included(quiet(
snug(places(near(the(windows,(or(out(on(the(deck,(to(enjoy(the(winter(sun.(Others(enjoyed(
the(fiction(section(and(the(lure(of(a(chapter(book(that(would(capture(the(imagination.(
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Teacher\librarian’s(perspectives((((((((
Alice(was(delighted(to(be(working(in(the(new(library.(She(described(herself(as(“Alice(in(
Wonderland”(and(exclaimed(“Thank(you(Julia(Gillard!”((then(Commonwealth(Education(
Minister)(for(making(the(new(library(possible(through(BER(funding.(However,(she(had(mixed(
feelings(about(the(whole(design(and(construction(process.(She(enjoyed(the(independence(
the(principal(allowed(in(leaving(the(internal(design(to(her.(She(was(glad(to(have(come(into(
the(process(fairly(late,(once(the(shell(of(the(building(was(in(place(and(she(had(something(to(
work(with.(She(said(she(would(not(have(wanted(“carte(blanche”(to(design(the(library(from(
scratch(as(she(recognised(that(was(outside(her(expertise.(On(the(other(hand,(she(was(
frustrated(by(various(aspects(beyond(her(control,(such(as(construction(delays(caused(by(
poor(weather(and(lack(of(assistance(with(setting(out(the(library(fittings.(At(times,(she(was(
also(frustrated(by(the(departmental(bureaucracy,(“so(many(people(were(putting(their(dibs(
on(what(should(be(here”;(for(example,(Alice(was(annoyed(about(having(to(send(an(email(to(
four(people(and(then(wait(for(all(to(reply(before(attending(to(a(particular(issue.((
Alice(offered(two(pieces(of(advice(arising(from(her(library(designing(experience.(Firstly,(she(
recommended(that(teacher\librarians(“get(in(there(before(they(start(planning(your(workflow(
(circulation)(area”(because(it(is(a(key(“interaction(space(where(you’re(talking(to(the(kids”.(In(
particular,(she(pointed(out(the(need(to(ensure(the(desk(is(made(at(a(suitable(height(for(
smaller(sized(people.(She(knew(of(another(new(library(with(a(poorly(designed(desk(where(
the(staff(had(“done(nothing(but(complain(…(because(it(doesn’t(work(for(them”.(Secondly,(
Alice’s(visits(to(other(libraries(had(highlighted(the(benefit(of(teacher\librarians(talking(and(
sharing(design(ideas(with(each(other.(Referring(to(one(such(conversation(she(commented:(
(That(was(when(I(was(aware(that(“oh,(I(need(to(think(how(I’m(going(to(work(this(
area”(because(she’d(been(through(the(process(as(well.(((
Teachers’(perspectives(((
As(a(Year(6(teacher,(Jodie(highly(valued(the(increased(space(that(the(new(library(provided(
and(identified(how(the(student's(use(of(the(library(space(had(led(to(significant(improved(
learning(and(cultural(outcomes(for(students.(The(versatility(of(the(space(created(a(variety(of(
opportunities(for(students(to(make(choices(that(increased(ownership(of(their(own(learning,(
and(that(also(created(a(trusting(school(community(culture.((
Student(ownership(of(learning(
The(space(enabled(a(greater(variety(of(uses(than(the(previous(double(classroom(library,(the(
teacher(commenting,("we(can(do(so(many(different(things(in(this(space.(We've(used(it(for(so(
many(different(reasons(in(different(grades,(all(the(time".(Jodie(identified(a(number(of(ways(
that(the(increased(space(had(improved(student(learning.(Initially(she(noticed(that(the(
students(had(decreased(levels(of(stress(and(spent(more(time(in(the(new(library,(as(the(
increased(space(meant(students(had("increased(time(to(explore,(as(they(can(spread(out(and(
they(can(access(different(things(and(they're(not(being(watched(all(the(time(because(you're(
not(standing(in(the(doorway(saying(hurry(up(and(borrow".(Jodie(noted(that(Year(6(students(
"don't(want(to(be(watched(all(of(the(time"(and(she(was(able(to(create(a(sense(of(greater(
personal(space(for(students(by(using(the(increased(physical(spaces(in(the(new(library.((
She(encouraged(students(to(utilise(the(variety(of(spaces,(sitting(at(a(table,(or(on(the(floor(in(a(
corner(or(out(on(the(library(deck.(By(giving(a(choice(of(where(in(the(library(they(would(like(to(
work,(Jodie(believed(she(showed(children(that(their(choice(was(valued,(and(gave(them(
ownership(over(the(way(they(are(learning.(She(recognised(that(students(had(different(
learning(needs,(for(example("the(table(in(the(middle(helps(children(feel(like(they(are(
included,(while(others(prefer(a(quiet(corner(somewhere".(The(library(class(set(of(laptop(
computers(enabled(this(flexibility,(as(did(the(multiple(internet(connection(points(along(the(
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wall.(Dimmer(switches(on(the(lights(enabled(adjustment(to(help(some(learners(settle(and(
focus.(She(recognised(that(the(outdoor(library(deck(suited("country(kids(who(are(used(to(
wide(open(spaces,(not(liking(to(be(confined(to(four(walls".(Jodie(would(also(send(groups(of(
students(to(the(library(on(their(own,(while(other(groups(stayed(in(the(classroom.(The(large(
library(windows(and(close(proximity(to(her(classroom(enabled(Jodie(to(continue(to(supervise(
the(students(from(a(distance,(and(move(between(groups(of(children.(The(library(spaces(
provided(the(opportunity(to(generate(learner(independence,(a(learning(characteristic(that(
Jodie(deliberately(fostered(as(a(strategy(to(help(her(senior(primary(school(students(prepare(
for(high(school(learning.(((
Jodie(also(valued(the(library(space(as(a(shared(learning(place(where(her(Year(6(students(
would(meet(Year(2(students(as(part(of(a("buddy"(reading(scheme(she(developed(with(the(
Year(2(teacher.(The(groups(are(able(to(spread(out(in(the(library,(as(Year(6(students(mentored(
the(Year(2(readers.(This(benefited(the(students(by(developing(the(Year(6(student's(
leadership(skills,(but(also(Jodie(recognised(that(her(Year(6(students(were(consolidating(their(
own(learning(by(modelling(reading(strategies(they(had(recently(learned.(Jodie(did(not(
establish(this(buddy(scheme(prior(to(the(new(library(space(being(available,(as(prior(to(the(
new(library(there(had(been(no(other(space(in(the(school(that(would(enable(both(classes(to(
meet(and(work(together.((
Jodie(also(fostered(the(growth(of(student(independence(outside(of(her(class,(taking(an(active(
role(in(facilitating(the(student(council(that(would(meet(in(the(library(meeting(room.(The(door(
was(left(unlocked(and(students(let(themselves(into(the(meeting(room.(Student(
representatives(set(up(the(room(into(a(U(shape,(quickly(and(quietly(moving(the(tables(on(
wheels,(without(a(teacher(supervising.(A(diagram(on(the(wall(reminded(students(to(return(
the(room(to(an(agreed(configuration(for(the(next(users(of(the(space.(The(library(space(and(
agile(furnishings(promoted(a(sense(of(independence(and(ownership(over(the(space,(as(Jodie(
commented("they(think(this(is(their(space.(They(know(this(is(their(space(and(that(they're(
able(to(–(if(they(need(something,(they(know(they'll(be(able(to(do(it(in(here."(This(
independence(was(tightly(linked(to(a(sense(of(shared(ownership(and(trusting(school(
community(that(was(existing(within(the(school,(and(it(was(being(amplified(through(the(
opportunities(the(library(space(generated.(
Teaching(for(a(trusting(culture(
While(Jodie(recognised(that(the(existing(school(culture(helped(develop(a(sense(of(shared(
ownership(over(the(library,(helping(students(develop(that(ownership(was(also(a(deliberate(
focus(for(explicit(teaching.(As(the(new(library(space(was(opened,(Jodie(worked(with(the(
teacher\librarian(to(establish(the(expectations(for(students(using(the(space:((
We(showed(them(what(it(was(like.(This(is(the(library.(This(is(our(space...we've(taught(
them(it's(a(shared(space.(It's(for(all(of(us.(The(teachers(use(it.(The(students(use(it.(
Parents(use(it.(They(all(know.(We(have(a(big(sense(of(community(in(this(school(and(I(
think(that(makes(a(difference.((
Students(were(shown(behind(the(circulation(desk,(and(told(that(while(it(was(a(teacher(area,(
they(were(able(to(access(games(in(a(cupboard:(
The(kids(know(that(they(can(come(and(ask(for(them(and(they(get(to(play(them(as(
long(as(they(put(them(back.(So(it's(not(like(in(other(libraries(where(it's(this(is(not(
your(area,(you(can't(go(here.(We(don't(need(to(do(that(with(these(kids;(so(they(
know.(
Jodie(also(valued(the(use(of(the(area(behind(the(circulation(desk(as(a(quiet(place(to(
concentrate(and(do(planning(and(find(resources,(and(also(meet(with(specialist(teachers.((
Previously,(the(visiting(specialist(teachers(and(guidance(officers(did(not(have(a(place(in(the(
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school(where(they(could(set(up;(however,(Jodie(introduced(them(to(the(planning(area(in(the(
new(library(as(a(place(they(could(use(without(needing(to(ask(anyone.(The(new(library(space(
was(therefore(also(providing(teachers(greater(independence(and(ownership.(New(
possibilities(for(how(to(use(the(space(were(being(generated(by(teachers(as(they(explored(
and(innovated(within(the(space,(as(can(be(seen(in(the(discussion(with(the(school(Principal.((
Principal’s(perspectives(((((((
The(library(was(highly(valued(by(the(Principal(as(a(flexible(space(where(a(whole(class(could(
sit,(and(adults(could(use(for(meetings(and(seminars.(While(the(library(was(meeting(his(
expectations,(he(was(also(surprised(by(the(number(of(uses(that(were(emerging(as(teachers(
and(students(began(to(use(the(library(space.((
In(the(design(process,(he(had(prioritised(flexibility,(including(wheeled(furniture(and(
redesigning(two(smaller(rooms(to(enable(a(larger(seminar(room.(He(recognised(that(
librarians(like(to(change(the(space,(and(was(happy(for(the(librarians(to(work(it(out("as(they're(
the(ones(that(are(going(to(be(using(it."((While(he(acknowledged(he(was(involved(in(making(
the(decision(to(include(as(many(data(points(and(power(points(as(possible,(he(also(recognised(
that(wireless(technology(may(make(those(decisions(moot.(The(overall(budget(was(fixed,(so(
savings(had(to(be(made(within(the(project,(such(as(removing(an(operable(wall(which(he(
rationalised(could(be(added(in(later(if(necessary,(and(had(not(been(needed(so(far.(The(
furnishings(budget(was(also(reduced,(but(the(Parents(and(Citizens’(committee((P(&(C)(had(
since(purchased(more(furniture(for(the(space.(While(he(is(happy(with(what(was(achieved,(
"because(we(didn't(have(anything(at(all",((the(Principal(felt(that(he(would(have(been(able(to(
achieve(better(value(for(money(and(more(furnishings(if(the(BER(time(frame(had(allowed(
quotations(when(there(was(not(so(much(BER(work(around.((He(noted(that(some(of(the(
fittings(were(cheap(and(nasty,(but(that("a(lot(of(the(stuff(is(out(of([my](control."((Recognising(
this(political(reality,(the(Principal(prioritised("getting(the(square(meterage"(and(then(working(
on(getting(more(furnishings(as(he(could.(The(library(space(was(still(emerging(12(months(after(
construction(finished(as(more(users(contributed(and(the(space(demonstrated(its(utility.(
The(Principal(was(surprised(by(the(usefulness(of(the(library(space.((He(had(been(uncertain(
how(the(new(library(space(would(support(teaching(and(learning,(as("there's(always(a(risk(
that(you(can(end(up(with(a(white(elephant,(but(it's(getting(used(and(is(open(every(lunchtime(
too(now.(It(wasn't(when(we(first(opened(it,(but(it(is(now,(for(one(reason(or(another”.(
Librarian(time(then(extended(from(three(days(a(week(to(four(days(due(to(increased(
enrolments.(Teachers(and(students(were(also(using(the(space(when(librarians(were(not(
there,(as(each(teacher(had(a(master(key.(School(events(also(demonstrated(the(utility(of(the(
space,(with(the(Principal(describing(the(impact(of(the(students'(enthusiasm(for(a(recent(
puppet(show(put(on(by(one(of(the(classes:(((
It(is!surprising(how(much(room(there(was(...(the(teachers(came(and(saw(me(at(
lunchtime;(she(said,(all(the(classes;(she(said(how(many(kids(have(we(got(from(prep(
to(Year(4,(just(of(the(top(of(your(head,(a(rough(number.(I(said(oh(about(215.((She(
said,(because(they’re(all(going(to(come(up(and(watch(the(show.((I(said(well(we(need(
to(get(down(there(and(remove(\(because(she’d(set(up(70(odd(chairs(\(I(said(we’re(
going(to(have(to(move(all(them.((I(said(don’t(know(how(we’ll(go,(but(I(said(it’ll(give(us(
a(fair(idea(for(future(reference.(
Prior(to(the(library,(he(would(hire(a(local(community(hall(for(school(functions.(Since(the(
puppet(show,(he(was(planning(more(school(and(community(events(in(the(library(space,(
saying("I'm(now(quite(comfortable,(that,(with(the(mobile(smartboard(down(there(we'll(be(
able(to(do(the(internet(safety(talk(for(parents(there([as(it(is]...(more(pleasant(because(we(can(
cater(out(on(the(deck.”(The(library(deck(was(often(used(for(catering(for(functions(as(it(had(an(
outdoor(BBQ(and(lights,(and(the(tables(and(chairs(could(be(wheeled(in(and(out.(((
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(The(Principal(noted(that(once(future(building(projects(provided(a(new(office(block(and(four(
new(classrooms,("the(poor(old(library(won’t(be(getting(used(for(things(that(perhaps(it(
shouldn’t(be(getting(used(for,(because(sometimes(we(have(to(use(that(seminar(room(down(
there(for(meetings".!The(Principal(noted("it’s(taken(a(fair(bit([of(lobbying](over(the(years,(but(
each(year(the(region(can(put(up(capital(works(projects...we(were(pretty(lucky(to(get(that(one(
as(part(of(major(capital(works".(
Reviewing!the!library!design!
Design(strengths(
• A(pleasant(work(environment:(According(to(Ann,(it(allows(effective(workflow,(practical(
design;(it(is(easy(to(find(and(do(things(in(this(space((
• Spacious(and(flexible(
• Enticing(story(area(with(colourful(rug,(snaky(seats(and(ottomans((
• Restful,(natural(colours:(complement(rural(setting((
• Multiple(display(spaces:(Opposite(the(front(door(for(“motivation”,(large(TV(screen(on(
wall(behind(circulation(desk,(board(for(class(displays.(Ann(explained(that(the(displays(are(
intended(for(“making(connections”(between(the(library(and(the(rest(of(the(school,(and(
between(the(library,(learning(and(technologies.((
Design(weaknesses(
• Orientation(of(the(building:(Cold(in(winter,(hot(in(summer;(if(flipped(180(degrees(it(
would(gain(summer(breeze(and(winter(sunlight((
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!!
Shared(ownership((
The(school(size(meant(that(in(the(past(there(had(only(been(support(for(part\time(teacher\
librarians,(with(a(recent(increase(from(two(to(four(days(a(week.(Now(the(library(could(be(
opened(at(lunchtime(every(day(with(a(teacher(volunteering(to(supervise(games(there(on(
Friday.((In(response(to(this(limitation,(teachers(have(developed(a(sense(of(shared(ownership(
of(the(space.((The(students(also(shared(a(sense(of(ownership,(using(the(meeting(room(to(the(
rear(of(the(library(for(student(council(meetings.(The(flexible(furnishings(and(permission(given(
to(students(to(rearrange(the(space(as(needed(have(provided(the(possibility(for(learner(
agency.((
FutureXfocused(designing((
The(librarian(had(a(sense(of(the(future(uses(of(the(space(that(also(impacted(on(the(
immediate(design(and(use(of(the(library(place.(Her(vision(that(resources(and(democratic(
learning(would(be(accessed(virtually(from(the(cloud(meant(that(the(space(was(not(designed(
around(catalogues(or(fixed(technologies,(but(rather(mobile(devices.(She(had(a(vision(for(
long\term(change(and(a(readiness(to(be(disruptive(and(work(around(policy(barriers.(
In(recommending(that(teacher\librarians(share(experiences(and(ideas(to(enhance(their(
designing(outcomes,(Alice(highlights(the(key(purpose(of(this(study(and(its(commitment(to(a(
participatory(design(approach.(((
Who(and(what(is(valued(here?(
The(mix(of(indoor(and(outdoor(areas(was(valued(by(the(staff(and(students,(and(the(library(
veranda,(with(its(BBQ(and(outdoor(power,(is(regularly(used(for(school(events.(As(can(be(seen(
from(the(student(drawings,(many(of(the(students(live(on(properties(and(see(themselves(as(
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outdoor(people.(However,(the(connection(to(the(outdoors(was(not(fully(considered(as(the(
orientation(of(the(building(was(not(designed(to(capture(the(sun,(and(as(a(result(was(icily(cold(
in(the(winter.(
A(positive(whole\school(culture(appeared(to(be(emerging(around(the(shared(use(of(the(
library(space.(Students(were(regarded(as(legitimate(users(and(agents(who(could(open(the(
library(space(and(use(it(for(rehearsals,(and(shift(the(furniture(as(needed.((It(did(not(appear(
that(these(values(of(community(and(learner(agency(were(part(of(a(deliberate(strategy,(or(the(
library(space(was(valued(for(its(role(as(a(catalyst(for(long(term(cultural(change.(
!
!
!
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6.2!School!2!
Introducing!the!school!
School(2,(created(in(1971,(has(around(400(students(ranging(from(Prep(Year(to(Grade(7(and(
serves(a(developing(bayside(area(north(of(Brisbane.(The(area(is(classified(as(residential(and(
“light(industrial”((ABS,(2012)(and(has(an(unemployment(rate(slightly(higher(than(the(national(
average.(Due(to(its(proximity(to(beaches,(however,(the(area(is(quickly(becoming(gentrified,(
with(home(ownership(and(rental(prices(increasing.((
On(entering(the(reception(area(of(the(school,(the(feeling(is(of(a(place(that(is(welcoming(and(
family\oriented(as(parents(come(and(go,(met(with(respectful(recognition.(Children(with(late(
notes(are(dealt(with(by(name(in(a(friendly(and(efficient(manner,(and(visitors(are(invited(to(
have(tea(and(are(made(welcome.(A(thoughtful(and(well\used(feature(of(the(reception(desk(is(
a(set(of(steps(that(allows(smaller(children(to(see(above(the(desktop.(The(Christian(ethos(of(
the(school(is(obvious(but(fairly(low(key,(with(discrete(crucifixes(on(various(walls(and(included(
in(the(school(logo.((
The(school(grounds,(perhaps(surprising(in(this(light(industrial(area,(include(old,(shady(trees(
and(pleasant(areas(for(students(to(relax(and(read.(Recent(developments(to(the(grounds(have(
provided(a(very(adventurous(and(multi\coloured(parkour(play(area(encouraging(climbing(
activities.(The(new(developments(extend(to(the(very(new(library.(
Almost(a(new(school(
BER(funding(allowed(extensive(renovations(at(School(2,(which(included(a(new(school(library(
among(other(student(amenities.(Brian,(the(principal,(led(a(consultative(process(that(resulted(
in(the(demolition(of(a(building,(and(the(design(of(an(upstairs(library(space,(and(a(new(tuck\
shop(downstairs,(student(amenities,(learning(support,(ICT(server(room(and(the(
refurbishment(of(four(classrooms.((Additional(funding(enabled(upgraded(playgrounds(and(
connecting(aerial(walkways(so(that,(according(to(Brian,(“we(managed(to(have(close(to(a(new(
school.”(
Brian(believed(the(3.2(million(funding(represented(an(“opportunity(to(realise(a(dream”.(
While(the(18\month(process(was(complex,(the(whole(school(redesign(has(had(significant(
impacts.((It(enabled(the(school(to(make(the(most(of(a(small(site(that(previously(had(
developed(as(the(school(purchased(neighbouring(properties(in(a(way(that(was(“higgledy(
piggledy”.(It(also(had(impact(on(the(long\term(strategic(plan,(with(the(school(preparing(to(
move(from(two(streams(of(every(year(level(to(three(streams.(
In(the(redesigning(process,(Brian(drew(upon(his(experience(in(the(Christian(schooling(system(
for(32(years,(in(new(and(growing(schools.(This(was(his(fifth(school(as(a(principal,(and(he(
reflected(that(his(background(in(developing(schools,(and(“love(of(building,(developing,(
growing(things”(had(informed(his(approach(to(the(redesign(of(this(school.(He(took(the(
opportunity(to(involve(the(school(community(in(redesigning(several(facilities(as(the(old(
library(was(demolished(and(the(new(library(complex(was(built.(
!Introducing!the!school!library!
The(School(2(library(was(originally(planned(as(a(single\storey(extension(to(the(existing(
building(but,(with(the(offer(of(funding(from(the(Building(the(Education(Revolution(program,(
was(redesigned(to(become(a(two\storey(block(with(the(library(on(the(second(floor(and(with(
a(lift(for(children(and(staff(unable(to(climb(the(interior(stairs.((
Colour(and(light(appear(to(be(key(features(of(the(school(–(painted(pillars,(folding(glass(doors,(
colourful(walls(and(doors,(murals,(walkways(and(play(areas.(This(is(carried(into(the(library,(
with(its(wide(veranda(accessed(through(a(long(wall(of(folding(glass(doors,(shelving(painted(in(
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primary(colours,(topical(book(displays(at(child(eye\level,(piles(of(cushions,(stuffed(toys,(
children’s(art(and(the(occasional(potted(palm.(Light(floods(in(through(the(glass(panelled(
doors(and(the(skylights,(reflected(from(the(high,(angled(white(ceiling.(((
The(library(space(
On(entering(the(library,(the(circulation(desk(is(to(the(right,(with(the(teacher\librarian’s(office(
and(a(large(workroom(behind.(Sally(describes(library(as(“squarish”.(It(is(wider(but(not(as(long(
as(School(2’s(previous(library.(Sally(comments:((
When(you(measure(up(the(floor(space(I(have(it's(not(big.(It's(just(the(design(that(
makes(it(big.(
The(main(part(of(the(library(is(open(plan,(with(shelving(arranged(in(various(configurations(in(
most(of(the(middle(part.(There(is(a(formal(teaching(space(with(tables(and(interactive(
whiteboard(on(the(right\hand(side,(next(to(a(sunken(reading(pit(at(the(far(right(corner.(A(
glassed(off(teacher(resources(room(extends(along(the(far(side(of(the(library.(Most(of(the(left\
hand(wall(consists(of(floor\to\ceiling(glass(doors,(which(lead(onto(a(long(narrow(balcony.(In(
the(left(corner(nearest(to(the(main(entry(there(is(a(small(meeting(room,(used(mainly(to(
house(curriculum(and(reading(resources.((((
In(describing(the(pedagogical(thinking(behind(the(library(design,(Sally(indicates(that(it(allows(
a(variety(of(formal(and(informal(uses:((
A(space(…([where](we(could(have(the(collaborative(teaching(of(information,(literacy(
and(any(aspects(of(that(sort(of(library(skills(area(for(the(older(children.(…(They(come(
with(their(laptop(and(they(have(a(rotation(that(I(take(the(group(and(the(class(teacher(
takes(a(group.(Also(I(wanted(it(to(be(a(space([outside](library(lesson(time(…(where,(if(
the(children(want(to(do(research(and(they(need(access(to(library(resources,(they(
could(come(and(use(this(space.(
Then,(with(the(reading(pit(area(…(I(wanted(to(encourage(the(reading(for(pleasure.(…(
I(strongly(believe(that(when(they(come(and(see(me(once(a(week(–(when(I(read(them(
a(story(–(for(some(of(those(children(it(is(probably(the(only(time(they(have(an(adult(
reading(to(them.(I(think(there's(a(lot(of(motivation(there,(even(with(the(older(kids.(
With(the(older(kids,(normally,(I(pick(a(book(that(I(think(will(engage(them.(Or,(if(it's(a(
new(book,(I'll(read(excerpts(from(it(and(I(tell(them(you(can(have(it(next(week.(They(
all(line(up.(…(It’s(a(treat(for(the(children(to(use(that(space(as(well.(We(do(have(one(
Year(3(class(…(where(the(teacher(allocates(20(minutes.(The(children(get(the(treat(to(
come(and(read(in(the(pit.(They(get(to(use(the(cushions.(They're(just(sprawled(
everywhere(and(they're(just(reading.(Some(of(them(will(be(sharing(what(they've(
read.((
Teacher\librarian(and(library(staff(((
Sally(is(in(her(fifth(year(as(teacher\librarian(at(School(2,(having(previously(undertaken(short(
contracts(at(six(other(schools.(She(is(assisted(by(one(full\time(teacher’s(aide.(
Sally(originally(became(a(teacher\librarian(due(to(her(deep(interest(in(literacy(and(
particularly(children’s(literature.(As(a(result,(many(of(the(programs(she(runs(are(“planned(
around(engaging(children(to(read(for(pleasure”.(This(enthusiasm(is(evident(throughout(the(
library,(in(creative(displays(of(books(and(students’(reading\related(artwork.(
Sally(is(striving(to(develop(a(culture(of(collaboration(with(other(teachers.(She(claims(that(
prior(to(her(appointment,(collaborative(teaching(and(planning(with(the(teacher\librarian(was(
“not(a(done(thing”.(Now(teachers(tend(to(be(overwhelmed(with(the(new(curriculum(and(do(
not(see(how(she(fits(“into(the(whole(bigger(scheme(of(things”.(However,(she(feels(that(after(
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five(years(at(the(school(she(is(“making(small(steps(with(a(couple(of(classes”(and(has(“high(
hopes(that(things(will(change”.(
Creating!the!new!library!!
As(mentioned(previously,(the(new(library(was(part(of(a(much(bigger(project(realised(through(
BER(and(additional(funding.((
The(whole(project((
Brian,(the(principal,(said(it(felt(like("we(were(a(little(ahead(of(the(game"(as(there(had(already(
been(some(thinking(and(talking(with(the(school(architect(about(what(they(would(like.((The(
architect(was(also(a(parent(of(the(school,(and(was(on(school(council,(so(he(knew(the(culture(
of(the(school.(Previous(experiences(in(designing(the(Prep(building(and(hall(also(informed(the(
design(process(for(the(library.(When(designing(the(prep(space,(the(principal(and(teachers(
read(about(21st(century(teaching(and(learning(spaces,(and(invited(parents,(and(teachers(
from(other(schools,(along(to(discussions(like(“are(we(going(to(have(a(fence(or(not(a(fence(as(
far(as(preps(go?"(The(decision(to(“have(a(school(where(there(are(no(barriers”,(and(spaces(
that(“encourage(children(to(interact”(and(be(“a(safe(and(happy(place(for(us(all”(identified(
some(principles(that(were(then(carried(through(to(the(design(of(the(Parkour(playground(and(
other(outdoor(playscapes.(Expert(opinions(were(sought(and(landscape(architects(presented(
briefs(to(a(Parents(and(Friends(meeting.(The(inclusion(of(a(Parkour(circuit(was(one(idea(that(
parents(liked,(and(staff(“got(to(like”.((Brian(explained(that(their(concerns(about(safety(were(
addressed(by(annual(training(for(students:(
We(get(the(Australian(Parkour(fellows(here(at(the(start(of(each(year(to(give(Year(5,(6(
and(7(–(particularly(Year(5s(–(a(training(session(because(that's(their(first(year.(They(
teach(them(some(basic(Parkour(skills;(things(like(how(to(jump,(how(to(land,(how(to(
roll.(Then(the(Year(6(and(7s(have(a(refresher(on(that(as(well.(
The(selected(landscape(architect(involved(year(6(and(7(students(in(the(design(of(the(
playgrounds.(She(invited(them(to(draw(their(ideal(playground(and(build(models,(then(talked(
to(the(children(about(why(they(liked(some(of(their(ideas.(This(history(of(involving(experts(in(
the(design(process,(and(encouraging(community(input(informed(the(library(design(process.((
A(project(manager(was(hired(as("this(was(too(big(a(project(for(us(just(as(a(school(staff(to(
manage",(particularly(as(the(time(frame(was(so(quick.(The(architect,(business(manager,(
project(manager(and(deputy(principal(visited(other(schools(to(look(at(possibilities,(and(
invited(teachers(to(initial(meetings(to(discuss(ideas.(The(project(manager(then(coordinated(
design(meetings(with(the(architect(and(teacher\librarian(to(make(sure(discussion(was(
recorded(and(followed(through,(and(once(building(commenced,(organised(weekly(client(
meetings(with(the(architect(and(other(consultants.(These(meetings(were(minuted(and(issues(
followed(up(by(the(project(manager,(something(Brian(identified(as(a(really(important(part(of(
the(process,(particularly(as(“the(builders(–(because(they'd(offered(us(an(extremely(keen(
price(–(a(very(good(price,(we(know(that(–(were(as(keen(as(possible(to(be(in(here(and(out(of(
here(as(quickly(as(possible”.(The(project(manager(also(worked(out(the(staging(around(
construction,(relocating(classes(to(minimise(disruption.((
Brian(included(regular(spots(in(each(staff(meeting(to(let(teachers(know(how(the(plan(was(
progressing:((
We(even(talked(about(things(like(the(colours(on(walls(and(the(design(of(the(
cupboard(and(what(the(front(space(of(your(classroom(should(look(like(as(far(as(
positioning(of(white(boards(and(all(of(those(things.((
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While(this(process(enabled(a(complex(process(to(occur(with(minimal(disruption,(Brian(also(
noted(that(the(building(process(enabled(improved(communication(within(the(staff(and(with(
the(parent(body.!
The(new(library(
The(original(school(library(was(housed(in(three(and(a(half(classrooms.(According(to(Sally,(it(
was(long,(narrow,(dark,(dingy(and(unwelcoming.(As(a(result,(students(and(teachers(seldom(
visited(it.(There(were(plans(afoot(to(give(the(library(a(facelift.(However,(BER(funding(“put(
everything(into(a(different(perspective”(by(providing(an(opportunity(to(build(a(completely(
new(library.!(
Initial(design(process(
From(the(beginning,(Sally(was(involved(in(the(designing(process(and(welcomed(the(
opportunity(to(have(a(say(in(how(the(library(would(look.(Brian(was(very(supportive(of(the(
library(program(and(he(assured(her(since(this(was(going(to(be(her(workspace(she(needed(to(
be(happy(with(it.(So(she(collaborated(in(the(early(planning(with(the(deputy(principal,(the(
school(business(manager(and(the(architect.!(
Initially,(Sally(and(the(architect(had(not(seen(eye(to(eye(due(to(differing(visions(of(a(library(
and(lack(of(knowledge(about(the(teacher\librarian’s(role.(Apparently,(the(architect(was(more(
interested(in(creating(an(aesthetically(pleasing(place,(while(Sally(was(keen(to(gain(a(
functional(work(space.(She(insisted(that:(“It’s(not(enough(to(have(a(pretty(building(or(space,(
it(has(to(work(as(well”.(In(addition,(the(architect’s(conception(of(a(school(library(was(based(
on(his(high(school(children’s(use(of(their(library(as(a(quiet(place(with(“little(cubicles(for(kids(
to(…(come(and(do(homework(at(lunch(time”.(Sally(had(to(explain(to(him(that:(“Primary(
school(kids(don't(do(homework(at(lunch(time.(They(go(and(run(riot(and(we(encourage(that”.(
Sally(wanted(to(create(a(social(space(with(a(focus(on(learning(and(reading.(In(the(end,(Sally(
found(the(architect(accommodating(to(her(ideas(and(they(ended(up(with(a(“happy(
compromise”.!!(
The(principal(gave(her(two(days(off(work(to(visit(several(other(school(libraries(with(the(
architect.(She(found(these(visits(beneficial(not(only(for(gaining(design(ideas(herself,(but(
because(they(enabled(the(architect(to(develop(a(more(informed(understanding(about(the(
nature(of(primary(school(libraries.(
The(architect(asked(the(same(set(of(questions(at(each(school(library,(including:(“if(you(had(a(
chance(to(build(your(library(again(what(would(you(keep(or(not(keep?”(The(practical(insights(
gained(enabled(the(architect(to(develop(a(plan(for(the(School(2(library(that(incorporated(
effective(features(and(avoided(pitfalls(experienced(elsewhere.(For(example,(one(teacher\
librarian(advised(against(creating(several(small(rooms(with(separate(doors,(since(that(had(
made(his(library(seem(smaller.(((
Sally(also(drew(on(ideas(from(other(libraries(she(had(worked(at,(such(as(the(inclusion(of(
cathedral(ceilings(and(full\length(windows(to(allow(plenty(of(natural(light.((In(particular,(Sally(
had(productive(opportunities(to(review(the(plans(with(the(architect.(For(example,(she(
insisted(that(the(library(should(comprise(one(“massive”(space(rather(than(the(projected(
“compartmentalized”(rooms(divided(by(walls(or(a(concertina(door.(She(also(discouraged(the(
provision(of(fixed(computers,(preferring(the(flexibility(of(laptops.(((
Sally(experienced(some(conflicting(priorities(with(the(business(manager(over(budgetary(
allocation(for(interior(fittings.(She(also(opposed(the(planned(blue(room(for(video(creation:((
I(know(ICT(\(we(have(to(incorporate(all(this(sort(of(technology(into(the(curriculum.(
But(do(we(have(to(be(top(notch?(Because(…(I(still(think(that(it's(more(important(in(
primary(school(to(give(the(children(the(basics.(They(must(know(how(to(read.(They(
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must(know(how(to(spell.(They(must(know(how(to(add.((…(It's(all(good(to(give(the(
child(an(iPod(or(an(iPad(and(they(can(do(all(this(fangled(thing(but,(at(the(end(of(the(
day,(if(they(still(can't(add,(they(still(can't(spell,(they(can't(string(a(sentence(together,(
it(really(defeats(the(purpose.(Yes,(we(empower(them(with(the(skill(of(being(able,(but(
we(don't(expect(them(to(do(an(ARIA(winning(video(clip.(
Interior(design(
Once(the(final(draft(plans(were(approved,(Sally(had(no(further(involvement(until(the(internal(
fittings(were(selected.(At(this(time,(the(principal(again(gave(her(time(away(from(the(library(
to(work(with(the(assistant(architect.(Together,(they(identified(particular(needs,(such(as(
larger(and(stronger(shelves(in(the(workroom,(and(they(determined(the(colour(scheme.(
Again,(all(this(involved(negotiation.(With(regard(to(colour,(the(assistant(architect(suggested(
something(“out(there”(whereas(Sally(requested(“something(quite(functional(that’s(not(going(
to(date”.((In(these(negotiations,(Sally(was(conscious(that(“at(the(end(of(the(day,(I'm(going(to(
be(stuck(with(it(for(the(next(I(don’t(know(how(many(years”.(
Moving!into!the!new!library!!
Sally(devised(policy(and(strategy(for(the(move,(aided(by(a(large(spreadsheet(that(she(
developed.(Since(the(previous(library(was(to(be(demolished,(Sally(needed(to(pack(the(entire(
collection(and(store(most(of(it(for(twelve(months.(With(the(deputy(principal’s(
encouragement,(she(took(the(opportunity(to(cull(the(“very(archaic,(very(conservative(
collection”(that(she(had(inherited.(She(based(the(cull(on(the(basis(that(“anything(that(hasn't(
seen(daylight(for(seven(years(can(go,(and(anything(that(looks(grotty(goes”.(At(the(same(time,(
she(selected(resources(for(a(small(borrowing(collection,(to(be(housed(in(a(classroom(during(
the(interim(period.((
In(addition,(Sally(needed(to(provide(sufficient(resources(for(teachers(to(use(with(classes(
during(the(twelve(months(between(libraries.(She(developed(a(strategy(where(each(teacher(
came(to(the(library,(identified(necessary(resources(and(packed(them(in(a(box(labelled(with(
their(name(and(class.(The(groundsmen(then(arranged(the(boxes(in(the(storeroom(according(
to(the(term(they(would(be(needed,(with(Term(1(at(the(front(and(Term(4(at(the(back.(Through(
the(year(as(the(teachers(took(and(returned(boxes,(the(groundsmen(kept(rearranging(the(
storeroom.((
The(students(were(able(to(borrow(from(the(temporary(library.(Since(it(was(cramped(and(
uninviting,(Sally(made(a(point(of(making(available(recently(purchased(books(to(“entice”(
students.(Meanwhile,(Sally(continued(to(provide(classes(for(Prep(to(Year(3(students.(
However,(the(older(classes(simply(could(not(fit(into(the(space,(so(their(teachers(would(just(
bring(them(to(borrow.(In(the(midst(of(this(disruption,(Sally(ran(Book(Week(activities(
complete(with(decorations.(
Shortly(before(the(building(was(completed,(Sally(needed(to(take(sick(leave,(so(the(physical(
removal(into(the(new(library(was(supervised(by(the(library(aide(and(the(deputy(principal’s(
husband.(However,(Sally(had(given(them(a(detailed(floor(plan.(When(they(contacted(Sally(for(
advice,(she(told(them(not(to(worry(about(things(being(correctly(positioned;(as(long(as(the(
place(could(function,(the(rest(was(“cosmetic”(and(could(be(rectified(on(her(return.((
Although(the(move(went(fairly(smoothly,(they(experienced(problems(with(shelving,(which(
had(to(be(resized.(It(was(also(necessary(to(shore(up(the(workroom(shelving(which(was(made(
of(unsuitable(material(and(started(to(buckle(under(the(weight(of(books.(In(retrospect,(Sally(
realised(they(would(have(obtained(more(suitable(shelving(and(more(cheaply(had(she(put(out(
a(tender(to(library(suppliers(rather(than(allowing(the(contractor(to(order(it.((((
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Using!the!new!library!learning!space!!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
Successful(design,(wow(factor(
From(Sally’s(perspective,(the(new(design(was(successful,(with(its(spaciousness(and(light(
contributing(a(“wow(factor”.((The(way(people(viewed(and(used(the(library(has(changed.(
Since(moving(into(the(new(building,(Sally(noticed(that(the(library(was(being(far(more(heavily(
used(by(students(and(teachers,(individually(and(in(class(groups.(Previously,(only(a(handful(of(
students(and(no(staff(would(visit(voluntarily(outside(class(time.(Often(there(were(two(library(
staff(supervising(about(five(students(at(lunchtime.(Now,(staff(had(started(dropping(in.(Up(to(
fifty(students(were(coming(at(lunch\time,(mostly(younger(children(but(also(some(older(
children(without(friendship(groups(who(liked(to(read.(Sally(explained:(
We(offer(them(the(exact(same(thing.(We(didn't(buy(very(many(new(indoor(game(
type(things,(but(the(kids(just(come.(They(love(coming.(They'll(read(in(the(pit.(We(get(
a(lot(of(kids(reading.(….(The(girls(like(to(come(and(sit(along(the(window(because(
especially(in(the(winter,(you(get(a(bit(of(the(sun,(so(it's(a(nice(warm.(And(they(go(and(
sit(and(have(their(little([conversations](whatever(girls(talk(about.(…(Year(3,(4(girls(are(
into(their(little(friendship(groups.(…The(little(ones(draw.(
Vibrant(social(hub(
The(library(has(become(a(vibrant(social(and(learning(hub(for(the(school.(In(addition(to(
regular(reading(and(teaching(sessions(and(lunchtime(activities,((Sally(arranged(various(
special(events,(such(as(author(visits(and(performances,(Library(Night((Prep(to(Year(3(
students),(Astronomy(Night((for(senior(students),(and(a(full(Library(Week(program(which(
includes(the(Book(and(Blanket(reading(morning(on(the(oval.(She(was(happy(to(do:(
anything(that(will(encourage(the(children(to(use(the(library,(get(excited(about(the(
library(and(the(library(program.(
Given(this(constant(activity,(Sally(likened(the(library(to(Brisbane’s(Queen(Street(Mall(on(a(
Friday(night:(
We(generally(have(our(normal(stream(of(normal(suburban(shopping(centre(type(
crowd.(….(We(do(things(like(when(you(go(shopping(in(Queen(Street(and(you(go(to(a(
shop(and(you(do(stuff(in(the(shop;(and(then(you(can(go(outside(to(the(mall(to(do(
stuff.(…(The(kids(can(do(stuff(in(here([library](but(also(…(we(take(them(out,(like(the(
case(of(the(Book(and(Blanket.(
As(a(result,(the(library’s(contribution(was(gaining(recognition(among(the(school(community.(
The(principal(showed(off(the(library(to(prospective(parents(when(first(visiting(the(school.(The(
Parents(and(Citizens’(Association(provided(financial(and(practical(support(for(some(events.(
Teachers(told(Sally(they(thought(the(Book(and(Blanket(event(was(fantastic(because(it(“allows(
the(school(to(actually(come(out(and(do(something(as(a(whole(school”.(In(addition,(Book(and(
Blanket(provided(a(leadership(opportunity(for(year(6(students,(who(read(to(younger(
students.((
Well(ordered(library,(findable(resources((
From(the(‘librarian(business’(perspective,(the(library(collection(was(now(more(efficiently(
organized(and(resources(were(easier(to(find.(This(was(due(to(the(library(staff(clearing(away(
out\dated(materials(and(making(classification(more(consistent.(In(particular,(Sally(completely(
reaccessioned(the(previously(disorganized(teacher\reference(collection.((As(a(result,(the(
teachers’(resource\seeking(approach(had(changed.(Rather(than(“ringing(through(orders”(
they(now:((
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Come(up(to(borrow(and(browse(the(collection(more.(They(are(not(as(reliant…(If(they(
want(something(they(come(and(look(for(it.(If(they(can’t(find(it,(that’s(when(we(
provide(the(service(of(helping(them(to(look(for(it.(
There(were(small(annoyances,(but(no(significant(problems:(
As(a(whole,(I(think(it(was(a(good(design.(It(was(as(close(to(what(I(wanted(as(possible.(
It's(just(small(things(like(the(shelving.(Then(we(asked(for(drawers(that(can(be(locked(
so(that(we've(got(somewhere(to(lock(our(personal(things.(We(didn't(get(that.(My(
entrance(to(my(work(room(\(I(actually(requested(a(door,(but(that(didn't(happen.((
In(addition,(Sally(was(disappointed(to(have(lost(some(floor(and(storage(space(to(house(non\
library(resources(such(as(guided(readers(and(C2C(curriculum(materials.(This(included(an(
imagined(glass(cubicle(and(the(area(originally(earmarked(for(the(blue(room.(She(
commented:((
If(we(had(to(do(it(again(I(would(have(liked(to(have(been(able(to(have(more(input(
when(it(comes(to(actually(configuring(that(internal(of(the(library.(That(would(then(
have(given(me(an(opportunity(to(tell(them(that(you(still(need(storage(for(this,(this,(
this(…(
Students’(Perspectives(
A(space(with(choices(
Students(appreciated(the(new(library(as(it(offered(choices(about(where(to(go,(was(more(
open,(had(more(books,(displays(and(tables(and(was(“not(stuffy”.(Memories(of(the(previous(
library(were(that(“it(was(really(squished(up”(and(had(a(“really(small(space(to(have(a(little(
talk”.(Opportunity(to(have(“little(talks”(by(the(teacher(or(teacher\librarian(was(valued(by(all(
of(the(students(as(part(of(their(positive(experiences(of(reading.(Students(enjoyed(sitting(in(
the(reading(pit,(or(getting(a(cushion(to(listen(as(the(teacher(or(teacher\librarian(read(them(a(
book.(Listening(to(stories(was(an(exciting(experience,(as(“everyone(gets(to(hear(the(same(
book,(and(you(get(to(talk(about(it(afterwards.”(The(teacher\librarian(“puts(an(iPad(on(the(
interactive(board.(She(reads(books(to(us(on(that…they're(books(that(you(can(tap(things(to(
see(the(pictures(that(move(on(the(screen”.(Reading(was(a(favourite(thing(to(do(in(the(library,(
“finding(stuff(from(the(numbers,(both(non\fiction(and(fiction”(and(playing(the(Wii(or(board(
games(with(their(friends.(The(frequency(of(use(depended(on(the(weather(and(“if(I(feel(like(
reading(or(if(I(feel(like(going(out(and(playing(and(stretching(my(muscles(because(I've(been(
sitting(down”.(Use(of(the(library(was(a(frequent(activity(as(all(Year(5(students(had(silent(
reading(after(lunch(and(“if(you've(read(your(book(you're(allowed(to(come(up(and(swap(it(
quickly”.(((
A(space(with(routines(
Students(knew(and(used(the(routines(in(the(school(library,(booking(themselves(in(to(use(the(
computers(at(lunchtime,(or(using(the(catalogue(to(find(the(numbers(of(books(to(read.(Books(
were(categorised(by(a(coloured(dot(system(to(help(them(select(a(level(of(difficulty,(but(the(
Year(5(students(felt(that(this(system(was(more(helpful(to(the(younger(children.(They(
appreciated(the(regular(displays(of(books,(and(were(keen(to(book(out(the(books(on(display.(
The(variety(of(spaces(in(the(library(was(appreciated,(and(they(knew(that(when(they(were(
playing(computer(games(or(talking(with(friends,(“well,(you(can(talk,(but(not(really(loud(
because(you've(got(to(respect(the(other(people(around(here.”(They(were(aware(they(were(
talking(too(loud(“when(all(the(other(kids(in(your(class(\(they(go(shhh!!”(or(the(teacher(says(it(
is(a(first(warning,(“then(if(she(rings(the(bell(we(get(in(big(trouble”.(
(
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A(space(with(further(possibilities(
Students(were(happy(with(their(library(space,(but(could(also(think(of(other(ways(to(enhance(
it,(including(more(colours(“all(around(–(like(orange,(purples(and(all(that...make(it(a(bit(more(
fancy”.(Additional(ideas(were(directed(to(address(the(minimal(availability(of(soft(seating(
options,(“well,(if(I(had(lots(of(money(I(would(maybe(put(some(bean(bags(or(cushions(out(on(
the(balcony(and(put(some(trees(in(pots(and(stuff”.(They(considered(its(ease(of(use(for(other(
students,(saying(“I'd(have(more(areas(downstairs(because(some(kids(who(have(a(disability,(
they(have(to(–((the(school(had(to(build(an(elevator(for(them(to(get(up(and(all(that.(It(would(
have(been(just(easier(if(it(was(just(downstairs.”(Room(for(further(creativity(and(
personalisation(was(also(evident(in(the(suggestion(to(“make(one(wall(where(people(could(
just(have(a(pencil(and(just(draw(on(the(wall(what(they(wanted.”((((
Teacher’s(perspectives(((
Adele(was(an(experienced(teacher(currently(working(with(Year(5(children.(She(valued(a(
blend(of(freedom(of(choice(and(routine(that(allowed(“children(to(be(children”,(and(was(
excited(by(the(way(that(the(vibrant(and(flexible(spaces(in(the(new(library(allowed(this(to(
occur.((
A(community(space(
She(reflected(that(the(library(was(“not(just(a(library”(but(a(community(space(expressing(the(
strong(sense(of(school(culture(developed(by(long\term(staff(members,(the(involvement(of(
parents(and(the(close(relationship(through(the(local(church.(She(believed(that(“good(things(
happen(when(the(children(know(that(the(teachers(and(the(parents(are(on(the(same(page;(
we’re(doing(things(together.”(The(library(space(was(an(important(part(of(her(goal(to(develop(
her(students’(love(of(reading,(and(was(also(a(collaborative(learning(space(that(she(viewed(as(
an(extension(of(her(classroom.((
An(inviting,(imaginative(space(
Adele(valued(the(new(library(space(as(an(exciting,(inviting(and(imaginative(place.(In(
particular(she(appreciated(that(it(was(colourful,(because(it(aligned(with(her(own(personality;(
she(explained,(“I’m(a(colour(person;(very(visual.”((She(also(appreciated(the(variety(of(
teaching(spaces(within(the(library,(noting:(
There’s(learning(spaces(within(a(learning(space.((You(can(be(outdoors.(You(can(be(
completely(indoors.((You(can(sit(traditionally.(The(children(can(go(sit(cross\legged(in(
the(floor(area.(They(can(lounge(all(over(the(floor(there(and(the(stairs(with(the(
cushions.((
A(space(to(spread(out,(with(boundaries(
She(felt(that(children(who(“need(to(spread(out(when(they(are(learning,(can”,(yet(she(also(
valued(that(there(were(traditional(teaching(spaces(with(interactive(white(boards(that(were(
very(useful.((She(recalled(that(her(class(and(a(pre\service(teacher(had(used(the(veranda(for(a(
science(experiment,(utilising(the(balcony.(The(generous(size(of(the(veranda(enabled(all(of(
the(class(to(have(the(lesson(there(while(other(classes(used(the(inside(spaces.(Adele(also(
enjoyed(using(a(story(chair(and(reading(while(children(sat(on(a(mat(for(“just(that(old\
fashioned(love(of(reading”,(and(had(used(another(space(to(host(a(class(pizza(party.((
Glass(partitioning(between(the(learning(spaces(enabled(passive(supervision,(“so(from(the(
point(of(view(of(managing(a(group(of(up(to(30(children(by(yourself,(it’s(not(difficult(to(be(
able(to(know(what’s(going(on.((You(can(hear(and(see(what’s(going(on”.((Students(also(knew(
the(routines(of(how(to(use(the(various(spaces(as(”we’ve(got(certain(things(we(do(in(certain(
zones(and(they(just(know(...(there(is(structure(that(makes(the(use(of(an(area(easy.”((She(
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believed(that(shared(boundaries(developed(through(the(school(community(as(a(particular(
way(“we(do(things(here”(empowered(children(to(make(choices(within(those(boundaries.(
Routines(and(patterns(like(“lining(up(before(class,(and(how(you(forward(in”,(and(knowing(
that(after(they(borrow(books,(they(go(to(the(story(pit(and(show(each(other(and(share(
provided(structure(that(facilitated(peer(interaction(that(she(saw(as(“natural(and(healthy”.(
Adele(noticed(that(student(reading(had(increased(markedly(since(the(new(library(opened.(
She(also(attributed(this(to(the(expertise(of(the(teacher\librarian(working(alongside(teachers(
and(the(parents.((
A(reading(space(
Adele(noted(that(the(students’(love(of(literature(was(inspired(by(the(work(of(the(teacher\
librarian.(She(described(how(she(positioned(the(teacher\librarian(as(a(special(expert,(
recalling,(“I(say(to(the(children,(if(you’re(lucky(our(guest(reader(will(be(along(in(the(last(ten(
minutes(of(the(lesson…we(love(to(listen(to(her(read.((That’s(her(craft.”(The(assistance(of(the(
teacher\librarian(in(helping(other(classroom(teachers(conduct(reading(rotations(was(also(
valued,(“so(you’ve(got(three(adults(to(work(with(a(different(reading(group.”(Events(for(
children(and(parents(such(as(a(night\time(pyjama(party(in(the(library(were(valued(as(a(way(of(
creating(community;(“the(teachers(turned(up(here(in(their(pyjamas(and(we(read(a(book,(you(
know,(and(there(was(one(night(planned;(we(ended(up(having(two.”((Adele(felt(that(the(
library(space(provided(a(large(enough(space(for(such(events,(but(that(it(also(created(
“closeness”.(Adele’s(statement(that(“good(things(happen(when(the(children(know(that(the(
teachers(and(the(parents(are(on(the(same(page;(we’re(doing(things(together”(reflected(a(
belief(in(the(importance(of(the(school(working(together(as(community,(a(belief(also(evident(
in(the(design(process(as(explained(by(the(Principal.((
Principal’s(perspectives((
Process(involving(the(whole(school((
Brian(identified(that(it(had(“lifted(the(whole(school(community”(giving(students,(parents(and(
staff(a(greater(sense(of(pride(and(involvement.(This(involvement(was(also(evident(in(the(
design(process.((
Flexible(21st(century(learning(spaces((
The(library(was(designed(to(reflect(21st(century(flexible(learning,(with(preferences(for(
mobility,(storage(accommodating(technology,(vibrant(colour,(and(display(space.((Brian(noted(
that(they(had(learned(a(lesson(from(building(the(hall(that(higher(ceilings(and(more(glass(for(
natural(light(created(an(acoustic(problem(as(“sound(bounced(around”.(In(the(library(build(
they(consulted(an(acoustic(engineer(and(included(Autex((a(type(of(insulated(wall(covering)(to(
enhance(acoustics(and(also(add(colour(and(display(space.(Covered(wide(walkways(connect(
the(upper(floor(of(the(library(with(classrooms(each(with(a(wide(veranda(and(connected(wet(
area(that(provide(further(options(for(learning(groups.(Furnishing(was(chosen(with(teachers,(
who(generally(preferred(“less(is(more(as(it(creates(more(space.”(Brian(also(noted(that(“in(the(
end,(it's(not(all(that(more(expensive(to(go(mobile”.((
While(Brian(was(able(to(articulate(consistent(principles(in(the(design,(he(described(his(
learning(philosophy(in(general(terms:(“(We(are(a(school(that's,(I(suppose,(good(for(kids(and(
good(to(kids.(He(believed(it(was(his(role(to(support(teachers(to(make(good(teaching(and(
learning(happen,(and(leave(it(up(to(the(professionalism(of(the(classroom(teacher(as(“that’s(
what(they’ve(been(trained(to(do.”((He(was(happy(with(the(process(and(the(outcome,(saying(
“it(lifts(my(heart(to(come(in(here(and(see(three(classes(of(children(here,(all(gainfully(occupied(
and(the(space(working(so(well…(It(is(inviting(and(allows(children(to(engage(in(many(ways.”(
(
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Providing(for(the(future(
Brian(recognised(that(his(involvement(in(building(design(meant(that(he(wasn’t(giving(as(
much(time(to(the(new(curriculum(documents(as(he(would(like.((He(reconciled(it(by(reasoning(
that(“we(need(to(put(the(time(into(getting(the(building(spaces(right(because(what(you(build(
you've(got(for(many,(many(years,(and(you're(stuck(with.(As(far(as(the(curriculum(documents,(
they(will(come(and(go.(You(can(always(work(with(those(things,(but(once(you've(got(a(wall(in(
place(it's(hard(to(shift(it.”(He(was(pleased(by(the(design(process(and(the(outcomes.(
Reviewing!the!library!design!
Design(strengths(
• Large(class(area(and(inviting(individual(nooks(((
• Tall(windows(and(high(ceilings(provide(spaciousness(and(light(
• Reading(pit(for(storytelling(and(play;(a(“treat”(space(
• Ample,(colourful(displays(
• Lift(to(access(the(library(on(the(second(floor((
Design(weaknesses(
• Lack(of(door(into(workroom(
• Circulation(desk(has(“gaping(hole”(which(serves(no(purpose(on(the(public(side(–(would(
provide(a(space(for(legs(or(containers(if(on(the(staff(side(
• Lack(of(lockable(drawers(for(personal(items(in(the(workroom(
• Workroom(shelving(made(of(unsuitable(material(and(unable(to(bear(weight(of(books;(a(
practical(but(not(aesthetically(pleasing(solution(was(applied(with(additional(bracing(
• Blue(room(is(unnecessary(
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!!
The(experiences(at(School(2(demonstrate(the(benefits(of(long\term(leadership(and(
relationship(building.(Partnering(with(the(same(architect(developed(a(trusting(relationship(
and(coherent(vision.(The(insights(Brian(and(the(architect(had(developed(through(previous(
building(projects(ensured(informed(decision\making.(Their(willingness(to(work(
collaboratively(with(school(stakeholders(and(professional(designers(enabled(a(high(level(of(
success(and(satisfaction(with(the(design(outcomes.(The(inclusion(of(many(voices(throughout(
the(designing(process(helped(generate(a(sense(of(community.(((
Who(and(what(is(valued(her?(
Sally(believed(that(the(students(were(valued(in(this(new(library(space:(
Ultimately,(that's(what(the(schools(are(about(–(it's(the(students.(That's(why(a(lot(of(
the(extra(type(activities(I(do(outside(my(normal(paid(hours(are(student(centred.(They(
are(meant(to(encourage(the(students(to(get(them(all(motivated(and(excited(about(
the(library.(
She(also(emphasised(that(reading,(especially(reading(for(pleasure,(was(valued:(
I(want(this(to(be(a(space(where(they(come(and(read.(Not(because(they(want(to(get(
to(level(20(next(week(in(their(guided(reading(or(whatever,(but(because(they(want(to(
come(and(enjoy(a(good(story.((
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According(to(Sally(this(was(important(because(reading(opens(“a(whole(new(avenue(for(the(
children”:(
If(they(have(that(basic(reading(they(will(excel(in(other(areas(in(the(curriculum(
because(I(think(the(most(difficulty(is(if(they(can't(read(\(right(down(to(maths(\(if(they(
can't(read(they(can't(read(a(maths(problem.(They(might(be(able(to(solve(it(if(they(can(
read(it.((
In(summing(up(her(response(to(the(new(library,(Sally(stated:(
We(came(to(a(better(place(…(It’s(welcoming.(It's(like(a(real(sunshine(sort(of(thing.(
!
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6.3!School!3!
Introducing!the!school!
At(the(foothills(of(a(mountain(range,(school(3(is(a(landmark(on(the(busy(road(that(divides(a(
growing(suburb(from(sugarcane(farms.(Across(the(road,(a(cane(harvester(has(been(busy(over(
the(weekend(and(empty(cane(bins(stand(waiting(on(the(train(tracks(with(the(mulch(under(
their(wheels.(The(school(sign(describes(a(short(history(of(the(school(that(opened(in(1887.(
What(was(once(a(small(country(schoolhouse(is(now(part(of(an(expanding(suburban(sprawl(in(
a(growing(regional(city,(with(the(school(enrolments(predicted(to(continue(to(grow(from(the(
current(enrolment(of(850(students.(Neighbouring(houses(are(being(purchased(to(make(more(
room(for(future(school(buildings.(The(library(is(located(to(the(rear(and(side(of(the(current(
site.(The(surrounding(school(buildings(are(a(medley(of(styles(from(different(architectural(
decades(interconnected(by(a(network(of(paths(and(low(gardens.(Signs(around(the(school(
proclaim(the(three(school(values:(Be(safe,(Be(respectful,(Be(a(learner.(As(children(from(many(
different(cultural(groups(mingle(in(the(playground,(their(feet(wear(the(grass(of(their(
favourite(places(into(new(dirt(paths.(Overhead,(birds(sing(in(the(neighboring(trees.(((
BER(and(State(Schools(of(Tomorrow(funding(allowed(a(period(of(significant(redevelopment(
at(School(3,(in(terms(of(physical(spaces(and(pedagogy.((In(addition(to(providing(the(
expanded(library(and(hall,(it(freed(up(the(previous(library(space(to(create(a(21st(century(
classroom((for(Year(4(and(5(students.(Built(at(the(same(time(as(the(library,(this(classroom(
was(described(in(the(school’s(annual(report(for(2011(as(“one(of(the(first(of(its(kind(in(
Australia”.(It(aimed(to(provide(a(space(where(one(cohort(of(Year(4(and(5(students(would(
experience(innovative,(technology\rich(learning(over(a(three\year(period.(((
Introducing!the!school!library!
School(3’s(Library(Learning(Centre(was(one(of(the(first(new(BER(libraries(to(be(built(in(2009(
and(opened(in(Term(2,(2010.(It(is(located(close(to(classrooms(and(the(covered(lunch(area,(
but(some(distance(from(the(school(administration(office.((The(library(is(a(low\set,(stand\
alone(fibrous(cement(building,(built(at(the(same(time(as(the(new(school(hall(and(the(Year(4(
and(5(model(digital(classroom.(It(is(a(long(rectangular(building(with(a(covered(courtyard(to(
one(side(of(the(entrance.(A(testament(to(the(library’s(popularity(is(the(scuffed(dirt(at(the(
entrance,(worn(by(the(feet(of(many(children(entering(and(leaving.((
Inside(the(library,(the(long(open(space(invites(children(to(come(in(and(congregate.(At(
lunchtime(on(the(day(we(visited(boys(and(girls(sat(together(on(the(low(padded(seats,(pulling(
out(the(blue(trays(underneath,(to(play(board(games(and(chat.(Others(seated(themselves(at(
the(computers,(or(wandered(off(to(join(the(chess(club(in(the(back(room,(or(talk(quietly(with(
friends(and(take(a(tour(of(the(books.(A(student(collected(laptops(from(storage(in(the(blue(
screen(room(to(set(up(another(library(space(for(her(class(after(lunch.((A(teacher(sat(behind(
the(circulation(desk(using(the(catalogue(to(borrow(some(resources(for(her(class,(while(a(
television(screen(above(showed(a(digital(slideshow(from(school(events.(The(teacher\librarian(
talked(to(new(students,(finding(out(what(they(like(to(read.(There(were(a(few(small(windows(
that(don’t(allow(views.(The(focus(is(on(the(action(inside.((
The(space(
A(glass(door(opens(directly(into(the(main(area,(called(Collection,(with(the(circulation(desk(on(
the(right(and(the(teacher\librarian’s(office(behind.(Along(the(far(side(of(the(library,(there(is(a(
row(of(four(rooms(of(varying(sizes,(all(with(a(glass\panelled(door(small,(and(individually(
named(Connect,(Collaborate(Create(and(Challenge.((A(series(of(rooms(of(varying(sizes,(are(
located(around(the(sides(of(Collection.(Along(the(bottom(left(wall(there(are(two(large(rooms(
called(Challenge(and(Create,(which(are(divided(by(operable(walls.(Along(the(walls(opposite(
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the(main(entrance(are(four(rooms:(Collaborate(and(Connect,(also(divided(by(operable(walls;(
Studio((a(blue(screen(room);(and(a(staff(toilet.(In(the(far(right(corner,(there(is(a(teacher(
reference(room(with(a(table(and(compactus.(Next(to(this,(there(is(a(processing(room(and(
kitchen,(used(mainly(by(the(library(aides.(In(the(near(left(corner(there(is(a(long(thin(ICT(room.(
Much(of(the(Collection(area(is(taken(up(with(shelving(in(various(configurations,(with(tables(in(
the(middle(and(informal(seating(at(the(far(end.((A(specially(designed(wooden(storytelling(
chair,(donated(by(a(class(teacher(who(had(been(associated(with(the(school(for(a(long(time,(
takes(pride(of(place(in(the(informal(area.((
Since(the(windows(are(all(on(the(front(side(of(the(building,(and(quite(small,(there(is(not(a(
great(deal(of(natural(light(in(the(main(Collection(area.((However,(the(library(has(a(bright(feel(
due(to(the(colourful(furniture,(and(decorative(and(display(items(on(every(available(wall(and(
free(shelf(space.(((
The(teacher\librarian(((
Lou(has(been(Teacher\Librarian(at(School(3(since(1985.(She(leads(an(active(professional(life(
as(a(regional(council(member(of(School(Library(Association(of(Queensland((SLAQ)(and(
participates(in(local(and(online(teacher\librarian(networks.(The(new(library(is(the(third(she(
has(worked(in(at(this(school,(but(it(is(the(first(one(that(she(has(been(involved(in(designing.(
Lou,(who(holds(a(full\time(teacher\librarian(position,(is(assisted(by(several(part\time(staff:((
one(aide(for(24(hours(per(week;(one(aide(for(2.5(hours(per(week((half(an(hour(each(morning(
before(school);(and(occasional(extra(aide(time(for(tasks(such(as(cataloguing,(displays,(
supervising(library(assistants,(and(supervising(the(curriculum(resources(room,(which(is(
separate(from(the(library.((
In(addition,(42(student(library(assistants(make(a(valuable(contribution(to(running(the(library.(
Each(year,(three(assistants(per(class(in(Years(4\7(are(elected(by(their(peers(and(presented(
with(a(badge(at(the(library’s(induction(ceremony.(They(attend(fortnightly(training(and(assist(
with(a(range(of(duties,(which(include(re\shelving(fiction(books,(supervising(class(borrowing(
helping(lunchtime(activities,(book(club(and(special(events(such(as(National(Simultaneous(
Storytime.(
Creating!the!new!library!!
The(library(design(largely(reflects(the(BER(template(RES2(for(large(schools.(Consultation(time(
was(limited,(since(the(building(work(was(scheduled(to(start(during(the(school(holidays(
shortly(after(the(BER(grant(was(approved.((
Underlying(principles(
The(new(library(was(built(at(the(same(time(the(school(was(investigating(and(building(a(model(
21st(century(learning(space.(The(principal(at(the(time(flew(to(Brisbane(to(visit(other(schools,(
and(a(team(of(teachers(discussed(the(benefits(of(mobile(furniture(and(the(associated(
introduction(of(technology.(The(teacher(committee(met(with(other(staff(and(the(parents’(
association(received(progress(updates.(These(principles(underpinned(the(design(of(the(
library(with(a(focus(on(technology,(flexible(walls(and(mobile(furniture.((The(school(had(
focussed(on(teachers(using(technology(in(their(teaching,(particularly(with(the(new(
curriculum,(but(as(many(classrooms(did(not(have(smart(boards(or(digital(projectors,(the(
library(was(often(booked(as(a(computer(room.((
To(develop(her(own(knowledge,(Lou(the(teacher\librarian(spent(a(lot(of(time(going(through(
brochures.(She(also(gathered(and(shared(information(and(photos(through(her(teacher\
librarian(networks.(She(found(this(discussion(lively(and(beneficial(at(a(time(when(many(of(
her(professional(peers(were(addressing(BER(issues.(She(also(visited(other(school(libraries(
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during(the(ASLA(conference(in(Perth,(and(gained(ideas(for(the(colour(scheme.((In(addition,(
with(the(school’s(Smart(Classrooms(coordinator(she(attended(a(workshop(arranged(by(
Education(Queensland(entitled(Libraries(21,(one(of(several(that(EQ(held(in(various(locations(
around(the(state.(This(helped(Lou(and(the(Smart(Classrooms(coordinator(to(develop(an(
understanding(of(“the(big(picture(of(libraries(and(what(could(happen(in(design”.(She(found(
this(was(valuable(since(it(aligned(with(the(“21st(Century(learning(and(pedagogy(track”(that(
she(was(already(on.(Through(this(seminar(she(developed(three(guiding(principles(for(the(
design:(that(the(space(should(be(agile(and(future\proofed,(and(that(the(furniture(should(
have(a(low(footprint.((
Importantly,(Lou(also(drew(upon(her(local(knowledge(and(professional(experience(of(what(
had(worked(and(not(worked(in(the(old(library.(
Collaborative(approach(
Lou(took(an(active(interest(in(the(design(process(within(the(school(community,(collaborating(
with(the(principal(and(Smart(Classrooms(coordinator(and(encouraging(feedback(from(
teachers(and(students.((She(consulted(all(teachers(“in(a(general(way”(and(held(a(formal(
meeting(with(a(group(of(teachers.(Lou(also(spoke(with(her(aide(to(determine(particular(work(
area(needs.((
To(find(out(what(students(would(like(in(the(new(library(she(put(up(large(sheets(of(paper(for(
their(suggestions.(These(included(softer(furniture,(quiet(space(and(more(Twilight(books.((In(
addition(she(did(a(re\visioning(activity(with(the(Student(Council(and(the(student(library(
assistants(where(they(brainstormed(library\related(words(which(she(built(into(a(Wordle(
graphic.(The(most(commonly(recurring(words((or(requirements)(were:(enjoyment,(research,(
information,(reading,(knowledge(and(thinking,(while(less(frequently(mentioned(words(
included(choice(and(freedom.((((((
Although(parents(were(not(actively(involved(in(the(design(process,(Lou(reported(on(progress(
at(every(Parents(and(Citizens’(Association(meeting.(
At(this(time,(Lou(felt(a(mixture(of(excitement(and(responsibility:(
It(was(very(exciting,(but(…(it(was(a(responsibility(as(well.(…(We(were(confident(that(
we(were(taking(note(of(what(was(happening(and(where(libraries(were(going(and(
where(pedagogy(and(information(technology(…(was(happening.(
However,(Lou’s(involvement(in(the(formal(planning(process(was(limited.(She(met(the(
architect(once(and(was(involved(in(a(couple(of(meetings(in(the(school(principal’s(office(with(
the(Education(Queensland(and(local(project(managers.(Apart(from(that,(conversations(“went(
via(the(principal(or(deputy(principal”.(Consequently,(she(had(little(knowledge(of(the(“big(
picture”.((While(she(was(told(how(much(she(could(spend(on(furniture,(she(did(not(know(the(
whole(budget(or(electrical(details.(She(found(it(difficult(to(communicate(requirements(to(the(
architect(and(builders,(to(“get(some(of(our(ideas(into(their(heads”,(since(they(did(not(work(in(
schools(or(libraries.((
Modifications(to(the(plans(
Some(modifications(to(the(plans(were(made(at(Lou’s(request,(such(as(taking(out(some(
planned(interior(walls(and(moving(the(sink.(Inevitably(some(compromises(had(to(be(made.(
Originally(Lou(had(envisaged(a(teachers’(lounge(with(comfortable(seating(and(kitchen,(
teachers(could(browse(resources(and(meet(informally,(but(this(was(reduced(to(a(rather(tight(
office(area(with(compactus:(“Teachers(still(certainly(do(use(the(space,(but(not(in(a(lounge(
concept”.(Her(idea(for(a(rear(courtyard(was(not(possible(due(to(cost(issues(related(to(the(
site.(Lou(commented:(
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It(was(all(happening(so(fast,(we(were(one(of(the(first([schools](in(the(first([BER](
round.(...((I(heard(that(the(ground(work(would(be(done(over(a(school(holiday,(so(
once(the(ground(work(and(the(plumbing's(in(…(it's(very(difficult(to(change(those(
things.(
Interior(design(
Lou’s(principal(input(was(selecting(the(furnishings(in(collaboration(with(the(Smart(
Classrooms(coordinator,(who(created(a(plan(using(SketchUp(software.(This(allowed(them(to(
become(familiar(with(the(scale(of(the(library(and(play(around(with(possible(furniture(and(
sizes,(to(see(how(things(might(fit.(Aiming(for(agility(and(flexibility,(they(ensured(that(
everything(was(on(wheels.(Similarly,(they(opted(for(laptops(rather(than(a(computer(lab,(on(
the(basis(that(a(computer(lab(would(be(“dead(space”(when(not(in(use(whereas(“space(
without(fixed(computers(could(be(used(as(whatever”.((
Pedagogical(considerations(
This(decision(against(computer(labs(also(had(a(pedagogical(basis:(
It(was(more(using(the(computers(for(learning(as(opposed(to(teaching.(In(a(lab(
situation(it's(the(teacher(teaching(the(kids.(…(The(laptops,(obviously,(were(more(
flexible,(that(they(could(be(borrowed(from(the(library(and(go(to(classrooms.(…(It(was(
part(of(saying(hey,(no,(we're(thinking(in(a(different(way(as(well(and(pushing(those(
boundaries(with(teachers(and(encouraging(them(to(think(differently(about(use(of(
the(ICTs.(
Lou(considered(the(laptops(would(enable(project\(and(resource\based(learning.(Students(
could(extend(their(classroom(learning(using(a(laptop(as(a(tool(for(“achieving(some(kind(of(
goal.”(((
Pedagogy(also(informed(the(naming(of(the(spaces(within(the(library,(which(imply(an(active,(
learner\focused(approach:(
Rather(than(calling(the(spaces(meeting(room(or(seminar(room(or(classroom(or(
whatever(we(chose(to(go(with(active(verbs(\(connect,(collaborate,(create(and(
challenge.((
Sustainability(
The(mix(of(new(and(previously(used(furniture(and(shelving(reflects(a(conscious(effort(“to(
show(some(level(or(example(in(sustainability.(Surplus(trolleys(have(been(converted(into(
additional(shelving.(
Moving!into!the!new!library!
It(took(about(one(term(to(prepare(for(the(move(from(the(old(to(the(new(library.(During(this(
time,(Lou(was(unable(to(give(library(lessons,(but(she(undertook(extensive(culling(of(the(
collection(and(sold(many(of(the(unneeded(resources(at(the(school(fete.((With(the(assistance(
of(the(library(aides,(who(were(given(extra(hours,(she(then(packed(the(remaining(resources(
into(boxes.(They(took(care(to(label(them(so(that(she(would(know(“what(was(where”(when(
the(boxes(arrived(in(the(new(library.((
Lou(says(the(move(went(quite(smoothly.(However,(unpacking(in(the(new(library(was(
hampered(by(late(arrival(of(new(shelving.(Since(they(were(unable(to(unpack(most(of(the(
fiction,(for(a(while(they(left(books(in(boxes(on(the(tables(for(students(to(borrow.((By(the(
library(opening(in(May(2010,(the(new(furniture(had(arrived,(but(not(the(shelving.(The(
signage(was(finished(and(hung(the(night(before.(
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The(library(opening(was(quite(an(occasion.(Lou(invited(local(teacher\librarians(for(a(breakfast(
meeting.(This(was(followed(by(the(official(opening(in(the(new(school(hall(with(the(Federal(
and(State(members(of(parliament,(the(builders(and(school(leadership(team(as(guests.(The(
school(community,(including(Parents(and(Citizens’(Association,(were(invited.((The(student(
library(assistants(gave(tours(of(the(library(to(visitors,(using(a(checklist(of(highlights(to(
mention.((
Using!the!new!library!learning!space!!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
Lou(explained(that(the(main(Collection(area(had(multiple(purposes,(beyond(a(space(for(
resources.(For(example,(it(was(used(for(literature(lessons(and(students(congregated(there(at(
lunchtime.(On(occasions(Lou(had(given(yoga(lessons(for(senior(sports(classes(in(this(space,(
after(moving(back(the(shelving.((The(other(spaces(–(Connect,(Collaborate,(Create(and(
Challenge(–(were(available(“for(whomever(for(whatever(fits(their(needs”,(including(class(
groups(and(one\to\one(sessions(for(a(student(and(teacher(aide.(At(lunchtime,(students(
played(chess(in(the(larger(room,(Create,(where(they(could(sit(opposite(each(other(at(the(
narrower(tables.((
The(library(was(also(used(for(special(school(events,(including(simultaneous(storytelling(
activities(and(the(volunteers’(morning(tea.(The(Year(7(students(hosted(an(annual(movie(and(
pizza(night.(By(using(the(various(rooms(within(the(library,(they(were(able(to(have(three(
“cinemas”(showing(simultaneously.((
Since(the(library(had(a(range(of(rooms(of(differing(sizes,(it(hosted(various(meetings,(such(as(
student(council(and(staff(meetings,(and(professional(development(sessions.(The(two(big(
rooms(were(used(by(outside(bodies.(The(flexibility(of(the(space(was(increased(by(room(
dividers(which(could(be(opened(to(accommodate(larger(meetings.((The(interactive(
whiteboards(in(every(room(were(well(used(during(meetings.(This(kind(of(usage(was(not(
possible(in(the(previous(library,(where(the(computer(lab(took(up(most(of(the(group(space.((((((
Students’(perspectives((((
For(the(Year(7(students(at(this(school,(the(library(was(the(technology(hub(of(the(school.(They(
appreciated(that(it(was(a(colourful(space,(but(wished(that(their(teachers(would(book(their(
class(into(the(library(computer(lab(more(often,(as(it(always(seemed(to(be(booked(out.!The(
opportunity(to(play(games(in(the(library(at(lunchtime(was(valued,(but(thought(to(be(for(little(
kids.((The(students(drew(from(their(experiences(in(previous(schools(in(other(towns(to(offer(a(
critique(of(the(space.(While(they(had(not(been(included(in(the(design(process,(they(readily(
offered(their(views(about(how(to(improve(the(space.(
A(place(of(shelter(
Given(the(school’s(tropical(location,(the(students(are(used(to(heavy(rain(and(liked(to(shelter(
in(the(library.(However(on(wet(lunchtimes,(only(those(with(passes(could(go(to(the(library(
while(others(had(to(stay(in(their(classrooms.((
Spaces(are(too(small(
While(the(Year(7(students(appreciated(that(there(was("way(more"(technology(in(the(new(
library(than(previous(library,(and(the(colourful(interior(decorating,(they(felt(that(the(rooms(
in(the(library(were(still(too(small.(They(used(the(library(spaces(with(their(class,(acting(out(
plays(and(watching(movies,(but(the(smaller(rooms(were("so(tiny(...(You'd(be(all(squished(up(
and(you'd(have(no(space(because(there'd(be(too(many(tables."((Their(classes(did(not(use(the(
smaller(breakout(rooms(often,(and(students(thought(they(were(really(for(the(teachers(to(do(
work(with(little(children.(The(agile,(wheeled(furniture(was(frustrating(for(students,(as(
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students(were(responsible(for(moving(the(furniture(and(not(everyone(knew(how(to(do(it.(
They(commented(that(when(they(were(moving(tables(with(wheels:(
When(the(brake’s(on(people(don't(put(the(brake(off.(They(just(wheel(it,(and(they(
break(the(brake....(Then(the(tables(just(slide(around.(They(won't(stay(still.(It's(very(
frustrating(when(they(do(that.(
Choice(of(spaces((
The(children(valued(that(they(had(choice(about(where(to(sit(in(the(library(and(the(range(of(
furnishings,(especially(the(blue(upholstered(seats(where(they(could(sit(and(talk(with(friends,(
and(the(story(chair(where(a(teacher(would(sit(to(read(them(a(story.(They(most(valued(being(
able(to(spread(out(in(the(central(space(and(not(be(cramped(as(they(were(in(the(old(library,(
although(they(missed(the(privacy(and(adventure(of(the(reading(loft(in(the(old(library.((
Discussions(about(the(reading(loft(in(the(old(library(revealed(a(range(of(preference(for(light.(
Some(students(missed(the(feel(of(the(“cubby(house…(all(quiet(and(dark(and(it(had(pillows(
everywhere”(and(it(was(valued(as(a(fun(space(where(“you(could(get(away(from(everyone(
else”(and(“you(could(just(read(and(sit(in(a(corner(by(yourself.”(Other(students(felt(that(the(
loft(had(been(scary,(and(the(old(library(had(been(dreary(and(old(and(dark(looking.((Colour(
and(light(helped(them(learn,(whereas(others(thought(darker(rooms(helped(them(“escape(
into(your(book”(and(another(felt(that(too(many(colours(was(distracting.((
Equity(and(spaces(
Students(appreciated(the(range(of(technologies(available(to(them(in(the(library,(but(felt(
envious(of(the(additional(technologies(available(to(students(in(the(specialist(21st(century(
model(classroom(saying(“it's(not(very(fair(that(one(Grade(5(and(6(class(can(have(all(that(stuff(
and(the(rest(of(the(school(misses(out.”(They(liked(to(use(technology(in(the(library,(as(using(a(
laptop(at(their(desk(made(them(feel(“crowded(in”,(and(thought(that(more(smart(boards(in(
their(classrooms(would(help(free(up(the(library.((They(also(commented(that(the(library(air\
conditioning(and(televisions(promoting(school(events(were(not(often(used.(So(while(there(
had(been(no(consultation(of(students(in(the(design(process(or(special(introduction(to(the(
new(space,(“I(don’t(think(we(really(got(told(that(much.(We(just(knew(it(was(a(new(library(and(
be(a(bit(improved”,(the(students(had(quite(a(few(opinions(to(offer(about(ways(to(improve(it.((
Teacher’s(perspectives(((
Linda(was(an(experienced(teacher,(having(taught(for(fourteen(years(in(another(schooling(
system(before(teaching(at(School(3(for(nine(years,(the(last(seven(of(which(had(been(teaching(
Year(7.(She(enjoyed(thinking(creatively(about(how(she(used(learning(space,(and(had(been(
inspired(by(her(learning(through(the(Digital(Pedagogical(Licence.(She(described(her(learning(
in(that(specialised(professional(development(course(as(a(“quantum(leap”,(and(as(a(result(
regularly(used(her(virtual(classroom,(wikis,(blogs(and(classroom(chat(to(enable(students(to(
talk(to(each(other.(She(regularly(volunteered(to(be(part(of(teacher(teams(who(designed(
innovations(for(the(school,(but(felt(that(the(vision(did(not(always(match(the(reality.((
Space(for(21st(century(learning(
For(years(Linda(had(enjoyed(going(to(workshops(about(21st(century(learning,(but(since(she(
had(no(access(to(technology(to(put(it(into(practice,(“it(was(like(throwing(me(in(the(candy(
store,(but(telling(me(I(couldn’t(touch(anything."(The(access(to(the(technology(in(the(new(
school(library(meant(that(she(now(could(teach(the(way(she(preferred,(with(herself(in(one(
part(of(the(room(teaching(how(to(use(digital(cameras(to(one(small(group,(other(students(in(
groups(on(laptops(and(others(next(door(using(blue(room(to(create(a!video.(She(also(sent(
individual(student(to(the(library(to(do(research,(recognising(that(there(was(“a(capacity(to(
trust”(the(students.(With!the(introduction(of(the(new(Australian(curriculum,(and(the(
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prescribed(lessons(required(by(her(employing(authority,(she(had(not(had(time(during(that(
year(to(include(student(innovation(in(making(videos.(She(felt(that(in(future(she(will(be(able(
to(reduce(the(amount(of(time(her(class(had(to(spend(on(literacy(and(numeracy(and(re\
introduce(the(technology(and(arts(time(to(explore(the(possibilities(of(students(using(
technology(in(the(space(some(more.(((
She(had(squeezed(into(the(crowded(curriculum(timetable(opportunities(for(students(to(use(
technology(through(the(virtual(class(parliament(so(the(student(ministers("could(talk(and(blog(
about(things(that(they(wanted(to(develop.”(The(student(parliament(organised(a(whole\
school(movie(night(using(the(three(classroom(spaces(as(movie(theatres(showing(three(
different(movies.(The(library(had(also(been(used(for(a(student(parliament\organised(family(
fun(night,(with(the(front(area(the(site(for(a(sausage(sizzle.(Vicki(had(also(used(the(library(
spaces(as(a(theatre(for(drama(productions,(using(one(room(as(a(stage,(with(the(fold(back(
doors(as(backstage(wings,(as(the(school(did(not(have(an(auditorium.(She(also(liked(using(the(
floor(of(the(library(rooms,(and(expressed(frustration(that(the(mobile(furniture(was(not(
flexible(enough.((((
Furniture(constraining(use(of(space(
Linda(would(have(preferred(furniture(that(could(be(stored(or(folded(away,(and(brought(out(
as(needed.(She(was(frustrated(that(her(class(would(“spend(ten(minutes(moving(it(around(to(
get(what(we(want.(That's(valuable(learning(time”.(She(felt(that(the(arrangement(of(furniture(
in(a(room(constrained(the(uses(that(teachers(thought(of,(and(“stops(people(then(thinking(
creatively(themselves”.(She(believed(that(learning(spaces(should(encourage(“getting(ideas(
and(creating(and(moving”.(This(reflected(her(philosophy(of(education(that(teachers(“need(to(
be(authentic(with(the(way(kids(are.(Kids(are(energetic(and(free(moving.”(She(also(expected(
Year(7s(to(take(responsibility(for(their(own(learning(as(preparation(for(high(school.(She(
recalled(telling(her(Year(7(students(“you(want(fun(you(drive(it(\(you're(responsible(for(your(
learning”,(which(led(to(the(students(suggesting(and(then(organising(the(movie(night(in(the(
library.((She(reflected(that(she(thinks(aloud(as(she(plans(events(like(this(with(the(students(so(
that(the(children(can(hear(how(an(adult(processes(information.(((
Learning(to(value(the(space(
The(three(school(values(“be(safe(be(respectful(and(be(a(learner”(are(well(known(to(the(
students.(These(shared(school(values(were(developed(a(few(years(earlier,(with(Linda(part(of(
the(school\wide(positive(support(committee.(She(recalled(lots(of(discussion(about(“a(whole\
school(philosophy(of(what(guides(teacher(practice(and(the(development(of(the(child(and(we(
came(up(with(these(core(values.”(These(values(were(then(developed(into(a(framework(used(
for(rewards,(reporting(and(signage(for(the(school,(and(were(well(known(by(students.((Linda(
referred(to(them(when(talking(about(the(expectations(for(using(the(library(space.(She(
wanted(her(students(to(think(about(other(people(and(would(tell(them(to(leave(the(space(
better(than(they(found(it,(so(that(“if(you(want(to(use(the(laptops,(look(after(the(cords(and(
keep(them(tidy(as(other(children(have(to(use(them”.((
Space(for(innovation(and(professional(development(
Linda(felt(that(the(library(was(“a(step(in(the(right(direction”(moving(more(towards(the(“new(
ways(that(kids(are(learning(and(thinking”,(and(contributing(to(improved(learner(engagement.(
She(noted(that(the(other(21st(century(learning(space(in(the(school,(the(model(classroom(for(
Year(4(and(5,(had(not(evolved(in(the(way(that(she(and(the(fellow(members(of(the(steering(
committee(thought(it(would.(They(had(looked(forward(to(these(specialised(rooms(as(an(
experimental(site(where(they(could(observe(each(other(teach(and(trial(new(ways(of(working.(
She(reflected(that(she(was(no(longer(interested(in(booking(into(those(spaces(as(they(had(
become(“someone’s(personal(classroom(space(now”(and(“full(of(furniture,(so(you(have(to(
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move(it(all”.((She(felt(that(in(between(designing(that(space(and(beginning(to(use(it(“we(lost(
sight(of(the(potential”.((Her(hope(was(that(the(new(library(instead(might(be(a(site(for(future(
professional(development(for(staff(as(teachers(shared(their(innovative(uses(of(technology(
and(space.(
Principal’s(perspectives((
Vi,(the(acting(principal(who(we(met,(had(not(been(involved(in(the(design(process(of(the(new(
library.(She(noted(that(the(library(was(not(yet(finished(as(there(was(still(money(being(held(in(
reserve(to(resolve(ongoing(issues(with(drainage(of(the(school(site.((
On(the(day(that(the(research(team(visited,(Vi(received(the(results(for(the(national(literacy(
and(numeracy(tests.(She(indicated(that(work(on(these(results(was(a(priority(emphasised(by(
the(school(district(office.((
Vi(identified(that(the(library(was(used(for(staff(meetings(and(volunteer(morning(teas,(and(
provided(rooms(where(teacher(aides(could(withdraw(and(work(with(small(groups(of(
children.((In(the(wet(season,(library(use(for(school(community(events(increased(as(it(is(not(as(
noisy(as(the(school(hall(when(the(tropical(rain(falls(on(the(roof.(
She(considered(that(the(library(was(valued(as(a(bookable(timetabled(technology(hub,(as(the(
school(did(not(have(a(computer(laboratory(and(most(classrooms(were(not(equipped(with(
computer(access.(The(school(library,(she(claimed,(is(now(mainly(used(as(a(computer(
laboratory(with(wireless(internet(and(laptops(on(chargeable(trolleys.(However,(she(
wondered(what(the(new(role(of(the(library(might(become(as(more(of(this(technology(is(
installed(in(classrooms,(and(the(possible(installation(of(a(computer(laboratory(at(the(school.((
Highlighting(the(continuing(need(for(more(space(to(store(equipment,(Vi(was(concerned(that(
the(blue(screen(room(was(being(used(for(storage(rather(than(its(intended(purpose.(She(also(
regretted(the(location(of(the(library(on(the(outskirts(of(the(school.(The(leadership(team’s(
preference(to(site(the(library(closer(to(the(oval,(and(more(central(in(the(school(had(been(
prevented(by(concerns(about(flooding(and(the(affordability(of(removing(existing(sheds.((
Reviewing!the!library!design!
Design(strengths(
• Pedagogy(influences(naming(and(purpose(of(different(spaces(\(
• Furniture(is(flexible(and(on(wheels(
• Reading(corner(with(specially(crafted(wooden(chairs(
Design(weaknesses(
• Although(the(new(library(is(much(larger(than(the(previous(one,(there(is(no(room(for(
curriculum(resources(which(are(stored(elsewhere(in(the(school.(However,(since(there(is(
no(computer(in(the(curriculum(area,(teachers(have(to(take(items(to(the(library(to(borrow(
them.(This(causes(inconvenience(for(the(teachers(and(potential(problems(in(tracking(
borrowed(items.(((
• Over\abundance(and(limited(flexibility(of(furniture(limits(alternative(uses(of(the(space:((
The(“footprint”(of(the(furniture(could(have(been(decreased(by(having(folding(or(
stackable(tables;(needs(an(area(to(easily(move(mobile(furniture(out(of(the(way(when(
open(space(is(wanted((
• Lack(of(adult\sized(chairs(with(backs,(for(staff(meetings(
• Lack(of(dedicated(teacher(aide(space(
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• Small,(cramped(teacher(reference(area.(((
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!!
School(3’s(Library(Learning(Centre(was(student\friendly,(busy(and(bright.(The(teacher\
librarian(encouraged(inclusivity,(collaboration,(learning(with(technology(and(engagement(
with(the(whole(school(community.(For(students,(it(was(clearly(a(destination(of(choice(at(
lunchtime,(while(the(teacher(used(the(library(space(as(an(extension(of(the(classroom.(In(
contrast,(the(acting(principal(expressed(reservations(about(the(purpose(and(continuing(
usefulness(of(the(library.(There(were(also(some(tensions(evident(in(the(teacher(and(
students’(conversation(about(the(relative(roles(of(the(library(and(innovative(digital(
classroom(and(associated(equity(issues.(((
21st(century(learning(tensions((
The(school’s(commitment(to(innovative(learning(spaces(was(commendable,(but(the(21st(
century(classroom(experiment(seemed(to(cause(some(friction.(It(had(arisen(from(a(
collaborative(designing(effort,(with(a(team(of(teachers(and(the(school(principal(visiting(other(
schools(and(learning(about(agile(spaces(and(21st(century(learning(principles.(However,(it(
seemed(to(have(transitioned(into(an(elite(class(where(a(cohort(of(students(was(able(to(buy(
into(the(program,(purchase(a(laptop(and(be(owners(of(the(space(for(three(years.(This(has(led(
to(a(system(of(haves(and(have(nots(within(the(school,(with(the(library(providing(the(agile(
space(and(technology(place(for(those(teachers(and(students(who(cannot(access(the(
innovative(classroom.(This(experience(suggests(that(visions(and(consultation(in(design(do(
not(always(translate(into(reality(as(personal(ownership(of(a(space(can(mean(that(others(are(
excluded.((
Student(voice(and(school(culture(
The(library(was(a(hybrid(place(that(was(part(of(a(“shadow(system”(of(generating(a(culture(of(
community(and(belonging(in(the(school.((Shadow(systems((Delahaye,(2011)(are(informal(
cultures(that(emerge(alongside(official(organisational(cultures.((At(School(3,(while(there(
were(shared(explicit(values,(these(were(at(an(individual(student(level,(and(not(connected(by(
an(overall(vision(from(the(teacher\librarian(or(leadership(team,(possibly(due(to(the(changing(
roles(of(leadership.(For(example,(a(teacher(encouraged(student(agency(by(running(a(student(
parliament(and(other(whole\school(activities.(This(meant(that(the(children(were(
simultaneously(willing(to(express(opinions,(but(also(were(disenfranchised,(since(the(whole(
school(culture(did(not(seem(to(recognise(student(voice.((
Although(the(library(hosted(a(variety(of(community(meetings,(using(the(school(library(to(
enhance(whole(school(community(was(not(an(explicit(aim(of(the(school(leadership(identified(
by(the(acting(principal.(Instead,(the(concern(was(for(the(timetabled(space(for(technology(
use.(It(seemed(that(the(acting(principal(regarded(her(role(as(a(custodian(of(the(school,(with(
focus(on(managing(finances(and(timetables,(rather(than(developing(school(culture.(((
Who(and(what(is(valued(here?((
The(teacher\librarian(clearly(valued(the(opportunity(to(collaborate(in(the(designing(process,(
making(a(particular(effort(to(learn(about(design(processes(and(share(her(experiences(with(
teacher\librarian(colleagues.((She(was(committed(to(maintaining(a(balanced(collection(of(
physical(and(digital(resources(and(providing(a(lively(learning(environment(for(students.(
Unfortunately,(despite(this(enthusiasm,(she(seemed(to(have(limited(opportunities(to(
participate(in(consultation(and(decision\making.(As(a(result,(she(was(“generally(quite(
pleased(with(what(we(got”(but(since(she(was(unable(to(speak(much(with(the(planners(“lots(
of(things(got(lost(in(translation”.(((
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In(the(library,(students(appeared(to(be(valued(as(learners,(readers(and(members(of(the(
library(team.((Also,(the(school(community(and(their(needs(for(convenient(gathering(space(
appeared(to(be(valued(through(the(creation(and(access(to(a(varied(range(of(spaces(for(
meetings(and(other(events.(((
The(students(and(teacher(valued(the(library(as(an(alternative(space(for(class(and(informal(
activities.(However,(the(students(would(have(preferred(the(library(to(be(less(cramped,(while(
the(teacher(would(have(liked(the(option(to(move(furniture(out(of(the(way(for(greater(
teaching(flexibility.(((
Environment(and(sustainability(were(also(valued.(Weather(was(an(influential(factor(in(the(
use(of(the(library.(The(library(provided(a(welcome(dry(meeting(place(in(the(wet(tropical(rain,(
as(it(was(quieter(than(the(hall.(Sustainability(was(evident(in(the(teacher\librarian’s(attention(
to(creating(a(“low(footprint”,(careful(power(saving(measures(and(recycling(of(library(fittings.(
Economics(and(comfort(are(an(actively(explored(tension,(particularly(since(the(school(
reported(a(97%(reduction(in(electricity(use(from(2010(to(2011((2011(annual(report(on(school(
website).(The(students(appreciated(cooler(rooms,(yet(the(air\conditioners(and(televisions(
were(often(not(turned(on(in(the(library.((
(
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6.4!School!4!
Introducing!the!school!
School(4(is(a(large(state(primary(school(in(a(thriving(regional(town(in(North(Queensland.(It(
was(established(over(100(years(ago(and(moved(to(its(present(location(in(1985.(The(school(
has(approximately(660(enrolled(students,(serving(about(450(families(and(over(80(staff(
(source:(school(website).(
The(school(is(situated(in(a(quiet(suburban(street(about(500(metres(from(the(town(centre.(
The(site(slopes(gently(down(from(the(road,(with(the(classrooms(arranged(in(three(tiers(
across(the(slope,(and(a(large(oval(at(the(bottom.(The(administration(complex(sits(in(the(
middle(of(the(top(tier.(The(library(is(at(one(end(of(the(lowest(tier,(with(the(newly(
constructed(sports(centre(at(the(other(end.(The(buildings(are(connected(by(covered(
pathways.(There(are(two(access(points(to(the(car(park(and(street,(one(in(front(of(the(
Administration(building(and(one(beside(the(library.(Well\tended(gardens,(lush(grass(and(
dense(trees(behind(the(oval(reflect(the(tropical(climate,(which(brings(intense(electrical(
storms(and(heavy(rains(through(much(of(the(year.(In(2006(the(administration(building(was(
badly(damaged(by(Cyclone(Larry.((((
The(school(handbook(describes(it(as(being(a(“pedagogically(driven,(technologically(
sophisticated(School(of(the(Future”(with(a(strong(emphasis(on(building(a(learning(
community(that(connects(home(and(school(and(the(wider(community.(It(has(a(culturally(
diverse(student(population,(including(20%(indigenous(students.(The(My(School(website(
places(the(school(slightly(below(average(on(the!Index(of(Community(Socio\Educational(
Advantage((ICSEA).(While(the(school’s(NAPLAN(scores(are(below(national(average(in(most(
aspects(for(Years(3(and(5,(they(show(a(marked(increase(in(Year(7.((!!
Introducing!the!library!
School(4’s(new(library(is(called(the(PORTAL,(or(Place(of(Reading(Teaching(and(Learning.(Its(
site(at(the(southern(end(of(the(school(was(selected(to(be(close(to(classrooms(without(
encroaching(onto(the(oval.(The(library’s(proximity(to(one(of(the(school(drop\off(points(also(
allows(it(to(be(a(first(port(of(call(for(students(as(they(arrive(at(school(in(the(morning.((
School(4(badly(needed(a(new(library.(Student(numbers(had(doubled(since(the(original(library(
was(built(in(1985(and(according(to(the(acting(teacher\librarian,(Bruce,(it(had(become(out\of\
date,(over\crowded,(dark(and(unpopular.(Over(the(years,(the(Parents(and(Citizens’(
Association(had(attempted(to(raise(funds(towards(renovating(and(extending(the(library,(but(
these(were(necessarily(diverted(to(other(priorities,(including(repair(works(after(Cyclone(
Larry.(Consequently,(when(the(school(received($3.2(in(BER(funding,(the(school(leadership(
opted(immediately(to(build(a(new(library,(as(well(as(a(sports(hall.(((
The(Teacher\librarian(and(Library(staff(
School(4’s(library(is(staffed(by(one(teacher\librarian(and(three(teacher(aides.(The(teacher\
librarian’s(duties(are(wholly(associated(with(the(library.(The(teacher(aides(work(part\time(in(
the(library(for(a(total(of(approximately(42(hours(per(week.((One(has(particular(responsibility(
for(providing(IT(support(to(teachers.((Two(student(desk(monitors((two(per(class)(assist(with(
borrowing(during(class(visits(and(during(lunchtime(five(or(six(students(help(with(scanning(
and(shelving.(
At(the(time(of(our(visit,(the(usual(teacher\librarian,(Nadia,(was(on(long\service(leave(and(
Bruce,(normally(a(classroom(teacher,(was(acting(in(her(role.(Bruce(has(taught(for(a(number(
of(years(at(the(school(and(has(developed(strong(collaboration(with(the(library(and(Nadia.(
Bruce(is(currently(studying(for(a(Masters(degree(in(teacher\librarianship.(Whilst(acting(as(
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teacher\librarian,(he(is(continuing(to(teach(his(Year(4(class(about(two(hours(per(week.(
Therefore,(Bruce(was(able(to(provide(an(interesting(dual(perspective(on(the(library(as(
teacher\librarian(and(classroom(teacher.(
Creating!the!new!library!!
The(library(design(followed(one(of(the(BER(design(templates(and(the(main(structural(
features(were(determined(without(consulting(the(library(staff.(According(to(Bruce,(the(
original(plan(included(“a(lot(of(features(that(didn’t(work(for(us”.(In(particular,(the(interior(
was(broken(into(many(small(rooms(with(solid(walls(and(doors,(making(it(seem(more(like(a(
“big(house”(than(a(“learning(environment”.(In(addition,(the(rooms(were(inappropriately(
assigned(to(particular(functions(and(inconveniently(positioned,(and(the(proposed(vinyl(floor(
covering(was(unsuitable(for(students(sitting(on(the(floor.(However,(when(teacher\librarian(
Nadia(voiced(her(concerns,(the(principal(encouraged(her(to(review(the(interior(layout(and(
supported(her(recommended(modifications,(which(included:(changing(the(dividing(walls(to(
glass;(changing(the(shape(of(some(rooms;(moving(the(circulation(desk(away(from(the(
doorway(to(the(opposite(side(of(the(room;(re\orientating(the(skylights(to(allow(sunlight(all(
day,(not(just(in(the(morning;(and(using(a(mix(of(carpet((main(part(of(the(library)(and(vinyl((in(
the(doorway).(Nadia(also(chose(the(colour(scheme,(as(well(as(most(furnishings.(She(planned(
the(general(layout(using(out(cut(out(scale(models.(Nadia(made(most(decisions(herself,(
although(she(sought(other(teachers’(opinions(about(the(colours(and(carpet.((
Bruce(commented(that(the(principal(was(supportive(throughout(the(process,(whilst(allowing(
Natalie(to(take(an(active(part(in(designing(and(decision\making:((
He(understood(her(professionalism,(her(understanding(of(a(library.(So(he(said(to(her,(
it’s(your(project(...(He(had(to(sign(off([on(the(project](but(he(trusted(her(implicitly(
and(it(paid(off.(But(it(wasn’t(like(he(was(brushing(her(aside.(He(came(to(see(
everything.(He(was(interested”.(When(the(library(was(completed(“he(was(excited,(
and(he(was(also(pleased(that(we(had(things(up(and(running.(
At(a(late(stage(of(construction(Nadia(first(entered(the(almost(completed(building(with(a(few(
teaching(colleagues(while(the(paint(was(still(wet.(She(was(relieved(to(see(the(physical(space(
and(confirm(that(it(would(work(for(the(various(purposes(she(had(envisaged.(She(could(
identify(the(areas(that(would(fit(a(whole(class!for(a(guided(lesson,(reading(groups,(or(a(small(
gifted\and\talented(group(for(extension(maths.!From(then,(the!building(was(completed(
quickly.(The(flooring(was(laid,(the(shelving(arrived(and(the(benches,(shelving(and(other(
fittings(were(installed.(Nadia(received(the(library(keys(in(Week(7(of(Term(4.(Although(the(
summer(holidays(were(only(three(weeks(away,(Nadia(was(determined(that(the(new(library(
would(open(on(the(first(day(of(the(new(school(year.(She(developed(a(moving(schedule(and(
“then(the(big(job(of(moving(in(happened”.!
Moving!into!the!new!library!!
The(move(into(the(new(PORTAL(involved(a(huge(amount(of(work(by(library(staff(and(teacher(
volunteers.!Natalie(and(the(teacher(aides(worked(systematically(through(the(day,(using(
labels(to(identify(resources(in(the(old(library(and(their(intended(locations(in(the(new(library.(
After(school,(parent(and(teacher(volunteers(used(trolleys(to(move(the(resources(section(by(
section.(Bruce(commented(that(the(process(seemed(both(well\ordered(and(chaotic.(
In(addition(to(packing(all(the(library(stock,(Nadia(needed(to(retrieve(hundreds(of(readers(
(texts)(from(classes(and(withdrawal(areas(which(had(been(dispersed(throughout(the(school,(
due(to(lack(of(space(in(the(old(library.!In(preparation(for(the(move,(the(library(staff(had(
extensively(culled(the(library(collection,(but(on(arrival(in(the(new(library(they(found(it(
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necessary(to(do(a(further(cull(when(they(saw(that(items(that(seemed(fine(in(the(old(library(
looked(dated(in(the(new(environment.((
Although(everything(was(moved(from(the(old(library(in(one(week,(the(staff(and(volunteers(
then(faced(the(task(in(Week(8(of(making(space(in(the(meeting(room(to(house(curriculum(
materials(returned(by(teachers.(These(source(books(and(modules(constituted(“metres(and(
metres(of(shelving(per(teacher”.((Again(they(hurriedly(found(a(place(for(everything,(but(the(
overall(effect(was(still(messy.(In(Week(10,(with(one(week(to(the(end(of(the(school(year,(they(
began(sorting(out(the(main(part(of(the(library,(but(realised(that(at(this(rate(they(would(be(
unable(to(achieve(their(goal(of(being(ready(for(the(start(of(the(new(school(year.((
Consequently,(a(number(of(teachers(gave(their(time(to(set(up(the(library(during(the(first(and(
last(weeks(the(school(holiday.(Acknowledging(this(extra(effort,(the(Principal(funded(their(
meals.((((
As(a(result(of(this(dedication(and(teamwork,(the(PORTAL(opened(on(day(one(of(the(new(
school(year.(The(library(staff(spent(the(first(week(as(“tour(guides”(for(classes(who(visited(in(
turn.(Bruce(described(that(“there(was(a(lot(of(the(wow;(checking(out(all(the(environments;(
asking(what(they(were(for”.(Students(were(particularly(interested(by(the(Teacher(Reference(
room,(because(they(are(generally(not(allowed(inside(it.((
Once(term(was(underway,(Bruce(noted,(it(did(not(take(very(long(before(the(library(use(
changed(and(gained(lasting(popularity(that(the(old(library(lacked.((“When(this(opened(there(
was(the(novelty(obviously(to(start(with;(everyone(was(here,(but(that(hasn’t(really(worn(off.((
It’s(become(a(new(place(to(come(to”.((
Using!the!new!library!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
According(to(Bruce,(Nadia’s(detailed(design(planning(and(preparation(for(the(move!was(
“obviously(key”(to(the(successful(use(of(the(new(library.((
Students’(continuing(enthusiasm(
Bruce(identified(the(success(of(the(new(library(in(a(number(of(ways.((He(noted(that(the(
students(were(excited(not(only(by(the(building(process(but(also(about(the(new(library(itself(
and(that(when(they(started(the(new(school(year(they(wanted(to(check(it(out,(“they(wanted(
to(be(here”.(Their(continuing(enthusiasm(was(apparent(to(Bruce(through(their(
disappointment(that(a(library(area(is(booked(or(they(are(reluctant(to(leave(at(the(end(of(a(
session.(As(a(classroom(teacher,(he(found(that(students(would(hurry(him(along(when(they(
are(due(to(go(to(the(library.(Bruce(also(noted(that(students(came(willingly(to(the(library(at(
lunchtime.(There(was(generally(a(group(in(the(reading(corner(who(he(saw(smiling(and(
playing(the(teacher,(with(one(reading(to(the(others.(Sometimes(there(would(be(“just(a(group(
of(little(kids,(like(preppies;(they(have(just(turned(up(and(‘oh(there’s(story’(…(and(they’ll(sit(
and(listen(to(some(older(kids(reading(a(story”.((
Bruce(also(reported(that(the(teachers(were(generally(impressed(with(the(new(library,(even(
though(some(were(initially(uncertain(because(it(was(“so(different(to(what(we(used(to(have”(
and(perhaps(the(traditional(library(in(their(mind.(After(many(comments(such(as(“oh(it’s(
bright”(and(“will(it(work?”,(he(found(teachers’(minds(changed(once(they(became(used(to(it.(
Now,(he(stated,(they(love(that(they(can(close(rooms(off,(use(the(school(intranet,(and(book(a(
room(when(needed.(They(also(loved(that(the(teacher(reference(area(was(closed(off,(so(that(
they(can(concentrate,(do(some(planning,(and(find(resources(without(being(interrupted.(
(
(
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Building(process(supporting(pedagogy((
At(School(4,(long(before(the(library(opened,(the(building(process(supported(pedagogy.(For(
the(students,(watching(the(builders(over(the(fence(from(the(oval(became(a(popular(lunch\
time(activity.(They(excitedly(followed(the(progress(from(clearing(the(slab,(through(raising(the(
walls,(roofing(and(painting.(In(the(classroom,(teachers(drew(upon(this(interest(in(
spontaneous(and(more(sustained(learning(opportunities.(For(example,(the(arrival(of(an(
“interesting(truck”(carrying(a(cement(mixing(tool(and(other(unusual(“bits(and(pieces”(
generated(creative(thinking(around(the(question(“what(could(that(be(for?”(about(the(various(
implements.(A(Year(4(class(documented(the(whole(building(process(in(a(series(of(drawings,(
which(are(still(displayed(in(the(library.(The(library’s(purpose\built(shoe(rack(is(the(product(of(
problem\based(learning.(Responding(to(the(need(to(protect(the(new(library(carpet(from(mud(
damage,(students(measured(the(available(space(and(the(length(of(a(whole(class’s(shoes,(and(
researched(alternative(materials(and(construction(methods.(With(this(information(they(
created(a(workable(multi\tiered(design(for(the(shoe(rack.!!
New(spaces(for(expanding(activities(
The(use(of(the(School(4(library(and(its(contribution(to(educational(programs(has(expanded(
greatly(since(the(new(building(opened.(The(PORTAL’s(varied(spaces(are(attracting(activities(
that(previously(occurred(elsewhere(around(the(school.(Teachers(have(taken(to(booking(the(
meeting(room(for(big(lessons(using(the(interactive(whiteboard.(Bruce(found(it(interesting(
that(although(teachers(have(interactive(whiteboards(in(all(classrooms,(they(appreciate(the(
meeting(room(because(it(provides(empty(space(for(sitting(on(the(floor(and(doing(lessons(in(a(
different(way,(especially(group(work.(The(meeting(room(is(also(proving(hospitable(to(
extension(programs(such(as(Math(Smart,(which(invites(students(from(Years(5,(6(and(7(to(join(
one(big(class(twice(a(week(to(work(on(problem(solving.(Bruce(considers(that(the(students(
feel(important(coming(to(this(special(room(away(from(their(classroom.(In(addition,(the(
Program(Achieve(and(You(Can(Do(It(Program(now(regularly(use(the(Meeting(Room,(since(it(
offers(a(suitable(space(for(role\playing(different(conflicts(and(practising(resilience.(It(is(
preferable(to(the(previously(used(covered(area,(which(can(get(windy,(noisy(and(cold.(
The(library’s(small(breakaway(rooms(are(proving(successful(for(teacher(aides(working(with(
small(groups(and(individuals.(According(to(Bruce,(the(teacher(aides(feel(comfortable(with(
the(glass(walls,(since(people(can(see(what(they(are(doing(they(are(not(putting(themselves(in(
risky(one\on\one(situations.(In(addition,(because(the(students(are(in(a(closed\off(room,(
rather(than(an(open(class(or(library(space,(they(are(likely(to(be(less(self\conscious(and(more(
productive.(Here,(no(one(can(hear(if(they(are(on(a(gifted(or(remedial(program.(
The(Portal’s(varied(spaces(enable(flexible(and(varied(pedagogical(approaches(that(support(
learning(in(whole(class,(small(group(and(individual(contexts;(from(undertaking(collaborative(
projects(guided(by(a(teacher(and(teacher\librarian,(to(surfing(the(Internet,(joining(an(
informal(storytelling,(to(reading(in(a(quiet(corner.((
Fluid(internal(design(
According(to(Bruce,(the(fluid(internal(design(allows(three(classes(to(use(the(library(without(
disrupting(each(other.(A(teacher(can(book(the(reference(section(for(research,(so(students(
can(access(the(library’s(computers(in(the(“hexapod”(or(bring(their(laptops(to(find(and(use(
print\(and(web\based(resources(all(in(close(proximity.(Access(to(computers(and(multiple(
power(sockets(for(laptops(encourages(greater(use(of(online(resources(and(learning(
strategies.(In(particular,(Bruce(has(noticed(that(the(younger(students(are(getting(“a(lot(more(
ICT(activity”.(For(example,(a(few(times(a(week(the(prep(classes(book(the(hexapod(and(the(
Café(Connect(meeting(room(nearby(and(rotate(through(several(activities,(such(as(a(PM(
reader(activity,(a(phonics(activity,(and(a(number(activity.(In(this(way,(a(larger(number(of(
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students(can(benefit(simultaneously,(compared(with(in(the(classroom(where(there(are(only(
two(computers(and(a(smart(board.((
The(library’s(open(space(is(also(fostering(innovative(approaches(to(information(literacy(
development.(Bruce(had(recently(trialled(the(8Ws(of(information(inquiry(program(with(a(
Year(6(class,(where(they(guided(themselves(through(eight(stations(–(wondering,(wiggling,(
weaving(etc.(The(teacher(found(it(easy(to(monitor(their(progress(and(provide(support(where(
necessary.(Unlike(in(a(more(confined(classroom(space,(in(the(library(there(was(enough(space(
for(the(students(to(be(“separate(enough(that(it(was(feeling(like(you(were(moving(through(
the(steps”(physically(and(cognitively.(Bruce(noticed(that(the(students(seemed(to(adopt(a(
different(way(of(thinking(due(to(the(change(of(learning(environment(where(they(had(more(
“ownership”(than(in(their(teacher\driven(classroom.(
Students’(perspectives(
The(teacher(selected(six(children(to(be(interviewed(representing(a(range(of(abilities(and(
interests,(some(from(Year(6(and(some(from(Year(7,(who(enjoyed(talking.(The(students(
valued(the(library’s(increased(spaciousness,(and(the(opportunity(to(be(creative(movie(
makers(in(the(green(room,(or(as(a(place(for(private(conversations.(A(school(wide(roster(
regulated(their(access(to(the(library(in(their(own(time.(They(generally(associated(with(fun(
teachers,(and(when(asked(who(used(the(library(the(most,(the(answer(was(“Teachers.(They(
have(meetings(in(here(a(lot”.(!
Rosters(and(schedules(
Rosters(and(schedules(regulated(the(students’(use(of(the(library.(While(they(appreciated(
coming(to(the(library(to(play(games(on(their(computer,(“the(teacher(says(we(can(take(our(
laptops(out(to(the(library(twice(a(week.(So(we(can't(take(it(more(than(twice(a(week,(but(
we're(allowed(to(come(in(the(library(whenever(we(want.”(The(students(used(the(power(
points(under(the(low(seats(to(charge(their(laptops,(if(they(brought(their(own(charger.(The(
students(were(able(to(describe(the(complex(system(for(regulating(who(could(visit(the(library(
during(lunchtimes:((
There's(a(timetable.(It's(got(Monday(and(the(first(break(and(second(break.(The(first(
break(says(a(boys'(day,(and(they(say(no(girls.(It(says(closed(at(second(break.(Tuesday(
it's(open(for(one(to(Grade(7,(so(everybody(can(come(in,(and(that's(both(breaks.(Then(
it's(Grade(1(to(Grade(7(first(break(on(Wednesday,(and(closed(on(the(second(break.(
It's(open(Grades(1(–(7(on(Thursday,(both(breaks.(Then(Friday(it's(girls’(first(break(and(
boys(second.(
They(also(described(an(additional(routine(for(lunchtime(when(it(was(raining.(A(message(
would(be(sent(round(advising(whether(it(was(a(green(or(orange(lunch:(
A(green(lunch(is(where(you're(not(allowed(to(go(outside.(You're(allowed(to(play(
outside(undercover,(on(the(concrete(and(stuff;(play(hand(ball(or(something.(An(
orange(lunch(is(called(wet(lunch,(which(means(you(have(to(stay(in(your(classroom(all(
lunch.((
Weather(
The(fine(red(soil(that(became(a(clinging(mud(in(the(wet(weather(meant(that(students(were(
expected(to(remove(their(shoes(at(the(front(door(and(place(them(on(the(metal(shoe(racks.(
This(was(accepted(practice(as(it(was(also(the(convention(in(their(own(homes.(Students(felt(
that(the(library(could(be(improved(by(having(more(fans(as(“it(gets(hot(when(lots(of(people(
are(in(there.”(While(the(library(was(air\conditioned,(they(noted(that(it(was(not(turned(on(
very(often,(and(when(it(was(it(had(a(funny(smell(like(wet(socks.(
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Favourite(spaces(
The(small(breakout(rooms(were(the(most(popular(space(to(book(and(use:(“Everyone(tries(to(
book(out(the(small(quiet(rooms(so(there(isn't(as(many(people(listening(in(to(your(
conversation.”((Another(favourite(place(was(the(green(room(where(they(could(make(movies(
as(they(had(learned(to(do(with(a(previous(teacher,(and(they(booked(the(room(to(experiment(
with(their(movie(making(at(lunchtime.(Students(appreciated(the(new(library(as(there(was(
more(space(and(“you(can(walk(through(without(tripping(someone(else.”(!
Teachers’(perspectives(
Janet(taught(a(combined(year(6(&(7(class.(She(valued(the(new(library(as(an(additional(
teaching(space(and(would(often(use(the(online(booking(system(to(book(the(larger(teaching(
areas,(particularly(when(there(was(hot(weather,(as(she(appreciated(the(air\conditioning.(The(
variety(of(library(spaces(enabled(her(to(introduce(a(number(of(innovations(in(her(teaching.((
Greater(variety(of(teaching(ways(
Janet(appreciated(the(way(that(the(spaces(in(the(new(library(enabled(her(to(teach(her(
composite(class(in(a(greater(variety(of(ways.(She(said(“it's(freed(up(teachers(to(be(able(to(
think(of(using(other(methods(that(they(would(have(normally(shut(down”.(She(also(
appreciated(the(clear(layout(that(enabled(children(to(find(things(easily(and(provided(
spacious(teaching(areas,(as(“I(hate(teaching(in(squashed(areas.”(She(used(the(larger(rooms(
to(enable(visiting(speakers(to(address(all(Year(7s,(as(the(furniture(could(fold(against(the(walls(
and(ninety(children(could(sit(on(the(floor(and(listen(to(visiting(authors,(or(to(the(district(
nurse(giving(“puberty(talks”.(She(also(used(the(meeting(room(as(an(alternative(classroom(for(
science(demonstrations(as(it(had(a(wet(area(and(hot(water(for(coffee.(Previously,(teacher(
resources(were(located(somewhere(else(in(the(school,(and(involved(extra(trips(to(borrow(
from(the(library,(so(she(would(often(not(bother(to(use(them.(Now,(having(the(curriculum(
collection(located(in(the(library(saved(her(time.((
Janet(felt(she(could(send(a(group(of(students(to(the(computer(area(without(having(to(send(
an(adult(with(them,(as(there(was(general(supervision(and(visibility.(Visibility(to(the(glassed(in(
breakout(rooms(also(enabled(her(to(plan(small(group(work(during(her(programmed(library(
lesson,(a(significant(change(as:(
Normally,(a(library(lesson(for(me(used(to(be(simply(we'd(go(in,(we'd(get(our(book,(
we'd(go.(Now,(because(I've(got(the(space,(I(have(my(teacher(aide(during(library(time,(
so(he(takes(one(area(and(he(does(one(on(one(reading(with(kids.(
She(also(was(able(to(send(the(teacher(aide(with(a(group(of(children(at(other(times,(as(“I(
know(there's(going(to(be(space(for(her(to(work(with(them”.((
The(flexible(furnishings(meant(she(would(send(trusted(students(“up(to(set(the(room(up.(I'll(
tell(them(what(I(want(it(to(look(like(and(they'll(set(it(up.”(She(had(also(noticed(that(a(group(
of(girls(had(asked(“to(do(extra(spelling(work(during(library(lesson,(so(they(go(into(one(of(the(
little(rooms.(Because(it's(glass(I(can(watch(them(and(know(that(they're(doing(the(right(work.(
They(can(get(my(attention(easy,(but(they're(not(being(interrupted(by(the(other(students.”(
She(mentioned(that(the(girls(in(particular(appreciated(the(small(breakout(rooms,(and(would(
book(them(themselves(during(lunchtimes:(((
I(think(it's(because(they(get(that(sense(of(they're(not(being(supervised.(They(feel(
that(they(can(be(themselves.(They're(not(constantly(being(watched.(Also(they(can(
move(away(from(the(kids(that(are(irritating(them.(They(can(go(in(and(do(something(
together(without(other(kids(irritating(them(or(interrupting(them.((
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Janet(observed(that(there(were(not(many(spaces(in(the(school(where(children(could(have(a(
sense(of(privacy(with(friends.!She(felt(that(the(breakout(rooms(could(have(been(improved(by(
including(a(whiteboard(and(small(table(for(children.(However,(she(felt(that(the(movable(soft(
furnishings(were(inappropriate,(as(“kids(use(them(as(little(racing(cars”,(and(it(would(be(
better(to(not(have(them(and(avoid(children(getting(into(trouble(as(“that’s(just(kids(being(
kids”.((
The(tropical(climate(was(also(a(factor(in(the(utility(of(the(space.(While(Janet(believed(that(
the(outdoor(area(“has(too(much(glare(for(learning”,(the(air\conditioning(in(the(library(made(
it(a(“reward”(in(the(summer(months.(The(classrooms(were(not(air\conditioned(and(became(
quite(hot,(and(Janet(noted(that(booking(a(room(to(teaching(in(the(library(meant(that(“I(was(
able(to(teach(right(up(until(the(end(of(Year(7;(whereas,(normally,(that(last(week(of(school(is(
just(a(waste(of(time”.(!
Principal’s(perspectives(
Graham,(the(principal(at(the(time(of(our(visit,(was(filling(in(for(the(incumbent(principal(who(
had(been(seconded(to(a(role(in(the(district(office.(In(this(role,(Graham(responded(to(a(high(
degree(of(accountability(to(the(district(office.(He(explained(that(each(school(had(to(report(
progress(of(every(student(against(a(number(of(external(assessment(maths,(reading(and(
writing(benchmarks.(The(role(of(the(library(was(therefore(not(considered(to(be(central(to(
learning(by(the(district(office.((
Graham’s(view(of(quality(learning(was(influenced(by(the(district(priorities(on(testing(and(
measurement.((He(viewed(the(library(as(a(place(for(students(to(access(leisure(reading,(and(
the(teacher\librarians(as(resource(assistants(for(teachers(as(they(planned(curriculum(to(meet(
the(benchmarks(and(the(compulsory(curriculum.((
Graham(was(able(to(compare(School(4’s(library(design(with(the(same(template(design(
adopted(by(his(base(school(located(in(a(nearby(regional(town.(While(he(was(critical(of(some(
of(the(design(features(of(the(School(4(library,(ones(that(were(valued(by(the(teacher\librarian,(
he(was(philosophical(that(the(funding(was(a(“one(off”(and(“we(should(be(grateful(for(what(
we(got”.(
Test(pressures(
Graham(shared(that(each(principal(was(provided(with(a(range(of(standardised(assessments(
and(were(expected(to(use(these(tools(to(measure(each(student’s(progress(against(
benchmarks:(“So(across(the(region(everyone(is(using(the(PAT(series(of(tests(from(ACER.(So(
we're(all,(just(at(the(moment,(PAT\R\ing(our(kids.”(As(we(spoke,(the(deputy(principal(was(
using(a(library(breakout(room(with(the(preschool(children(doing(maths(assessment,(adding(
to(the(data(spreadsheet(that(would(be(sent(to(the(region(to(account(for(how(the(school(was(
meeting(benchmarks.(
BER(process(
Graham(noted(that(each(state(school(had(to(select(their(library(from(a(standard(design(that(
depended(on(the(size(of(the(school.(Schools(could(negotiate(with(the(Parents(and(Citizens’(
Association(of(their(school(if(they(wished(to(include(extra(local(funding(to(select(a(design(
available(to(larger(schools.(Schools(were(allocated(an(architect(by(the(District(office,(and(
then(tenders(were(called(for(a(project(manager(to(manage(the(construction(of(all(of(the(
buildings(in(a(local(group(of(schools.(The(project(manager(liaised(with(the(state(employer(
and(subcontractors.(Graham(noted(that(schools(did(not(have(much(choice(about(what(the(
roof(looked(like(or(the(actual(colour(scheme(of(the(outside(or(the(building(material(as(that(
was(decided(by(the(successful(tenderer,(but(schools(could(have(some(choice(over(the(
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internal(layout(of(the(floor(plan.(While(it(was(mandatory(to(have(a(green(or(blue(screen(
room,(different(schools(organised(the(internal(layout(depending(on(their(school’s(focus.(!
Technology(a(priority(for(new(library(
School(4(had(an(existing(priority(that(emphasised(technology,(with(students(using(their(own(
laptops,(so(an(ICT(help(desk(was(a(priority(in(the(library(design,(whereas(Graham(noted(that(
in(his(previous(school(they(prioritised(a(space(for(teacher(cooperative(planning(in(the(
curriculum(resource(room.(Graham(was(not(convinced(that(there(was(evidence(that(laptops(
improved(learning,(but(was(supporting(the(priority(while(he(was(the(acting(principal.((
Active(teacherXlibrarian(network(
The(local(network(of(teacher\librarians(was(very(active(in(encouraging(visits(by(the(group(to(
local(schools(that(had(already(redeveloped(their(libraries(and(they(had(robust(discussions(
about(libraries(of(the(future(and(the(competing(demands(for(physical(and(virtual(information(
management(that(informed(the(design(of(each(school’s(interior(plan(for(their(library.(
Visibility(and(accessibility(
Graham(noted(that(a(common(priority(was(visibility(for(the(teacher\librarians,(and(the(
location(and(design(of(the(circulation(area,(office(and(work(areas(to(enable(the(teacher\
librarian(to(continue(to(“watch(kids”(while(they(worked.(Each(school(had(to(choose(where(to(
situate(the(library,(and(Graham(noted(“the(conversation(went(back(and(forth(…(about(where(
can(we(put(this(thing(so(it's(most(accessible(and(easiest(to(get(to(for(our(littlest(children”,(
but(“in(the(end(you're(constrained(by(the(physical(landscape(that(you're(working(in.”(While(
he(noted(that(ideally(he(would(have(demolished(a(covered(area(and(put(the(library(in(the(
middle(of(the(school,(“(you(haven't(got(that(luxury.(There(wasn't(that(much(money”.(
Principals(needed(to(“make(every(dollar(count(in(bricks(and(mortar,(not(in(demolition.”((
Critiquing(the(library(design(
Graham’s(critique(of(the(library(design(was(from(practical(perspectives.(Graham(felt(that(the(
library(design(created(more(space,(but(did(not(think(that(the(actual(design(facilitated(
learning(any(better(than(the(previous(design,(as(teachers(still(booked(in(for(weekly(lessons(
so(children(could(exchange(books(like(they(did(before.((
Graham(noted(that(the(new,(lower(shelves(made(it(easier(for(young(children(to(find(books,(
and(that(the(circulation(desk(worked(well(as(an(efficient(space.(He(was(critical(of(the(colour(
scheme,(feeling(it(would(quickly(date,(and(that(the(outdoor(area(was!a(big(expense(with(
little(use(beyond(school(lunchtimes(and(afterschool(care,(and(should(have(been(
weatherproofed.(There(was(also(limited(delivery(vehicle(access,(as(books(for(book(fairs(had(
to(come(in(on(wheeled(trolleys.(He(would(have(preferred(bigger(breakout(rooms,(and(
redesigned(the(location(of(the(toilet(and(kitchen(so(its(use(wouldn’t(interrupt(any(meetings(
in(that(room.(The(naming(of(the(rooms(had(no(impact(on(learning(and(was(“just(an(
organisational(gimmick(…(to(my(way(of(thinking(you're(better(off(naming(things(consistently(
with(the(rest(of(the(community(so(people(know(what(the(hell(you're(talking(about.”(((
Overall,(however,(the(new(library(space(was(appreciated(as(a(nicer(environment(to(work(in(
as(“the(old(library(had(rips(in(the(carpet(and(it(was(crowded(and(dank.(Water(had(got(into(
the(concrete”.((
In(the(principal’s(discourse,(the(library(seemed(to(occupy(a(marginal(role(in(the(school.(
When(asked(how(the(library(contributed(to(quality(learning,(Graham(indicated(that(the(
library(was(a(resource(provider,(and(that(the(teacher\librarians(used(their(knowledge(of(the(
resources(to(assist(teachers(in(planning(curriculum.(
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Reviewing!the!library!design!!
The(final(result(of(the(designing(and(building(process(is(the(bright,(airy(space,(themed(in(
blues,(greys(and(pinks.((
Design(strengths(
• Glass(internal(walls:(allow(visibility(in(and(out(of(the(spaces,(and(across(the(library.(
Students(and(teachers(working(in(smaller(spaces(feel(private,(yet(secure.(Teacher\
librarian(and(teachers’(aide(can(work(in(their(offices(whilst(keeping(in(touch(with(the(
circulation(desk(and(other(parts(of(the(library,(and(alert(to(needs(for(help(as(they(arise.(
The(curved(glass(wall(of(these(offices(gives(students(a(“softer”,(less(forbidding(view(into(
them.(Also,(the(closed(off(areas(lessen(disruption(for(smaller(groups(when(whole(classes(
are(working(in(the(library.(((((
• Variety(of(spaces:(including(large(open(areas,(formal(meetings(rooms,(small(breakout(
rooms(and(informal(corners(that(allow(flexibility(and(fluidity(of(use,(for(different(
activities(and(learning(approaches.(
• Multiple(power(points:(around(the(walls(and(in(four(floor(panels(allow(digital(
connectivity(and(flexibility(for(different(working(configurations((individual,(small(group(
and(whole(class);(and(safety(without(power(cords(to(trip(students.(The(effect(is(a(more(
“fluid”(library(environment(as(“we’re(not(fixed(to(where(things(are”.(This(contributes(to(
“the(whole(concept(of(anywhere(learning(…(You’re(not(just(at(a(desk,(you(can(be(sitting(
here,(you(can(be(there,(you(can(be(talking(to(somebody”.((
• Themed(colour(scheme(of(blues,(greys,(pinks(and(purples:(continued(to(outside(of(the(
building.((
• Colourful(carpet(squares:(can(be(replaced(easily(if(necessary;(convey(a(sense(of(”fun(in(
colour,(but(it’s(almost(a(formal(fun”;(to(remind(students(that(while(it(is(a(welcoming(
place,(it(is(still(somewhere(they(need(to(behave.(
• Vinyl(in(the(doorway(and(purpose\designed(steel(shoe(rack:(cope(with(the(inevitable(red(
mud(that(students(bring(on(their(feet(during(the(long(wet(months;(students(leave(their(
shoes(on(the(rack(before(entering(the(carpeted(area(and(the(vinyl(can(be(easily(cleaned.((
• Position,(shape,(and(height(of(the(circulation(desk:(According(to(Bruce,(this(made((it(
”more(friendly,(more(of(a(service(counter,(not(a(guard”.(This(was(achieved(by(moving(it(
away(from(the(doorway(and(making(it(curved,(and(at(a(height(that(everyone(”even(
preppies(“can(see(over.(Freedom(from(corners(is(a(safety(feature.(Meanwhile,(staff(at(
the(desk(can(still(effectively(see(people(arriving(and(leaving.((
• Professional(signage:(differentiates(areas(of(the(library(and(enables(students(to(
understand(its(purposes.(Bruce(explained:(“It(was(quite(expensive(but(…(it(adds(to(the(
environment.(I(think(that(the(old(print(a(sign(on(the(computer(and(laminate(it(just(
doesn’t(cut(it(anymore….(So(having(a(real(sign(makes(a(fun(environment(a(little(bit(more(
professional(again;(so(the(students([think](‘oh(that’s(right(it’s(a(working(place;(I(come(
here(with(a(teacher(aide,(with(my(teacher;(with(my(group;(and(I’ve(got(work(to(do.(I’m(
not(just(playing’”.(((
• Drinking(fountain(inside(the(library(caters(to(students(in(hot(climate.(From(an(
organisational(perspective,(teachers(appreciate(students(not(needing(to(leave(the(
building(to(get(a(drink.(Vinyl(flooring(ensures(that(water(spillages(can(be(easily(dried.((
• Naming(smaller(rooms(after(Australian(authors(and(activities:(e.g.,(Gary(Crew,(Mem(Fox,(
Brain(Gym,(Café(Connect;(personalises(the(spaces(and(adds(a(little(“fun(factor”.(
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• Courtyard(with(fixed(desks:(extends(the(library(space(into(the(outdoors(for(a(variety(of(
activities(including(reading(groups,(computer(tasks,(and(play(practices.(Bruce(reported(
that(the(courtyard(“works(wonderfully”(as(“another(learning(environment”.(
• Community(room(with(toilet(and(kitchenette(extends(the(role(of(the(library:(this(secure,(
self\contained(area(fulfils(a(BER(requirement(to(provide(spaces(that(integrate(school(and(
community(uses;(It(also(furthers(student(learning(outcomes(by(providing(space(for(
professional(development(and(collaborative(planning(for(teachers(with(the(teacher\
librarian.((
Design(weaknesses(
• Recording(studio:(lack(of(appropriate(lighting.(
• Position(of(the(disabled(toilet:(inconveniently(located(in(the(community(room,(away(
from(the(main(public(area(and(adjacent(to(the(kitchenette.(However,(the(cost(of(
moving(it(to(the(other(side(of(the(building(would(have(been(prohibitively(expensive,(
leaving(little(money(for(library.(
• Pebbles(in(the(courtyard:(wash(away(in(the(rain.((
• Automatic(door(unnecessary:(wasteful(of(electricity,(used(only(in(the(summer(
months(when(air\conditioning(is(running.(
• Lack(of(appropriate(storage(for(curriculum(resources:(taking(up(space(in(small(
breakout(room.((
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!!
There(was(no(clear(articulation(of(learning(philosophy(in(the(new(library(space.(Students(
developed(greater(independence(as(they(could(work(unsupervised,(although(it(was(
interesting(to(note(that(here(the(teacher(reasoned(that(“kids(will(be(kids”(to(limit(the(
mobility(of(flexible(furniture,(whereas(the(teacher(in(School(3(used(this(same(reasoning(for(
greater(mobility(and(movement.((
The(weather(was(an(influential(factor(in(designing(the(entry(to(the(library.(Suited(to(this(
tropical(area,(vinyl(flooring(and(a(shoe(rack(were(installed(to(limit(damage(caused(by(wet(
and(muddy(shoes.(((
The(library(did(not(qualify(for(Cool(Schools(financial(assistance(as(the(area(is(not(consistently(
hot(enough.(There(was(an(unwritten(policy(not(to(use(the(library(air\conditioning(but(to(rely(
on(the(breeze.(This(was(an(unpopular(decision(among(students.(However,(the(teacher\
librarian(kept(two(spray(bottles(in(the(fridge(and(sprayed(children’s(faces(to(cool(them(later(
in(the(day.((
An(interesting(way(of(enabling(shared(access,(timetabling(girls(and(boys(on(in(different(days,(
reinforced(gendered(patterns…girls(quietly(talking(in(breakout(rooms…boys(playing(
computer(games.(
There(was(no(sign(of(organized(activities(or(board(games,(prompting(a(question(about(
whether(the(library(was(designed(for(formal(teaching(rather(than(to(encourage(social(
development.(
C2C(has(changed(the(opportunity(to(use(library(technology,(but(this(might(adapt(more(in(
coming(years.(
(
(
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Who(is(valued(here?((
According(to(Bruce,(students(and(teachers’(aides(are(all(valued:(“I(think(the(students(at(the(
top”.(Natalie(“designed(this(space(and(the(kids(see(it(as(their(space.((So(she(designed(the(
space(for(them([…](I(love(how(the(teacher(aides(have(been(valued(here(because(they(have(a(
space(that(is(their(space”.((
By(providing(a(defined,(purpose(designed(space(the(teacher(aides(are(able(to(work(to(their(
potential.(This(also(causes(students(to(understand(their(respective(roles(and(respect(their(
work:(((
They(go(to(different(places(for(different(reasons.((So(they(might(go(to(our(ICT(aide(
…’excuse(me(sir,(can(you(help(me(with(this’(and(there’s(a(bit(of(respect(…(knowing(
that(that’s(your(job.((…(Knowing(the(roles(of(the(teacher(aids(and(knowing(that(
sometimes(they’re(busy(with(other(stuff,(not(just(at(beck(and(call.(
In(turn,(Bruce(believes(the(students(value(Nadia(the(teacher\librarian:((
“Maybe(it’s(a(bit(more(than(respect.(…(There’s(a(bit(of(awe(because(they(are(
amazed,(they(know(that(she(designed(this”.(
What(is(valued(here?(
Technology,(practicality(and(learning(were(valued(and(inter\connected,(as(evident(in(the(
hexapods,(abundant(power(outlets(and(activities(that(promote(web\based(inquiry.((
Innovation(is(valued(and(reflected(in(small(but(meaningful(ways,(such(as(the(original(naming(
of(rooms(for(Australian(authors.(Student(well\being(is(valued,(as(exemplified(by(provision(of(
the(indoor(water(fountain(and(the(child\friendly(desk(and(curved(walls.((((
The(library(had(a(distinctive(character(and(learner\focus,(“magic(on(the(margins”.((It(did(not(
appear(to(reflect(a(whole\school(culture,(since(there(was(no(consistent(narrative(told(by(
principal,(teacher(and(students.(Improved(pedagogy(seemed(to(be(influenced(by(
enthusiasms(of(the(teacher\librarian(and(champion(teachers,(but(their(beliefs(about(learning(
were(not(necessarily(shared(or(articulated.(((
An(awakening!
For(Bruce,(transitioning(into(the(new(library(was(an(“awakening”:(“Because(it(was(kind(of(
like(‘wow(this(is(how(it(can(be’.((…(Coming(here(and(seeing(that(libraries(aren’t(boxes;(
they’re(not(a(store(room(…(they’re(a(place(of(pedagogy(and(they(can(be(dynamic(and(fun(
and(still(highly(educational”.(
Bruce’s(impression(of(the(PORTAL(in(operation(was:(“busy(in(a(good(way”(and(an(“enjoying(
learning(situation”.(“I(just(love(how(child\centred(it(is;(the(posters;(the(colour;(and(I(think(the(
light(…when(we(have(the(wet(season(it(can(be(dark(and(miserable(outside(for(months(at(a(
time,(and(being(a(nice(bright(place(to(come(into,(it’s(…(uplifting”.(He(concluded:(“I(think(it(
works”.(
!
!!
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6.5!School!5!!
Introducing!the!school!!
School(5(is(a(state(high(school(in(an(outer(Brisbane(suburb.(In(contrast(to(the(other,(well\
established(schools(in(this(study,(School(5(is(a(brand(new(school,(having(opened(in(2012(with(
an(initial(intake(of(about(330(students(in(Years(7(and(8.(However,(the(student(population(is(
expected(to(grow(rapidly(over(the(next(few(years,(to(meet(the(secondary(schooling(needs(of(
this(rapidly(developing(area.(In(line(with(the(school’s(enrolment(management(plan,(year(
levels(will(be(added(as(current(students(progress(through(the(school.(Accordingly,(a(second(
construction(phase(is(planned.(
Not(surprisingly,(the(school(appears(starkly(new(and(is(yet(to(develop(a(distinctive(character.(
Design(principles(are(more(functional(than(aesthetic.(A(black(metal(fence(at(the(front(of(the(
school(is(quite(forbidding(and(seemingly(conflicts(with(the(otherwise(peaceful(environment.(
The(campus(is(spacious(and(flat,(with(an(extensive(area(allowed(for(future(development.(At(
the(time(of(our(visit,(the(facilities(consisted(of:(Year(7(and(8(classrooms,(administration(
building,(Information(Services(Centre((library),(hospitality(and(science(teaching(centres,(and(
a(canteen.(The(buildings(are(lined(down(one(of(the(long(sides(of(the(rectangular(site(and(it(
takes(several(minutes(to(walk(between(the(administration(block(at(one(end(and(the(
Information(Services(Centre(at(the(other.((
The(buildings(have(a(uniform(style,(with(pristine(brick(and(white(roofs.(They(look(onto(a(
wide(expanse(of(short(grass,(interspersed(with(regularly(spaced(young(trees.(Beyond(the(
Information(Services(Centre,(at(the(far(end(of(the(site,(there(is(more(open(grass(and(a(sports(
oval.(Shaded(concrete(paths(connect(the(buildings.(The(only(other(outdoor(shade(is(found(in(
several(concrete\floored(areas(close(to(the(classrooms.(
At(the(moment,(due(to(the(relatively(small(number(of(students(and(large(size(of(the(site,(the(
school(seems(eerily(under\populated(and(unblemished.(However,(its(very(newness(offers(
opportunity(for(innovative(learning(and(teaching.(
Introducing!the!school!library!!
At(School(5,(the(library(is(known(as(the(Information(Services(Centre((ISC).(It(was(built(and(
opened(at(the(same(time(as(the(new(school(in(2012.((
The(library(space(
The(ISC(is(entered(through(large(glass(doors,(which(lead(to(a(wide(and(somewhat(forbidding(
circulation(desk.(Once(past(this(barrier,(the(ISC(presents(an(uncluttered,(contemporary(feel.(
The(vaulted(ceiling(and(tall(windows(down(one(side(ensure(that(the(space(is(light(and(airy.(
While(the(floors(and(walls(are(neutral(colours,(brightly(coloured,(comfortable(furniture(
creates(a(student\friendly(environment.((
The(large(open(central(space(offers(a(mix(of(formal(study(tables(and(informal(lounge(seating(
arranged(in(variously(sized(groupings.(Leading(off(this(space,(there(are(several(separate(
rooms(at(the(end(and(down(both(sides,(which(include(meeting(rooms,(a(green(room,(a(large(
workroom(and(IT(services.((
In(contrast(to(other(libraries(in(this(study,(the(ISC(has(strikingly(few(shelves,(while(digital(
technologies(are(prominent.(The(physical(collection,(which(consists(of(about(450(books(for(
recreational(reading,(is(tucked(into(a(far(corner.(The(interactive(whiteboards(and(surface(
table,(the(“Wall(of(Awesomeness”(media(screen(and(the(green(room(all(draw(attention(to(
the(ISC’s(mission(to(support(connected(learning.(
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Teacher\librarian(and(library(staff((
The(ISC(was(managed(by(Jenny,(who(came(to(School(5(with(over(20(years’(experience(as(
teacher\librarian(in(several(primary(schools.(She(took(the(position(as(she(needed(a(“change(
and(a(challenge”.((She(was(assisted(by(a(part\time(teacher\aide(and(a(computer(technician.(
All(three(commenced(here(when(the(school(opened(at(the(start(of(2012.(Jenny(commented(
that(they(worked(effectively(as(a(team.(((
Creating!the!new!library!!
Jenny(had(no(involvement(in(the(planning(of(the(ISC(or(decision\making(about(layout,(colour(
scheme(or(furniture:(“I(didn't(have(any(say(in(it.(It(was(already(decided(before(I(got(my(job”.(
However,(the(principal(had(limited(say(in(the(selection(of(furniture,(in(particular(he(
requested(more(flexible(tables(and(fewer(book(shelves(than(were(originally(planned.((((
Moving!into!the!new!library!!
Jenny(arrived(rather(than(transitioned(into(the(new(library(space.(Prior(to(starting(at(the(
school(in(January(2012,(her(association(with(the(school(and(the(new(library(had(been(quite(
limited.(On(two(occasions,(she(walked(through(the(library(while(it(was(under(construction.(
She(also(attended(a(three\day(retreat(at(the(end(of(the(preceding(year,(which(served(as(
orientation(to(the(new(school(and(an(opportunity(to(meet(other(staff.(With(no(other(
preparation,(she(acquired(the(new(space(and(fittings(and(needed(to(use(them(to(provide(an(
information(service(from(day(one(of(term.((
Using!the!new!library!learning!space!!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
Jenny(was(aware(that(she(was(“blazing(a(trail”(in(this(new(library,(as(she(developed(
information(services(and(found(ways(to(contribute(to(learning(and(teaching.(She(was(gently(
“chipping(away”(to(raise(recognition(of(her(role(as(ISC(manager(around(the(school(and(to(
establish(collaborative(relationships(with(teachers.(As(an(experienced(teacher\librarian(she(
was(aware(that(these(are(“things(that(you(work(at”.(((
Starting(from(scratch(
During(her(interview,(Jenny(indicated(that(she(faced(various(challenges(in(her(current(
position.(First,(she(had(moved(from(a(familiar(primary(school(to(an(unfamiliar(secondary(
school(environment.(Second,(she(had(no(time(to(prepare(before(the(school(and(library(
opened(in(Term(1,(2012,(so(it(was(hard(to(develop(and(provide(information(services(in(an(
unfamiliar(environment,(whilst(attending(to(the(routine(needs(of(students(and(staff.(Third,(
she(had(limited(books(to(work(with(and(create(displays.(She(wants(to(create(a(“great(
service”(to(teachers(and(students(but(is(concerned(that:((
Because(we(have(such(a(small(collection(…(I'm(not(always(able(to(provide(them(with(
exactly(what(they(need.(Usually(…(I(can(find(something(else(that(suits(or(find(them(
some(websites(that(they(can(use;(so(that's(challenging.!!!
Fourth,(she(lacked(an(established(collegial(network(to(draw(on(for(support,(since(this(was(a(
new(job(at(a(new(school,(where(few(people(knew(each(other.(Compounding(this(challenge,(
the(new(school(staff(was(a(mix(of(primary(and(secondary(trained(teachers,(who(were(all(
similarly(struggling(to(find(their(way(in(a(newly(formed(Year(7\8(high(school.((Finally,(she(was(
disappointed(that(few(teachers(called(on(her(professional(assistance(or(brought(their(classes(
to(the(ISC(for(formal(classes.(However,(some(brought(students(to(do(independent(research,(
which(made(Jenny(think(that(it(was(the(flexibility(of(the(space(that(drew(them.(This(was(very(
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different(to(her(previous(primary(school(library,(where(over(several(years(she(had(developed(
a(strongly(collaborative(relationship(with(teachers:(
So(I've(now(come(into(a(new(environment(in(a(very(different(scenario,(because(it's(
not(primary(school(anymore,(and(high(schools(work,(I'm(finding,(in(a(very(different(
way.(I'm(working(with(people(who,(perhaps,(have(not(had(great(relationships(with(
their(teacher\librarian(in(the(past.((
On(a(more(positive(note,(Jenny(was(aware(that(she(was(making(progress,(even(at(a(
frustratingly(gradual(rate:(
At(this(stage,(I'm(still(chipping(away.(I(can(foresee(that(I(will(probably(have(to(do(that(
for(a(little(bit(in(the(future.(I(feel(like(I'm(just(starting(to(make(some(headway,(in(that(
I'm(now(being(included(in(planning(meetings,(being(included(with(planning(teams,(
which(is(what(I(like(to(do(because(I(feel(I(need(to(be(in(on(that(ground(floor(so(that(
I'm(able(to(offer(them(the(best(service(that(I(possibly(can.((
She(also(pointed(out(that(a(good(aspect(of(“starting(from(scratch”(is(that(the(library(has(only(
new(resources,(saving(her(the(chore(of(culling,(which(she(always(hated(and(found(difficult.(((
Flexibility(and(comfort(
Jenny(reported(that(the(students(enjoyed(the(flexibility(and(comfort(of(the(library,(as(a(quite(
different(place(on(campus.((
We(have(a(lot(of(comfortable(furniture.(The(students(do(tend(to(gravitate(towards(
the(lounge(chairs,(as(opposed(to(the(desks,(for(the(most(part.(Although(…(there(are(
some(students(that(always(go(and(sit(at(a(desk(when(they've(got(their(laptop,(but(
there(are(others(that(like(to(sit(on(the(lounge(chairs.(You'll(often(see(two(or(three(of(
them(collaborating(together(with(one(laptop.(They're(looking,(sitting,(grouped(close(
together(on(the(lounge(chairs(and(working(together(on(something.(So(I(guess(that's(
probably(something(that's(different(from(the(classroom,(in(that(…(the(furniture,(I(
guess,(provides,(probably,(more(flexibility(because(there's(more(space.(The(
classrooms(…(while(they've(got(flexible(furniture(…(there's(not(a(lot(of(space(to(move(
that(furniture;(so(it's(difficult(to(redesign(the(way(that(it(is;(whereas,(here,(there(are,(
I(guess,(the(little(pockets,(little(areas(where(…(if(there's(a(little(group(of(them(they(
can(feel(as(though(they(have(their(own(space,(as(opposed(to(they're(really(close(to(
everyone(else.(((
Significantly(for(teenagers,(the(library(was(the(only(place(at(school(where(they(could(use(
their(own(mobile(devices:(
They'll(put(their(earphones(in.(They'll(listen(to(music(while(they're(working(on(an(
assignment;(whereas(they're(not(allowed(to(do(that(in(the(classrooms,(and(they(are(
allowed(to(do(that(here.(…(They'll(be(sharing.(They'll(have(one(earpiece(in(each,(so(
they're(obviously(listening(to(something(as(they're(working(on(assignments.(…(It's(
more(relaxed,(I(suppose,(than(the(classroom(space.(
Supporting(learning(and(teaching(
Jenny(noted(that(the(students(valued(the(assistance(she(provides(in(using(the(technology(to(
find(assignment(information(and(selecting(books(to(read.(It(was(particularly(“frantic”(when(
assignments(were(due(and(students(came(seeking(resources(and(“wanting(help(and(needing(
help”.!However,(she(thought(the(teachers(had(not(yet(realised(how(“valuable”(she(could(be(
to(them(as(a(“useful(resource”.!!Although(she(provided(assistance(as(required(to(students(
during(classes(in(the(library,(and(once(visited(a(class(to(teach(research(skills,(she(did(not(
provide(any(regularly(scheduled(information(literacy(classes.(
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Teachers(sometimes(booked(space(for(their(classes(in(the(library,(but(seldom(booked(Jenny’s(
time.(So(she(was(gently(working(to(establish(relationships(with(them.(For(example(she(made(
her(presence(felt(whenever(they(came(to(the(ISC:!“Without(ruffling(any(feathers,(I(just(try(to(
be(there(…(and(be(helping(students(…(doing(whatever(research(task(they(happen(to(be(
doing”.(She(found(that(teachers(were(“pleased(and(surprised”(that(she(would(help(them(
willingly(in(this(way.(She(in(turn(was(surprised(by(the(teachers’(reaction,(since(she(viewed(it(
as(her(job(to(support(teaching(and(learning.((
Creating(a(learning(hub(
Looking(ahead,(Jenny(did(not(have(any(“rigid(guidelines”(for(developing(the(library,(
preferring(to(respond(flexibly(to(“whatever(it(needs(to(be.”(Her(vision(for(the(ISC(was(to(be:((
A(very(central(part(of(the(college(…(a(place(that(students(use.(It(might(be(a(group(of(
them.(It(might(be(individuals;(that(they(come(here(when(they're(needing(help(to(find(
information.(That(information(might(be(in(books.(It(might(be(that(they're(using(
tablets(or(laptops(or(iPads(or(whatever(else(we(have(down(the(track.(They(would(
come(here(knowing(that(equipment's(available(or(resources(are(available(…(It's(
really(about(embedding(within(the(minds(of(everyone(within(the(college,(but(
particularly(with(the(teachers(…(that(this(is(our(central(learning(hub.(…(Students(
already(know(that(this(is(a(place(to(come(for(recreational(reading(and(…(where(you(
come(if(you(don't(know(how(to(find(the(information(that(you(need.(This(is(the(spot(
to(come(to.(
Summing(up(her(experience(with(School(5’s(new(library(learning(space,(Jenny(concluded:(
It's(always(exciting(to(have(a(new(space,(particularly(here(because,(basically,(it's(
been(mine(to(do(with(whatever(–(not(so(much(whatever(I(wanted,(but(along(those(
lines;(so(that's(exciting.(…(It's(also(…(very(challenging(because(I've(been(on(a(very(
steep(learning(curve;(just(trying(to(work(out(where(we(need(to(head;(where(we're(
heading(and(what(we're(going(to(do.(
Students’(perspectives((
In(this(new(high(school,(the(year(7(and(8(students(were(the(foundation(students.(The((
students(we(met(used(the(library(primarily(as(a(social(space(and(indicated(a(high(degree(of(
ownership(over(the(library(space(as(their(preferred(meeting(place(during(lunchtimes.(On(the(
day(of(our(visit,(an(equal(mix(of(boys(and(girls(met(to(play(games,(use(computers(and(sit(on(
the(low(couches.(The(librarian(mingled(in(the(crowd,(using(student(names,(and((a(happy(
noise(dispersed(into(the(rafters(of(the(high(ceilings.((
Relaxation(and(fun(
The(interviewed(students(stated(that(they(came(to(the(ISC(several(times(a(week(to(relax,(
hang(out(with(friends,(chat,(listen(to(music,(play(computer(games(and(run(around.(One(
explained(“if(you(just(want(to(hang(with(your(friends(you(come(here.”(They(appreciated(that(
the(ISC(promoted(a(sense(of(community,(giving(the(example(of(the(Harmony(Day(photo(
booth(in(the(green(room.(They(also(found(the(ISC(was(a(fun(place,(with(attractions(such(as(
the(regular(writers’(club,(chess(club,(game(playing(and(game(creating(on(the(Heumi(table(for(
multiple(players.(They(looked(forward(to(coming(into(the(space(as(it(was(“bright(and(airy”(
and(there(was(something(new(to(see(or(do(every(week(as(“it(is(always(changing”.(That(week,(
the(Spanish(teacher(had(put(up(a(collection(of(phrases(and(there(were(prizes(for(those(who(
could(translate(them.(((
(
(
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Informal(learning(
Students(recognised(that(they(did(not(come(to(the(ISC(often(with(their(class(and(teacher,(as(
there(were(laptop(trolleys(in(the(classrooms.(They(used(it(more(for(homework(and(informal(
and(experimental(learning.(For(example,(in(the(previous(week(for(Mental(Health(Day(they(
had(a(“crazy(thing”(happening(in(the(green(room:((
Our(whole(friend(group(hopped(in(there([green(screen(room](and(we(had(a(huge(
picture.(Then(he's(been(taking(that(picture(and(taking(the(green(screen(out(of(it(and(
putting(it(into(different(scenarios(like,(for(example,(the(one(I’ve(got(is(of(everybody(
in(our(group(in(Paris(with(the(Eifel(Tower(behind(us.((
The(students(appreciated(that(they(could(make(suggestions(to(the(Student(Council(for(
improving(the(ISC,(such(as(more(manga(books,(more(e\books(and(some(technology(like(XBox(
and(Wii(games.(They(were(also(pleased(that(the(ISC(Manager(responded(to(the(book(
requests(they(made(through(the(library(suggestion(box:(
If(we've(got(any(requests(we(go(to([the(ISC(Manager](and(she(enquires(about(them(
and(goes(and(tries(to(find(them(and(buy(them.(She(reads(through(them(to(see(if(
they're(appropriate.(If(they're(appropriate,(then(she(puts(them(on(the(shelves(and(
we(get(to(read(them.!!
Teacher’s(perspective(
Fiona(was(an(experienced(teacher(who(taught(English(and(Study(of(Society.(Her(classroom(in(
this(new(school(was(fully(equipped(with(laptops(and(an(electronic(white(board.(While(
initially(unsure(what(the(library(might(be(used(for,(she(valued(the(collaborative(planning(and(
teaching(relationship(that(she(was(building(with(Jenny,(the(ISC(manager.((
Experimenting(with(new(ways(of(working(
Fiona(believed(that(the(modern(library(space(was(part(of(the(professional(and(serious(image(
of(the(college.(She(considered(that(naming(the(library(Information(Services(or(I\services(was(
part(of(that(deliberate(culture(to(help(everyone(think(beyond(libraries(being(just(for(books,(
but(about(information(in(all(forms.(When(teaching(in(her(previous(school,(Fiona(would(book(
her(students(into(the(library(to(research(for(assignments(and(to(use(the(computers.(She(was(
hesitant(when(she(first(viewed(the(library(in(this(new(school(wondering(“where(are(all(of(the(
books?(This(is(not(going(to(work”.(Now(that(she(has(an(interactive(whiteboard(and(student(
laptops(in(her(classroom,(she(has(had(to(rethink(how(she(uses(the(library(space,(and(is(
experimenting(with(new(ways(of(working.((
The(availability(of(specialist(technology(has(made(the(library(an(attractive(teaching(space.(
When(Fiona(taught(students(about(the(Black(Death(in(medieval(history,(she(booked(students(
into(the(library(to(create(and(film(news(stories(in(role.(The(students(were(able(to(move(
between(the(green(room(for(filming,(and(the(generous(general(learning(area(as(a(place(for(
editing(and(small(group(work.(Fiona(appreciated(that(she(could(“see(everything(and(be(
everywhere(as(it(is(really(important(to(know(what(was(going(on(in(all(places.”(Glassed(areas(
enabled(her(to(see(into(the(green(room.((
Encouraging(social(learning(
Fiona(recognised(that(an(emerging(reason(for(her(use(of(the(library(with(her(classes(was(to(
work(with(Jenny,(who(as(ISC(Manager(was(different(to(any(librarian(she(had(worked(with(
before.(She(noticed(that(Jenny(encouraged(students(to(move(around(and(be(social,(and(
didn’t(expect(students(to(be(quiet(all(the(time,(which(was(Fiona’s(previous(experience(with(
librarians.(Fiona(said(that(“I(have(never(seen(so(many(kids(in(a(library(at(lunch”(and(that(the(
library(didn’t(have(“that(stigma(of(‘if(you(go(to(the(library(at(lunch(you(are(a(nerd’”.(She(
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recognised(that(this(was(due(to(Jenny’s(attitude(that(encouraged(students(to(use(the(
library’s(as(well(as(their(own(mobile(technologies,(to(move(around(and(talk,(and(that(the(
light,(open(and(modern(space(encouraged(this.(The(flexibility(of(the(space(was(also(valued(as(
a(place(that(could(be(used(for(staff(meetings,(Harmony(Day(performances(and(assemblies(in(
wet(weather.((
Fiona(regarded(Jenny(as(“involved(in(everything(the(college(does”(noting(that(Jenny(had(
been(part(of(the(committee(implementing(a(school(wide(pedagogical(framework.(The(big(
screen(video(in(the(library(that(recognised(student(accomplishments,(known(as(the(“wall(of(
awesomeness,”(was(an(initiative(of(that(committee.(Throughout(the(school,(the(teachers(
were(encouraged(to(use(a(shared(language(of(“ready,(set(goals”(to(frame(learning(
expectations.(Fiona(recalled(that(she(had(spent(quite(a(bit(of(time(exploring(with(students(
about(what(being(a(quality(learner(looks(like,(sounds(like(and(feels(like.((Fiona(illustrated(
how(she(uses(this(language(to(reinforce(positive(behaviour(in(the(library.(When(she(sees(a(
student(doing(the(right(thing,(she(might(say(“you’re(really(showing(me(that(you’re(a(quality(
learner.”(Posters(with(these(school(values(were(visible(in(the(library.(
Building(collaborative(relationships((
Fiona(valued(Jenny’s(ability(to(work(alongside(students,(and(how(knowledgeable(she(was(
with(tools(and(technology.(Jenny(was(an(additional(teacher(who(happily(worked(alongside(
the(class(teacher(during(group(work.(She(has(made(herself(available(for(teachers(to(book(
using(the(online(booking(system(used(to(book(the(library(rooms.(Fiona(described(that(she(
felt(awkward(just(booking(Jenny(as(a(resource,(so(the(first(time,(she(phoned(Jenny(to(check,(
saying(“I(felt(a(bit(bad(booking(you(without(saying(is(it(alright(for(you(to(help(me,(and(she(
said(“that’s(what(I(am(here(for”.”((
Having(established(that(relationship,(Fiona(now(values(Jenny(as(a(colleague(who(provides(
ideas(for(learning(using(technology(both(when(working(with(students(and(when(planning(for(
future(learning.((
Reviewing!the!library!design!
Design(strengths(
• Openness:(Jenny(appreciated(the(open(spaciousness(of(the(main(library(space.(In(
addition,(the(workroom(is(of(a(good(size(and(the(green(room(is(larger(and(so(more(
usable(than(the(one(at(her(previous(school.(((
• Flexibility:(The(shelving(and(all(furniture(are(on(wheels(to(allow(maximum(flexibility.(
Jenny(took(advantage(of(this(to(regularly(rearrange(the(space.(She(also(liked(the(plain(
colour(scheme(as(an(effective(background(for(the(changing(displays(that(she(sets(up.((((
• Digital:(As(Jenny(explained,(the(school’s(intended(emphasis(is(on(digital(resources(and(e\
textbooks.(Wireless(connectivity(throughout(the(school(allows(students(to(access(the(
Internet(in(the(library,(as(well(as(in(all(classrooms.(Interactive(whiteboards(are(provided(
at(one(end(of(in(the(library’s(open(area(and(in(the(meeting(rooms.(Students(may(also(use(
a(touch\sensitive(“surface”(table(for(games(and(creative(activities.((
Design(weaknesses(
Jenny(mentioned(several(times(that(although(she(was(satisfied(overall(with(the(ISC(space,(
there(were(several(aspects(she(would(have(designed(differently(if(she(had(had(the(chance.((
• Over\large(circulation(desk:(It(seemed(out(of(proportion(with(the(very(small(print(
collection.(Jenny(considered(that(the(circulation(desk(was(far(too(large(to(be(practical,(
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and(represented(a(barrier(rather(than(a(point(of(welcome(or(help(to(students:(“that's(a(
huge(space(that(could(have(been(better(utilised(in(other(ways”.((
• Lack(of(visible(enclosed(work(spaces:(Jenny(considered(that(the(library(needed(glass\
enclosed(areas(to(allow(for(small(group(work(whilst(allowing(for(easy(supervision(“so(
that(you(could(see(what(was(going(on(in(there”.((
• Over\large(tables:(There(is(a(lack(of(individual,(private(study(places(in(the(main(part(of(
the(library.(Jenny(would(have(preferred(smaller(tables,(which(could(be(re\configured(
more(easily.(((
• Fabric(seats:(Jenny(was(concerned(that(the(fabric(upholstered(seats(would(lack(
durability,(with(some(seats(already(looking(dirty.((
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!
The(ISC,(like(the(whole(school,(was(the(least(developed(among(the(seven(research(sites.(
Here,(not(surprisingly,(considerable(attention(focused(on(addressing(administrative(
challenges(in(getting(the(new(school(up(and(running(effectively.(Like(a(show(home,(the(ISC(
was(fresh(and(functional(yet(impersonal.(While(the(ISC(offered(a(shell(for(learning(
innovation,(it(was(yet(to(develop(a(distinctive(character.(Due(to(the(neutral(colours(and(
relative(emptiness(of(the(main(ISC(space,(it(still(appeared(more(like(a(study(hall(than(an(
active(learning(space.(However,(it(seemed(to(come(alive(at(lunchtime(when(students(
converged(there.(
Parachuting(in(
As(manager,(Jenny(was(addressing(multiple(challenges(in(defining(a(role(for(the(ISC(and(
herself.(Jenny(landed(in,(rather(than(transitioned(into,(the(new(ISC,(an(experience(that(Elliott(
Burns((2012)(likens(to(“being(parachuted(in”.(Having(acquired(the(space(and(fittings(without(
prior(familiarity,(she(needed(to(forge(them(into(an(information(service(from(day(one(of(
term.(
Jenny(was(striving(to(create(a(welcoming(learning(environment.(However,(the(ISC(seemed(
disconnected(from(the(rest(of(the(school,(both(physically(and(pedagogically.(Its(location(at(
the(far(end(of(the(existing(campus,(with(quite(a(lengthy(walk(from(the(staffroom(and(some(
classrooms,(meant(that(students(and(teachers(needed(to(make(an(effort(to(visit(the(library.(
This(tended(to(discourage(formal(class(visits(and(serendipitous(use.!
Social(influences(
Although(Jenny(supported(a(learning\focussed(approach,(the(new(library(appeared(to(have(
limited(influence(over(general(pedagogy(across(the(school,(with(relatively(few(teachers(using(
the(library(for(regular(classes(or(consulting(Jenny.(This(limited(classroom\library(connection(
could(be(attributable(to(the(extensive(resources(accessible(online(in(the(classrooms.(It(also(
related(to(an(apparent(lack(of(understanding(among(teachers(about(the(varied(expertise(a(
teacher\librarian(brings.(((
In(contrast,(the(ISC(was(very(busy(outside(of(class(time,(suggesting(that(students(valued(it(as(
both(a(study(and(social(space(where(they(could(work(individually(and(in(groups,(play(board(
games,(and(listen(to(music(play(on(their(mobile(devices.(Importantly,(according(to(Jenny,(
students(enjoyed(using(the(ISC(as(a(place(away(from(the(classroom.(
Digital(influences(
Unlike(other(school(libraries(in(this(study,(the(School(5(ISC(had(a(very(limited(collection(of(
physical(resources.(Instead,(it(took(advantage(of(the(high(digital(capability(and(wifi(network(
of(this(new(school(to(provide(online(information(and(learning(opportunities.(In(this(way,(the(
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ISC(was(following(a(trend(in(many(school(libraries((and(other(education(contexts)(towards(
virtual(collections(and(learning(environments.(
Jenny(was(aware(that(technology(was(changing(the(purpose(of(a(library(from(a(source(of(
information(to(a(supportive(learning(space:(
In(this(day(and(age,(because(we(have(wireless(connectivity(throughout(the(college(–((
we(have(laptops(throughout(the(college(…(the(information(that(you're(gathering(
you're(gathering(electronically(–(so(if(you're(not(needing(the(books(from(the(shelves(
you(probably(don't,(necessarily,(have(to(be(here([in(the(library].(Perhaps(you're(here(
because(it's(a(great(space(where(you(can(comfortably(work;(whether(it's(just(you(–((
you(can(work(quietly(somewhere;(you(and(your(group(can(work(together;(and(you(
know(that(you've(got(assistance(there.(
Defining(roles(
Jenny(was(aware(of(the(need(to(promote(the(pedagogical(value(of(her(role,(and(was(already(
subtly(‘chipping(away’(at(establishing(relationships(with(teachers;(but(she(realised(that(this(
takes(time(and(patience(on(her(part.(In(addition(she(recognised(a(need(to(gain(the(support(
of(the(school(leadership(to(ensure(that(the(ISC’s(full(potential(as(a(learning(hub(could(be(
achieved.((
Who(and(what(is(valued(here?(
From(the(welcoming(environment(and(assistance(that(Jenny(and(the(IT(support(officer(
provided,(it(was(evident(that(students(were(valued(in(the(ISC.(In(turn,(the(students(clearly(
valued(the(ISC(as(a(social(learning(space.(They(appeared(to(feel(ownership(over(the(space(
and(the(equipment.(They(were(confident(that(their(suggestions(for(further(improvement(
would(be(considered(through(the(Student(Council.(More(gradually,(teachers(were(also(
beginning(to(recognise(the(value(of(the(ISC(and(will(probably(use(it(more(as(they(develop(
familiarity(with(how(it(can(support(their(teaching.(
The(ISC(offered(benefits(of(having(a(wide(open(space,(excellent(wifi(connectivity(and(an(
experienced(and(committed(teacher\librarian(as(manager.(Innovative(information(and(
learning(opportunities(could(be(realised(with(Jenny’s(guidance.(As(she(explained:(
One(of(those(resources(is(me(to(assist(them(in(whatever(journey(they're(needing(to(
undertake.(
!
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6.6!School!6!!
Introducing!the!school!!
School(6(is(a(state(primary(school(with(about(470(students.(It(is(located(on(a(fairly(busy(road(
in(a(suburban(area(of(Ipswich.(The(school,(which(is(about(50(years(old,(has(a(welcoming(and(
well(tended(appearance.(The(classrooms(are(housed(in(several(high\(and(low\set(buildings,(a(
mix(of(brick(and(fibro.(There(are(various(paved(and(grassy(play(areas(close(to(the(buildings.((
An(oval(behind(the(school(adjoins(public(playing(fields.(
The(school(was(badly(affected(by(the(2011(floods.(Five(classrooms(and(a(great(deal(of(
learning(materials(and(AV(equipment(were(lost.(The(old(library(was(not(inundated,(but(
inevitably(many(library(resources(disappeared(when(classrooms(and(students’(homes(were(
flooded(or(families(moved(away.(The(flood\affected(classrooms(were(cleaned(out.(Later(a(
demountable(block(was(added(for(Prep(classes.(
This(is(a(culturally(diverse(school(community(with(a(high(proportion(of(Pacifica(and(migrant(
families(and(an(increasing(number(of(students(for(whom(English(is(a(second(language(and(
with(special(needs.(It(has(a(low(socio\economic(status((ICSEA).(
The(school(community(is(feeling(the(effects(of(the(2011(floods,(with(gradual(recovery(still(
ongoing.(The(floods(caused(a(sudden(decline(in(student(enrolments(with(families(forced(to(
leave(their(homes.(Transience(continues(with(some(families(returning(to(the(area(or(moving(
between(temporary(accommodation.((
Introducing!the!school!library!
The(library(space(
The(new(School(6(library(has(replaced(a(“small(rectangular(box”(that(was(part(of(the(
administration(block.(The(new(library(is(at(the(front(of(the(school,(close(to(the(road,(and(
above(the(2011(flood(line.(As(the(teacher\librarian(comments,(this(placement(suggests(that(
the(library(is(valued(within(the(school(community.(
The(library(has(a(vibrant(feel(with(its(striking(colour(scheme(–(rich(greens,(blues(and(reds(–(
and(displays(of(posters,(books(and(artefacts.(The(main(entry(leads(into(a(large(open(space,(
with(separate(library(office(and(teacher(reference(room(at(one(end(and(a(large(conference(
room(at(the(other.(The(interiors(of(these(rooms(are(visible(through(glass(panels.(It(has(a(
media(room((green(room),(which(is(used(for(filming(movies(in(the(lunchtime(activities(club,(
and(for(use(by(the(photography(club.(The(shelving(is(set(to(one(side,(freeing(up(the(central(
area(for(tables(and(informal(seating.(The(free\standing(circulation(desk(is(close(to(the(main(
entrance(but(away(from(the(library(office.(There(is(a(row(of(computers(along(one(wall.((
Teacher\librarian(and(library(staff((
Irene(has(been(teacher\librarian(at(School(6(for(about(eighteen(months,(having(arrived(
towards(the(end(of(the(building(process.((She(gained(this(position(on(completion(of(a(
Masters(degree(in(teacher\librarianship.(In(this(role(she(draws(on(her(extensive(experience(
as(a(classroom(teacher(and(the(support(of(a(part\time(teacher’s(aide.((
Creating!the!new!library!space!
Although(BER\funded,(the(library(was(built(to(an(original(design,(which(the(school(principal(
and(business(manager(negotiated(with(an(architect.((Apparently(the(building(process(was(
challenging(at(times.(Irene(was(not(present,(but(had(heard(about(some(differences(of(
opinion(about(the(library(design(and(conflict(with(building(contractors,(leading(to(
completion(delays.(Budgetary(constraints(meant(that(some(changes(had(to(be(made(to(the(
original(plan.(Initially(planned(as(a(two(storey(building,(it(had(to(be(“down(sized(to(the(
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current(model”(on(one(level.(An(envisaged(sunken(lounge/fiction(area(also(had(to(be(
omitted.((
On(commencing(at(School(6,(Irene(welcomed(the(opportunity(to(develop(the(layout(of(
shelving(and(furniture(in(the(new(library.(She(explained:(
It(was(an(opportune(time(to(come(in(because(of(recently(studying(the(subject((
Designing(Spaces(for(Learning.(It(was(perfect(because(they'd(discussed(exactly(that:(
how(to(create(learning(zones(and(how(to(maximise(learning.(But(not(only(that,(to(
make(it(a(fun(and(a(vibrant(place.(It(was(my(aim(to(make(it(a(place(the(whole(school(
can(use.(((((((
Irene(selected(and(gained(quotes(for(shelving(and(furniture,(following(Education(
Queensland’s(protocol.(However,(due(to(limited(funding(she(was(unable(to(have(everything(
in(place(when(the(library(opened.((Eighteen(months(later,(the(new(shelving(and(furniture(
was(still(arriving.((
In(planning(the(library(layout,(Irene(was(keen(to(provide(a(space(that(was(“open(and(not(
cluttered”(to(allow(for(different(learning(zones.(For(this(reason(she(located(all(the(heavy(
wooden(shelving(on(one(side(nearest(the(road.(However,(she(was(also(keen(to(create(a(
variety(of(smaller(learning(zones.(As(new(wheeled(shelving(arrives(to(replace(the(wooden(
shelving,(she(is(creating(quiet(reading(zones(and(“temporary(teaching(points”.((
One(simple(but(effective(way(of(defining(particular(spaces(was(the(placing(of(two(large(
colourful(rugs.(She(commented(that(the(Dewey(Decimal(rug(has(become(“a(space(of(its(own”(
for(class(use(and(also(informal(play(at(lunchtime.(A(Pacifica\themed(mat(provides(a(
storytelling(area(that(reflects(the(cultural(heritage(of(the(school’s(many(Tongan(and(
Indigenous(students.((
Although(Irene(had(no(say(in(the(colour(scheme,(she(loves(it(and(finds(it(contributes(to(the(
lively(atmosphere(she(is(seeking(to(create.((
Moving!into!the!new!library!
In(preparation(for(the(move,(Irene(conducted(a(stock\take(and(large(cull(of(the(library(
collection(and(older(computers.(However,(she(was(careful(to(strike(a(balance(between(books(
and(technology,(believing(that(while(books(are(necessary(for(children(learning(to(read,(
computers(engage(students.((Since(she(respects(libraries(as(“a(place(of(history”(she(
preserved(older(valuable(items,(with(outside(advice(from(an(Australian(Government(valuer.(
She(was(also(pleased(to(increase(and(update(the(library(computers,(since(the(school(is(in(a(
poorer(area(where(not(all(students(have(their(own(devices.((One(of(the(library(volunteers(
instigated(the(donation(of(fifteen(laptops(from(Hewitt(Packard((HP)(Corporation.((
Due(to(limited(budget,(Irene(had(to(be(resourceful(in(obtaining(new(furniture.(She(gained(
two(bean(bags(and(a(story(mat(with(funds(raised(through(Scholastic(Book(Club(and(annual(
book(fairs.((((
Using!the!new!library!learning!space!!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
A(huge(difference((
Irene(comments(that(the(BER(concept(is(“fantastic”(because(it(tries(to(“balance(up(the(
inequity”(between(schools.(At(this(school,(the(new(environment(has(made(“a(huge(
difference”,(not(only(in(a(physical(sense(but(also(in(how(the(library(is(perceived.(As(Irene(
notes,(students(and(teachers(are(“flocking(here(to(use(it”.((
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Increasing(use(of(the(library(appears(to(be(associated(with(the(fresh(approach(Irene(is(
bringing(to(her(teacher\librarian(role.((Apparently,(the(previous(teacher\librarian(was(an(
excellent(professional(and(the(library(mostly(attracted(“the(very(bookish(characters”.(Now,(
the(library’s(more(relaxed(atmosphere(with(computer(games(and(other(activities(is(“opening(
up(to(more(than(one(personality(type”.(Instead(of(a(hushed(environment,(the(library(has(
become(a(quite(noisy(place:(
If(the(noise(is(productive(and(they're(talking(about(what(they're(creating(or(reading(
–(that's(okay(with(me.(
Ironically,(it(is(the(teachers(who(say(to(students(“shh,(this(is(a(library”:(
There(are(still(a(lot(of(teachers(who(feel(that(it's(supposed(to(be(a(quiet(place.(That(
does(fit(in(too(with(that(idea(of(a(sanctuary,(a(refuge,(maybe(getting(away(from(the(
crowdedness(of(the(classroom(and(the(lack(of(space.(
Even(some(of(the(student(monitors(appear(to(miss(the(more(formal(approach(and(their(
previous(authority.(Irene(described(one(student(as:(
Very(strict(with(the(other(students.(I(think(she(felt(uncomfortable(that(I'd(let(the(
reins(go(…(and(she(would(say(to(me(it's(too(noisy(in(here.(There(were(students(that(
were(brought(up(with(that(standard.(…(They(felt(ownership(of(the(space.(They(felt(
they(were(being(a(bit(invaded(by(others.((
Library(becomes(a(resource(and(learning(space(
Irene(explains(that(the(“old”(notion(of(a(library(has(been(replaced(by(the(idea(of(a(resource(
centre(with(a(focus(on(learning(“where(everybody(will(get(their(support(and(resourcing(to(
support(them(with(the(national(curriculum”:(
That's(the(job(of(the(library,(to(give(the(teachers(that(ammunition(they(need,(to(arm(
them(…(The(resource(centre(has(to(be(a(place(where(teachers(can(mould(their(craft(
…(It(makes(it(so(much(easier(to(do(your(job(if(you've(got(the(resources,(for(example,(
if(you've(got(the(computers(working,(if(you've(got(the(brand(new(books,(if(you've(got(
the(latest(author(visit(to(make(literature(come(alive.(
Importantly,(the(library(is(not(only(the(“epicentre(of(where(things(go(out(and(come(back”.((It(
also(plays(an(active(role(as(“an(engine(room(…(in(helping(people(to(deliver(what(they(need(to(
deliver”.(For((example,(Irene(works(with(teachers(by(researching(topics(and(identifying(
suitable(resources.((
In(addition(to(providing(resources,(Irene(claims(that(the(library(values(students(and(supports(
their(learning:(
To(me,(the(space(is(about(learning.(It's(about(maximising(\(it's(a(real(motivator(too.(
The(library(allows(for(flexible(and(inclusive(learning.(Irene(plays(an(active(teaching(role,(
working(with(whole(classes(and(individual(students(in(the(library.(She(provides(extension(
activities(for(students(with(low(literacy(skills(or(limited(English,(as(well(as(more(gifted(ones.(
For(example,(the(library(is(enabling(a(recently(arrived(Tunisian(boy(to(develop(English(
language(skills(by(providing(a(comforting(space(to(play(computer(games(at(lunchtime.((
In(addition,(Irene(aims(for(the(library(to(promote(learning(that(extends(beyond(test(scores.(
The(media(room,(for(example,(provides(a(place(for(students(to(produce(their(own(stories(
and(news(items(about(school(events(such(as(a(speech(competition.(They(have(the(option(to(
publish(in(the(more(traditional(school(newsletter(or(online(via(the(Learning(Place.(For(Irene,(
this(exemplifies(the(benefit(of(having(increased(computers(and(wifi(to(support(the(
“pedagogy(of(IT”.(
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A(refuge(and(hub((
The(teachers(apparently(value(having(additional(teaching(spaces(and(new(technology(in(the(
library.(In(particular,(two(teachers(with(classes(of(35(students(appreciate(the(conference(
room(as(a(“respite”(from(an(overcrowded(classroom.(Another(teacher(sees(the(library(as(a(
refuge:(
There's(one(teacher(who(needs(time(out.(She(comes(in(here(and(has(a(coffee,(a(
biscuit(or(a(chocolate,(it(is(a(refuge.(
Teacher(aides(also(use(the(library(as(a(social(space,(somewhere(they(can(go(for(a(chat.((
Like(teachers,(some(students(also(appreciate(being(able(to(“hide”(in(the(library,(seeking(out(
corners(to(read(quietly.(Irene(indicates(that(a(popular,(but(unplanned(quiet(spot(is(the(
reference(section(where(there(are(a(few(cube(seats(and(just(two(laptops.((
In(addition,(Irene(stresses(that(the(library(fulfils(a(wider(purpose(as(a(“community(hub”(and(
social(space.(Parents(and(students(come(in(and(out(quite(freely.(Staff,(P(and(C,(and(support(
group(meetings(are(held(in(the(conference(room.(((
Space(influencing(teacherXlibrarian(pedagogy(
Irene(uses(mobile(shelving(units(to(create(temporary(“teaching(points”:(
You(can(even(specialise(your(collection.(So(if(the(students(are(doing(something(on(
cooking(you(just(put(all(the(cooking(books(in(that(rolly(shelf.(It(can(be(genre(based.(
She(has(also(used(a(mobile(unit(to(block(off(a(problem(alcove(where(“naughty(little(ones”(
would(hide(during(a(library(class.((
Similarly,(the(Dewey(Decimal(rug(has(inspired(a(new(learning(activity:(
When(we(had(a(lesson,(as(an(attention(starter(we'd(play(an(ABC(game(using(the(non(
fiction(topics…(the(Dewey(decimal(system(is(a(perfect(example(of(ordering(decimal(
numbers.(So(we'd(use(it(for(maths(….(I'd(say(which(way(is(it(ascending(and(
descending?(Just(by(having(a(simple(rug(it(just(creates(a(zone(right(there.((
Irene(is(also(keen(to(promote(arts(activities,(since(they(have(strong(local(support(in(this(
district.(She(already(displays(posters,(but(needs(more(pin(boards.((She(has(plans(to(create(a(
“booky,(storytelling(performance(space”(in(the(library.(
A(transformational(experience(
Despite(difficulties(with(limited(funding(for(furniture(and(shelving,(Irene(says:(“I(have(no(
complaints.(I'm(happy”.!She(has(tried(to(do(the(best(she(can(with(what(she(has:!“I(think(
that's(probably(from(years(and(years(of(classroom(teaching.(You(learn(to(live(with(nothing”.(
On(reflection,(Irene(describes(the(whole(process(of(transitioning(into(the(new(library(as(
being(“transformational”.(She(explains(that(it(has(been(wonderful(to(be(part(of(the(process(
and(to(“see(balance”.(While(the(BER(program(has(provided(an(opportunity(for(change,(she(
has(also(been(concerned(to(achieve(a(balance(between(the(benefits(of(old(and(new(facilities(
and(technologies:(
It's(on(the(cusp(of(history(because(we're(in(such(a(time(of(rapid(change,(it's(been(
exciting(to(be(part(of(this(era.(…(The(old(world(clashing(with(the(new.(Often,(what(
that(means(is(you'll(swing(…(one(way(or(the(other.(They(might([consider](–(and(I(
think(that's(been(reaction(of(a(lot(of(new(BER(libraries(and(the(management(–([that](
it(is(okay,(this(is(the(21st(century,(chuck(it(all(out.([But](when(you're(doing(that(you're(
throwing(away(history.(You(do(need(to(evaluate.(…(You(can't(throw(things(away(
without(examining(whether(the(objects(have(value,(whether(it(be(economic,(social(
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or(cultural.(You(can(evaluate(first(and(then(you(find(out(what(you(want(to(do(with(
them.(Some(of(the(old(texts(were(valued(and(it(was(discovered(that(we(had(books(
worth($80(to($100(each.(Many(of(the(texts(can(demonstrate(how(information(and(
language(changes(over(time.(
Teacher’s(perspective(
Sophie(had(taught(at(the(school(for(seven(years,(and(appreciated(the(additional(space(the(
library(provided(for(her(class(of(34(Year(4(students.(She(had(been(at(the(school(during(the(
transition(from(the(old(library(that(had(been(a(smaller(space,(with(little(room(to(sit(and(read(
or(explore(a(book,(to(the(bigger(new(library.(While(the(welcoming(feel(of(the(library(had(not(
changed,(the(additional(room(for(students(to(spread(out(and(explore(was(highly(valued.(
Exploring(in(learning(
Sophie(described(the(library(space(as(“relaxing”(and(“interactive”,(inviting(students(and(
teachers(to(come(in(and(“look(and(learn(and(touch(and(do.”((While(she(recognised(that(part(
of(the(appeal(was(the(newness(and(novelty,(the(variety(of(spaces(within(the(library(enabled(
students(to(explore(in(their(learning,(as(well(as(feel(welcome(and(safe.(She(was(able(to(use(
the(library(space(as(an(extension(of(her(classroom,(planning(learning(activities(where(
students(could(engage(in(inquiry\based(learning(that(was(not(physically(possible(in(her(
smaller(classroom.((
Resources(for(inquiry(
Sophie(appreciated(the(way(that(students(were(able(to(move(easily(between(the(computers(
and(books(to(investigate(in(their(inquiry(learning(in(the(library(space.(In(contrast(to(the(
computers(in(the(classroom(that(were(often(broken,(or(not(available(to(students(who(had(
forgotten(their(login(details,(the(library(computers(always(worked(easily.(The(teacher\
librarian(had(created(generic(passwords,(so(all(students(had(access,(and(there(were(minimal(
delays(or(frustrations(to(the(flow(of(learning.(The(interactive(white(board(provided(a(point(of(
focus(and(engagement(that(then(led(to(students(exploring(other(resources(during(library(
research(lessons.((
Collaboration,(fluency(and(ownership(
The(teacher\librarian(was(valued(as(a(partner(in(teaching.(Sophie(described(how(a(library(
lesson(became(a(“wow”(lesson(when(the(teacher\librarian(had(found(and(set(up(other(
resources(to(support(the(students’(learning(about(other(countries.(This(collaboration(also(
occurred(in(supporting(the(students’(individual(reading(goals:(“We(call(it(fluent(reading.(So(
the(children(come(down(and(select(a(whole(variety(of(texts.(We(take(them(out.(We(borrow(
them(out(in(my(name(and(we(actually(then(take(them(back(up(into(the(classroom…it(has(
worked(really,(really(well”.((Sophie(noted(that(the(students(experience(a(sense(of(ownership(
and(personalisation(of(the(library(resources(when(they(can(take(them(back(to(the(classroom;(
“they(love(to(think(for(a(little(while(this(is(mine;(I(can(have(ownership(of(this(and(this(is(into(
our(classroom.”(
Space(to(concentrate(and(be(social(
Being(able(to(spread(out(and(not(feel(overcrowded(was(highly(valued(in(the(new(space.((
Sophie(noted(that(students(were(able(to(concentrate(more(without(worrying(about(whether(
someone(else(has(an(arm(on(their(work.(Students(were(able(to(spread(out(and(find(spaces(to(
relax(and(focus(on(what(they(were(doing.(Having(the(space(to(move(and(access(to(a(variety(
of(resources(enables(Sophie(to(plan(more(lessons(where(students(are(able(to(be(inquirers(
and(she(was(able(to(facilitate(rather(than(direct(their(learning.(The(library(was(a(welcoming(
place(for(students(in(their(lunchtimes(as(well(a(resource(centre(to(support(inquiry(learning(
during(class(time.((
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During(lunchtimes,(the(teacher\librarian(hosts(activities(and(a(movie(in(the(movie(room.(
Stephanie(noted(that(students(who(need(structured(and(safe(environments(at(lunchtime(can(
“come(in(to(a(little(private(space,(just(sit(and(relax(in(the(cool,(where(they(don't(have(to(
think,(they(don't(have(to(interact”.(She(would(like(there(to(be(more(places(where(student(
artwork(and(visiting(artists(were(able(to(display(their(work(in(the(library,(as(at(the(moment(
“we’re(not(supposed(to(hang(it(on(the(beautiful(painted(walls”.!
Reviewing!the!library!design!
Design(strengths(
• Vibrant(colour(scheme(
• Open(space(and(quiet(corners(
• Wifi,(power(sockets(“everywhere”(on(walls(
• Bookable(media(and(conference(rooms(
Design(weaknesses(
• “The(contractors(watered(down(the(paint,(so(if(there's(just(a(tiny(–(it(all(comes(off”(
complained(Irene.(
• Lack(of(power(point(hutches(in(central(areas:(restricts(the(placement(of(computers(and(
opportunities(for(collaborative(work.(Irene(commented:(“I(would(have(liked(to(have(
seen(kids(–(instead(of(sitting(against(a(wall(–(facing(each(other.(They(can(chat(about(their(
project(or(something;(just(to(have(that(round(table(thing”.(
• Lack(of(display(areas,(pin(boards:(“On(the(plan(there(really(wasn't(anything(where(you(
could(display(things.(I(mean(you(could(BluTack(it(on(the(wall,(but(I(wanted(something(
more(valuable,(more(like(a(frame”.((
• Lack(of(sunken(pit:(“that(would(have(been(a(fun(space(to(have;(almost(like(a(little(cubby(
house”.(
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes((
On(first(impression,(the(school(appears(quiet(and(unassuming.(However,(its(resilient(
response(to(the(floods(and(ongoing(recovery(suggests(a(strong(commitment(to(community(
well\being.(The(library(seems(to(support(this(goal(by(providing(a(congenial(space(that(
responds(to(differing(educational(and(social(needs(of(community(members.(This(congeniality(
is(clearly(nurtured(by(the(teacher\librarian,(Irene,(through(her(personal(and(professional(
enthusiasm,(respect(for(heritage(and(technology,(and(active(participation(in(the(local(arts(
scene.(The(vibrancy(of(the(library’s(colour(scheme(reflects(the(vivacity(of(her(approach.((
Who(is(valued(here?(
Students(in(all(their(diversity(are(particularly(valued(at(this(library.(They(are(encouraged(to(
read,(share(and(express(themselves(through(performances(and(creative(use(of(digital(media.(
Teachers(and(members(of(the(community(are(also(welcomed(and(supported.(Even(the(
previous(teacher\librarian(continues(to(be(honoured(in(the(naming(of(the(library(building.(((
What(is(valued(here?(
Inquiry(learning,(reading(for(pleasure,(respect(for(cultural(heritage,(community(building(and(
fun(are(all(valued(here.(So(too(are(the(talents(and(assistance(of(volunteers(who(contribute(to(
the(effective(running(of(the(library.(((
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6.7!!School!7!!
Introducing!the!school!!
School(7(is(a(state(primary(school(located(in(suburban(Brisbane.(The(original(orange(two\
storey(brick(school(building(built(in(1934(and(later(extended(is(now(surrounded(by(a(
collection(of(demountable(buildings,(with(the(new(school(library(located(to(the(side(of(the(
original(main(building.(The(school(grounds(include(a(swimming(pool,(tennis(courts(and(large(
oval(and(undercover(play(area,(and(features(large(shady(trees.(With(a(steadily(growing(
enrolment,(at(the(time(of(our(visit(there(were(approximately(500(students,(a(waiting(list(for(
enrolments(and(a(catchment(management(plan(restricting(enrolment(to(those(living(in(the(
local(area.((
Old(Queenslander(houses,(many(of(which(have(been(renovated,(surround(the(school(and(
there(are(three(entry(points(to(the(school(from(the(suburban(streets.(On(arrival,(it(was(not(
easy(to(find(the(official(entrance(to(the(school.(We(later(discovered(that(the(Principal(and(
Deputy(Principal(have(located(their(shared(office(in(the(library(space,(while(the(rest(of(the(
administration(office(remains(in(the(original(building.(The(new(BER(library(is(situated(near(a(
potential(new(entrance(to(the(school;(however,(there(was(insufficient(funding(to(relocate(all(
of(the(administration(or(design(easy(entry(into(the(school.((
Introducing!the!school!library!
The(library(is(situated(on(a(sloping(block,(with(entry(into(the(upper(level(through(large(open(
doors.(There(is(no(air\conditioning(in(the(library(with(a(steady(breeze(through(louvres(and(
open(windows(providing(natural(ventilation(and(light.(The(library(steps(down(in(three(levels,(
with(the(upper(level(providing(office(space(and(the(circulation(desk(and(teacher\librarian(
work(area(and(a(classroom(area(and(books(for(younger(students.(The(second(level,(accessed(
by(a(lift(or(by(wide(stairs(that(also(function(as(stadium(seats,(is(a(large(open(area(with(
shelving,(a(range(of(seating,(and(access(to(an(outdoor(deck(that(is(also(used(as(a(classroom.(
A(basement(classroom(or(meeting(space(is(a(third(level.(Attached(to(the(outside(wall(of(the(
library(is(a(concrete(performance(piazza(with(access(to(instrumental(music(practice(rooms.(
Lunchtime(activities,(and(school(and(community(events(regularly(use(this(covered(outdoor(
stadium.((
Unusually,(the(principal(and(deputy(principal(have(their(shared(office(in(the(library.(This(
eyrie\like(glass\walled(space(is(accessed(from(the(top(level(and(overhangs(the(lower(level.(
From(here(they(can(view(the(whole(library.(((
Teacher\librarian(and(library(staff(
Natalie(is(employed(as(teacher\librarian(for(three(days(per(week(at(School(7.(She(is(assisted(
by(an(aide(who(is(timetabled(into(the(library(for(about(20(hours(per(week.(Between(them,(
they(keep(the(library(open(daily(from(8.30(am(and(for(after\school(borrowing.(In(addition,(
through(flexible(staffing,(a(teacher(provides(regular(library(time(for(Prep(and(Year(1(classes(
on(literature(and(literacy(in(line(with(C2C.(
Natalie(has(worked(at(School(7(since(the(start(of(2012.(She(has(a(strong(background(of(
integrating(ICTs(effectively(into(teaching(and(learning.(Previously,(she(had(managed(the(
library(at(a(large(state(school(with(almost(900(students,(with(responsibility(for(e\learning(
innovation(and(school(network(management.(While(this(had(been(an(“intense(job”(with(
considerable(breadth,(she(felt(she(never(achieved(a(great(deal(of(depth(because(she(was(
“spread(so(thin”.(
The(new(library(had(been(open(for(six(months(when(she(arrived(at(the(school.(Although(she(
had(no(involvement(in(the(planning(or(move(into(the(new(library,(Natalie(is(having(a(
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significant(influence(on(the(way(the(space(continues(to(evolve(and(be(used.(Commenting(
about(how(her(previous(e\learning(and(teaching(experience(support(her(current(role,(Natalie(
commented:((“From(what(I(understood(about(this(library(I(thought(that(it(and(my(skills(
would(be(a(good(match,(and(I(think(I(have(been(right”.(
Creating!the!new!school!library!
The(previous(library(was(in(two(classrooms(in(the(original(block(of(the(school.((Natalie(had(
heard(that(it(was(old,(“quite(short(on(space(and(not(aesthetically(welcoming(or(
comfortable.”(There(had(been(a(succession(of(temporary(teacher\librarians,(so(inevitably(the(
library(had(become(quite(static(in(its(role(and(operation.(The(new(library(design(not(only(
provided(a(needed(physical(upgrade,(but(also(enabled(a(new(pedagogical(vision(for(the(
school.(Natalie(considered(that(the(design(of(the(new(library(reflects(the(outlook(of(the(team(
involved(in(the(design(process.((The(team(included(people(with(expertise(in(different(areas,(
including(e\learning(and(a(shared(interest(in(21st(Century(pedagogies.(This(informed(their(
vision(of(“what(they(wanted(the(space(to(be(like(and(the(sort(of(teaching(and(learning(that(
they(wanted(to(occur(in(that(space”.(
Negotiating((BER((
Paul,(the(principal,(explained(that(as(School(7(was(in(round(three(of(the(BER(program,(“we(
had(seen(a(lot(of(things(and(we(understood(a(number(of(the(processes”(and(knew(that(it(was(
possible(to(have(the(template(building(plans(“tweaked”.(The(President(of(the(school(P&C(
was(an(experienced(businessman(and(led(the(initially(tense(negotiations(to(obtain(
permission(to(not(use(the(template(design.(An(architect(was(appointed(and(met(with(staff(
and(parents,(who(outlined(their(prepared(vision(for(the(school(library.(Ongoing(consultations(
occurred(within(a(Design(Committee,(consisting(of(the(architect,(builder(and(a(committee(of(
staff(and(parents.(The(selection(of(the(library(site(considered(the(future(possibility(of(a(new(
administration(centre(and(school(entrance,(and(the(exterior(design(included(a(performance(
piazza(with(stage(and(instrumental(practice(rooms(that(is(used(for(lunchtime(activities,(
outdoor(learning(and(concerts.(The(committee(discussed(issues(as(they(arose,(challenging(
solutions(proposed(by(the(builders(if(they(did(not(fit(with(the(vision.(Paul(reported(that(while(
several(meetings(got(heated:(
in(the(end(the(only(question(that(needed(to(be(asked(was(“what(is(it(the(school(
wants?”(You(know,(it(came(down(to(is(this(for(the(builders(to(make(it(easier(for(
them,(or(is(this(about(what(the(school(needs?(
Principles(and(solutions(
Principles(underpinning(the(design(included(a(commitment(to(sustainability(and(flexibility(in(
the(space(as(well(as(flexibility(in(problem(solving.(A(shared(vision(for(learning(provided(a(
consistent(guide(in(the(design(process.(Flexible(solutions(included(installing(a(lift(instead(of(a(
ramp,(which(would(have(taken(too(much(floor(space,(and(while(“every(library(was(told(they(
had(to(have(a(seminar(room(and(a(multimedia(room(…(nobody(said(you(had(to(have(the(
walls(so(we(took(the(walls(out”.(The(internal(stairs(also(provide(amphitheatre(seating(that(
“we(saw(in(a(design(book(somewhere…(and(we(said(why(can't(we(have(that?((The(architect(
said(you(will(lose(this(space,(but(we(said(this(amphitheatre(will(have(far(greater(effect.”((
Moving!into!the!new!library!
Teacher\librarian’s(perspective(
Shared(vision(
Natalie(emphasises(that(she(is(contributing(to(a(shared(vision(for(the(library(as(the(school’s(
learning(centre:(
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There(is(a(vision.(We(all(understand(that(vision(and(that(we(are(all(a(team(
progressing(towards(achieving(that(vision.(
The(administration(team(–(the(deputy(principal,(the(principal(and(the(head(of(curriculum(–(
are(“setting(the(tone”.((Natalie(works(closely(with(them(as(well(as(the(teachers.(She(
appreciates(that(no(one(is(“pulling(away(in(their(own(little(direction”.(
Natalie(believes(her(role(is(“quite(simple(really”:(to(support(teaching(and(learning(in(the(
school.(In(this(way(she(enables(the(underlying(vision(of(the(library(redesign(team(to(create(
“a(space(that(would(enable(and(encourage(21st(Century(pedagogies”:(
[The(team](were(interested(in(allowing(children(to(be(creative(and(to(be(
collaborative(and(to(be(able(to(communicate.(So(they(needed(a(networked(space(…(
They(needed(a(space(that(was(flexible(enough(to(allow(for(different(groupings(and(
to(allow(for(children(to(be(collaborative.((They(needed(a(space(that(was(open(
enough(to(allow(for(groups(coming(and(going(and(flexible(arrangements(of(teaching(
and(learning.(
She(fulfils(this(expectation(by(managing(the(resources(within(the(library,(promoting(literacy(
and(literature,(and(implementing(C2C.(She(works(across(the(curriculum(with(a(number(of(
teams(“to(support(the(teachers(and(…(kids(and(to(differentiate(the(needs”.(She(is(also(
managing(or(contributing(to(several(iPad(projects(“in(line(with(21st(Century(ideals(and(also(
the(EQ(learning(framework”.(((
Magic(of(the(place(
Natalie(associates(the(siting(of(the(principal(and(deputy’s(office(in(the(library(with(the(“magic(
of(the(place”:((
Their(physical(setting(and(position(is(quite(symbolic(of(how(they(feel(about(the(
library(and(the(school(…((When(the(library(was(first(built(they(were(justifiably(proud(
of(what(they(had(achieved(and(wanted(it(to(be(the(centre(of(the(school.(And(they(
felt(that(…(their(place(was(in(the(library(at(the(centre(of(the(school.(
She(believes(they(chose(to(be(in(the(library(not(to(monitor(people,(but(to(ensure(that(activity(
in(the(library(aligns(with(their(pedagogical(vision(for(the(school.(They(also(participate(in(the(
activity,(by(sharing(particular(skills(such(as(media.(Their(proximity(has(allowed(them(to(
establish(“a(casual(good(humoured”(relationship(with(many(students,(even(sitting(with(
students(at(a(library(table(when(eating(their(lunch.((((
Flexibility(
The(library(design(encourages(a(high(level(of(flexibility,(especially(in(the(lower(level(where(
there(is(plenty(of(open(space(to(move(shelving(and(furniture(around.(Teachers(can(
reconfigure(the(size(and(nature(of(class(spaces.(Students(are(free(to(create(individual(nooks(
and(groups(spaces(for(their(own(purposes.(On(the(day(of(our(visit,(students(had(used(folded(
tables(to(partition(off(a(book(club(area,(with(donut(cushions(and(a(selection(of(books(strewn(
on(the(floor.(((((
Natalie(also(takes(a(flexible(approach(to(the(wider(layout(of(the(library.(For(example,(when(
teachers(requested(a(separate(area(for(younger(students,(she(rearranged(the(upper(floor(to(
create(the(junior(primary(space.(She(commented:(
I(do(think(giving(a(little(bit(of(structure(in(a(flexible(environment(has(made(the(
teachers(happy.(
As(a(result,(she(considers(that(while(the(both(levels(are(both(flexible,(the(upper(level(is(more(
designed(with(a(particular(group(in(mind.((
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Collaborative(spirit(
This(flexibility(fosters(collaboration(among(students,(as(Natalie(observed:(
I(quite(like(seeing(the(collaborative(nature(of(what(they(are(able(to(do,(because(they(
are(able(to(sit(in(such(a(way(that(promotes(communication(and(collaboration.(So(
they(are(not(being(forced(into(a(particular(seating(arrangement(around(a(desk(or(
they(are(not(being(forced(to(sit(next(to(people.((They(are(able(to(go(wherever(they(
want(to(go(and(sit(how(they(want(to(sit.(
Students’(perspectives((((
Emma’s(Year(4(class(were(highly(collaborative.(The(students(we(met(were(at(home(and(
comfortable(in(the(library(space,(making(full(use(of(the(various(types(of(chairs.(While(talking(
with(the(researchers(and(designing(their(ideal(libraries,(they(commented(on(one(another’s(
drawings.(For(these(students,(reading(and(technology(were(relaxing(and(playful(and(the(
library(space(was(a(pleasant(and(comfortable(place(to(be.(
Reading(was(a(favourite(activity(of(these(students(and(they(identified(a(range(of(favourite(
authors(and(titles,(and(types(of(reading.(Also,(the(varieties(of(places(to(read(or(sit(were(
valued.(Some(of(the(students(aimed(to(find(the(quietest(place(to(read:(“if(there's(too(much(
noise(all(I(can(hear(is(that(and(I(can't(–(I'm(not(focused(on(the(story.(I've(not(actually(got(into(
the(story”.(They(often(chose(to(sit(“under(the(office”(or(“out(on(the(deck”(or(to(rearrange(
the(donut(cushions(on(the(floor.(The(children(were(able(to(narrate(their(history(as(readers,(
describing(how(they(learned(to(read(with(grandparents,(parents(and(older(siblings,(and(now(
how(they(read(to(younger(siblings(and(students.(Reading(was(an(accepted(and(valued(part(of(
the(learning(culture.(
Playing(with(technology(
The(variety(of(activities(in(the(library(was(appreciated:(“It's(got(other(things(in(it(as(well,(like(
laptops(and(iPads(and(stuff(like(that(and(you(can(do(lots(of(games(and(drawings(and(things.”(
Playing(with(friends,(particularly(on(the(iPads,(was(a(favourite(activity.(The(students(were(
fluent(in(knowing(how(to(access(the(technology,(and(the(expectations:((
We(have(to(line(up.(Then(you(need(a(partner,(so(you(have(to(grab(a(partner.(They’ll(
sign(in(your(name,(give(you(what(–(write(down(what(number(it(is(and(then(pass(the(
iPad(to(you.(Then(once(the(bell(rings(to(clean(up(and(stuff(you(have(to(hand(them(
back.(They(cross(off(your(name(and(just(check(that's(the(right(number.((
Inclusive(and(environmentally(friendly(
Students(were(also(proud(that(their(new(library(had(a(lift(to(enable(a(well\liked(student(who(
uses(a(wheelchair(to(access(all(of(the(good(books(in(the(library.(The(energy(saving(aspects(of(
the(building(were(also(commented(on,(with(students(liking(the(big(windows(that(let(in(the(
light,(and(saving(energy.((
Suggestions(for(improvements(
Suggestions(for(improvements(included(more(iPads,(as(it(was(difficult(to(borrow(them(on(the(
days(when(year(7(students(were(using(them(in(class.(The(girls(also(thought(that(there(should(
be(more(toys,(like(dress(ups(and(dolls.(On(rainy(days,(they(felt(that(the(library(became(
crowded(and(there(were(not(enough(things(to(do.((
Teacher’s(perspective(
Emma(was(teaching(a(Year(4(class,(but(her(pedagogical(approach(is(based(on(her(philosophy(
and(experience(in(teaching(young(children(in(the(early(years(of(school(and(in(childcare(
settings.(She(valued(the(library(space(as(a(place(where(her(students(could(engage(in(self\
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managed(and(collaborative(learning,(and(where(the(flexible(furnishing(meant(that(the(
learning(environment(could(be(easily(changed(to(suit(the(purpose(of(the(learning(activity.(
Pedagogy(of(space(
Emma(was(able(to(articulate(her(pedagogy(of(space,(and(attributed(this(to(her(early(
childhood(background(of(multiple(“spaces(in(a(room,(not(just(children(and(a(desk.”(She(
indicated(that(she(was(constantly(changing(her(classroom(spaces(to(enable(groups(of(people(
to(work(on(different(things,(and(help(her(students(develop(ownership(over(their(learning.(
For(example,(students(share(the(role(of(“class(managers.(Their(job(is(not(to(just(make(sure(
the(floor's(tidy,(but(to(hang(new(things(on(the(wall(if(they(want(to.(We(use(a(lot(of(digital(
photography(all(through(the(space;(so(they've(got(their(photos(around.”(Emma(appreciated(
the(library(as(an(additional(space(to(use(for(learning(activities(such(as(using(the(library(set(of(
iPads,(or(working(as(peer(buddies(with(younger(students.((
Flexibility(was(therefore(an(important(feature(of(the(library(learning(space.(Emma(noted(that(
mobile(furniture(enabled(her(Year(4(students(to(“take(any(space(with(their(little(prep(buddy(
and(make(it(their(own(by(moving(furniture(and(things.”(The(librarian(told(students(they(had(
permission(to(move(furniture(as(part(of(their(formal(orientation(to(the(new(space:(
It(was(quite(explicit(at(the(start.(It(was(said(to(them(at(assemblies(and(things(like(
that,(that(this(is(what(you(can(do(with(it.(Before(we(start(each(year(–(and(especially(
when(the(building(was(in(and(being(used(–(we(had(a(lot(of(library(lessons(that(spoke(
and(talked(about(the(behaviour(expectations.(
The(open(floor(space(in(front(of(the(circulation(desk(was(used(as(a(meeting(place,(where(
Emma(would(sit(the(class(down(and(explain(the(expectations(each(time(her(class(would(use(
the(library,(after(which(the(students(chose(the(space(where(they(would(work.(Many(
students(chose(to(sit(on(the(library(staircase(that(also(functions(as(stadium(seating,(while(
others(would(take(a(cushion(into(the(shelving(area(to(create(“hidey(holes”(where(they(could(
work(quietly.((Emma(also(used(the(outdoor(veranda(as(a(teaching(area(with(her(whole(class;(
however,(“the(only(thing(we've(had(to(look(at(is(how(to(get(classes(through(that(space(when(
you're(either(entering(that(area(or(leaving.(There's(the(side(door,(but(it's(a(bit(clunky.”(When(
more(than(one(class(used(the(two(levels,(there(was(also(increased(noise.((
The(open(design(meant(that(teachers(needed(to(be(flexible(when(sharing(the(space(with(
other(classes,(so(“if(there's(a(class(using(the(space(I(wanted,(…[I(can](really(easily(shift(a(few(
things,(create(a(new(space,(and(still(do(what([I](want”.((
This(whole(school(culture(of(shared(ownership(was(“emerging”(as(staff(negotiated(how(to(
use(the(shared(space.(Emma(was(one(of(the(teachers(who(advocated(moving(the(junior(
fiction(area(to(the(upper(level(of(the(library,(describing(how(she(and(a(few(teachers(just(got(
in(and(shifted(the(mobile(shelves(one(afternoon(after(a(staff(meeting.(She(reflects(that(the(
reluctance(was(an(assumption(–(“the(librarian(thinks(it's(all(her(responsibility(to(move(it.(We(
had(to(move(them(from(that(and(say(no,(no,(we'll(move(it”(–(and(also(“a(mindset”(shared(by(
“a(lot(of(teachers(who(have(been(here(for(a(very(long(time.(Even(though(this(is(a(new(
building(and(it's(just(as(new(to(them(as(it(is(to(us,(there's(just(certain(thought(patterns(that(
exist”.(Flexible(learning(required(flexible(spaces(and(furnishings,(and(teacher(awareness(of(
how(space(could(encourage(self\managing(learners.(
Reshaping(
Emma(had(been(teaching(the(Year(4(class(for(six(weeks(at(the(time(of(the(conversation,(and(
felt(that(she(was(still(training(her(students(into(the(routines(and(expectations(to(be(self(
managing.(She(needed(to(feel(confident(that(her(students(had(developed(in(listening(and(
practicing(group(skills(in(the(smaller(classroom(space(before(bringing(them(to(the(bigger(
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space(more(often,(as(“I(think(you(have(to(have(the(trust...you(need(to(know(that(they're(
going(to(go(there(and(enjoy(that(space,(but(still(be(focused(and(not(causing(mischief”.(While(
access(to(the(computer(and(iPad(technology(was(one(reason(Emma(brought(her(class(to(the(
library,(she(had(not(used(the(interactive(whiteboard(“because(it's(the(only(one(as(well,(it's(
like(you've(got(to(retrain(yourself(every(time(you(come(in.”(Emma’s(reflections(indicate(that(
not(only(do(teachers(have(to(learn(new(skills(in(new(spaces,(but(also(that(pedagogical(
patterns(will(need(to(be(reshaped(or(relearned(as(both(students(and(technologies(develop.(
Principal’s(perspective(
The(principal,(Paul(was(actively(involved(in(the(design(process(of(the(new(library(that(he(
described(as(“the(centre(of(learning”(for(the(school.(He(saw(his(role(as(a(leader(of(learning,(
and(so(he(and(the(Deputy(Principal(share(an(open(office(located(in(the(library.(Paul(has(a(
democratic(leadership(approach,(and(has(established(committees(of(teachers(and(parents(to(
engage(in(researching,(thinking(and(planning(for(the(type(of(learning(that(would(best(
prepare(students(for(the(future.(He(recognised(that(the(expertise(of(parents(in(business(and(
e\learning(was(highly(influential(in(negotiating(a(library(design(that(differed(from(the(design(
templates(made(available(to(state(schools.(Paul(also(recognised(that(the(school(was(“well(
prepared”(to(make(the(most(of(the(BER(funding,(as(“we(had(spoken(at(length(with(parents(
and(we(had(had(plans(in(our(head(about(what(we'd(like(if(we(ever(got(to(build(a(new(
library”.((
Vision(for(learning(
The(library(entrance(features(a(large(mat(with(a(leaf(that(embodies(the(school(vision(that(
learning(is(about(growth(and(flourishing.(Paul(led(a(simultaneous(process(of(inquiring(into(
the(whole(school(approach(to(pedagogy(while(leading(the(library(design(process(and(“one(
had(to(keep(pace(with(the(other”.((He(reflected,(“the(discussions(that(this(opportunity(
engendered(led(to(saying,(‘well(then(how(do(we(teach?’”((He(recognised(that(“because(we(
were(asking(ourselves(what(is(the(purpose(of(the(library,(everything(was(up(for(negotiation”.(
Drawing(on(results(from(a(teaching(and(learning(audit,(professional(readings(and(discussions(
with(staff(and(parents,(Paul(challenged(his(teachers(that(“we(are(not(teaching(for(our(past.((
We(are(teaching(for([our(children’s](future(so(what(do(we(have(to(do(differently?((Student(
learning(is(the(focus”.(Since(the(library(opening,(teachers(have(been(asked(to(volunteer(to(
contribute(to(teams(to(research(and(design(a(whole\school(pedagogical(framework,(so(“we(
talk(now(about(the(detail(in(certain(specific(areas(and(then(it(expanded(to(how(you(interact(
with(children;(what(the(relationship(is(so(that(you(know(and(understand(that(what(you(do(is(
leading(to(improved(student(learning”.((The(library(has(come(to(represent(the(new(vision(for(
learning.(
Paul(described(making(leadership(of(learning(visible,(which(was(a(reason(for(shifting(both(his(
and(his(deputy’s(office(to(the(library.(He(reflected,(“We(are(modelling(de\privatising(our(job”(
so(he(could(then(ask(teachers(to(de\privatise(their(classroom(work,(learn(from(others(and(
share(their(own(practice.((The(library(is(envisaged(as(a(place(where(teachers(can(work(
together(and(see(each(other(teach.(The(potential(for(teachers(to(reimagine(their(work(is(part(
of(an(ongoing(exploration(of(the(library(space.(
Exploring((
Paul(held(a(staff(meeting(on(the(library(steps,(before(the(furniture(arrived,(asking(staff(to(
imagine(“How(you(are(going(to(want(to(use(it,(why(should(you(come(here(and(do(what(you(
could(do(in(your(classroom?”(A(common(response(was(that(the(library(offered(more(space(
as(classrooms(felt(small.(While(Paul(replied(“That(is(a(perfectly(legitimate(reason”,(he(also(
shared(the(belief(held(by(a(parent(with(a(background(in(e\learning,(that(the(library(needed(
to(be(more(like(a(lounge(room,(where(children(could(relax,(read,(talk(and(feel(at(home.(In(
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sharing(this(vision(with(the(staff,(Paul(challenged(the(teachers(to(be(open(to(thinking(
differently(about(their(practice.(Parent(questions(were(welcomed(as(opportunities(to(think(
about(pedagogical(practice.(Another(example(was(when(a(parent(questioned(why(their(child(
was(doing(a(project(on(poster(paper,(when(there(were(so(many(ICT(options.(As(a(result,(the(
school(has(clarified(ICT(expectations(and(are(using(the(library(as(a(hub(to(incorporate(digital.(
Paul(also(welcomed(a(suggestion(from(staff(to(move(the(junior(fiction(from(the(downstairs(
area:(“Somebody(came(in(and(said,(this(does(not(work(for(me,(shall(we(do(it(a(different(way?((
The(answer(was(let's(try(it;(we(do(not(know”.(((
Students(were(also(recognised(as(innovators(in(the(library(space,(with(Paul(recounting(that(
the(Xbox(in(the(library(was(being(used(at(lunchtimes(for(a(“dance\off”(that(the(students(had(
organised.((There(was(an(openness(to(learning(from(research,(with(Paul(saying(“we(are(
trying(to(do(so(much(by(saying(here(is(the(research(that(says(this(works.”(Experimentation(
was(also(evident(in(the(naming(of(the(library(space.(Initially,(there(was(a(competition(to(
rename(the(library,(and(it(was(called(“the(nexus”,(however(it(has(now(reverted(to(being(
called(the(library.(Paul(reflected(that(the(staff(had(moved(beyond(needing(a(name(to(help(
them(think(differently(about(using(the(space.(Experiments(and(experiences(within(the(new(
library(space(itself(were(regarded(as(a(catalyst(for(reimagining(learning.((
!Reviewing!the!design!
Design(strengths(
• Flexibility:(Natalie(considers(that(the(flexible(nature(of(the(spaces(is(quite(progressive(
• Electrical(outlets:(According(to(Natalie,(“the(network(cabling(and(power(access(is(quite(
forward(thinking(or(quite(interesting(in(terms(of(future\proofing(a(building”(
• Openness(and(light,(through(high(ceilings(and(windows,(and(uncluttered(spaces(
• Wide,(sweeping(carpeted(stairs:(in(addition(to(access(between(floors,(they(create(an(
auditorium(for(performances(and(school(events(such(as(grade(7(graduation(
• Large(wooden(deck(((
• Internal(lift:(installed(in(preference(to(a(ramp,(which(would(have(taken(up(more(space(
• Environmentally(friendly:(natural(ventilation(avoids(need(for(air\conditioning(
Design(weaknesses(
• The(“bunker”((downstairs(meeting(room):((usefully(soundproofed(but(stark(and(
claustrophobic(without(windows((
• Lack(of(a(green/blue(room:(Natalie(stated:(“I(would(quite(like(some(sort(of(green(screen(
facility(because(I(like(working(with(multimedia”((lost(opportunity(to(draw(upon(her(
expertise)(
• Need(for(good(quality(AV(equipment(to(enhance(use(of(the(auditorium:(according(to(
Natalie(it(is(in(the(future(plan(if(funding(becomes(available.(((((
Reflecting!on!the!outcomes!!
The(relocation(of(the(principal(and(deputy(away(from(the(school’s(traditional(“main(
building”(signals(an(interesting(shift(in(emphasis(of(their(roles,(from(school(administrator(
towards(learning(leader.(In(choosing(to(be(at(the(physical(centre(of(learning(in(the(school(
they(have(moved(away(from(the(administrative(hub,(causing(some(inconvenience(to(other(
administration(staff,(such(as(the(business(services(manager.(As(Natalie(commented,(“it(is(a(
matter(of(priorities”:(
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We(are(about(teaching(and(learning(and(I(know(that(there(are(other(priorities(within(
a(school,(but(that(they(work(within(the(teaching(and(learning(scheme(to(achieve(
what(they(want.(
The(high(level(of(flexibility(in(the(design(and(use(of(the(library(space(seems(to(give(students(a(
strong(sense(of(agency.(At(other(school(libraries(there(is(potential(for(flexibility(in(the(
wheeled(furniture(and(shelves,(but(generally(it(is(the(teachers(or(teacher\librarian(who(
control(the(moving(to(form(alternative(but(fairly(conventional(learning(spaces.(At(School(7(it(
is(striking(that(the(students(are(free(to(use(the(fittings(around(them(create(spaces(that(
reflect(their(imaginations(and(support(informal(learning.((
From(these(examples(it(seems(evident(that(the(library(is(enabling(School(7’s(progress(
towards(its(pedagogical(vision.(Natalie(stated:(
I(do(not(want(to(sound(arrogant,(but(I(think(my(addition(to(the(team(has(helped(
them(realise(their(vision(…(As(a(team(I(think(that(we(are(focused(on(the(end(result(
and(we(are(focused(on(what(we(want(and(we(are(always(making(steps(towards(it.(
Although(she(claims(there(is(a(limit(to(how(much(she(can(do,(Natalie(seems(to(achieve(a(
great(deal(in(only(three(days(per(week(at(School(7(library.(
Who(is(valued(here?(
Natalie(considers(everyone(is(“very(valued”(in(the(library(learning(space.(However,(the(
students(are(“the(most(valued”(and(in(turn(they(love(the(flexible(nature(of(the(library.(She(
commented:(
I(think(they(are(excited(about(their(library(and(they(are(enthusiastic,(and(I(think(they(
feel(a(great(deal(of(ownership(in(the(space(because(I(think(it(is(their(space(…(They(
come(in(here(and(they(move(furniture(to(suit(what(they(want(to(do(at(the(time.((I(
think(they(know(that(that(is(encouraged(and(welcome.(
The(teachers(are(valued(through(“the(support(they(are(receiving(to(progress(in(their(journey(
towards(modern(teaching(pedagogy”.(However,(Natalie(recognises(that(the(flexible(
arrangement(of(the(library(can(pose(difficulties(for(some(teachers,(just(as(they(find(21st(
Century(learning(skills(challenging:(
A(lot(of(teachers(like(to(be(in(control(and(I(think(in(terms(of(21st(Century(learning(
that(control(needs(to(be(released.(I(think(teachers(by(their(very(nature(like(to(walk(
into(a(room(and(know(what(it(is(they're(teaching;(they(like(to(know(the(steps(they(
are(going(to(take(to(get(to(the(end(result(and(they(like(to(know(what(the(end(result(
is.((So(by(the(same(token(I(think(they(like(to(walk(into(a(library(and(know(what(it(is(
that(is(going(to(greet(them(and(be(able(to(work(with(that(space.(
Natalie(empathises(to(a(degree(with(the(teachers.(She(admits(that:(
When(I(walk(into(the(library(at(the(beginning(of(the(next(day(and(it(is(a(bit(messy,(it(
is(even(a(real(challenge(for(me(to(take(that(step(back(and(say(“okay(this(is(what(it(
was(designed(for”,(because(a(small(part(of(me(…(likes(to(be(controlling(the(
environment(in(which(I(work.(
However,(Natalie(concludes(that(she(too(feels(valued(by(the(administration(team(and(
teachers(due(to:(
The(collegial(nature(of(this(team(of(people(and(…(the(fact(that(we(all(have(a(very(
similar(outlook.((
To(a(large(degree(she(attributes(this(to(the(tone(“set(from(the(top”.((
(
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What(is(valued(here?(
In(addition(to(teaching(and(learning,(relationships(with(the(whole(school(community(are(
valued(in(the(library.(Parents(are(welcome(and(are(always(“coming(and(going”.(((
Exciting,(satisfying,(fun(
Natalie(describes(her(experiences(as(teacher\librarian(at(School(7(as(“very(fun”,(“exciting(
and(“satisfying”.((She(explained:(((
To(come(to(a(place(where(…(we(are(sharing(the(same(mentality(and(outlook(and(
vision(is(extremely(satisfying(to(me.((I(am(quite(an(enthusiastic,(energetic,(
passionate(educator(I(suppose(and(also(quite(progressive(and(to(be(able(to(walk(into(
a(place(that(suits(my(way(of(teaching(and(to(be(working(with(people(who(have(the(
same(outlook(as(me,(is(extremely(satisfying(…(I(know(I(am(very(lucky.(
(
(
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7.!Exploring!patterns!of!learning!in!library!spaces!
(
In(this(section,(the(themes(that(emerged(from(the(data(are(discussed(in(relation(to(the(initial(process(
of(imagining(and(designing(new(learning(spaces,(the(transition(into(those(new(spaces,(the(
experiences(of(users(in(reacting(to(them,(and,(finally,(the(ways(in(which(the(users(reimagine(how(the(
spaces(can(be(adapted(and(what(could(be(different.((
7.1!Imagining/designing!
The(only(reason(we(got(a(library(was(because(of(the(BER([…](Our(previous(library(was(a(
single(classroom(space([…](It(had(no(IT(infrastructure(at(all(–(one(plug(and(lead(to(use(the(
library(circulation(computer.((TL1)(
This(enthusiasm(regarding(the(brand(new(library(building(and(its(features,(such(as(a(well\planned(
entrance(and(large(areas(of(workspace,(was(the(research(team’s(first(encounter(with(one(of(the(key(
interviewees(in(the(project(and(was(echoed(by(a(number(of(teacher\librarians(and(other(school(staff(
in(the(schools(visited.(More(than(600(new(and(refurbished(school(libraries(across(Queensland(have(
added(much(needed(facilities(and(resources(to(help(improve(educational(offerings(to(thousands(of(
students(and(to(encourage(pedagogical(renewal.(As(another(teacher\librarian(said,(“the(BER(was(a(
wonderful(opportunity(for(libraries(generally(in(schools”((TL3).(
It(has(been(noted(that(the(BER(process(was(one(of(financial(expediency(as(a(priority(to(stimulate(
Australia’s(economy(through(potential(difficulties(created(by(the(Global(Financial(Crisis((GFC)(of(
2008.(Hence(the(BER’s(objectives(are(stated(as:(
1.(Provide(economic(stimulus(through(the(rapid(construction(and(refurbishment(of(school(
infrastructure.((
2.(Build(learning(environments(to(help(children,(families(and(communities(participate(in(
activities(that(will(support(achievement,(develop(learning(potential(and(bring(communities(
together.((
(DEEWR,(2011)(
This(section(of(the(data(analysis(will(discuss(the(implications(of(the(rapidity(of(construction(in(terms(
of(efficiency(and(appropriateness(of(design,(and(what(consultation(processes(have(led(to(the(
completed(projects.(
Involvement!in!design!
With(over(3000(library(building(projects(funded(by(the(BER,(together(with(many(other(school(
facilities,(the(project(provided(much(needed(resources(for(a(vast(array(of(Australian(schools.(The(
Implementation(Taskforce(Review(of(the(BER(process((Orgill(&(Chandler,(2011),(however,(highlighted(
some(shortcomings,(created(by(the(first(objective(and(the(need(for(“rapid”(construction.(This(meant(
that(little(time(was(available(for(planning(based(on(individual(schools’(needs,(leading(at(times(to(
perceived(mismatches(between(policy,(research(priorities(and(implementation((Newton,(2009;(
Newton(&(Fisher,(2009).(As(the(teacher\librarian(at(School(3(stated,(“it(was(all(happening(so(fast”.(
She(returned(from(holiday(to(find(the(groundwork(already(completed(so(that(decisions(on(siting,(
plumbing(and(other(major(infrastructure(could(not(be(changed.((
In(general,(the(input(of(professional(knowledge(and(expertise(of(teacher\librarians(and(the(hopes(of(
other(principal(users(of(the(new(spaces(appears(to(have(been(very(limited(or,(in(some(cases,(non\
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existent,(with(design(templates(already(decided(by(the(funding(body(and(major(decisions(regarding(
siting(of(the(buildings,(floor(plans,(and(key(features(often(based(on(contractors’(conceptions(of(
libraries(and(on(economic(rather(than(pedagogical(values.(Decisions(on(what(rooms(would(be(built(
within(the(new(spaces,(where(features(such(as(toilets(and(kitchens(would(be(located,(and(how(they(
would(be(designated((e.g.,(as(teacher(aide(rooms,(“green(rooms”,(storage(spaces,(etc.)(were(
frequently(decided(without(consultation.(Local(knowledge(and(local(needs,(such(as(School(4’s(need(
to(integrate(the(library(with(a(community(centre(to(serve(community(groups(such(as(the(town’s(
netball(association,(were(not(considered(until(after(many(planning(decisions(has(been(made.(
Further,(in(the(case(of(School(3,(the(teacher\librarian(gave(the(builders(a(sketch(of(her(redesign(and(
where(she(wanted(particular(spaces,(“but(those(people(–(builders(–(don't(work(in(libraries(or(work(in(
schools.(So(I(guess(lots(of(things(got(lost(in(translation”.((
Even(so,(some(teacher\librarians(and(other(members(of(schools’(communities(have(found(
opportunities(to(contribute(to(some(aspects(of(their(new(learning(and(teaching(spaces.((This,(in(
some(instances,(involved(visits(to(established(school(libraries(to(gather(ideas(about(what(had(worked(
or(failed.(Some(teacher\librarians(even(cut(short(their(holidays(to(ensure(that,(as(far(as(possible,(the(
designs(and(furnishings(met(their(local(and(personal(requirements.((
The(teacher\librarian(at(School(1,(for(example,(stated(that(she(ended(her(leave(prematurely:((
so(that(I(could(be(part(of(this(planning,(because(I(thought(there's(no(point(complaining(
afterwards(that(it(wasn't(what(you(wanted(if(you(weren’t(there(in(the(beginning,(or(
complaining(that(space(doesn't(work(if(you(didn't(have(an(input(into(the(way(the(space(
works.(So(I(thought(well,(it's(in(my(best(interest(as(much(as(the(school's(to(come(back(at(that(
stage,(so(that's(when(I(finished(my(leave(and(came(back(to(work.(
By(this(time,(however,(siting(decisions(had(been(made,(the(building(erected,(the(floor(plan(
established(and(the(interior(created,(except(for(paint(colours,(bench(tops(and(a(few(other(details:(
They(already(had(a(colour(plan(done,(so(I(had(to(quickly(work(to(change(their(ideas(about(
what(the(colour(plan(was(going(to(be.((
When(asked(who(was(responsible(for(those(decisions,(TL1(replied(“Mainly(the(architects;(the(
architects(and(–(most(of(it(was(out(of(the(hands(of(even(our(school(principal”.(
The(result(of(the(lack(of(lead(time(for(planning(and(negotiation(meant(that(the(building(was(oriented(
in(a(way(that(failed(to(allow(for(the(direction(of(the(sun’s(heat(and(light.(TL1(did,(though,(have(the(
opportunity(to(challenge(and(change(some(internal(design(features,(such(as(the(hard(wiring(of(
computer(terminals.(While(wireless(technology(was(TL1’s(preference,(to(allow(for(flexibility(of(the(
library(without(the(need(for(“poles”(throughout(the(main(space,(it(was(cost(benefit(and(a(vision(of(
“future\proofing”(the(library(that(led(to(agreement(of(the(contractor(to(change(the(plans.((
TL1’s(school(held(fortnightly(planning(meetings,(involving(the(principal(and(a(coordinator(from(the(
Education(Department(that(allowed(her(to(review(and(make(minor(changes(to(the(plans.(A(
supportive(principal(who(TL1(recognised(“that(if(it's(going(to(be(my(work(space(I(need(to(be(happy(
with(my(work(space”(also(agreed(to(her(taking(two(days(to(visit(other(libraries(to(collect(ideas.((
The(library(at(TL2’s(school(was(very(different,(having(been(constructed(as(the(second(floor(of(an(
established(building.(While(planning(meetings(were(held(at(this(school(also,(and(involved(the(
architect(for(the(build,(TL2(stated(that:(
We(did(start(off(not(seeing(eye\to\eye(because(he(had(his(vision(of(what(a(pretty(library(
looks(like,(and(my(vision(was(a(functional(work(space.(It(was(good,(at(the(end(of(the(whole(
process,(that(he(actually(came(to(see(things(my(way;(that(yes,(it's(not(enough(to(have(a(
pretty(building(or(a(pretty(space.(It(has(to(work(as(well.(So(we(did(end(up(with(a(happy(
compromise.((
During(one(of(these(meetings,(according(to(TL2,(the(architect(realised(that((
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when(he(first(designed(his(first(initial(design(–(was(based(on(his(children(who(are(high(
school;(high(school(usage(rather(than(primary(school(usage((
School(4’s(principal(said(that(there(was(little(choice(about(the(building(or(the(floor(plan.(The(school’s(
teacher\librarian,(TL4,(said(the(result(was(less(like(a(learning(environment(and(more(“like(a(big(
house”.(They(were,(however,(able(to(negotiate(the(construction(of(some(of(the(dividing(walls(with(
safety(glass(that(made(the(space(more(flexible.((
Within(the(BER(process,(though,(there(was(room(for(re\planning(and(local(initiative(if(schools(were(
aware(of(ways(to(take(advantage(of(this.(School(7,(for(example,(benefited(from(having(a(P&C(
President(who(was(“very(highly(placed(in(business”(and(used(to(high\level(negotiation.(Thus,(while(
the(Department’s(representatives(were(“looking(to(get(the(most(for(the(least(disruption”((SL4),(by(
siting(the(library(at(the(front(of(the(school,(the(P&C(president(presented(plans(for(a(building(that(
accommodated(a(steep(slope(to(one(side(of(the(school(grounds.(When(permission(was(granted,(the(
school(set(up(a(“Construction(Committee”(to(work(with(the(architect(and(builders(to(ensure(the(
school’s(needs,(building(codes,(and(safety(regulations(were(met(to(everyone’s(satisfaction.(As(the(
principal(stated,(“it(came(down(to(is(this(for(the(builders(to(make(it(easier(for(them,(or(is(this(about(
what(the(school(needs?”(
The(teacher\librarian(at(School(6(was(not(on(staff(at(the(time(the(new(library(was(built(and(
expressed(satisfaction(with(the(space(and(the(ways(in(which(it(could(be(used.(She(did(refer,(though,(
to(some(conflict(between(school(staff(and(the(designers(during(the(construction(because(of(the(
“cookie\cutter(template”.(She(also(expressed(knowledge(of(a(number(of(teacher\librarians(in(her(
network(who(were(“really(angry(because(they(had(no(input”.((
Using!the!networks!
The(teacher\librarians’(networks,(on(the(other(hand,(provided(opportunities(for(the(TLs(to(consult(
with(each(other(and(to(visit(established(school(libraries(from(which(to(gain(inspiration.(The(network(
incorporating(School(4,(for(example,(visited(a(number(of(schools(together,(considering(the(future(
needs(of(the(learning(environments,(such(as(spaces(for(ICTs(rather(than(books.(As(TL3(stated:(
I(was(gathering(lots(from(my(professional(association(and(general(research,(I(guess,(and(
because(there(were(other(TLs(in(the(area,(including(Catholic(schools.(They(were(doing(
research(and(sharing(photos(that(they'd(found(and(various(things(like(that.(So(yes,(I(guess,(
whilst(they(weren’t(collaborative(in(designing(this(library,(our(teacher\librarian(network(had(
some(influence,(at(least,(in(that(they(were(sharing(ideas.(
TL2(visited(five(school(libraries(within(two(days.(She(was(accompanied(by(the(architect(of(her(new(
library(who(would(ask(the(librarians(“if(you(had(a(chance(to(build(your(library(again(what(would(you(
keep(and(what(won't(you(keep?”(TL2(said(this(was(a(very(valuable(lesson(for(them(all.(Like(many(TLs,(
TL2(had(worked(in(a(number(of(other(school(libraries(and(brought(this(experience(to(the(design(of(
her(new(space,(including(the(construction(of(a(cathedral(ceiling(to(give(natural(light.((
The!challenges!of!colour!
One(of(the(features(that(most(TLs(had(some(control(over(was(that(of(colour.(This(included(the(
colours(of(carpets(and(furnishings(as(well(as,(to(some(extent,(fixtures.(Almost(invariably,(however,(
such(choices(were(based(on(the(TLs’(personal(preferences(for(their(working(environment.(As(TL1(put(
it:(
So(I(wanted(it(to(be(colourful,(but(not(so(that(I(had(kids(jumping(out(of(their(beans(when(
they(were(here(because(it(was(over\stimulating.(I(wanted(it(colourful(but(restful.([…](So(I(
didn't(choose(bright,(primary(colours.(I(chose(colours(that(were(more(subdued,(but(not(
corporate;(definitely(not(corporate.(I(didn't(want(greys(and(blues([laughs]([…](One(of(the(
other(teacher\librarians(and(one(\(the(person(that(was(here(\(she(wanted(to(have(an(impact,(
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but(she(wanted(corporate(greys(and(blues.(So(I(thought(that(that(wasn't(going(to(work,(so(
our(conversation(wasn't(going(to(go(any(further.(((
Likewise,(TL2(over\rode(the(voices(of(others(in(the(choice(of(colours;(while(the(architect(suggested(
colours(that(were(“out(there”,(she(wanted(what(she(considered(to(be(more(practical(colours(that(
would(not(date(too(soon.(Similarly,(TL5(opted(for(a(“plain”(colour(scheme(“because(I’m(not(too(
adventurous”.(On(the(other(hand,(TL4(believed(that(the(standard(colours(of(school(carpets(are(
“pretty(boring(and(pretty(uninviting”,(choosing(instead((
quite(a(colourful(carpet(with(carpet(squares(that(can(be(replaced(easily(if(they(need(to(be.(
It’s(a(bit(of(fun.(It’s(quite(interesting.((It’s(fun(in(colour(but(it’s(almost(a(formal(fun(–(
reminding(kids(that(it(is(still(a(place(that(you’re(not(running(around(the(place(–(it’s(not(a(
playground.((You(still(need(to(behave(in(here,(but(it’s(a(welcoming(environment.(
The(colours(at(that(school((referred(to(by(the(principal(as(“technicolour”)(were(chosen(to(blend(the(
inside(and(outside(of(the(building.(This(was(one(of(the(few(instances(in(which(students(were(invited(
to(express(an(opinion(on(any(aspect(of(the(new(library(and,(as(such,(it(reflects(the(views(of(students(
who(participated(in(this(research(project.(In(general,(though,(neither(students(nor(teachers(in(most(
schools(studied(were(not(consulted(in(a(meaningful(way(at(any(stage.((
Meaningful!consultation!
School(5(invited(student(comment,(which(resulted(in(a(student\designed(shoe\rack(for(their(new(
building.(When(asked(if(students(had(been(consulted,(both(TL1(and(TL2(laughed(at(the(suggestion.(
Student(input,(however,(as(indicated(by(School(3,(can(have(positive(results(for(ownership(and(
engagement(in(learning((see(Student(Voice(section(of(this(report).(Indeed,(consultation(with(all(
potential(users(of(the(new(environments(can(inform(design(decisions(in(ways(that(ensure(the(most(
appropriate(facilities(are(established(without(the(need(to(reinvent(them(or(re\fit(them(at(a(later(date(
–(referred(to(by(a(number(of(participants(in(this(research(as(“future\proofing”(–(as(well(as(meeting(
immediate(local(needs.((
Items(requested(by(teacher\librarians,(such(as(compactuses(and(other(storage(facilities,(movable(
circulation(desks(to(allow(greater(adaptability(of(spaces,(and(ease(of(supervision(by(way(of(glass(
panels(and(walls,(were(common(requirements(that,(in(many(cases,(were(unmet.(A(number(of(the(
new(libraries(incorporate(sunken(“pits”(as(reading(and(story\telling(areas(that,(in(the(case(of(School(
6,(was(left(off(the(plan.(As(the(teacher\librarian(pointed(out,(“that(would(have(reflected(what(the(
kids(are(doing(now(in(terms(of(drawing(and(really(–(that(would(have(been(a(fun(space(to(have;(
almost(like(a(little(cubby(house”.(In(Section(5,(reporting(on(the(imaginative(ideas(that(students(
would(like(to(see(as(school(libraries,(we(continue(this(theme(of(consultation(and(considering(what(
design(benefits(could(have(been(achieved(if(planners(had(listened(to(“student(voice”.((
Applying!imagination!
Emerging(from(the(seven(case(studies(are(many(examples(of(how(the(various(types(of(imagination(
discussed(in(2.1(have(been(applied,(consciously(or(otherwise,(to(the(design,(use(and(evaluation(of(
the(newly\constructed(school(libraries.(At(times,(the(already(fluid(boundaries(of(the(categories(of(
imagination(are(blurred(further(as,(for(example,(critical(and(empathic(imaginations(overlap(in(seeing(
design(possibilities(that(would(better(assist(students(and(others.(At(School(5,(for(example,(the(
teacher\librarian(pointed(out(the(“rather(severe,(enclosed(circulation(desk”(presenting(a(physical(
and(psychological(barrier(rather(than(being(a(point(of(welcome(or(help(to(students.(In(contrast,(the(
position,(shape,(and(height(of(the(School(4(circulation(desk(make(it(“more(friendly,(more(of(a(service(
counter,(not(a(guard”((Teacher\librarian,(School(4),(achieved(by(moving(it(away(from(the(doorway(
and(making(it(a(curved,(and(at(a(height(that(everyone(“even(preppies”(can(see(over.(
Greene((1995)(claimed(that(imagination(makes(empathy(possible(and,(in(some(cases,(it(is(obvious(
that(empathic(imagination,(seeing(the(potential(new(space(from(the(point(of(view(of(the(students(
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and(other(users,(was(built(into(the(design(of(the(libraries.(This(is(most(prominent(in(the(design(of(the(
School(7(building,(where(the(original(plans(were(challenged(and(a(more(customised(building(was(
developed.(As(well(as(making(excellent(use(of(a(steeply(sloping(site,(the(library(was(specifically(
designed(to(appeal(to(the(children’s(sense(of(belonging,(promoting(the(positive(interaction(of(
children(and(teachers(to(lead(to(improved(student(outcomes((Principal,(School(7).(Although(the(
building(for(School(4(was(pre\planned,(some(aspects(of(the(floor(plan(and(fittings(were(specifically(
designed(so(that(“the(kids(see(it(as(their(space”((Teacher,(School(4).(The(level(of(empathy(was(
reflected(in(the(ways(in(which(students(could(use(the(space,(promoting(mobility(and(accommodating(
their(use(of(mobile(devices(and(music(sharing.(It(was(also(at(this(school(that(teacher(aides(were(seen(
as(valued(members(of(the(teaching(team(with(a(specific(space(being(designed(for(their(purposes.(In(
School(1,(the(student(perspective(was(evident(in(small(ways,(such(as(dimmer(switches(for(the(lights(
that(enable(learners(to(settle(and(focus,(and(in(far(larger(design(elements,(such(as(the(outdoor(deck(
that(suited("country(kids(who(are(used(to(wide(open(spaces,(not(liking(to(be(confined(to(four(walls"(
(TL,(School(1).((
Students(also(demonstrated(empathic(imagination,(particularly(in(seeing(that(the(needs(of(younger(
grades(were(met(and(considering(design(elements(from(the(perspective(of(students(with(a(disability.(
Students(using(the(second(storey(library(of(School(2(suggested(having(“more(areas(downstairs(
because(some(kids(who(have(a(disability,(they(have(to(–(the(school(had(to(build(an(elevator(for(them(
to(get(up(and(all(that.(It(would(have(been(just(easier(if(it(was(just(downstairs”.(The(internal(lift(in(the(
split\level(School(7(library(was,(though,(a(key(feature(to(students,(as(it(enabled(a(wheelchair\using(
peer(to(access(all(areas(of(the(library.(
In(a(number(of(interviews,(once(the(benefits(of(the(new(spaces(were(enthusiastically(outlined(by(the(
participants,(the(teacher\librarians(and(many(teachers(and(principals(engaged(in(critically(reflective(
imagination,(considering(the(imposed(limitations(and(how(additional(consultation(could(have(
offered(local(knowledge(to(enhance(the(practicality(and(future\proofing(of(the(learning(
environments.((The(principal(of(School(1,(for(instance,(while(generally(happy(with(the(new(library,(
"because(we(didn't(have(anything(at(all”,(felt(that(he(would(have(been(able(to(achieve(better(value(
for(money(and(more(furnishings(if(the(BER(time(frame(had(allowed(time(to(explore(quotations.(Also(
critically(reflective(were(the(Year(7(students(of(School(3(who(appreciated(the(colourful(interior(and(
the(amount(of(technology(in(the(new(library(but(were(disappointed(that(the(rooms(in(the(library(
were(still(too(small(to(allow(for(the(full(range(of(possible(activities.((
The(School(3(teacher(interviewed,(however,(was(inspired(by(the(potential(of(the(new(spaces(offered(
by(the(library,(particularly(in(relation(to(the(new(Australian(curriculum.(She(felt(that(in(future(she(will(
be(able(to(reduce(the(amount(of(time(her(class(had(to(spend(on(literacy(and(numeracy,(using(the(
technology(and(arts(time(to(explore(the(possibilities(of(students(using(technology(in(the(space(some(
more.((While(the(School(4(Principal(was(critical(of(the(small(rooms(that(had(been(imposed(by(the(
designers(of(their(library,(a(similar(situation(was(overcome(at(School(7(through(some(creative(
imagination.(As(the(School(7(principal(said,(“while(every(library(was(told(they(had(to(have(a(seminar(
room(and(a(multimedia(room…nobody(said(you(had(to(have(the(walls(so(we(took(the(walls(out”.(
(Challenging(the(children(who(took(part(in(this(study(to(use(their(imaginations(to(consider(the(design(
of(new(learning(spaces(was,(in(itself,(an(act(of(empathic(imagination,(allowing(opportunities(for(
otherwise(marginalised(voices(to(be(drawn(into(the(discussion((Grundy,(1996).(It(has(resulted,(
unsurprisingly,(in(the(greatest(range(of(“fantasy”(and(creative(imagination(emanating(from(that(
group,(rather(than(from(the(teaching(staff,(and(these(ideas(will(be(explored(in(section(6.1.(This(is(not(
to(say(that(the(adults(did(not(display(creative(imagination;(in(fact,(their(use(of(the(new(spaces(and(
their(ideas(for(re\imagining(possibilities(demonstrated(high(levels(of(creative(imagination.((
Technology(offers(opportunities(for(creative(imagination,(as(in(the(case(of(School(5,(for(example,(
which(is(a(totally(wireless(school.((Students(of(School(3(also(liked(to(use(technology(in(the(library.(
The(combination(of(the(space(and(technology(eased(pressures(of(classroom(space(that(made(them(
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feel(“crowded(in”,(although(they(suggested(that(more(smart(boards(in(their(classrooms(would(help(
free(up(the(library((Students,(School(3)(that(was(now(attracting(too(much(student(use.((
Overall,(the(suggestions(from(students(and(staff(imply(that(a(greater(use(of(creative(imagination,(
underpinned(by(the(critical(imagination(that(includes(local(knowledge,(would(increase(the(creative(
potential(of(the(new(library(spaces,(challenging(what(is,(inciting(what(could(be,(and(helping(to(
“imagine(a(world(that(is(not(yet(imagined”((Fine,(1994,(p.(30).(Being(informed(by(empathic(
understandings(of(all(potential(end\users(would(also(produce(more(agile(spaces,(with(the(possibility(
that(students’(ideas(emanating(from(their(fantasies(and(teachers’(ideas(developed(from(critical(
imagination(could(contribute(to(problem(identification(and(solutions(and(lead(to(genuine(
empowerment((Maxcy,(1991).(Teachers(and(students,(though,(have(demonstrated(an(excitement(
about(the(new(facilities,(particularly(where(technologies(and(physical(spaces(have(been(well\
conceived,(that(have(the(ability(to(inspire(creative(pedagogies.((
Implications!and!recommendations!
While(there(is(no(doubt(that(the(Global(Economic(Crisis(and(the(BER(program(that(was(part(of(
Australia’s(antidote(was(a(very(timely(boon(to(hundreds(of(Queensland(schools,(a(pre\construction(
planning(period(permitting(broad(consultation(with(school(staff(and(communities(would(have(
enabled(additional(local(knowledge(to(be(applied(to(the(design(of(the(new(structures(for(schools(and(
would(have(assisted(in(future\proofing(the(new(facilities.((
Recommendations:!
• That(sufficient(lead\time(be(incorporated(into(plans(for(school(infrastructure(development(
to(permit(consultation(with(potential(users(of(the(facility.(
• That(all(design(of(new(school(facilities(incorporate,(to(the(extent(possible(within(building(
regulations(and(economic(constraints,(the(plans(and(needs(expressed(by(schools’(
communities(regarding(the(siting(of(buildings,(design(elements,(floor(plans(and(fixtures.((
(
7.2!Transitioning!(
Imagining(is(a(vital(element(in(any(designing(process.(This(section(has(illustrated(the(imaginative(
insights(that(students(bring(to(school(library(designing.(The(following(section(describes(the(
transitioning(experience(of(various(stakeholders,(including(students,(as(the(imagined(design(is(
realized(through(the(process(of(building(and(moving(into(the(new(library.(((
Introduction!to!transitioning!
Transitioning(provides(the(vital(link(between(imagining(and(experiencing(the(new(library(space.(
Transitioning(brings(imagining(to(reality(and(so(allows(users(to(experience(innovative(learning(and(
teaching(in(a(newly(created(library(space.(Transitioning(appears(to(be(a(rich(experience(of(change(
and(renewal(that(integrates(actions,(emotions,(reflection(and(learning.(It(incorporates(the(many(
transition(activities(that(were(described(in(the(case(studies.((
Conceptually,(transitioning(builds(upon(a(nuanced(understanding(of(transition(as(a(change(or(passing(
from(one(stage(to(another,(a(shift(or(modulation,(and(a(connecting(link(between(passages(
(Macquarie(dictionary,(2013).(In(the(context(of(this(study,(transition(is(understood(to(involve(a(
staged(progression(through(the(practicalities(of(a(design(project,(while(transitioning(implies(creative(
flow(between(imagining,(creating,(adapting(and(reimagining(spaces(for(learning.(Transition(is(finite(
while(transitioning(is(open\ended.((Transition(can(be(seen(as(a(practical(process(whereas(
transitioning(implies(holistic(experience.(Transitioning(looks(beyond(the(creation(of(a(new(space(to(
the(transformative(learning(opportunities(inherent(in(the(new(space.(
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The(previous(case(studies(illustrate(the(transition(activities(at(each(school(from(the(teacher\
librarian’s(perspective,(documenting(what(new(learning(space(design(entails(in(practical(terms.(This(
section(highlights(transitioning(experiences(among(the(whole(stakeholder(group,(including(teacher\
librarians,(with(key(themes(describing(particular(values,(emotions(and(expectations.(In(this(way,(the(
section(reflects(the(differing(ways(that(people(engage(in(and(respond(to(the(design(process;(and(it(
offers(deeper(understanding(about(human(needs(and(investments(in(school(library(designing.(((
In(building(a(picture(of(the(whole(transitioning(experience,(this(section(highlights(three(inter\related(
elements:(
Participants(in(transition((
Participation(in(transition(
Transformative(outcomes(of(transition((
Participants!in!transition!
This(section(considers(the(participants,(or(people(involved(in(transitioning(and(their(responses(to(the(
experience.(((
Varied(stakeholders(
Elliott(Burns((2011)(asks:(whose(business(is(transitioning?(A(collaborative(designing(approach((Clark,(
2010;(Flutter,(2006)(would(suggest(that(transitioning(is(the(“business”(of(all(stakeholders,(who(in(a(
school(library(context(include(students,(teachers,(the(library(staff(and(the(principal,(as(well(as(those(
with(a(commercial(interest(such(as(architects,(builders(and(suppliers.(The(findings(of(this(study(
suggest(that(stakeholders(experience(transitioning(in(many(different(ways(and(to(different(
intensities,(formally(and(informally,(which(vary(from(one(school(to(the(next.(
Identities((
Transitioning(is(often(associated(with(changing(identities,(of(both(the(library(itself(and(those(who(
manage(it.(To(a(degree,(this(tendency(also(reflects(wider(changes(that(are(occurring(in(the(thinking(
and(practice(of(teacher\librarians.(For(example,(notions(about(the(school(library(as(learning(hub(or(
iCentre((Hay,(2006(&(2010)(are(evident(in(the(name(and(emphasis(of(libraries(in(this(study.(For(
example,(PORTAL((Place(of(Learning(and(Teaching)(at(School(4(lyrically(evokes(its(aim.(At(School(5,(
where(a(mix(of(limited(funding(and(policy(has(resulted(in(a(minimal(book(collection,(the(name(
Information(Centre(conveys(its(strong(commitment(to(electronic(media.(In(contrast,(School(2’s(focus(
on(reading(seems(to(align(with(the(more(traditional(name(Library.((
Emotional(responses((
Transitioning((implies(change(and(sometimes(uncertainty.(Not(surprisingly,(participants(expressed(a(
variety(of(emotional(responses(to(the(changes(taking(place(around(them.(These(included(
excitement,(anticipation(and(stress.(
Individual(responses(tended(to(vary(depending(on(the(nature(of(the(change.(For(example,(the(
teacher\librarian(at(the(refurbished(library(seemed(pleased(to(be(able(to(retain(familiar(fittings,(
resources(and(practices.(However,(some(students(seemed(to(miss(a(favourite(cubby(space(that(was(
lost(in(the(redesign(process.(In(contrast,(the(students(who(had(moved(from(an(old(to(new(library(
were(generally(excited(by(the(novelty(and(flexibility(of(the(new(space(and(expressed(few(regrets(for(
the(old(one.((Meanwhile,(the(new(teacher\librarian(at(the(new(school(seemed(to(find(the(very(
openness(of(the(opportunity(a(bit(daunting(without(any(preceding(patterns(to(follow.(Although(
among(students(from(all(the(schools,(these(were(the(ones(who(seemed(to(have(most(freely(claimed(
the(library(as(their(own(space,(maybe(unrestrained(by(previous(library(conditioning.(!
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Participation!in!transition!
This(section(considers(the(“business”((Elliott(Burns,(2011)(of(transitioning(and(the(varying(ways(
people(experience(it(through(intentional(and(incidental(participation.(
Intentional(and(incidental(participation(
People’s(transitioning(experiences(vary(with(the(nature(of(their(participation(in(transition(activities.(
While(some(people(in(this(study(participated(formally(or(intentionally(in(transition(activities,(others(
participated(incidentally.(So(for(example,(some(principals(participated(intentionally(in(planning(
meetings(with(architects(and(some(teacher\librarians(participated(intentionally(in(the(selection(of(
furniture.(In(contrast,(students’(participation(was(generally(incidental.(They(were(seldom(involved(
formally(in(planning(or(furniture(selection.((
Intentional(participation(implies(agency(and(planned(outcomes,(which(at(these(schools(were(mainly(
the(“business”(of(professional(designers(and(the(school(leadership(team.(Although(many(
stakeholders(were(affected(by(transition(activities(associated(with(building(and(moving(into(the(new(
library(space,(they(generally(had(limited(opportunities(to(participate(in(the(formal(design(process.((
Levels(of(participation(varied(across(schools,(without(common(patterns(of(responsibility.(For(
example,(at(School(7(the(principal(was(intentionally(the(school’s(main(participant(in(the(project,(
whilst(at(Schools(3(and(4(the(teacher\librarians(were(delegated(considerable(responsibility(for(
negotiating(and(planning(with(architects.(In(contrast,(the(teacher\librarians(at(Schools(5(and(6(were(
not(even(present.(
Despite(the(potential(for(creating(an(innovative(learning(space,(the(teachers(generally(had(little(
participation(in(the(design(process.(So(their(transitioning(experience(was(incidental(and(often(
associated(with(inconvenience(and(physical(tasks.(They(sometimes(felt(the(effects(of(transition(
through(the(inability(to(access(needed(resources(that(were(temporarily(in(storage.(Some(teachers(
assisted(with(moving(resources(and(furniture(into(the(new(building.(However,(they(were(seldom(
consulted(about(library(design(issues(or(their(pedagogical(aspirations(for(the(new(learning(space.(As(
a(result,(the(teachers(tended(to(show(limited(sense(of(connection(with(the(new(library.(((
The(students(generally(had(even(less(opportunity(to(participate(intentionally(in(transition(activities,(
as(noted(in(other(research.(However,(their(interviews(and(drawings(show(that(they(continuously(
experience(aspects(of(transitioning(in(quite(rich(and(ongoing(ways.(Apparently(appreciating(the(
novelty(and(flexibility(of(the(new(space,(they(often(convert(areas(to(their(own(purposes,(for(example(
a(book(club(corner(at(School(7(or(a(private(nook(at(School(2.((
Challenges((
The(transitioning(“business”(brought(a(variety(of(challenges(and(disruptions(to(key(stakeholders(at(
the(featured(schools.(Depending(on(the(school’s(circumstances,(it(involved(multi\directional(
transitions(to,(from(and(between(physical(spaces.(At(some(schools(there(was(a(complete(move(from(
an(existing(to(a(newly(constructed(building,(whereas(at(another(school(the(move(involved(
temporarily(leaving(and(then(returning(to(the(same(refurbished(library.(In(these(cases,(library(users(
experienced(a(change(in(library(context(whilst(remaining(within(a(familiar(school(community.(
However,(at(one(recently(opened(secondary(college,(the(teacher\librarian,(students(and(teachers(
had(all(moved(into(a(new(library(without(familiar(bearings(in(the(wider(school(environment.((
Design\related(activities(were(often(intellectually,(physically(and(emotionally(demanding.(Often(with(
tight(deadlines,(it(was(necessary(to(make(plans,(decisions(and(physical(changes(whilst(continuing(to(
carry(out(their(normal(responsibilities.(For(some(principals(and(teacher\librarians,(this(involved(
overcoming(unfamiliarity(with(designing(and(building(practices.(For(example,(some(found(
themselves(claiming(and(managing(BER(funding;(negotiating(with(architects(and(builders;(
deciphering(plans;(anticipating(future(technology(needs;(selecting(interior(design(and(furniture;(and(
supervising(removalists.((
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Teacher\librarians(often(needed(to(provide(normal(services(in(temporary(quarters(and(with(
dispersed(or(stored(resources.(Meanwhile,(they(needed(to(review(the(library(collection,(plan(new(
workflows(and(consider(how(to(make(best(use(of(a(new(space(they(found(hard(to(imagine(from(
paper(plans.((((
In(some(cases,(designing(mistakes(or(near(misses(occurred(because(the(teacher\librarian(was(not(
available(or(consulted(on(a(particular(point.(As(a(result(of(the(teacher\librarian(being(away(at(the(
critical(decision\making(time,(one(school(gained(an(unwanted(green(room,(while(another(needed(to(
make(a(last(minute(cabling(change.((
Technologies((
Transitioning(is(occurring(alongside(wider(advances(in(information(and(learning(technologies(across(
all(educational(contexts.(There(was(evidence(that(stakeholders(at(all(the(schools(are(taking((
opportunities(offered(by(the(redesign(project(to(upgrade(information(and(learning((technologies(
such(as(white(boards,(wide(screen(displays,(Wii(consoles,(laptops(and(green(rooms(with(video(
cameras(and(production(software.(However,(at(some(schools(they(are(using(technology(to(fuller(
potential(than(at(others.(For(example,(at(some(libraries(a(large(video(screen(seemed(somewhat(
tokenistic,(being(used(as(little(more(than(an(attention\grabbing(noticeboard,(whereas(at(School(7(it(
is(integral(to(students’(learning(and(assessment(in(researching,(producing(and(displaying(their(work,(
as(well(as(promoting(their(role(as(Living(Books(or(interactive(library(monitors.((
Compromising((
Transitioning(is(also(about(the(art(of(the(possible.((It(involves(dialogue(and(wise(decision\making(and(
sometimes(compromise.(Since(funds(are(limited,(the(schools(often(take(advantage(of(opportunities(
as(they(arise(and(pro\actively(seek(support.(At(some(schools,(the(teacher\librarian(was(able(to(
persuade(the(parent(support(groups(to(purchase(needed(furniture.(In(several(cases,(schools(
benefitted(from(the(collaborative(contribution(of(parents(with(design(or(artistic(expertise.(At(one(
school,(teachers(gave(up(holiday(time(to(assist(with(moving(into(and(setting(up(the(new(school(
library.(
One(teacher\librarian(developed(a(strongly(collaborative(relationship(with(the(architect(by(taking(
time(to(understand(technical(drawings(and(explaining(her(professional(approach(to(him.((
Several(schools(benefitted(through(willingness(to(compromise.(For(example,(one(teacher\librarian(
found(the(architect(became(more(amenable(to(her(suggestions(when(she(acknowledged(his(advice(
on(major(points.(Another(teacher\librarian(was(initially(disappointed(by(the(position(of(the(library(on(
the(edge(rather(than(in(the(middle(of(the(school(site,(but(then,(recognising(the(benefit(of(being(next(
to(the(school(gate,(he(started(to(promote(the(library(as(“first(and(last(port(of(call”.(((
Learning(Transitioning(involved(significant(and(often(unanticipated(learning(opportunities(for(various(
participants(about(designing(and(building.(In(some(cases,(learning(was(necessary(to(allow(cross\
disciplinary(collaboration(between(the(various(stakeholders.(For(example,(the(teacher\librarians(at(
schools(1,2(and(4(found(they(needed(to(learn(building(terms(and(how(to(read(architectural(drawings(
in(order(to(communicate(particular(needs(to(the(architect.(From(an(alternative(perspective,(the(
architects(for(School(2,(4,(and(7(developed(new(understandings(about(the(nature(of(primary(school(
libraries(and(their(role(in(learning.(This(has(brought(lasting(benefit(for(the(School(2(architect,(who(
now(applies(this(new(knowledge(to(other(design(contracts.(
Transitioning(also(involved(rich(learning(opportunities(for(some(students.(For(example,(a(teacher(at(
School(4(based(creative(thinking(activities(around(students’(fascination(with(the(library(building(
activities.(Other(students(learned(and(applied(basic(design(principles(in(the(problem\solving(shoe(
rack(task((described(in(6.4,(above).(
Transitioning(is(a(fluid(and(reflective(experience.(It(involves(looking(backwards(as(well(as(forwards,(
building(on(previous(experience(to(achieve(fresh(but(effective(solutions.(Therefore,(with(school(
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libraries,(transitioning(is(not(so(much(about(discarding(all(that(has(gone(before,(but(transforming(
environments(and(practices(that(have(become(taken(for(granted((Elliott(Burns,(2011).((
Participants(in(this(study(often(seem(to(experience(transformation(in(terms(of(things(lost(and(gained.(
They(refer(back(to(a(previous(familiar(library(in(order(to(explain(aspects(of(the(new(library’s(design.(
In(most(cases,(they(make(favourable(comparisons,(although(occasionally(individuals(express(regret(
for(particular(features(of(the(old(library.((
Lost(in(transition(
Of(the(things(lost(in(transition,(some(were(sadly(missed(while(others(were(gladly(left(behind.((The(
sense(of(loss(seemed(strongest(among(students(at(School(3,(perhaps(because(theirs(was(a(
refurbished(library(that(prompted(memories(of(what(it(used(to(be(like.(In(particular,(they(missed(a(
raised(cubby(where(they(used(to(hide(and(read.(In(contrast(teacher\librarians(and(teachers(at(
Schools(1,(2,(4(and(7(were(delighted(to(abandon(dark(and(cramped(spaces.((Similarly,(most(of(the(
teacher\librarians(relished(the(opportunity(to(cull(out\dated(resources(prior(to(moving(into(the(new(
space.(
In(addition(to(lost(things,(were(lost(opportunities(associated(with(designing(and(learning.(For(
example,(students(and(teachers(generally(experienced(minimal(participation(in(designing(a(space(
intended(to(support(their(core(educational(“business.”(Now(that(the(libraries(are(finished,(the(
students(are(beginning(to(colonise(them(in(social(and(often(quite(creative(ways(during(break(times.((
However,(it(seems(that(they(are(still(missing(out(on(innovative(learning(experiences(that(are(possible(
but(not(fully(realised.((At(most(schools,(teachers(take(their(classes(to(the(new(library(without(
extending(their(pedagogical(options(beyond(tried(and(tested(research(activities.(((
Teacher\librarians(also(indicate(missed(opportunities(in(the(library(design.(For(example,(the(School(3(
teacher\librarian(regretted(not(having(a(more(congenial(teacher\reference(lounge(while(the(School(6(
teacher\librarian(wished(the(library(had(included(a(reading(pit.(In(contrast,(at(some(schools(the(
limited(use(of(the(video(green/blue(room(for(curriculum\based(and(independent(activities(suggests(
significant(lost(opportunities(for(students(and(teacher(development(and(community(engagement.((
Further(lost(opportunities(are(apparent(in(the(lack(of(post\occupancy(evaluations((Maarleveld,(2012)(
of(the(new(libraries.(These(would(help(identify(particular(strengths(and(problems(of(the(spaces(and(
provide(guidance(for(future(library(designing(at(these(schools(and(elsewhere.(
There(are(also(signs(of(personal(loss,(with(teacher\librarians(who(were(new(to(a(school(missing(the(
support(of(colleagues.((This(was(particularly(the(case(at(School(5,(where(the(teacher\librarian(was(
trying(to(create(a(purpose(and(identity(for(the(library(within(a(brand(new(school(without(established(
customs(and(practices.((She(felt(at(a(loss(without(an(established(collegial(network(to(consult(for(
information(and(advice.((
On(the(other(hand,(at(some(schools(deliberate(efforts(are(made(not(to(lose(all(connection(with(the(
previous(library.(The(School(3(teacher\librarian(recycles(still(serviceable(equipment,(such(as(wooden(
trolleys.((Some(participants(also(retain(symbolically(important(items,(for(example(the(school(crest(on(
a(wooden(board(at(School(3(and(historically(valuable(books(at(School(6.(
Gained(in(transition(
Things(gained(in(transition(are(similarly(mixed(in(nature.(Overall,(the(school(communities(have(
gained(an(array(of(benefits(with(their(new(library.(Inevitably,(these(have(come(with(some(evident(
disadvantages.(((((
At(all(the(schools,(teachers,(students(and(library(staff(express(appreciation(for(having(gained(a(fresh,(
purpose\designed(library.(In(some(cases(the(library(project(has(brought(an(impetus(for(wider(
innovation.((This(is(most(obvious(at(School(7,(where(the(principal(and(deputy(have(taken(the(
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opportunity(to(fuse(their(pedagogical(and(administrative(roles(by(relocating(their(office(to(the(
library,(whilst(simultaneously(re\imagining(the(school(mission(and(logo.((
The(size(and(visibility(of(the(building(projects(drew(attention(to(the(library(and(its(purpose(within(the(
school.((Teacher\librarians(came(into(the(spotlight(and(often(gained(new(leadership(and(project(
management(opportunities(through(their(involvement(in(the(design(and(building(process,(especially(
at(Schools(1,(2(and(4(where(their(principal(delegated(responsibility(for(liaising(with(architects(and(
builders.((
As(mentioned(previously,(students,(teacher\librarians(and(architects(also(gained(unanticipated(
learning(opportunities.(These(have(the(potential(to(enrich(the(professional(practice(of(architects(and(
teacher\librarians.(Students(have(gained(real\life(insights(about(design(and(building(processes(with(
potential(to(inform(career(decision\making(and(personal(interests.(
The(less(positive(gains(relate(mainly(to(physical(inconveniences.(For(example,(several(libraries(have(
been(given(curriculum(and(reading(resources(to(store(in(spaces(planned(for(library(materials(and(
activities.((A(few(teacher\librarians(consider(that(the(green(room(provided(for(video(production(is(
unnecessary.((However,(in(some(cases(they(welcome(the(space(it(allows(for(alternative(purposes(
such(as(teacher(reference(room,(storage(or(book(covering.((
Continuing(transition(
Like(learning,(the(transitioning(is(a(continuous(experience.(Teacher\librarians,(especially(those(who(
arrived(after(the(building(was(completed,(are(continuing(to(develop(familiarity(with(the(library(and(
develop(future(directions.(Teachers(and(students(are(continuing(to(explore(and(find(new(ways(of(
using(the(space.((Parent(support(groups,(as(at(School(1,(are(continuing(to(enhance(the(learning(
environment(and(facilities(through(fund\raising.((Community(groups,(such(as(play(groups,(are(using(
the(space(to(further(develop(connections(among(their(members(and(the(schools.((
Implications!for!pedagogy!
Transitioning(as(a(generative(space(
Transitioning,(while(sometimes(uncomfortable,(is(an(important(and(underappreciated(stage(in(
reimagining(new(possibilities(for(learning.((For(new(pedagogic(practices(to(emerge,(teachers((and(
teacher\librarians)(need(the(opportunity(to(engage(in(learning(that(is(recursive(and(includes(the(
opportunity(to(challenge(their(beliefs(and(learn(new(practices(in(personal,(practical(and(formal(ways(
(Opfer(&(Pedder,(2011,(p.(387).(Some(disequilibrium(is(important(to(provoke(new(learning(and(
change,(but(too(much(leads(to(rejection(of(the(change.(The(period(of(transition(is(a(time(of(
disequilibrium(that(can(generate(new(ways(of(working(and(learning.(Rather(than(a(stage(that(needs(
to(be(“got(through”(as(quickly(as(possible,(it(is(an(opportunity(to(engage(in(conversations(and(
exploratory(learning(with(a(range(of(stakeholders.((
Transitioning(contributes(to(transformation,(not(just(of(the(learning(space(itself(but(in(the(ways(
people(think(about(and(use(it.!With(a(new(school(library,(the(transitioning(experience(can(support(
transformative(learning(outcomes.(However,(at(the(schools(in(this(study,(promises(of(transformation(
inherent(in(the(new(library(surroundings(are(not(always(reflected(in(transformed(pedagogical(
practices(of(the(teachers(and(teacher\librarians.(In(part,(this(suggests(a(need(to(ensure(that(users(are(
prepared(and(empowered(to(use(the(new(library(space.(For(teachers,(this(might(involve(professional(
learning(about(contemporary(media,(informed(learning(and(inquiry\based(pedagogy((Kuhlthau,(
Maniotes(&(Caspari,(2007).(For(teacher\librarians(this(might(involve(developing(stronger(
collaborative(teaching(partnerships.(For(students,(this(might(involve(enticing(youth\focused(social(
and(learning(initiatives,(hosted(for(and(by(students(and(community(groups.(
There(are(clear(parallels(between(designing(and(learning,(with(committed(practitioners(in(both(fields(
striving(towards(transformative(outcomes.(Designing(and(learning(generally(thrive(when(participants(
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build(upon(previous(experience(and(engage(in(collaborative(approaches(and(are(ready(for(change.(
Since(reflective(practice(contributes(to(personal(and(professional(learning((Schön,(1987)(
stakeholders’(transitioning(experience(could(be(enhanced(by(journaling,(blogging(or(creating(photo(
galleries.(There(could(be(particular(benefit(for(teachers(and(teacher\librarians(in(sharing(their(
reflections(to(develop(understanding(about(teaching(goals(and(professional(development(needs.((
Implications!for!designing!!
Transitioning(implies(collective(experience(and(transformation.(As(such,(it(is(more(complex(than(
completing(a(set(of(building(project(tasks.(Transitioning(involves(a(variety(of(stakeholders(
throughout(the(designing(process.(This(necessitates(project(leaders(encouraging(everyone’s(
imaginings(whilst(seeking(consensus(and(practicality(in(the(final(design.(((
Transitioning(is(forward\looking(process(that(seeks(ongoing(improvement.(It(does(not(end(once(
everything(and(everybody(has(moved(into(the(new(library(space.(Therefore,(it(is(important(to(
support(continuing(dialogue(among(stakeholders(and(evaluation(of(the(library(space(and(its(use.(!
Transitioning:!Link!to!experiencing!!
This(section(has(described(the(ways(in(which(people(experience(transitioning(between(an(imagined(
and(a(real(new(school(library.(The(following(section,(Experiencing,(outlines(how(the(new(school(
library(is(experienced(and(used(in(practice.(
(
7.3!Experiencing!!
The(new(library(spaces(invited(the(students,(teachers,(teacher\librarians(and(school(leaders(to(
negotiate(new(ways(of(working(in(the(library(space.(For(some,(experiencing(the(library(space(was(a(
realisation(of(plans(that(began(before(or(during(the(design(phase.(For(others,(the(opportunity(to(find(
new(ways(of(working(began(emerging(as(the(spaces(began(to(be(used.(This(section(explores(the(
research(question:(How(do(members(of(the(school(community((teacher\librarians,(teachers,(
students(and(school(leaders)(experience(the(creation(of(a(new(school(library(learning(space?(Firstly(
the(experiences(of(the(various(groups(of(participants(are(analysed,(before(attention(is(turned(to(the(
practices(that(emerged.((
Participants!in!experiencing!
Each(of(the(participant(groups(had(different(experiences(within(the(spaces,(informed(by(their(level(of(
responsibility(for(the(space,(and(also(their(frequency(of(use.(Assumptions(about(learning(also(
informed(their(practices.((
Teacher:librarians!
The(type(of(learning(emphasised(in(the(intended(pedagogical(designs(within(the(library(spaces(often(
reflected(the(priorities,(expertise(and(the(personalities(of(the(teacher\librarian.(Teacher\librarians(
variously(emphasised(the(role(of(technology(in(information(finding(and(inquiry((schools(1(&(4),(
fostering(a(love(of(reading((school(2(&(3),(creativity((school(6),(and(the(social(role(of(the(spaces(in(
establishing(a(whole\school(learning(culture((schools(5(&(7).(This(emphasis(would(often(shape(the(
way(spaces(were(configured(for(use(by(the(teacher\librarians;(for(example,(in(schools(with(an(
emphasis(on(reading,(the(blue(or(green(technology(rooms(had(been(turned(into(storage(rooms(for(
big(books(and(charts.(In(schools(where(technology(was(emphasised,(careful(thought(about(power(
outlets,(wireless(and(mobile(technologies(occurred,(and(students(were(encouraged(to(bring(in(their(
mobile(devices(and(use(them(at(lunchtimes,(and(experiment(by(themselves(in(the(green(rooms.(
While(few(of(the(teacher\librarians(described(their(vision(for(learning(using(theories(of(pedagogy(or(
learning,(many(of(them(were(able(to(describe(the(vision(for(learning(that(was(informing(their(
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priorities(using(language(informed(by(theories(of(information(science,(technology(and(learning(space(
design.(Learning(spaces(were(set(up(for(classes(so(they(could(be(interactive(and(flexible,(where(
students(could(move(between(resources(and(develop(mastery(in(information(seeking.(So(that(
learning(could(be(experienced(as(collaborative,(dynamic,(and(fun,(the(mobile(technologies(were(
stored(so(they(could(be(integrated(seamlessly(with(books(for(pleasure(and(learning.(Teacher\
librarians(created(experiences(reflecting(these(learning(goals(by(changing(displays,(and(running(
competitions,(lunchtime(activities,(student(clubs,(and(special(events(such(as(a(reading(pyjama(party(
(2),(and(movie(screenings((3,(6),(as(well(as(collaborating(with(teachers.(Formal(opportunities(to(
collaborate(and(plan(with(teachers(were(more(challenging(to(negotiate,(with(the(teacher\librarians(
often(having(to(wait(to(be(invited.(When(teacher\librarians(were(given(opportunities(to(contribute(to(
whole\school(planning(through(committees((2,(5,(7)(they(were(able(to(effectively(contribute(to(
developing(the(learning(culture(throughout(the(school.((
Schedules(and(booking(systems(that(were(established(enabled(students(and(teachers(to(have(a(
degree(of(ownership(over(the(use(of(resources.(At(a(number(of(the(schools,(the(circulation(desk(was(
used(by(the(teacher,(and(was(not(seen(as(an(exclusive(domain(of(the(teacher\librarian.(However,(
there(were(also(unintended(consequences(in(establishing(systems,(regulating(that(girls(and(boys(
accessed(the(resources(differently((4),(or(were(unaware(of(how(to(use(systems((1).((Teacher(aides(
may(also(have(held(different(priorities(to(those(of(the(teacher\librarian,(turning(students(away(from(
learning(experiences(the(teacher\librarian(was(encouraging((3).(Constant(reflection,(inquiry(and(
observation(of(student(learning(by(the(teacher\librarian(was(necessary(in(shaping(the(emerging(
practices(in(the(new(spaces,(that(may(involve(challenging(old(patterns.((
An(emerging(use(of(the(library(space(and(the(teacher\librarian(role(was(coordinating(the(boxes(and(
boxes(of(reading(resources(to(support(the(introduction(of(the(Australian(Curriculum.(Rooms(
designed(for(team\meetings(or(media(innovation(became(storage(spaces.(Managing(the(“back(room”(
work(of(the(library,(including(managing(the(technicians,(teacher\aides(and(volunteers,(was(the(most(
“emergent”(and(least(resolved(of(the(library(spaces.(Teacher\librarians(had(often(prioritised(the(
student(learning(areas(and(teacher\reference(sections(over(their(own(workspaces,(declaring(their(
own(workspaces(“a(work(in(progress”.((
When(the(teacher\librarian(had(the(opportunity(to(be(involved(in(imagining(the(ways(of(working(in(
the(design(process,(the(uses(of(the(learning(spaces(were(often(determined(by(the(teacher\librarian’s(
design(intention.(Signage(and(naming(of(spaces(throughout(the(libraries(were(attempts(to(highlight(
these(intended(learning(experiences.(In(schools(where(the(teacher\librarian(was(not(full(time,(or(had(
not(been(the(original(designer((1,(5,(7)(alternate(uses(of(the(space(occurred(alongside(the(teacher\
librarian’s(intended(purposes,(and(were(often(initiated(by(a(teacher(or(the(students(exploring(their(
own(uses(of(the(space.((
Students!
While(the(children(who(were(interviewed(were(aged(8\12,(they(shared(similar(experiences(of(their(
new(spaces.(The(library(was(valued(as(a(safe(and(social(place(where(they(could(meet(friends(at(
lunchtime(and(relax.(It(was(also(valued(as(a(learning(place(where(they(could(spread(out,(as(
classrooms(were(often(perceived(as(crowded,(which(increased(levels(of(stress.(Soft(seating(options,(
with(easy(access(to(board(games(or(electronic(devices(and(favourite(books,(were(appreciated.(
Students(valued(choice,(sometimes(preferring(dark(and(private(areas(tucked(away(from(everyone(so(
they(could(escape(into(a(book(or(not(be(overheard(while(talking(to(friends.(Other(times,(students(
preferred(to(move(about,(talk,(play(board(games((2,(3)(or(online(games(with(friends((4)(or(book(into(
game(areas(such(as(the(XBox((2,(3)(or(Wii(dance(off(areas((7).(Students(also(initiated(lunchtime(story(
reading(sessions((3,(4)(and(using(and(sharing(music(and(content(from(their(own(devices((5).((
Students(were(mostly(confident(booking(their(turns(on(special(resources,(and(about(the(
expectations(for(behaviour.(In(general,(students(appreciated(comfortable(seats,(colour(and(
brightness,(and(would(often(gravitate(to(areas(where(they(could(be(connected(to(each(other(and(to(
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the(outdoors,(such(as(large(windows(or(decks.(More(beanbags(that(were(mobile(and(comfortable,(
opportunities(for(creative(art(on(the(walls(and(privacy(were(mentioned(in(interviews.((
Most(of(all,(students(wanted(to(feel(welcomed,(valued(and(engaged,(and(indicated(that(the(warm(
relationship(with(the(teacher\librarian(and(teacher\aides(was(an(important(part(of(the(experience.(
Teachers!
The(teachers(were(early(adopters(who(were(exploring(the(library(spaces(with(their(classes.(The(
library(was(an(extension(of(their(classroom(space(that(enabled(them(to(expand(their(repertoire(of(
formal(learning(activities(for(their(students.(For(some(the(library(enabled(access(to(specialist(
resources(such(as(movie(making,(a(wet(space(for(science(experiments,(laptops(iPads(and(interactive(
white(boards,(large(rooms(for(guest(speakers(or(working(with(the(librarian(as(an(additional(teacher.(
Traditional(library(reading(and(research(lessons(were(still(valued,(but(the(teachers(indicated(that(
more(physical(space(meant(they(could(design(more(inquiry\based(learning(and(collaborative(learning(
experiences(for(their(students.(The(variety(of(spaces(and(the(glass(between(learning(areas(meant(
that(teachers(could(establish(multiple(groups,(each(focusing(on(a(different(skill,(and(easily(supervise(
and(move(between(the(groups.(Mobile(furnishings(meant(the(space(could(be(easily(transformed(for(
performances((1,(3,(7).((Improved(learning(outcomes(were(noted(in(terms(of(individual(students(
were(more(focused,(the(teacher(was(able(to(give(more(individualised(help,(independent(learning(and(
collaborative(learning(skills(improved,(improved(reading(skills,(greater(inquiry(skills,(a(decrease(in(
student(stress(and(an(increase(in(engagement.(Teachers(appreciated(the(ease(with(which(they(could(
book(spaces(online,(even(booking(teacher\librarian(time(online((5).((Planning(areas(in(the(teacher\
reference(section(were(also(identified(as(improving(their(own(productivity,(and(that(of(visiting(
specialist(teachers.((
Flexible(and(open(spaces(also(added(more(challenges(to(their(teaching.(For(one(teacher((4),(mobile(
furnishings(were(a(distraction(inviting(silly(behaviour(from(students(and(she(wished(for(less(mobility.(
For(another,(mobility(was(an(essential(element,(and(she(was(frustrated(it(took(too(long(to(move(
furnishings(out(of(the(way((3).(Interestingly(both(of(these(perspectives(were(informed(by(a(view(of(
learning(that(recognised(children(were(energetic(and(“kids(will(be(kids”.((
Teachers(taught(their(students(expectations(and(routines(to(help(them(learn(how(to(use(the(
collaborative(learning(spaces,(both(prior(to(using(the(new(spaces(and(in(the(first(lessons.(Sometimes(
these(expectations(were(explicitly(linked(to(school\wide(values((2,(3,(5),(while(at(other(times,(the(
expectations(reflected(the(teacher’s(own(vision(for(learning,(such(as(developing(independence((1)(or(
inquiry(skills((6).(Those(teachers(who(were(able(to(articulate(the(pedagogical(beliefs(that(were(
underpinning(their(use(of(the(library(spaces(drew(on(their(previous(experiences(in(teaching(in(other(
contexts((1,(7),(and(professional(learning(through(the(digital(pedagogical(license((3).(The(teachers(
wanted(more(opportunities(to(share(their(practice(with(one(another,(and(felt(constrained(in(their(
exploration(of(more(innovative(uses(of(the(library(spaces(by(the(increased(pressure(from(the(
Australian(Curriculum(and(the(systemic(emphasis(on(literacy(and(numeracy.(Time(pressure(often(
meant(that(time(for(the(arts(and(technology(curriculum,(where(they(could(see(more(uses(of(the(
library,(was(being(sacrificed.((
School!leaders!
School(leaders(varied(a(great(deal(in(how(they(engaged(with(the(new(library(spaces,(from(seeing(it(as(
not(having(a(measurable(impact(on(learning((4),(as(a(timetabled(computer(lab((3),(or(as(the(“learning(
hub”(of(the(school(where(the(leader’s(offices(were(located((7).((However,(all(of(the(school(leaders(
who(agreed(to(be(interviewed(appreciated(the(BER(library(funding,(as(it(enabled(a(significant(
resource(to(be(constructed.((
The(rapid(timeframe(and(process(that(encouraged(the(use(of(design(templates(meant(some(leaders(
felt(they(had(little(control(over(the(design(of(the(learning(space,(so(they(were(able(to(delegate(most(
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of(the(decisions(to(the(teacher\librarian.(Building(design(was(seen(as(a(necessary(but(peripheral(role,(
with(other(system(priorities,(such(as(accountability(for(increasing(literacy(and(numeracy(outcomes,(
having(greater(importance(for(learning(outcomes((3(&(4).(Those(leaders(who(resisted(the(template(
design(and(engaged(architects(and(project(managers(to(lead(a(collaborative(design(process((2(&(7)(
were(also(able(to(articulate(pedagogical(principles(underpinning(the(spaces:(being(child(friendly,(
interactive,(learner(centred,(inclusive,(integrating(technology,(and(flexible(to(enable(“future(
proofing”.((
The(collaborative(process(of(design(also(prompted(significant(cultural(changes(within(the(schools,(
enabling(improved(communication(between(the(P(&(C,(parents,(teachers(and(students((2)(and(
provoking(a(parallel(dialogue(and(inquiry(into(a(whole\school(pedagogical(framework((7).(
Experiences(that(were(emerging(in(the(library(space(were(contributing(to(positive(cultural(changes(
within(the(whole(school(culture.(In(school(7,(the(principal(and(deputy(principal(relocated(their(office(
into(the(new(library(space,(to(model(the(deprivatisation(of(practice(they(were(asking(of(the(teachers.(
Glass(windows(and(the(open(door(meant(that(collaborative(learning(and(conversation(was(
encouraged(and(expected.(The(opportunities(to(create(links(with(the(community(through(cultural(
events(and(P(&(C(functions(was(a(welcome(outcome(that(was(either(an(unanticipated(surprise((1)(or(
realisation(of(a(deliberate(design(intent((2(&(7).(There(was(a(missed(opportunity(in(some(schools(for(
amplifying(cultural(change,(as(leaders(were(not(aware(of(the(pedagogical(changes(that(the(library(
spaces(were(generating(through(the(innovations(of(teacher\librarians,(teachers(and(students.((
An(additional(missed(opportunity(had(to(do(with(decisions(about(locating(the(library(within(the(
school(site.(In(School(2,(the(only(independent(school(in(the(study,(the(principal(had(greater(
autonomy(to(make(decisions(about(the(building(and(grounds.(Significant(integration(of(the(library(
into(the(whole(school(occurred(as(an(existing(building(was(demolished(and(aerial(walkways(to(
connect(classrooms(were(built.((In(mid\sized(state(schools,(the(school(leadership(can(change(quite(
regularly,(so(leaders(are(often(temporary(custodians(who(maintain(the(physical(school(spaces(and(
may(not(gain(experience(in(designing(new(buildings.(State(school(leaders(in(schools(1,(3,(&(4(
reflected(that(they(would(have(preferred(to(locate(the(library(differently,(but(funds(for(demolition(
were(not(part(of(the(budget.((
Patterns!of!participation!
The(library(is(one(of(the(few(indoor(spaces(in(a(school(where(students(can(experience(both(formal(
learning(during(class(time,(and(informal(learning(and(socialising(during(break(times(with(children(
from(across(multiple(grade(levels.(We(have(recognised(the(variety(of(experiences(by(summarising(
the(following(patterns(of(participation(that(were(observed(or(reported(by(participants(into(four(
categories:(
Expanded(–(These(were(experiences(that(had(also(occurred(within(the(old(library(space,(but(
were(extended(to(become(richer(or(more(diverse(in(the(new(spaces.(
Enabled(–(These(experiences(were(new(practices(that(were(made(possible(by(the(new(library(
spaces(
Informal(–(These(were(new(experiences(for(students(that(occurred(outside(of(the(formal(
curriculum.(
Extended(–(These(experiences(enabled(learners(to(be(positioned(as(members(of(a(
community,(and(to(engage(with(the(community(within(the(new(library(spaces(
(
(
Table(7.1:(Patterns(of(participation((
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Expanded( Enabled(( Informal( Extended(
Research(( Puppet(show((1)3( Children(reading(stories(
for(others((2,(4,(7)(
P(&(C(BBQ((1)(
Personal(reading( Outdoor(learning,(reading,(
verandas,(decks(
Movies(at(lunchtime((4(&(
6)(
Book(and(blanket((2)(
Class(book(borrowing( Reading(buddies((1)( Making(movie(postcards(
(5)(
Whole(school(movie(
night((3)(
Displays( Student(parliament((1,(3)( Writers(club( Family(fun(night((3)(
Guest(speakers,(author(
visits(
Science(experiments((2,(4)( Chess(club((3,(5)( Year(7(graduation(
(7)(
Competitions( Theatre(for(drama((3)( Relaxing(in(lounge(chairs( Year(7(leadership(
training((7)(
Teacher\aides(working(
with(small(groups(
Social(gaming,(table(
football,(Wii((1,(7)(
(
Designing(electronic(
games((5)(
School(concerts((7)(
Whole(school(reading(
scheme((
Extension(groups((4)( Listening(to(music((5)( Playgroup((6)(
Librarian(led(story(time( Personal(use(of(technology(
(4(&5)(
Private,(friendship(
spaces((
(
Book(fair( Making(movies( Students(developing(own(
book(corner((7)(
(
Student(leadership(as(
monitors((1,(3,6,),(living(
books((7)(
Using(laptops(and(
interactive(white(boards(
( (
Promotion(of(school(
events,(student(
achievements(via(wide(
screens((5(,7)(
Students(booking(in(to(do(
group(work(at(lunchtime(
( (
Separate(boy/girl(times(
(4)(
Independent(learning( ( (
Rehearsals( School(assemblies( ( (
Inquiry(based(group(work( Room(to(meet(visiting(
specialists((1)(
( (
( Location(of(technology(aides(
and(IT(help(desk((4(&(5)(
( (
(
While(these(report(on(the(patterns(of(participation(experienced(by(the(students(as(learners,(
additionally(the(spaces(enabled(greater(fluency(as(work(environment(for(the(teacher\librarians,(
teachers,(aides,(volunteers,(parents(and(specialists.((
(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((( ((((((((((((((((((((
3(Where(these(practices(are(mentioned(in(detail(in(the(case(studies,(the(school(is(indicated(
in(brackets.((
(
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7.4!!Reimagining!
Reimagining(assumes(that(designing(and(learning(are(ongoing(processes(and(that(transitioning(and(
experiencing(will(continue(at(the(school(libraries(featured(in(this(study.(Reimagining(involves(
reflection(and(evaluation,(and(supports(further(development(of(the(design(and(use(of(the(learning(
space.(Sharing(the(designing(experiences(of(people(at(the(featured(schools(supports(the(imagining,(
transitioning(and(experiences(of(others(engaged(in(redesigning(a(school(library(elsewhere.((
A(key(finding(of(this(research(has(been(the(recognition(that(experiences(of(transition(are(important(
opportunities(for(reimagining(the(types(of(learning(that(are(possible.(Transition(spaces(can(be(
understood(and(valued(as(interactional(spaces(that(can(enable(new(connections(to(learning(to(
emerge.(The(following(section(explores(ways(that(new(patterns(of(learning(were(reimagined,(as(well(
as(future(dreaming.(
Signs!of!new!learning!
For(new(patterns(of(participation(to(be(reimagined,(there(needs(to(be(a(shared(language(about(
learning,(so(participants(can(explore(beliefs(and(create(new(cultural(norms((Opfer(&(Pedder,(2011).(
The(use(of(signage(in(the(libraries(was(a(common(strategy(used(by(the(teacher\librarians(to(signify(a(
reimagining(of(learning(and(the(role(of(the(library.(So(for(example,(at(School(3(the(room(names(
signaled(the(nature(of(the(pedagogy(envisaged(for(this(space:(Collaborate,(Connect,(Create(and(
Challenge.(At(the(School(4(library(the(emphasis(on(creativity,(critical(thinking,(collaboration(and(
reading(is(indicated(by(room(names(like(Mem(Fox,(Brain(Gym(and(Café(Connect.((
Some(names(adopted(for(the(“library”(conveyed(a(distinctive(essence.(“Learning”(is(highlighted(by(
School(3’s(Library(Learning(Centre(and(School(4’s(PORTAL((Place(of(Learning(and(Teaching),(whereas(
School(5’s(Information(Service(Centre(and(School(6’s(Resource(Centre(emphasise(their(role(of(
enabling(access(to(information(to(support(learning.(Library,(as(used(by(Schools(1,(2(and(7,(is(undated.(
It(is(a(name(rich(in(tradition(and(continuity,(as(a(community(space(that(encapsulates(learning,(
reading(and(social(interaction.(Interestingly,(Schools(1(and(7(returned(to(the(familiar(name(Library(
from(alternatives((Resource(Centre(and(Nexus,(respectively).(Library(seems(particularly(appropriate(
for(School(2,(with(its(reading(focus(and(varied(activities.((
The(metaphorical(richness(of(names(like(Portal(and(Connect(was(also(apparent(in(the(ways(various(
participants(described(the(role(of(the(library.(Most(often,(these(expressions(conveyed(a(sense(of(
connection(or(centrality(within(the(school,(for(example:(“central(engine”,(“first(port(of(call”,(
“learning(hub”(and(“technology(hub”.(The(teacher\librarian(at(School(6(evoked(the(supportive(role(of(
the(library(as(a(“refuge”(for(students(and(a(“respite(centre”(for(teachers.(The(School(1(teacher\
librarian(evoked(her(sense(of(pleasure(and(belonging(as(being(like(that(of(“Alice(in(Wonderland”.((
More(widely,(a(whole\school(language(of(learning(was(evident(in(signs(throughout(Schools(3,(5(and(
7.(School(3(had(shared(values:(“be(safe(be(respectful(and(be(a(learner”.(In(school(5,(“ready,(set,(
learning”(goals(and(discussions(about(what(quality(learning(looked(like(and(felt(like(were(common,(
and(the(teacher\librarian(was(a(valued(member(of(the(whole(school(pedagogic(planning(team.((
School(7(was(in(the(process(of(designing(their(own(pedagogical(framework,(inspired(by(the(
discussions(about(the(library(spaces(and(their(conceptual(understandings.(The(school(library(and(
teacher\librarian(are(well(placed(to(promote(whole\school(approaches(to(pedagogic(reform.((
If!only…!
On(the(whole,(the(teacher\librarians(were(pleased(with(the(design(of(their(new(library(building(and(
none(mentioned(major(design(flaws(or(urgent(improvement(needs.(However,(as(with(any(new(
building(there(were(some(aspects(that(in(hindsight,(or(with(greater(consultation,(could(have(been(
done(better.(((
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In(most(cases,(items(for(improvement(relate(to(furniture(and(internal(fittings(that(could(be(improved(
in(future(with(relatively(small(funding.(For(example,(three(teacher\librarians(mention(the(need(for(
different(or(additional(furniture(that(is(more(flexible,(stackable(or(comfortable(for(adults;(and(one(
wished(for(“trapdoor”(electrical(sockets(in(the(floor(to(allow(for(greater(flexibility(for(computer(
stations(on(round(tables(to(allow(for(collaborative(use.(The(School(5(teacher\librarian(considers(that(
glass(walls(would(allow(the(fully(enclosed(classrooms(to(be(used(for(observable(break\out(spaces.(
She(also(finds(the(circulation(desk(is(far(too(large.(The(School(7(teacher\librarian(wishes(for(a(green(
screen((deleted(from(the(original(plan)(and(more(effective(AV(equipment(for(the(auditorium(area.(
There(are(three(less(fixable(problems(associated(with(the(building(construction.(The(School(1(
teacher\librarian(indicated(that(the(library(would(not(get(so(cold(if(its(orientation(had(been(“flipped”(
180(degrees(to(allow(entry(of(winter(sun.(The(School(3(teacher\librarian(would(have(preferred(the(
library(to(be(positioned(slightly(forward(to(allow(for(a(rear(courtyard.(She(also(imagined(that(closer(
relationships(could(develop(between(the(library(and(the(innovative(learning(lounge(classroom(if(they(
were(adjacent(and(linked(by(a(courtyard(and(wi\fi(corridor.(The(School(4(teacher\librarian(indicated(
that(the(toilet(would(have(been(more(conveniently(located(on(the(other(side(of(the(building,(but(
plumbing(costs(were(prohibitive.(On(the(other(hand,(he(considered(that(money(could(have(been(
saved(by(not(installing(an(automatic(door.(((((
Despite(few(complaints(about(the(buildings,(several(teacher\librarians(were(disappointed(with(
aspects(of(the(designing(process.(Most(commonly,(they(wished(they(had(greater(or(more(sustained(
opportunity(for(consultation,(to(ensure(that(their(needs(and(expectations(were(more(closely(
reflected(in(design(outcomes.(
Lessons!to!share!!
Several(teacher\librarians(offered(advice(to(others(embarking(of(a(designing(project.(Particular(
lessons(learned(include:(
• Visit(other(school(libraries(to(view(and(discuss(design(issues,(to(identify(good(ideas(and(
mistakes(
• Ensure(funds(are(allowed(for(professional(help(with(moving(resources(and(setting(up(the(
new(library((avoid(teacher\librarian(backache!)(
• Ensure(that(“backroom”(library(management(areas,(including(space(for(library(aide,(are(
considered(as(well(as(the(main(“public”(areas(
• Design(outdoor(areas(with(climate(in(mind(to(ensure(features(are(not(damaged(by(rain(and(
adequate(shade(allows(safe(use.(
!
7.5!School!libraries’!influence!on!pedagogic!practices!and!learning!outcomes!
School(libraries(have(the(potential(to(influence(pedagogic(practices(and(learning(outcomes(as(hubs(
of(learning,(and(hybrid(spaces(where(learning(and(community(come(together.(Examining(the(
patterns(of(participation((Table(7.1),(it(can(be(seen(that(the(library(spaces(in(this(study(have(enabled(
a(shift(from(pedagogic(patterns(that(focused(on(cognitive(learning(outcomes,(towards(more(
sociocultural(pedagogic(patterns(that(emphasise(the(interactions(between(social(and(cognitive(and(
cultural(ways(of(learning.(The(spaces(have(afforded(more(constructivist,(inquiry\based(learning.(
Learners(are(positioned(as(capable(and(creative(problem(posers(and(solvers.(However,(these(
practices(were(not(evident(across(all(of(the(libraries,(nor(were(they(yet(widespread(practices.(They(
were(emerging(in(innovative(early(adopter(practices(where(there(was(an(alignment(between(
personal(pedagogies,(curriculum(opportunities(and(social(factors.((
Findings(from(previous(studies(have(noted(that(the(effectiveness(of(school(learning(environments(
hinged(on(the(alignment(between(“pedagogies,(curricula,(assessment(practices(and(social(factors”.(
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Furthermore,(effectiveness(was(influenced(by(a(“range(of(complex(interactions”,(such(as(student(
ownership(of(their(learning,(opportunities(for(students(to(work(autonomously(and(opportunities(for(
them(to(engage(interdependently(with(peers,(educators,(technologies(and(the(physical(environment(
(Cleveland,(2011,(p.(i).((Agile(and(flexible(are(descriptors(applied(widely(as(desirable(qualities(of(
contemporary(learning(spaces((Fielding,(2004;(Hay;(2010;(La(Marca,(2003(&(2010;(Sanoff,(2005).(
Supporting(a(key(finding(of(his(study,(Cleveland((2011)(argues(that(while(flexibility(of(spaces(may(
respond(in(some(ways(to(learner(and(educator(needs,(by(contrast(reflexive(spaces(invite(and(suggest(
ways(in(which(the(learners(might(engage(in(learning(activities(“and(enable(them(to(fine(tune(learning(
settings(to(suit(their(pedagogical(needs”(Cleveland,(2011,(p.(i).((
While(the(school(libraries(in(this(study(were(each(designed(to(be(reflexive(spaces,(inviting(users(to(
consider(new(types(of(learning,(the(following(factors(were(identified(as(having(a(significant(impact(
on(the(emerging(innovations(in(pedagogy(that(were(having(a(positive(impact(on(student(learning(
outcomes.(Understanding(the(significance(of(each(of(these(factors(will(help(teacher\librarians,(
teachers(and(leaders(to(embed(innovative(practice(in(next\generation(learning(spaces(within(a(
whole\school(culture.((
Social!spaces!
The(library(was(seen(as(a(welcoming(place(that(was(colourful(and(fun.(Students(felt(safe,(able(to(
relax(with(friends,(and(enjoy(reading,(games,(clubs,(music(and(collaborative(gaming(technologies.(
The(library(was(the(“lounge(room”(of(the(school((7).(Friendly(signs,(stuffed(animals,(artwork,(
celebrations(of(student(work,(and(creative(book(displays(established(that(it(was(a(fun(place(to(be.(
When(the(teacher\librarian(was(visible,(happy(and(active(during(lunchtimes(talking(to(students,(the(
library(was(creating(an(inclusive(school(culture(that(was(multi\aged.(Students(also(valued(the(visible(
signs(of(inclusivity(such(as(lifts,(indoor(water(coolers,(shoe(racks(and(soft(seating.(Collaboration(was(
also(reinforced(as(a(preferred(way(of(learning(through(activities(such(as(buddy(classes,(small(groups(
with(specialist(teachers(or(teacher(aides,(student(council(or(staff(meetings,(and(community(events.((
Open!spaces!
Students(and(teachers(overwhelmingly(welcomed(the(increased(floor(space(in(the(new(libraries.(It(
was(not(“crowded”(or(“stuffy”(like(their(classrooms(or(their(old(library(spaces.((Reduced(stress,(
increased(engagement(and(the(ability(to(move(easily(between(technologies(enabled(more(complex(
and(creative(learning(to(occur.(Outdoor(areas(were(used(as(rooms.(Minimal(and(mobile(furniture(
meant(that(the(spaces(could(be(adapted(to(suit(curriculum(needs.(Agile(furnishings(also(encouraged(
experimentation(in(different(uses(of(the(spaces.((
My!spaces!
Choices(of(spaces(and(seating(types(encouraged(students(and(teachers(to(develop(a(sense(of(agency(
and(ownership(within(the(space.(Routines,(booking(systems(and(shared(expectations(of(how(to(use(
the(space(equipped(students(to(have(confidence(in(making(decisions(for(their(learning.(Teachers(
sent(students(to(the(library(as(individuals(or(in(small(groups.((Passive(supervision(through(careful(
design(of(adult(work(stations(with(wide\ranging(visibility,(glass(panelling,(and(angling(of(shelves(
meant(that(students(could(work(in(a(wider(variety(of(places(and(on(a(variety(of(tasks.(This(both(built(
and(demonstrated(trust(and(independence(in(learning.(While(some(participants(thought(the(small(
rooms(within(the(template(design(were(too(small(and(boxy,(students(valued(spaces(that(enabled(
privacy.((Small(spaces(were(also(created(through(mobile(shelving,(and(colourful(rugs.(Children(had(
opportunities(for(official(roles(as(managers(in(the(space,(but(also(demonstrated(incidental(agency(
when(they(were(able(to(shift(furnishings(around(to(use(for(their(own(activities(like(rehearsals.(Agile(
furnishings(and(careful(design(are(not(enough(to(bring(pedagogic(change,(as(was(evident(in(school(3(
and(the(experience(of(the(model(classroom.(Shared(ownership(over(the(space,(and(opportunities(to(
make(choices(and(be(valued,(were(also(important.((
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Integrated!spaces!!
Schools(varied(in(how(much(technology(could(be(accessed(from(the(classrooms,(from(a(great(deal(to(
very(little.(Regardless,(the(library(was(a(place(where(the(technologies(could(be(integrated(in(a(
seamless(way(with(the(options(of(spreading(out(in(the(space,(and(enabling(collaboration.(Where(
teacher\librarians(did(not(have(a(lot(of(confidence(in(using(the(technology(themselves,(the(students(
were(often(not(afforded(the(opportunity(for(innovation,(so(the(teacher\librarian(also(needs(to(be(a(
leader(in(innovative(technologies,(even(if(only(showing(a(willingness(to(explore(alongside(students.(
Planning(alongside(teachers(was(also(an(important(leadership(role(for(teacher\librarians(that(
impacted(on(the(spread(of(innovation.(
Cultural!spaces!
(School(libraries(had(the(potential(to(amplify(the(schools’(learning(culture,(but(the(teacher\librarian(
and(teachers(were(not(in(a(position(to(do(this(without(being(part(of(a(whole\school(approach.(The(
school(leader(had(a(significant(influence(over(how(the(innovations(emerging(in(the(new(library(
spaces(were(positioned,(as(either(peripheral(or(as(central(to(the(learning(culture.((
Through(these(social(and(cultural(opportunities,(strong(connections(can(be(drawn(between(
innovative(learning(spaces(and(quality(learner(outcomes.(When(measured(against(the(goals(for(all(
Australian(children(in(the(Melbourne(Declaration((MCEETYA,(2008b),(the(library(spaces(in(this(study(
were(directly(contributing(to(student’s(learning.((
Confident(learners(are(able(to(experiment,(and(to(build(on(their(strengths.(As(such,(learners(need(
multiple(opportunities(to(make(choices(and(to(try(new(things(in(a(supportive(environment.((
(
(
(
(
Creative(learners(need(opportunities(to(explore(ways(of(authoring(and(communicating(new(ideas(
both(individually(and(collaboratively.(Learners(need(access(to(various(technologies(and(resources(
with(which(to(create,(and(creative(role(models(and(mentors(from(a(wide(variety(of(artistic,(scientific(
and(cultural(fields.(
(
(
(
(
Active(and(informed(citizens(are(able(to(investigate(issues(of(relevance(and(plan(actions(in(response(
to(community(needs.(Learners(therefore(need(opportunities(to(learn(inquiry(and(research(skills(and(
participate(as(planners(and(managers(of(community(events.(
(
(
(
Implications:!
• Students(need(to(feel(welcome(and(safe(before(they(can(begin(to(innovate(and(take(risks(in(
their(learning.(The(physical(and(social(space(within(the(library(can(be(designed(and(
Comfortable(and(flexible(furnishings(that(children(can(rearrange,(choices(of(
seating,(multiple(spaces(within(the(library,(celebrations(and(displays(of(learning,(
competitions(and(experimentation,(easy(access(to(resources(and(help,(permission(
to(be(shared(owners(of(the(spaces(and(users(of(booking(systems.(
Colourful(and(collaborative(spaces,(connections(to(outdoors(and(animals(and(
playful(places,(multimedia(rooms,(laptops(and(iPads,(games,(student(clubs,(games,(
craft(activities,(guest(artists(and(speakers,(incorporation(of(science(and(technology(
events,(celebrations(of(reading(and(displays(of(books,(technologies(and(artworks.((
Leadership(roles(for(students,(lunchtime(activities(and(clubs,(special(day(
celebrations(and(events,(connections(to(inquiry(sources(both(physical(and(virtual,(
specific(teaching(of(information(skills,(suggestion(boxes,(links(to(parent(and(
community(events(in(the(library(space.(
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experienced(as(a(welcoming(social(space(that(includes(student(preferences(for(colour,(
playfulness(and(connections(to(nature.((
• Students(need(physical(space(to(spread(out,(be(comfortable(and(have(choices(about(where(
to(learn,(be(it(at(a(lounge(or(table,(privacy(or(in(a(group,(quiet(or(noisy(area.(A(variety(of(
spaces(can(be(created(through(a(minimum(of(mobile(furnishings,(and(glass(walls(that(enable(
passive(supervision(of(multiple(spaces(simultaneously.(
• Transition(to(new(spaces(can(be(assisted(by(orientations(to(the(expectations(and(possibilities(
afforded(by(the(new(spaces.(For(students,(expectations(can(be(communicated(through(
routines(about(how(to(use(the(space,(such(as(meeting(and(sitting(on(a(colourful(mat(at(the(
start(and(end(of(a(lesson.(Additionally,(linking(expectations(of(how(to(use(the(space(to(
school\wide(values(or(the(language(of(shared(pedagogical(frameworks(can(enhance(the(
overall(school(culture.(
• For(exploratory(inquiry(based(learning,(easily(accessed(resources,(wireless(technologies(and(
accessible(booking(systems(support(a(sense(of(student(and(teacher(agency(and(ownership.((
• This(is(supported(when(technical(assistance(is(on(hand,(either(provided(by(the(teacher\
librarian(or(by(co\locating(the(IT(help(desk(in(the(library(space.(
• When(the(teacher\librarian(is(positioned(as(part(of(the(leadership(team(for(teaching(and(
learning(within(the(school,(the(potential(for(the(library(to(have(significant(school\wide(
impact(on(the(learning(culture(is(enhanced.((
• Flexibility(in(furniture(includes(consideration(of(wheeled(shelves(that(are(not(full(height,(
tables(and(chairs(that(can(be(stored(efficiently,(and(that(do(not(overcrowd(the(space.(
Continued(reflexivity,(experimentation(and(responsiveness(to(ideas(from(staff(and(students(
will(enable(new(ways(of(using(the(space(to(emerge.(
• Libraries(can(be(catalysts(for(creating(community(and(culture(building.(Signage(is(a(step(in(
managing(changes(in(perception(but(is(not(enough(without(collaborative(discussion(and(
opportunities(to(experiment(with(learning(in(new(spaces.(Opportunities(to(share(practice(
had(far(reaching(effects.(Ongoing(re\design(and(exploration(within(the(space(is(an(
opportunity(to(provoke(learning.((
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8.!Recommendations!and!Conclusion!
(
This(report(has(outlined(the(purpose(and(approach(of(the(exploratory(study(Reimagining(Learning(
Spaces.(It(has(presented(key(findings(of(the(project(and(drawn(attention(to(significant(implications(
for(the(designing(of(new(school(learning(spaces,(especially(school(libraries.(Based(on(the(findings,(
this(final(chapter(makes(recommendations(to(guide(future(school(designing(projects(and(further(
research.((
Review!of!findings!
The(findings(respond(to(the(overarching(research(question:(How!does!the!physical!environment!of!
school!libraries!influence!pedagogic!practices!and!learning!outcomes?(
The(findings(are(presented(as:(((
• a(set(of(seven(cases(studies(that(reveal(experiences(of(designing(and(creating(school(libraries,(
based(on(the(narrative(of(key(stakeholders((teacher\librarians,(teachers,(students(and(principals)(
–(Chapter(6(
• thematic(discussion(of(student(imaginings(of(their(ideal(school(library,(based(on(drawings(and(
narrative(of(students(at(the(seven(case(study(schools((–(Chapter(7(
• critical(analysis(of(the(case(study(and(student(imaginings,(focusing(on(implications(for(
(re)designing(school(learning(spaces(and(pedagogy,(and(responding(to(the(study’s(overarching(
research(question(–(Chapters(8(and(9(
The(findings(are(illustrated(by(photos(and(videos,(interviews(with(teacher\librarians,(students’(
drawings(and(comments,(which(are(all(available(on(the(project(website(at(
http://reimaginingspaces.edu.au/index\new.html(
Together,(the(findings(create(a(nuanced,(narrative\rich(picture(of(library(learning(space,(which(
focuses(on(the(experiences(of(seven(schools(that(gained(new(or(refurbished(school(libraries(as(a(
result(of(the(Australian(Government’s(BER(program.((Conceptually,(these(experiences(are(related(to(
four(inter\related(themes:(
• Imagining:(The(initial(designing(process(of(designing(the(new(library,(i.e.,(“what(could(be”(
• Transitioning:(The(practicalities(and(associated(affective(responses(of(creating(the(new(library(
and(moving(into(it,(i.e.,(“what(and(how”(
• Experiencing:(The(actual(and(potential(uses(of(the(new(library(for(learning(and(teaching,(i.e.,(the(
outcomes((
• Reimagining:(The(ongoing(process(of(exploring(the(potential(of(the(new(library(and(future(
designing(options,(i.e.,(“what(next”(((
The(findings(can(also(be(considered(in(terms(of(their(wider(implications(for(pedagogy,(school\based(
management(and(the(school(community.(In(particular,(they(show(that(a(well\designed(school(library(
creates(a(vibrant(learning(and(social(hub(for(the(school,(with(potential(to(foster(transformative(
outcomes.(School(libraries(have(the(potential(to(influence(pedagogic(practices(and(offer(hybrid(
spaces(where(learning(and(community(come(together.(Therefore(it(is(important(to(represent(all(
school(stakeholders((principals,(teachers,(students(and(teacher\librarians)(in(the(designing(process.((
Those(who(use(school(libraries(on(a(daily(basis(for(the(“business”(of(learning(and(teaching((–(
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students,(teacher\librarians(and(teachers(–(are(“clients”(and(“experts”(who(are(well(placed(to(
(re)imagine(a(conducive(school(library(environment.((
In(reality,(opportunities(for(participation(in(the(designing(process(were(quite(limited.((Students(and(
teachers(were(seldom(consulted(and(teacher\librarians(had(varying(degrees(of(involvement(across(
schools.(Some(design(features(were(more(successful(than(others.((
The(wider(government(policy(context(and(financial(expediencies(of(the(BER(program(place(further(
constraints(on(what(was(possible.(However,(in(every(case(the(schools(were(highly(pleased(with(the(
outcomes(of(the(design(process,(and(recognised(that(they(had(gained(an(unanticipated(opportunity(
to(improve(their(learning(environment.(
In(a(recent(comprehensive(review,(Blackmore(et(al.((2011,(p.(19)(state(that(there(is(“little(
empirical(research(that(considers(how(students(and(teachers(as(well(as(communities(
negotiate(and(create(new(relationships,(organisational(structures(and(processes(in(the(use(
of(new(learning(spaces”.(The(literature(review(also(identified(areas(where(further(empirical(
research(was(needed((p.(8):(
\ processes(and(preparation(required(to(transition(into(new(spaces;(
(the(types(of(practices(that(emerge(in(new(spaces((e.g.(groups,(teaming,(social(
interactions)(and(how(these(may(change(over(time;((
\ the(organisational(cultures(and(leadership(that(facilitate(or(impede(innovative(
pedagogies(in(new(spaces;((
\ the(relationships(between,(and(significance(for(learning(in(particular(spaces;((
\ the(relationships(between(indoor(and(outdoor(spaces(and(flows,(and(their(role(in(
all(potential(learning(activities;((
\ how(design(of(furniture(or(outdoor(space(relates(to(pedagogies(and(learning;(and(
\ relationships(between(virtual(and(built(environments.(
This(empirical(study(contributes(insights(towards(these(identified(gaps(in(the(research(
literature.((
The(experiences(of(the(seven(featured(schools(will(provide(valuable(insights(for(other(schools(
seeking(to(redesign(or(create(a(new(school(library.(To(this(end,(the(following(Table(8.1(summarises(
the(study’s(key(findings(and(provides(a(set(of(principles(and(recommendations(to(support(future(
initiatives.(Also(arising(from(the(findings,(Appendix(7(Inspiring(designing(offers(a(set(of(guidelines(for(
librarians(and(others(engaging(in(school(library((re)design(projects.(
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Table!8.1:!Key!findings,!emergent!principles!and!proposed!recommendations!of!the!Reimagining!learning!spaces!study!
Key!findings! Emergent!principles! Proposed!recommendations!
Imagining!!/!Designing!
Students!imagine!school!libraries!to!be!bright,!dynamic!
places!where!they!can:!
- Learn,!read,!be!creative,!play!games,!use!computers,!
and!relax!!
- Come!with!their!class,!with!friends!and!alone!
- Be!social!and!private!
- Connect!with!the!outdoors,!nature,!water!and!animals!!
Consultation!and!collaboration!with!experts!within!the!
school!community!and!outside!of!the!community!leads!to!
more!innovative!designs.!!
Voices!of!school!stakeholders!were!limited!in!the!designing!
process!since:!
- Students!and!teachers!were!seldom!included!in!the!
designing!and!decisionAmaking!process!
TeacherAlibrarians!had!varying!degrees!of!participation!across!
school!Some!leaders!did!not!feel!able!to!challenge!or!manage!
the!designing!process.!
!
Less!successful!features!of!the!newly!created!libraries!
included:!!!
- inadequate!storage!
- poorly!located,!overly!large!circulation!desk!
- small!rooms!with!fixed!walls!!
- unwanted!green/blue!room!
orientation!of!!building,!or!location!on!site!
School!libraries!have!the!potential!to!influence!pedagogic!
practices!and!learning!outcomes!as!hubs!of!learning,!and!
hybrid!spaces!where!learning!and!community!come!together.!
A!well!designed!school!library!creates!a!vibrant!learning!and!
social!hub!for!the!school,!with!potential!to!foster!
transformative!outcomes.!Both!social!and!private!places!are!
needed.!Those!who!use!school!libraries!on!a!daily!basis!for!the!
“business”!of!learning!and!teaching!!–!students,!teacherA
librarians!and!teachers!–!are!“clients”!and!“experts”!who!are!
well!placed!to!(re)imagine!a!conducive!school!library!
environment.!
Student!engagement!in!learning!and!values!of!belonging!and!
ownership!within!their!schools!will!likely!be!enhanced!by!
obtaining!their!views!about!the!design!and!potential!use!of!
school!facilities,!such!as!the!library.!
A!sense!of!student!and!teacher!agency!and!ownership!and!the!
potential!of!exploratory!inquiry!based!learning!are!supported!
by!easily!accessed!resources!and!support!staff,!wireless!
technologies!and!accessible!systems!and!booking!facilities.!
Visually!appealing,!comfortable,!studentAfriendly!spaces!
engender!a!feeling!of!being!welcome!and!safe,!enabling!riskA
taking!in!their!learning!
Flexible!spaces!and!fittings!allow!varied!pedagogical!
approaches,!including!collaborative!problem!solving!and!
independent!inquiry!!
Flexible!and!varied!spaces!within!a!library!allow!for!inclusivity!
and!equitable!use!by!diverse!learners!with!myriad!learning!
and!social!needs!!
Flexibility!requires!furniture!and!shelving!that:!
1. Ensure!opportunity!for!all!members,!
especially!students,!!of!the!school!
community!to!participate!in!
consultative,!collaborative!design!
processes!
- e.g.,!charrette!!
2.!That!designs!focus!on!creating!school!
libraries!as!welcoming!social!spaces!
that!enable!students!to!spread!out,!
be!comfortable!and!have!choices!
about!where!to!learn!by!including:!
A! student!preferences!for!colour,!
playfulness!and!connections!to!
nature;!
A! mobile!furnishings!and!glass!
partitioning!that!provide!a!variety!of!
adaptable!spaces!and!enable!!
passive!supervision;!!
A! physical!spaces!that!variously!allow!
for!choices!of!seating!that!can!
accommodate!privacy,!quiet!
independent!work,!reading,!!group!
activity,!and!social!interaction;!!
A! Entry!ways,!circulation!desks,!ramps!
and!areas!for!displays!of!student!
work!reflect!inclusive!values.!The!
diversity!of!people!in!the!school!
community!and!learning!is!
recognised!and!celebrated;!
A! easy!access!to!information!and!
learning!technology,!and!specialist!
support,!!that!enable!students!to!be!
creators!and!investigators.!
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- are!on!wheels!
- at!the!right!height!for!young!users!
- easily!stacked!and!stored!efficiently!
- do!not!overcrowd!the!space!!
- will!encourage!continued!reflexivity,!experimentation!
and!responsiveness!to!ideas!from!staff!and!students!
enabling!new!ways!of!using!the!space!to!emerge!
3.!That!the!process!incorporates!reflective!
practices!and!designing!experiences!
for!stakeholders,!including!students!
and!teachers!(e.g.,!journaling,!
blogging,!photo!galleries).!
4.!That!designs!for!new!school!facilities!are!
based!on!an!alignment!of!Federal!
and!State!education!policies!with!
local!expertise!to!achieve!site!
specific!solutions.!
5.!!That!spaces!not!be!overdesigned,!to!
allow!for!flexibility!for!user!
generated!ideas!and!future!
possibilities!
Transitioning!
Degrees!of!teacherAlibrarians’!!participation!in!transition!to!
the!new!school!library!varied!from!one!school!to!the!next,!
with!some:!
- delegated!by!principal!to!liaise!with!architect!and!
contractors!
- involved!in!selecting!colours,!furnishings,!arranging!
layout!
- organising!practicalities!of!the!move!from!old!to!
new!library!(culling!collection,!packing,!storing,!
unpacking)!
- absent!from!whole!process!
!
Teachers!and!students!had!little!or!no!involvement!in!
transition!activities!
TeacherAlibrarians!were!concerned!to!provide!a!library!space!
that!is:!
- flexible!
- safe,!comfortable!
- allows!efficient!workflows!
- easy!to!supervise!
!
!
!
!
Transition!is!not!merely!a!procedural!space,!but!a!positive!
space!for!emergent!possibility!and!reimagining.!It!is!when!the!
messiness!of!change!enables!creative!possibilities,!before!
routines!and!oldness!has!replaced!the!newness.!It!is!a!
particular!phase!that!can!be!anticipated!and!planned!for,!to!
make!the!most!of!the!opportunity!to!reimagine!better!ways!to!
learn,!and!to!include!the!voices!of!people!not!included!in!
previous!discussions!or!discoveries.!Rather!than!a!phase!to!
survive,!it!can!be!a!phase!of!reinvention.!
!
That!transition!to!new!learning!spaces!and!innovative!and!
effective!use!can!be!assisted!through!orientations!to!the!
expectations!and!possibilities!that!the!spaces!offer!to!learners!
and!teachers.!
!
6.!That!teacherAlibrarians!and!teachers!
communicate!expectations!and!
possibilities!to!students!about!how!
to!use!the!new!spaces.!!
7.!That!teacherAlibrarians/professional!!
associations/tertiary!educators!
provide!professional!development!
for!teachers!prior!to/during!the!
school!library!designing!process,!
continuing!after!library!completion,!
to!foster!!
A! “new!library!readiness”;!
A! innovative!pedagogy;!
A! collaboration!with!teacherA
librarians;!
!
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Pedagogy!
The!new!libraries’!potential!to!support!transformative!
learning!is!not!being!fully!realised!since!teachers:!
- were!not!fully!aware!of!a!teacherAlibrarian’s!teaching!
role!and/or!a!school!library’s!capacity!to!support!
learning,!teaching!and!inquiry!
- had!limited!opportunities!to!participate!in!the!designing!
process!!!
- lacked!preparation!and/or!orientation!to!the!new!library!
spaces!!
!
Pedagogical!opportunities!associated!with!the!designing!
process!!were!missed!at!most!schools!!
Pedagogy!that!enables!students!to!be!creative,!collaborative!
and!critical!thinkers!needs!spaces!for!students!to!!
A Feel!welcome!
A Share!ownership!
A Spread!out!and!not!feel!cramped!
A Work!in!small!groups!
A Make!choices!about!where!to!work!and!relax!
A Easy!access!to!technologies,!information!sources!and!
eexpert!help!
A Quickly!reconfigure!spaces!through!agile!furnishing!
A Celebrate!learning!and!stimulate!curiosity!through!signs,!
displays!and!events.!!
!
!
The!overall!school!culture!be!enhanced!through!linking!
expectations!of!students!in!using!the!library!space!to!school!
wide!values!and!the!language!of!a!shared!pedagogical!
framework.!!
!
!
!!
!
!
!
8.!Teachers!and!teacherAlibrarians!develop,!
implement,!evaluate!and!share!authentic!
problemAsolving,!creative!and!critical!
thinking!activities!based!around!design!and!
building!projects!occurring!on!the!school!
site!!
!
9.!That!collaboration!between!teacherA
librarians!and!teachers!extend!beyond!
reading!programs!to!include!opportunities!
to!develop!student!inquiry,!creativity,!and!
extended!collaborative!learning!
opportunities!within!curriculum!programs.!
The!library!space!can!also!extend!learning!
beyond!the!classroom,!for!students!to!
develop!agency!informally!through!out!of!
class!learning,!and!building!community!
learning!partnerships!
Leadership!
Recognition!of!teacherAlibrarian’s!leadership!potential!with!
regard!to!learning!space!design!was!often!overlooked!!
Systemic!priorities!and!processes!can!either!marginalize!
potential!for!the!library!to!be!a!learning!hub,!or!can!be!a!
catalyst!for!the!library!to!be!a!hybrid!space!for!integrating!
system!priorities!for!learning!into!a!whole!school!culture.!!
When!the!template!design!process!was!successfully!adapted!
through!collaborative!design,!it!enhanced!the!whole!school!
communication.!!
TeacherAlibrarians,!with!dual!expertise!in!teaching!and!
information!management,!is!well!placed!to!advise,!participate!
in!and!lead!school!library!(re)designing!and!enhance!the!
library’s!impact!on!the!learning!culture.!
!
Teacher!beliefs!about!students!and!confidence!in!managing!
student!learning!in!new!environments!shapes!the!
opportunities!that!are!provided!to!students!to!engage!in!
innovative!learning.!!
10.!That!the!teacherAlibrarian!be!positioned!
as!part!of!the!leadership!team!for!
teaching!and!learning!within!the!
school,!with!special!responsibility!for!
(re)designing!the!library.!!
11.!!That!the!library!is!positioned!within!the!
learning!culture!of!the!whole!school!
community!as!a!learning!commons.!
12.!!That!school!leaders!be!supported!and!
trained!to!lead!school!building!
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Management!of!student!centered!learning!is!challenging!and!
systems!can!both!support!fluent!shared!ownership,!and!have!
unintended!consequences,!such!as!reinforcing!gendered!
views!of!learning.!!
!
!
design!projects,!to!enhance!
pedagogical!outcomes.!
13.!That!transition!plans!include!both!
planning!the!physical!transitions!into!
new!spaces!and!evaluation/post!
occupancy!evaluation!of!the!space,!
as!well!as!cultural!transitions!that!
invite!reimagined!learning!practices.!
Policy!!
Tight!timelines!and!financial!constraints!of!the!BER!process!
were!associated!with:!
- Limited!opportunities!for!consultation!and!collaboration!
with!all!stakeholder!groups!before!and!during!the!school!
library!design!process!
- Necessity!to!adopt!standardised!design!elements!that!
were!not!necessarily!best!suited!to!individual!school!
contexts,!learning!and!teaching!needs!and!climate!!
Mutually!beneficial!designing!process!and!outcomes!are!
enhanced!by!the!intentional!alignment!of!policy,!schoolAbased!
decisionAmaking,!school!community!participation!and!
professional!practice!(of!teachers,!teacherAlibrarians,!
designers!and!contractors)!!
!
!
!
14.!That!sufficient!leadAtime!be!
incorporated!into!plans!for!school!
infrastructure!development!to!
permit!consultation!with!potential!
users!of!the!facility.!
15.!That!designs!address!the!particular!
expectations!and!needs!of!school!
communities!regarding!the!siting!of!
buildings,!design!elements,!floor!
plans!and!fixtures!in!designing!new!
school!facilities,!to!the!extent!
possible!within!building!regulations!
and!economic!constraints.!
16.!That!Federal!and!State!education!
policies!allow!for!the!needs,!values!
and!expectations!of!individual!
schools!to!be!addressed!in!designing!
projects,!by!attending!to!voices!of!
school!community!members!and!
local!knowledge!of!professional!
designers.!!
17.!That!the!potential!for!libraries!to!be!
catalysts!for!creating!is!supported!
through!collaborative!discussion!
involving!teachers,!students!and,!
where!possible,!the!wider!
community,!regarding!onAgoing!
redesign!and!exploration!within!the!
space.!!
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Further!research!
The$researchers$strongly$recommend$further$research$into$the$design$and$influence$of$learning$
environments$and$that$the$Reimagining(learning(spaces(project$be$considered$as$a$pilot$on$which$to$
base$a$national$research$project$that$extends$beyond$school$libraries$to$include$all$types$of$new$and$
refurbished$learning$facilities,$incorporating:$
• critical$examination$of$ideas$such$as$learning$spaces$as$the$“third$educator”,$the$transitional$
effects$of$moving$between$different$kinds$of$learning$environments,$and$the$ways$in$which$
the$new$sites$have$enabled$or$inhibited$learning$engagement$for$students$and$educators;$$
• case$studies$that$provide$models$for$innovative$and$reflective$designing$
• considered$exploration$of$space$and$place$concepts$to$support$critical$inquiry$into$the$ways$
in$which$built$spaces$impact$the$social$and$cultural$lives$of$those$who$inhabit$them.$$
$
Conclusion!
School(library(futures((!
This$study$has$demonstrated$the$vital$role$that$school$libraries$play$as$social$and$learning$hubs$
within$their$communities.$The$case$studies$provide$insights$about$who$and$what$is$valued$at$each$
school.$(
For$students,$the$school$libraries$provide$spaces$for:$inquiry,$discovery$and$learning;$socialising$and$
privacy;$engaging$with$digital$media$and$virtual$worlds;$collaboration$and$sharing;$reading$and$
relaxing;$play$and$imagination;$and$refuge.$For$teachers,$they$provide$spaces$for:$flexible$and$
alternative$teaching;$reference$and$reflection;$collaborative$planning;$and$respite.$For$the$school$
communities,$they$provide$agile$spaces$for:$meetings;$performances$and$films;$and$celebrations.$!
Within$these$school$libraries,$students$participate$in$formal$and$informal$learning;$develop$literacy$
and$numeracy;$come$to$love$literature$and$storytelling;$gain$leadership$opportunities;$experience$
social$and$cultural$diversity;$open$up$to$respectful,$supportive,$inclusive$relationships;$and$have$fun.$$
Importantly,$in$these$libraries,$students$all$have$access$to$a$specialist$teacherElibrarian$to$guide$their$
enjoyment$and$productive$use$of$the$school$library.$!
Although$most$of$the$students$and$teachers$in$this$study$clearly$valued$their$school$library$and$
provided$rich$descriptions$of$their$libraryEusing$experiences,$a$relatively$small$proportion$of$the$
principals$expressed$similarly$positive$awareness.$Several$appeared$to$consider$the$school$library$
only$as$a$glorified$computer$laboratory$or$place$to$borrow$books,$with$limited$relevance$to$teaching.$
In$two$cases$the$library$was$considered$a$lesser$priority$than$literacy$test$results.$As$can$be$seen$
from$the$case$studies,$the$support$of$the$principal$significantly$influenced$how$the$library$space$was$
positioned$within$the$learning$culture$of$the$school,$and$the$impact$it$could$have$on$wholeEschool$
learning.$$
The$learning$priorities$and$cultures$of$the$schools$were$also$heavily$influenced$by$policy$and$
education$system$demands.$In$the$schools$where$the$school$leaders$did$not$seem$to$recognise$the$
value$of$school$libraries$and$teacherElibrarians,$learning$was$prioritised$as$improved$literacy$and$
numeracy.$This$was$measured$by$weekly$diagnostic$assessment$and$the$principals$were$held$
accountable$for$student$progress.$The$research$team$were$also$visiting$Schools$3$and$4$during$the$
week$that$the$national$test$results$were$delivered$to$schools,$which$may$account$for$the$school$
leaders$focusing$on$testEdriven$learning$goals$in$their$interviews$rather$than$the$longer$horizon$
learning$goals$from$the$Melbourne$Declaration$(2008).$$
Policy$priorities$were$also$crowding$out$the$potential$for$flexible$learning$in$the$library$spaces$–
literally.$Queensland$state$schools$were$introducing$a$standardised$implementation$of$the$Australian$
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Curriculum$and$teacherElibrarians$were$struggling$to$find$storage$rooms$for$the$boxes$and$boxes$of$
readers$to$support$the$curriculum.$Collaborative$meeting$rooms$or$media$rooms$became$store$
rooms.$$All$of$the$teacherElibrarians$were$renegotiating$their$visions$for$the$use$of$space,$and$also$
their$role$as$support$teachers$for$the$wholeEschool$literacy$approaches.$Whether$this$was$a$catalyst$
for$greater$literacy$innovation$through$the$school$library,$or$became$a$role$that$positioned$the$
teacherElibrarian$as$“merely”$a$resource$custodian,$also$depended$on$how$the$school$leader$
conceptualised$the$work$of$the$teacherElibrarian.$$
Whilst$appreciating$that$school$leaders$have$multiple$responsibilities$and$competing$priorities,$it$is$
disconcerting$to$find$that$they$do$not$always$recognise$the$value$of$school$libraries$and$teacherE
librarians,$as$demonstrated$by$this$and$other$research$(see,$for$example,$Hughes,$2013b).$$In$some$
cases,$principals$are$poorly$informed$about$contemporary$school$libraries$or$base$their$opinion$of$
the$teacherElibrarian$role$on$previous$unfavourable$experiences$(Hartzell,$2002;$Ragle,$2011).$It$is$
another$matter$for$concern$that$this$limited$understanding$appears$to$be$associated$with$the$
diminishing$employment$of$teacherElibrarians$around$Australia$(House$of$Representatives,$2012).$
This$is$unfortunate,$since$a$teacherElibrarian,$with$dual$qualifications$as$teacher$and$information$
professional,$brings$a$particular$set$of$expertise$needed$to$both$manage$resources$and$create$
conducive$learning$environments.$Furthering$21st$century$learning$goals$(ACARA,$2013)$a$teacherE
librarian$can$provide$a$support$hub$for$curriculum$development,$collaborative$teaching,$reading$
promotion$and$ICT$literacy.$$$
Therefore,$it$is$hoped$that$the$findings$of$this$study$will$foster$greater$understanding$among$
principals$and$education$authorities$about$the$benefits$of$a$vibrant$school$library.$As$discussed,$the$
BER$program$has$provided$significant$benefits$to$schools$by$enabling$the$creation$of$new$and$
refurbished$libraries.$However,$to$ensure$full$return$on$government$investment,$school$libraries$
need$specialist$teacherElibrarians$to$lead$them,$just$as$schools$need$principals.$$At$a$time$when$
school$library$resourcing$is$diminishing,$a$strong$reEcommitment$to$school$library$funding$is$essential$
for$libraries’$continuing$contribution$as$spaces$for$innovative$learning.$$
This$study$has$explored$the$practical$and$potentially$transformative$outcomes$of$imagining,$
transitioning$into,$experiencing$and$re7imagining$new$library$learning$spaces.$It$encourages$the$
collaboration$of$all$school$community$members,$especially$teachers$and$teacherElibrarians,$in$the$
process$of$(re)designing$learning$environments.$In$particular,$it$calls$for$the$voices$of$students$to$be$
heard,$as$principal$learners$and$users$of$school$libraries.$Their$imaginings$signify$vivid$designing$
opportunities.$$$$
The$researchers$would$like$to$express$their$thanks$to$the$QCSSI$committee$for$the$opportunity$to$
conduct$this$research$project.$We$encourage$all$readers$to$visit$the$website:$
http://reimaginingspaces.edu.au
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Appendices!
$
Appendix!1:!Biographies!of!the!research!team!!
Dr#Derek#Bland#
Derek$Bland$is$a$senior$lecturer$in$Education$at$QUT.$A$key$aspect$of$Derek’s$focus$as$a$researcher$
and$practitioner$is$‘student$voice’,$particularly$as$it$applies$to$students$from$marginalised$
backgrounds$in$education,$and$the$use$of$visual$research$methods.$Building$on$his$practical$
experience,$he$currently$teaches$inclusive$education.$First$joining$QUT$in$1991,$Derek$established$a$
special$entry$and$student$support$initiative$of$the$university$to$assist$people$from$socioE
economically$disadvantaged$backgrounds.$Prior$to$this,$he$taught$secondary$art$and$worked$with$the$
Disadvantaged$Schools$Program$as$a$regional$coordinator$in$Victoria.$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$
Dr#Hilary#Hughes#
Dr$Hilary$Hughes$is$Senior$Lecturer$in$the$Master$of$Education$(TeacherELibrarianship)$program$at$
QUT.$She$is$an$active$member$of$QUT’s$Children$and$Youth$Research$Centre.$Her$research$interests$
include:$learning$space$design;$school$library$innovation;$informed$learning$(information$literacy);$
and$the$learning$experiences$and$information$use$of$international$students.$In$her$teaching$and$
research,$Hilary$draws$on$previous$experience$as$reference$librarian$and$information$literacy$
educator.$$
$
Dr#Jill#Willis(
Jill$Willis$is$a$lecturer$in$Education$at$QUT,$supporting$undergraduate$and$postgraduate$preEservice$
teachers$in$developing$skills$in$pedagogy,$assessment$and$curriculum$planning.$Her$research$
interests$include$classroom$assessment$practices,$in$particular$Assessment$for$Learning,$learner$
identity,$autonomy,$collaborative$learning$pedagogies,$and$learner$engagement.$Jill$has$twenty$years$
of$teaching$experience$in$Queensland$state$and$independent$schools$as$a$teacher,$Head$of$
Department$and$Director$of$Studies.$Jill$contributes$to$professional$learning$communities$and$
partnerships$and$is$engaged$in$research$projects$investigating$the$impact$of$learning$environments$
on$learner$engagement$in$two$projects$in$a$primary$school$and$online$learning$environments.$
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Appendix!2:!VAST!designing!heuristic!–!overview!
!
Values!
People&have&values&
Activities!
in&relation&to&aspects&(activities),&
Site/System!
of&buildings&
Technology!
which&must&be&expressed&in&built&
form&
System'of'human'relationships'
Feelings!!
!
Attitudes!!
!
Beliefs!!
!
Customs!!
!
Laws!
!
System'of'human'activity'
participants/actors!
characteristics!
relationships!
materials!
actions:!sequence,!outputs!
action!effects!
conditions:!requirements!
relative!dimensions!
support!services!
information!support!
risks!
System'to'support'human'activity'
Environment,!surface,!subsoil,!property!
location:!in!context!
context:!!relationships!
access:!main!&!limitations!
aspect:!compass!orientation!
prospect:!outlook!
climate:!diurnal!&!seasonal!
microDclimate:!local!&!site!
character:!site!&!context!
services:!!
Production'of'the'built'space'system'
structure!
skin!
climate!control!
subdivision:!internal!
services!
finishes!
!
and!the!economic!implications!
Representing!values!in:!
literary!descriptions!–!narrative!
of!the!users!
sociological!analysis!–!systematic!
observation!
speech!protocols!–!interview,!
forum,!‘listening!space’!
exemplars!–!‘like’!
Representing!activities!in:!
adjacency!matrix:!activity!connections!!
flow!chart:!linear,!recursive!!
bubble!diagram:!patterns!of!connections!!
room!data!sheet:!equipment!space!
requirements!
time!lapse!photography:!‘slices!of!time’!
video:!‘what!it!looks!like!in!action’!!
computer!graphics;!dynamics!
Representing!sites!&!systems!in:!
location!plan:!relationships!!
photography:!qualitative!!
annotated!site!plan:!integration!of!aspects!!
overlay!plan:!transparency!rendition!of!
aspects!!
model;!3D!
computer!graphics:!dynamic!of!all!the!above!
Representing!technology!in:!
photographs:!!installations!
!
sections!&!elevations!
!
type!details:!detailed!drawings!of!
aspects!
!
Drawing!on!the!work!of!John!Zeisel!(1984),!Heath!(1989)!describes!the!underpinning!thesis!of!VAST!as:!‘people&have&Values,&in&relation&to&aspects&[Activities]&
of&buildings&[Site/System]&which&must&be&expressed&in&built&form&[Technology]’.!The!VAST!elements!scaffold!the!exploration!of!systems!of!human!
relationships!and!human!activity,!which!are!then!enabled!by!surrounding!systems!which!support!human!activity!within!built!spaces.!!Applied!to!the!VAST!
elements,!the!interrogative!frame!of!the!critical!theorist’s!question:!‘who&and&what&is&valued&here?’&(Popkewitz!&!Fendler,!1999)!prompts!exploration!of!
other!questions!concerned!with!influential!participant!relationships!and!activity.
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Appendix!3:!Assessment!matrix:!Biography!of!space!adaptation!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
This!figure!is!adapted!from!Day,!C.,!&!Parnell,!R.!(2003).!Consensus!designing:!Socially!
inclusive!process.!London:!Architectural!Press.!
!
What%is%physically%
there%
Biography:%Past%to%
future%
Mood% Ideals,%core,%%
spirit9values%
!
!
What!is!the!
material/physical!
situation?!
Existing!or!new!site?!
!
!
!
!
Experience>based!
understandings!
How!did!it!come!to!be!
like!this?!
Where!is!this!leading?!
!
!
How!do!people!feel!
about!things?!
Attitudes,!feelings!
!
!
What!does!this!place!
mean!to!us?!
Values?!Uniqueness?!
What%is%its%individual%
spirit%
How%do%people%feel%
about%it%
Time%continuum% What%is%its%physical%
context?%
!
What!values,!spirit!
should!things!convey?!
What’s!unique!about!
this?!
!
!
What!qualities!does!
this!imply?!
!
How!can!these!qualities!
grow!out!of!the!
developmental!currents!
already!at!work?!
!
What!material!
changes!does!this!
require?!
!
!
Decision9making%matrix:%Turning%inspiration%into%action%(Day%&%Parnell,%2003,%p.%220)%
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Appendix!4:!!!Pedagogy>Space>Technology!Framework!!
!
!
Life>Cycle!Stage!
Focus! Conception!and!Design! Implementation!and!Operation!
Overall!
!
What!is!the!motivation!for!the!
initiative?!
What!does!success!look!like?!
Pedagogy!
!
What!type(s)!of!learning!and!
teaching!are!we!trying!to!foster?!
Why?!
What!types!of!learning!and!teaching!
are!observed!to!take!place?!What!is!
the!evidence?!
Space!
(including!environs,!
furniture!and!fittings)!
What!aspects!of!the!design!of!the!
space!and!provisioning!of!furniture!
and!fittings!will!foster!these!modes!
of!learning!(and!teaching)?!How?!
!
What!aspects!of!the!space!design!and!
equipment!worked!and!which!did!
not?!Why?!!
Technology!
(ICT,!lab!and!
specialist!equipment)!
How!will!technology!be!deployed!
to!complement!the!space!design!in!
fostering!the!desired!learning!and!
teaching!patterns?!
What!technologies!were!most!
effective!at!enhancing!learning!and!
teaching?!Why?!
!
Radcliffe,!D.,!Wilson,!H.,!Powell,!D.,!&!Tibbetts,!B.!(2008).!Designing!next>generation!spaces!of!
learning:!Collaboration!at!the!pedagogy>space>technology!nexus.!ALTC!Priority!Project!#!627!(p.!6).!
Brisbane:!University!of!Queensland!.!!
This!figure!is!reproduced!under!the!copyright!permissions!of!the!Creative!Commons!AttributionQ
Noncommercial!ShareAlike!2.5!Australia!License!cited!in!the!Designing!Next!Generation!Places!of!
Learning:!Collaboration!at!the!PedagogyQSpaceQTechnology!ALTC!Priority!Project!#62!
!
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Appendix!5:!Students’!ideas!by!school!and!key!themes!
!
School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
School!1!
(5!students)!
“pillows!or!bean!bags!if!you!
like!to!work!in!comfort!as!I!do!
or!chairs!and!desks!if!that’s!
what!you!prefer”!(Yr6!f)!
“bean!bags!around!the!place”!
(Yr6!m)!
“ponds!make!me!feel!happy!
and!peaceful”!(Yr6)!f)!
“outside!there!would!be!
animals!and!wild!life!@!you!
could!look!after!animals!and!
the!garden”!(Yr6!f)!
“outside!there!is!a!grassy!area”!
(Yr6!m)!
!
Roller!coaster!above!(Yr6!m)!
In!this!room!there!is!a!TARDIS!
(Yr6!m)!
floating!tables!and!chairs!“The!
tables!and!chairs!float!off!the!
ground”!(Yr6!m)!
“glass!elevator!powered!by!
rockets!that!take!you!to!any!
place!you!like!in!the!building”!
(Yr6!m)!
wireless!and!wired!computers!
depending!on!what!you!like!
(Yr6!f)!
On!the!top!floor!there!is!an!
observatory!(Yr6!m)!
!
!
School!2!
(5!students)!
“I!don’t!see!why!we!sit!cooped!
up!in!a!stuffy!classroom!all!day!
when!the!sun!is!high!in!the!
sky”!(Yr5!f)!
“cushions!and!bean!bags!there!
for!rest!time”!(Yr5!f)!
“study!corner!with!a!sound!
prof!wall!so!you!can!think”!
(Yr5!f)!
‘In!front!of!the!library!is!a!
grassy!area!where!you!can!
read!and!play!in!the!fresh!air!
Kids!can!also!swing!on!the!tree!
“grassy!area!where!you!can!
read!and!play!in!the!fresh!air.!
Kids!can!also!swing!on!the!tree!
swings”!(Yr5!m)!
5!pillows!and!about!2!bean!
bags!(Yr5!f)!
many!different!learning!and!
reading!and!relaxing!spaces!for!
students!of!all!ages!to!use!(Yr5!
m)!
There!is!a!slide!down!to!a!
reading!pit!(Yr5!f)!
!
creative!lighting!to!separate!
areas;!
lots!of!glass!to!let!natural!light!
in;!
different!shaped!windows!to!
create!a!modern!feel!(Yr5m)!
roof!is!made!out!of!glass,!so!it!
offers!UV!protection!and!there!
is!no!need!for!lights! (Yr5!
f)!
science!building!if!for!doing!!
experiments!that!you!have!
found!in!books!(Yr5!m)!
many!different!learning!and!
reading!and!relaxing!spaces!for!
students!of!all!ages!to!use!(Yr5!
m)!
This!library!can!be!for!any!age!
(Yr5!f)!
“wireless!and!wired!computers!
depending!on!what!you!like”!
(Year!6!female)!
“[The!plasma!screen!TV!room]!
would!usually!be!a!bit!quiet!
because!there!are!different!
TVs!for!different!age!groups!
with!different!games!so!a!four!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
swings!(Yr5!m)!
!
year!old!doesn’t!end!up!
playing!super!Mario!brothers!
with!some!stranger!that’s!20!
years!old”!(Yr!4!m).!
“I!believe!that!my!library!plan!
would!cater!for!students!who!
need!hands!on!learning!
material!plus!students!of!all!
ages!–!catering!for!many!
different!interests!and!needs!
in!a!comfortable!and!creative!
environment”!(Yr5!m).!
!
School!3!
(11!students)!
reading!corner!somewhere!
quiet!for!people!to!sit,!relax!
and!read!a!book!(Yr!4!m)!
carpet!on!floor!so!people!can!
lie!down!to!watch!TV!(Yr!4!f)!
The!upper!deck!has!kool!music!
playing!and!Aircons!and!fans!
so!fresh!air!(Yr!7!f)!
mini!frige!with!drinks!and!
finger!food!(Yr!7!f)!
It!should!have!lots!of!cushions!
and!technology!(Yr7!m)!
it!has!technology!cosy!places!
to!read!beause!there!is!lots!of!
room!to!move!talk!play!and!
learn!(Yr7!f)!
[Students!at!this!school!had!
created!their!drawings!prior!to!
the!arrival!of!the!research!
team.!It!appears!that!
instructions!given!to!them!by!
their!teacher!constrained!
them!to!consideration!of!more!
traditional!library!forms]!
slides!with!a!big!pillow!pit!at!
the!bottom!(Yr7!f)!
games!room!is!a!fun!place!for!
people!to!have!fun!playing!
games!and!learning!new!
strategies!(Yr!4!m)!
TV’s!and!Ipods!or!Ipads!and!
possibly!a!few!books!(Yr!7!F)!
The!doors!are!automatic!–!on!
in!and!one!out!(Yr4!m)!
The!upper!deck!has!kool!music!
playing!and!Aircons!and!fans!
so!fresh!air!(Yr7!f)!
a!library!should!have!lots!of!
technology!(Yr7!f)!
!
computer!room!for!research,!
do!work!and!play!games.!It!is!a!
separate!room!so!people!
wouldn’t!come!in!and!disturb!
the!ones!working!(Yr4!m)!
The!whole!school!can!share!
the!library!(Yr4!f)!
kids!that!want!to!read!and!
have!little!tech!can!stay!in!the!
lower!level!with!books!and!
little!dark!spaces!
mini!frige!with!drinks!and!
finger!food!(Yr7!f)!
a!reading!room!where!little!
kids!came!to!listen!to!a!story!
from!the!teacher!(Yr4!f)!
!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
School!4!
(5!students)!
ride!a!horse!and!read!or!just!
read!(Yr7!f)!
go!down!to!the!reading!and!
sleeping!area!!(Yr7!m)!
The!animals!are!in!a!pen!
outside!(Yr4!f)!
learn!about!gardening!or!
nature!(Yr6!f)!
The!ground!is!fake!grass!and!
carpet!in!areas!(Yr6!f)!
a!library!that!hovers!in!the!air!
(Yr6!m)!
learn!and!have!fun!at!the!same!
time!(Yr6!f)!
!
people!use!the!elevator!to!get!
up!to!the!library!(Yr6!m)!
elevator!goes!up!to!the!
computer!and!games!room!
(Yr7!m)!
!
School!5!
(6!students)!
sound!proof!areas!so!that!
people!can!read!and!study!in!
peace!without!background!
noise!(Yr8!f)!
!
a!hedge!around!the!outside!
edges!(Yr8!f)!
!
it!be!like!my!house!(Yr8!m)! smart!boards!to!help!students!
interact!with!technology!(Yr8!
m)!
a!very!sefistercated!and!a!
roomy!area!it!has!a!lot!of!
rooms!for!very!different!
perpses!like!a!reading!room!
teck!room,!game!area!and!a!
copple!of!classroom!(Yr7!m)!
Seating!area!has!heaps!of!
seating!area!and!tables!to!
have!a!chat!(Yr8!f)!
This!library!can!also!be!used!
for!other!things!such!as!talking!
to!friends!and!for!borrowing!
books!(Yr8!f)!
School!6!
(6!students)!
a!bed!so!if!you!wantend!to!lay!
down!and!imagen!you!in!the!
book!(Yr4!f)!
situated!under!a!giant!fig!tree!
in!the!middle!of!a!school!or!
university!(Yr6!f)!
!
you!can!feed![the!animals]!or!
play!with!them!(Yr4!f)!
cupboard!inside!the!cupboard!
is!all!about!the!wizard!of!oz!
(Yr4!f)!
Room!of!imagination!@!all!the!
imagining!happens,!books!are!
written!and!anything!else!that!
involves!imagination!(Yr6!f)!
actually!a!wardrobe!that!leads!
to!Narnia!(Yr6!f)!
telaporter!to!dream!maker!
playground,!tv!room,!make!a!
Library!is!on!a!river!ain!is!like!a!
boat!(Yr4!f)!
have!ladders!to!get!up!to!each!
level!so!it!would!be!more!fun!
than!elavators!(Yr4!m)!
!
different!TVs!for!different!age!
groups!with!different!games!so!
a!four!year!old!doesn’t!end!up!
playing!super!Mario!brothers!
with!some!stranger!that’s!20!
years!old!(Yr4!m)!
!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
books!
can!teleport!you!in!to!the!book!
(yr4!m)!
you!can!go!in!them!and!camp!
in!them!(Yr4!m)!
School!7!
(6!students)!
sleep!room!
teddy@bear!room!
room!full!of!pillows!
bean@bags/reclining!chairs!
barbecue!areas!
spa!!
!garden!where!you!can!read!in!
the!sunshine!
MacDonalds!café!
!
!
Roller!coaster/water!slide!to!
get!to!different!areas!(Yr!4!m)!
Ice@skating/roller@skating!rink!
(Yr!4!F)!
!
“A!room!with!adult!things!for!
teachers”!(Yr!4!f)!
!
!
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Appendix!6:!Overview!of!school!libraries!and!staff!
School! School!type! Library!name! Librarian’s!title!and!hours! Other!library!staff,!volunteers!and!hours!
School!1! State!primary! Library!–!but!official!sign!
says!Resource!Centre!
Teacher!librarian!–!3!days!per!week! - Library!aide!–!9!hours!per!week!
- Parent!volunteers!(book!covering)!
School!2! Private!primary! Library! Teacher@librarian!@!31!hours!per!week,!of!
which!18.6!hours!are!teaching!time.!
- Library!aide!@!30!hours!per!week!(circulation!desk!
duties,!shelving,!covering!new!resources,!shelving,!
repairs,!displays!
School!3! State!primary! Library!Learning!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Library!aide!@!24!hours!per!week!!
- Library!aide!@!2.5!hours!per!week!(half!hour!each!
morning!before!school)!
- occasional!extra!aide!time!(for!cataloguing,!
processing,!!displays,!supervising!Library!Assistants,!
supervising!Curriculum!Resources!Room!separate!
from!library)!!
- 42!student!Library!Assistants!(3!per!class,!Years!4@7)!
School!4! State!primary! PORTAL!(Place!of!Reading!
Teaching!and!Learning)!!
Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Teacher!@!0.2!
- 3!teachers'!aides!(approx.!42.5!hours)!!!
- Student!desk!monitors!(2!during!class!visits;!!during!
lunch!time!5@6!do!scanning!and!shelving)!
School!5! State!high!school! Information!Services!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Teacher!aide!
- IT!technician!
School!6! State!primary! Resource!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!0.6! - Teacher!aide!–!10!hours!per!week!(accessioning,!
shelving,!laminating,!runs!the!reading!Room)!
- 15!student!monitors!(trained!and!take!test!before!
becoming!official!monitors;!borrowing,!run!
lunchtime!events,!assist!with!special!events!such!as!
Book!Fair,!performances!to!promote!literacy)!
- 3!adult!volunteers!(!covering,!shelving,!cataloguing)!!
School!7! State!primary! Library! Teacher!librarian!–!0.6! - Teacher!aide!–!20!hours!per!week!
- Teacher!@!0.2!(supports!the!Prep!and!Year!One!
teachers!with!Literacy!and!Literature!strands!of!C2C!
(temporary,!flexible!timetabling)!!
- Student!volunteers,!called!Walking!Books!(Brilliant!
Officials!of!Kids!Stories)!–!1!duty!per!week!!
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Appendix!7:!Inspiring!designing!guidelines!!
Im
ag
in
in
g!
Awareness!building!
!
!
!
Informed!learning!and!designing!
!
!
!
Valuing!and!including!
!
!
!
!
PreNempting!
!
!
Focus!on!outcomes!
- Visit!other!recently!designed!libraries,!ask:!What%works%well?%What%would%you%do%differently%another%
time?!if%you%had%a%chance%to%build%your%library%again%what%would%you%keep%or%not%keep?%
- Take!advantage!of!PD!opportunities!to!attend!designing!seminars,!presented!by!Education!
Departments,!professional!associations,!universities!!
- Be!an!informed!designer!by!proactively!seeking!latest!design!thinking!(general!and!school@related)!
through:!journals,!web!sites,!following!professional!and!practitioner!blogs,!twitter!etc.!
- Draw!critically!upon!your!own!local!knowledge!and!experience!of!what!works/does!not!work!in!your!
particular!school!or!library!context!(one!size!seldom!fits!all)!
- Use!this!knowledge!and!experience!to!determine!who!and!what!are!/should!be!valued!here!
- Collaborate!with!leadership!team,!seek!leadership!opportunities!throughout!the!designing!process!
- Discuss!the!design!and!the!move!frequently!with!your!library!users,!especially!teachers!and!students!!
- Invite!student!voices,!seek!all!library!users’!opinions,!e.g.!through!survey,!focus!group,!library!blog,!
informal!conversation!
- Consider!practical,!pedagogical!and!emotional!implications!of!the!move!for!all!involved!!
- Plan!beyond!the!move!to!the!ongoing!future!use!of!the!new!library!and!supporting!innovative!
pedagogy!!
- Focus!on!learning!and!transformative!outcomes!
Tr
an
si
tio
ni
ng
!
Purchasing!furniture,!shelving!
!
Preparation!for!the!move!!
!
!
!
The!move!
!
Orientation!to!new!library!
!
!
!
Professional!learning!
!
- Deal!directly!with!library!suppliers!for!specialist!furniture!and!shelving!(rather!than!through!contractor)!
- Tender!separately!for!furniture!and!shelving!(cost!effective,!timely)!
- Plan!for!the!move!as!a!mini@project:!Develop!timeline,!spread!sheet,!flow!chart!
- Record!your!thoughts,!ideas,!discussions!and!decisions:!Journal,!blog,!wiki,!photos!!
- Take!opportunity!to!cull!the!collection!
- Donate!saleable!culled!items!to!school!fete,!Lifeline!
- Seek!and!accept!help,!especially!from!unexpected!quarters,!e.g.!painters,!parents!with!designing!or!
artistic!talents,!muscly!teachers!!
- !Raise!student!awareness!of!the!library!through!enticing!promotional!events,!video!clips,!competitions!!!!
- Set!up!library!blog!and/or!image!gallery!for!students,!teachers!and!parents!to!share!library!ideas!and!
activities!
- Involve!students!in!hosting!orientation!and!ongoing!activities!in!the!new!library!
- Provide!regular!PD!for!teachers!to!prepare!and!support!their!innovative!use!of!the!space!with!students!!!
- Participate!in!teacher@librarian!professional!networks,!host!a!’library!imagining’!online!forum!!
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Ex
pe
rie
nc
in
g! Innovative!pedagogy! - Take!advantage!of!the!design!process,!building!and!maintenance!work!for!authentic!learning!activities,!
inquiry,!problem!solving!and!artwork!
- Student!journals,!video!updates,!discoveries!and!tips!about!the!new!space!!
- Experiment!with!different!spaces!and!groupings!
- Shift!mobile!furniture!and!shelving!to!open!up!different!spaces!
- Encourage!students!to!explore!and!create!temporary!social!and!private!spaces!
- Play!with!names!and!metaphors!for!!different!spaces!!!!!!
Re
im
ag
in
in
g!
Looking!forwards!
!
!
!
!
!
Evaluating!and!evidence!
gathering!
!
!
Using!evidence!productively!
!
!
Sharing!experiences!and!
evidence!
Learning!for!designing!
!
Reflection!
- Keep!imagining!refinements!and!new!initiatives!!!
- Keep!the!collaborative!partnerships!alive,!plan!strategically!
- Keep!informed!of!!emerging!technologies!and!associated!learning!and!teaching!approaches,!through!
professional!reading,!conferences,!visits!to!other!school!libraries!
- Keep!up!to!date!with!latest!design!thinking!(general!and!school@related)!through:!professional!and!
research!journals,!web!sites,!blogs,!twitter!etc!
- Conduct!regular!formal!and!informal!evaluations!of!the!library!space!and!the!ways!it!is!being!used;!ask!
students,!teachers,!parents,!principals!for!ideas!
- Update!knowledge!and!practice!by!undertaking!action!research!or!other!collaborative!projects!with!
colleagues!at!own!school!!or!elsewhere!!
- Use!this!evidence!to!address!design!problems,!make!improvements,!introduce!new!initiatives!
- Use!this!evidence!to!support!applications!for!funding!to!enhance!the!space!and!its!uses!
- Use!this!evidence!to!advocate!for!enhanced!school!libraries!!!
- Share!your!own!designing!experiences!and!seek!feedback!and!further!inspiration!through:!writing!
journal!articles,!creating!and!contributing!to!blogs,!presenting!at!conferences!and!PD!events!
- Extend!your!designing!knowledge!and!expertise!through!formal!postgraduate!study!or!community@
based!learning!opportunities!!
- Continue!to!ponder!the!questions:!Who%is%valued%here?%What%is%valued%here?%How%could%this%space%be%
further%developed%to%enhance%learning%and%teaching?%!
!
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Table!8.1:!Key!findings,!emergent!principles!and!proposed!recommendations!of!the!Reimagining!learning!spaces!study!
Key!findings! Emergent!principles! Proposed!recommendations!
Imagining!!/!Designing!
Students!imagine!school!libraries!to!be!bright,!dynamic!
places!where!they!can:!
- Learn,!read,!be!creative,!play!games,!use!computers,!
and!relax!!
- Come!with!their!class,!with!friends!and!alone!
- Be!social!and!private!
- Connect!with!the!outdoors,!nature,!water!and!animals!!
Consultation!and!collaboration!with!experts!within!the!
school!community!and!outside!of!the!community!leads!to!
more!innovative!designs.!!
Voices!of!school!stakeholders!were!limited!in!the!designing!
process!since:!
- Students!and!teachers!were!seldom!included!in!the!
designing!and!decisionAmaking!process!
TeacherAlibrarians!had!varying!degrees!of!participation!across!
school!Some!leaders!did!not!feel!able!to!challenge!or!manage!
the!designing!process.!
!
Less!successful!features!of!the!newly!created!libraries!
included:!!!
- inadequate!storage!
- poorly!located,!overly!large!circulation!desk!
- small!rooms!with!fixed!walls!!
- unwanted!green/blue!room!
orientation!of!!building,!or!location!on!site!
School!libraries!have!the!potential!to!influence!pedagogic!
practices!and!learning!outcomes!as!hubs!of!learning,!and!
hybrid!spaces!where!learning!and!community!come!together.!
A!well!designed!school!library!creates!a!vibrant!learning!and!
social!hub!for!the!school,!with!potential!to!foster!
transformative!outcomes.!Both!social!and!private!places!are!
needed.!Those!who!use!school!libraries!on!a!daily!basis!for!the!
“business”!of!learning!and!teaching!!–!students,!teacherA
librarians!and!teachers!–!are!“clients”!and!“experts”!who!are!
well!placed!to!(re)imagine!a!conducive!school!library!
environment.!
Student!engagement!in!learning!and!values!of!belonging!and!
ownership!within!their!schools!will!likely!be!enhanced!by!
obtaining!their!views!about!the!design!and!potential!use!of!
school!facilities,!such!as!the!library.!
A!sense!of!student!and!teacher!agency!and!ownership!and!the!
potential!of!exploratory!inquiry!based!learning!are!supported!
by!easily!accessed!resources!and!support!staff,!wireless!
technologies!and!accessible!systems!and!booking!facilities.!
Visually!appealing,!comfortable,!studentAfriendly!spaces!
engender!a!feeling!of!being!welcome!and!safe,!enabling!riskA
taking!in!their!learning!
Flexible!spaces!and!fittings!allow!varied!pedagogical!
approaches,!including!collaborative!problem!solving!and!
independent!inquiry!!
Flexible!and!varied!spaces!within!a!library!allow!for!inclusivity!
and!equitable!use!by!diverse!learners!with!myriad!learning!
and!social!needs!!
Flexibility!requires!furniture!and!shelving!that:!
1. Ensure!opportunity!for!all!members,!
especially!students,!!of!the!school!
community!to!participate!in!
consultative,!collaborative!design!
processes!
- e.g.,!charrette!!
2.!That!designs!focus!on!creating!school!
libraries!as!welcoming!social!spaces!
that!enable!students!to!spread!out,!
be!comfortable!and!have!choices!
about!where!to!learn!by!including:!
A! student!preferences!for!colour,!
playfulness!and!connections!to!
nature;!
A! mobile!furnishings!and!glass!
partitioning!that!provide!a!variety!of!
adaptable!spaces!and!enable!!
passive!supervision;!!
A! physical!spaces!that!variously!allow!
for!choices!of!seating!that!can!
accommodate!privacy,!quiet!
independent!work,!reading,!!group!
activity,!and!social!interaction;!!
A! Entry!ways,!circulation!desks,!ramps!
and!areas!for!displays!of!student!
work!reflect!inclusive!values.!The!
diversity!of!people!in!the!school!
community!and!learning!is!
recognised!and!celebrated;!
A! easy!access!to!information!and!
learning!technology,!and!specialist!
support,!!that!enable!students!to!be!
creators!and!investigators.!
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- are!on!wheels!
- at!the!right!height!for!young!users!
- easily!stacked!and!stored!efficiently!
- do!not!overcrowd!the!space!!
- will!encourage!continued!reflexivity,!experimentation!
and!responsiveness!to!ideas!from!staff!and!students!
enabling!new!ways!of!using!the!space!to!emerge!
3.!That!the!process!incorporates!reflective!
practices!and!designing!experiences!
for!stakeholders,!including!students!
and!teachers!(e.g.,!journaling,!
blogging,!photo!galleries).!
4.!That!designs!for!new!school!facilities!are!
based!on!an!alignment!of!Federal!
and!State!education!policies!with!
local!expertise!to!achieve!site!
specific!solutions.!
5.!!That!spaces!not!be!overdesigned,!to!
allow!for!flexibility!for!user!
generated!ideas!and!future!
possibilities!
Transitioning!
Degrees!of!teacherAlibrarians’!!participation!in!transition!to!
the!new!school!library!varied!from!one!school!to!the!next,!
with!some:!
- delegated!by!principal!to!liaise!with!architect!and!
contractors!
- involved!in!selecting!colours,!furnishings,!arranging!
layout!
- organising!practicalities!of!the!move!from!old!to!
new!library!(culling!collection,!packing,!storing,!
unpacking)!
- absent!from!whole!process!
!
Teachers!and!students!had!little!or!no!involvement!in!
transition!activities!
TeacherAlibrarians!were!concerned!to!provide!a!library!space!
that!is:!
- flexible!
- safe,!comfortable!
- allows!efficient!workflows!
- easy!to!supervise!
!
!
!
!
Transition!is!not!merely!a!procedural!space,!but!a!positive!
space!for!emergent!possibility!and!reimagining.!It!is!when!the!
messiness!of!change!enables!creative!possibilities,!before!
routines!and!oldness!has!replaced!the!newness.!It!is!a!
particular!phase!that!can!be!anticipated!and!planned!for,!to!
make!the!most!of!the!opportunity!to!reimagine!better!ways!to!
learn,!and!to!include!the!voices!of!people!not!included!in!
previous!discussions!or!discoveries.!Rather!than!a!phase!to!
survive,!it!can!be!a!phase!of!reinvention.!
!
That!transition!to!new!learning!spaces!and!innovative!and!
effective!use!can!be!assisted!through!orientations!to!the!
expectations!and!possibilities!that!the!spaces!offer!to!learners!
and!teachers.!
!
6.!That!teacherAlibrarians!and!teachers!
communicate!expectations!and!
possibilities!to!students!about!how!
to!use!the!new!spaces.!!
7.!That!teacherAlibrarians/professional!!
associations/tertiary!educators!
provide!professional!development!
for!teachers!prior!to/during!the!
school!library!designing!process,!
continuing!after!library!completion,!
to!foster!!
A! “new!library!readiness”;!
A! innovative!pedagogy;!
A! collaboration!with!teacherA
librarians;!
!
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Pedagogy!
The!new!libraries’!potential!to!support!transformative!
learning!is!not!being!fully!realised!since!teachers:!
- were!not!fully!aware!of!a!teacherAlibrarian’s!teaching!
role!and/or!a!school!library’s!capacity!to!support!
learning,!teaching!and!inquiry!
- had!limited!opportunities!to!participate!in!the!designing!
process!!!
- lacked!preparation!and/or!orientation!to!the!new!library!
spaces!!
!
Pedagogical!opportunities!associated!with!the!designing!
process!!were!missed!at!most!schools!!
Pedagogy!that!enables!students!to!be!creative,!collaborative!
and!critical!thinkers!needs!spaces!for!students!to!!
A Feel!welcome!
A Share!ownership!
A Spread!out!and!not!feel!cramped!
A Work!in!small!groups!
A Make!choices!about!where!to!work!and!relax!
A Easy!access!to!technologies,!information!sources!and!
eexpert!help!
A Quickly!reconfigure!spaces!through!agile!furnishing!
A Celebrate!learning!and!stimulate!curiosity!through!signs,!
displays!and!events.!!
!
!
The!overall!school!culture!be!enhanced!through!linking!
expectations!of!students!in!using!the!library!space!to!school!
wide!values!and!the!language!of!a!shared!pedagogical!
framework.!!
!
!
!!
!
!
!
8.!Teachers!and!teacherAlibrarians!develop,!
implement,!evaluate!and!share!authentic!
problemAsolving,!creative!and!critical!
thinking!activities!based!around!design!and!
building!projects!occurring!on!the!school!
site!!
!
9.!That!collaboration!between!teacherA
librarians!and!teachers!extend!beyond!
reading!programs!to!include!opportunities!
to!develop!student!inquiry,!creativity,!and!
extended!collaborative!learning!
opportunities!within!curriculum!programs.!
The!library!space!can!also!extend!learning!
beyond!the!classroom,!for!students!to!
develop!agency!informally!through!out!of!
class!learning,!and!building!community!
learning!partnerships!
Leadership!
Recognition!of!teacherAlibrarian’s!leadership!potential!with!
regard!to!learning!space!design!was!often!overlooked!!
Systemic!priorities!and!processes!can!either!marginalize!
potential!for!the!library!to!be!a!learning!hub,!or!can!be!a!
catalyst!for!the!library!to!be!a!hybrid!space!for!integrating!
system!priorities!for!learning!into!a!whole!school!culture.!!
When!the!template!design!process!was!successfully!adapted!
through!collaborative!design,!it!enhanced!the!whole!school!
communication.!!
TeacherAlibrarians,!with!dual!expertise!in!teaching!and!
information!management,!is!well!placed!to!advise,!participate!
in!and!lead!school!library!(re)designing!and!enhance!the!
library’s!impact!on!the!learning!culture.!
!
Teacher!beliefs!about!students!and!confidence!in!managing!
student!learning!in!new!environments!shapes!the!
opportunities!that!are!provided!to!students!to!engage!in!
innovative!learning.!!
10.!That!the!teacherAlibrarian!be!positioned!
as!part!of!the!leadership!team!for!
teaching!and!learning!within!the!
school,!with!special!responsibility!for!
(re)designing!the!library.!!
11.!!That!the!library!is!positioned!within!the!
learning!culture!of!the!whole!school!
community!as!a!learning!commons.!
12.!!That!school!leaders!be!supported!and!
trained!to!lead!school!building!
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Management!of!student!centered!learning!is!challenging!and!
systems!can!both!support!fluent!shared!ownership,!and!have!
unintended!consequences,!such!as!reinforcing!gendered!
views!of!learning.!!
!
!
design!projects,!to!enhance!
pedagogical!outcomes.!
13.!That!transition!plans!include!both!
planning!the!physical!transitions!into!
new!spaces!and!evaluation/post!
occupancy!evaluation!of!the!space,!
as!well!as!cultural!transitions!that!
invite!reimagined!learning!practices.!
Policy!!
Tight!timelines!and!financial!constraints!of!the!BER!process!
were!associated!with:!
- Limited!opportunities!for!consultation!and!collaboration!
with!all!stakeholder!groups!before!and!during!the!school!
library!design!process!
- Necessity!to!adopt!standardised!design!elements!that!
were!not!necessarily!best!suited!to!individual!school!
contexts,!learning!and!teaching!needs!and!climate!!
Mutually!beneficial!designing!process!and!outcomes!are!
enhanced!by!the!intentional!alignment!of!policy,!schoolAbased!
decisionAmaking,!school!community!participation!and!
professional!practice!(of!teachers,!teacherAlibrarians,!
designers!and!contractors)!!
!
!
!
14.!That!sufficient!leadAtime!be!
incorporated!into!plans!for!school!
infrastructure!development!to!
permit!consultation!with!potential!
users!of!the!facility.!
15.!That!designs!address!the!particular!
expectations!and!needs!of!school!
communities!regarding!the!siting!of!
buildings,!design!elements,!floor!
plans!and!fixtures!in!designing!new!
school!facilities,!to!the!extent!
possible!within!building!regulations!
and!economic!constraints.!
16.!That!Federal!and!State!education!
policies!allow!for!the!needs,!values!
and!expectations!of!individual!
schools!to!be!addressed!in!designing!
projects,!by!attending!to!voices!of!
school!community!members!and!
local!knowledge!of!professional!
designers.!!
17.!That!the!potential!for!libraries!to!be!
catalysts!for!creating!is!supported!
through!collaborative!discussion!
involving!teachers,!students!and,!
where!possible,!the!wider!
community,!regarding!onAgoing!
redesign!and!exploration!within!the!
space.!!
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Further!research!
The$researchers$strongly$recommend$further$research$into$the$design$and$influence$of$learning$
environments$and$that$the$Reimagining(learning(spaces(project$be$considered$as$a$pilot$on$which$to$
base$a$national$research$project$that$extends$beyond$school$libraries$to$include$all$types$of$new$and$
refurbished$learning$facilities,$incorporating:$
• critical$examination$of$ideas$such$as$learning$spaces$as$the$“third$educator”,$the$transitional$
effects$of$moving$between$different$kinds$of$learning$environments,$and$the$ways$in$which$
the$new$sites$have$enabled$or$inhibited$learning$engagement$for$students$and$educators;$$
• case$studies$that$provide$models$for$innovative$and$reflective$designing$
• considered$exploration$of$space$and$place$concepts$to$support$critical$inquiry$into$the$ways$
in$which$built$spaces$impact$the$social$and$cultural$lives$of$those$who$inhabit$them.$$
$
Conclusion!
School(library(futures((!
This$study$has$demonstrated$the$vital$role$that$school$libraries$play$as$social$and$learning$hubs$
within$their$communities.$The$case$studies$provide$insights$about$who$and$what$is$valued$at$each$
school.$(
For$students,$the$school$libraries$provide$spaces$for:$inquiry,$discovery$and$learning;$socialising$and$
privacy;$engaging$with$digital$media$and$virtual$worlds;$collaboration$and$sharing;$reading$and$
relaxing;$play$and$imagination;$and$refuge.$For$teachers,$they$provide$spaces$for:$flexible$and$
alternative$teaching;$reference$and$reflection;$collaborative$planning;$and$respite.$For$the$school$
communities,$they$provide$agile$spaces$for:$meetings;$performances$and$films;$and$celebrations.$!
Within$these$school$libraries,$students$participate$in$formal$and$informal$learning;$develop$literacy$
and$numeracy;$come$to$love$literature$and$storytelling;$gain$leadership$opportunities;$experience$
social$and$cultural$diversity;$open$up$to$respectful,$supportive,$inclusive$relationships;$and$have$fun.$$
Importantly,$in$these$libraries,$students$all$have$access$to$a$specialist$teacherElibrarian$to$guide$their$
enjoyment$and$productive$use$of$the$school$library.$!
Although$most$of$the$students$and$teachers$in$this$study$clearly$valued$their$school$library$and$
provided$rich$descriptions$of$their$libraryEusing$experiences,$a$relatively$small$proportion$of$the$
principals$expressed$similarly$positive$awareness.$Several$appeared$to$consider$the$school$library$
only$as$a$glorified$computer$laboratory$or$place$to$borrow$books,$with$limited$relevance$to$teaching.$
In$two$cases$the$library$was$considered$a$lesser$priority$than$literacy$test$results.$As$can$be$seen$
from$the$case$studies,$the$support$of$the$principal$significantly$influenced$how$the$library$space$was$
positioned$within$the$learning$culture$of$the$school,$and$the$impact$it$could$have$on$wholeEschool$
learning.$$
The$learning$priorities$and$cultures$of$the$schools$were$also$heavily$influenced$by$policy$and$
education$system$demands.$In$the$schools$where$the$school$leaders$did$not$seem$to$recognise$the$
value$of$school$libraries$and$teacherElibrarians,$learning$was$prioritised$as$improved$literacy$and$
numeracy.$This$was$measured$by$weekly$diagnostic$assessment$and$the$principals$were$held$
accountable$for$student$progress.$The$research$team$were$also$visiting$Schools$3$and$4$during$the$
week$that$the$national$test$results$were$delivered$to$schools,$which$may$account$for$the$school$
leaders$focusing$on$testEdriven$learning$goals$in$their$interviews$rather$than$the$longer$horizon$
learning$goals$from$the$Melbourne$Declaration$(2008).$$
Policy$priorities$were$also$crowding$out$the$potential$for$flexible$learning$in$the$library$spaces$–
literally.$Queensland$state$schools$were$introducing$a$standardised$implementation$of$the$Australian$
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Curriculum$and$teacherElibrarians$were$struggling$to$find$storage$rooms$for$the$boxes$and$boxes$of$
readers$to$support$the$curriculum.$Collaborative$meeting$rooms$or$media$rooms$became$store$
rooms.$$All$of$the$teacherElibrarians$were$renegotiating$their$visions$for$the$use$of$space,$and$also$
their$role$as$support$teachers$for$the$wholeEschool$literacy$approaches.$Whether$this$was$a$catalyst$
for$greater$literacy$innovation$through$the$school$library,$or$became$a$role$that$positioned$the$
teacherElibrarian$as$“merely”$a$resource$custodian,$also$depended$on$how$the$school$leader$
conceptualised$the$work$of$the$teacherElibrarian.$$
Whilst$appreciating$that$school$leaders$have$multiple$responsibilities$and$competing$priorities,$it$is$
disconcerting$to$find$that$they$do$not$always$recognise$the$value$of$school$libraries$and$teacherE
librarians,$as$demonstrated$by$this$and$other$research$(see,$for$example,$Hughes,$2013b).$$In$some$
cases,$principals$are$poorly$informed$about$contemporary$school$libraries$or$base$their$opinion$of$
the$teacherElibrarian$role$on$previous$unfavourable$experiences$(Hartzell,$2002;$Ragle,$2011).$It$is$
another$matter$for$concern$that$this$limited$understanding$appears$to$be$associated$with$the$
diminishing$employment$of$teacherElibrarians$around$Australia$(House$of$Representatives,$2012).$
This$is$unfortunate,$since$a$teacherElibrarian,$with$dual$qualifications$as$teacher$and$information$
professional,$brings$a$particular$set$of$expertise$needed$to$both$manage$resources$and$create$
conducive$learning$environments.$Furthering$21st$century$learning$goals$(ACARA,$2013)$a$teacherE
librarian$can$provide$a$support$hub$for$curriculum$development,$collaborative$teaching,$reading$
promotion$and$ICT$literacy.$$$
Therefore,$it$is$hoped$that$the$findings$of$this$study$will$foster$greater$understanding$among$
principals$and$education$authorities$about$the$benefits$of$a$vibrant$school$library.$As$discussed,$the$
BER$program$has$provided$significant$benefits$to$schools$by$enabling$the$creation$of$new$and$
refurbished$libraries.$However,$to$ensure$full$return$on$government$investment,$school$libraries$
need$specialist$teacherElibrarians$to$lead$them,$just$as$schools$need$principals.$$At$a$time$when$
school$library$resourcing$is$diminishing,$a$strong$reEcommitment$to$school$library$funding$is$essential$
for$libraries’$continuing$contribution$as$spaces$for$innovative$learning.$$
This$study$has$explored$the$practical$and$potentially$transformative$outcomes$of$imagining,$
transitioning$into,$experiencing$and$re7imagining$new$library$learning$spaces.$It$encourages$the$
collaboration$of$all$school$community$members,$especially$teachers$and$teacherElibrarians,$in$the$
process$of$(re)designing$learning$environments.$In$particular,$it$calls$for$the$voices$of$students$to$be$
heard,$as$principal$learners$and$users$of$school$libraries.$Their$imaginings$signify$vivid$designing$
opportunities.$$$$
The$researchers$would$like$to$express$their$thanks$to$the$QCSSI$committee$for$the$opportunity$to$
conduct$this$research$project.$We$encourage$all$readers$to$visit$the$website:$
http://reimaginingspaces.edu.au
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Appendices!
$
Appendix!1:!Biographies!of!the!research!team!!
Dr#Derek#Bland#
Derek$Bland$is$a$senior$lecturer$in$Education$at$QUT.$A$key$aspect$of$Derek’s$focus$as$a$researcher$
and$practitioner$is$‘student$voice’,$particularly$as$it$applies$to$students$from$marginalised$
backgrounds$in$education,$and$the$use$of$visual$research$methods.$Building$on$his$practical$
experience,$he$currently$teaches$inclusive$education.$First$joining$QUT$in$1991,$Derek$established$a$
special$entry$and$student$support$initiative$of$the$university$to$assist$people$from$socioE
economically$disadvantaged$backgrounds.$Prior$to$this,$he$taught$secondary$art$and$worked$with$the$
Disadvantaged$Schools$Program$as$a$regional$coordinator$in$Victoria.$$$$$$$$$$$$$
$
Dr#Hilary#Hughes#
Dr$Hilary$Hughes$is$Senior$Lecturer$in$the$Master$of$Education$(TeacherELibrarianship)$program$at$
QUT.$She$is$an$active$member$of$QUT’s$Children$and$Youth$Research$Centre.$Her$research$interests$
include:$learning$space$design;$school$library$innovation;$informed$learning$(information$literacy);$
and$the$learning$experiences$and$information$use$of$international$students.$In$her$teaching$and$
research,$Hilary$draws$on$previous$experience$as$reference$librarian$and$information$literacy$
educator.$$
$
Dr#Jill#Willis(
Jill$Willis$is$a$lecturer$in$Education$at$QUT,$supporting$undergraduate$and$postgraduate$preEservice$
teachers$in$developing$skills$in$pedagogy,$assessment$and$curriculum$planning.$Her$research$
interests$include$classroom$assessment$practices,$in$particular$Assessment$for$Learning,$learner$
identity,$autonomy,$collaborative$learning$pedagogies,$and$learner$engagement.$Jill$has$twenty$years$
of$teaching$experience$in$Queensland$state$and$independent$schools$as$a$teacher,$Head$of$
Department$and$Director$of$Studies.$Jill$contributes$to$professional$learning$communities$and$
partnerships$and$is$engaged$in$research$projects$investigating$the$impact$of$learning$environments$
on$learner$engagement$in$two$projects$in$a$primary$school$and$online$learning$environments.$
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Appendix!2:!VAST!designing!heuristic!–!overview!
!
Values!
People&have&values&
Activities!
in&relation&to&aspects&(activities),&
Site/System!
of&buildings&
Technology!
which&must&be&expressed&in&built&
form&
System'of'human'relationships'
Feelings!!
!
Attitudes!!
!
Beliefs!!
!
Customs!!
!
Laws!
!
System'of'human'activity'
participants/actors!
characteristics!
relationships!
materials!
actions:!sequence,!outputs!
action!effects!
conditions:!requirements!
relative!dimensions!
support!services!
information!support!
risks!
System'to'support'human'activity'
Environment,!surface,!subsoil,!property!
location:!in!context!
context:!!relationships!
access:!main!&!limitations!
aspect:!compass!orientation!
prospect:!outlook!
climate:!diurnal!&!seasonal!
microDclimate:!local!&!site!
character:!site!&!context!
services:!!
Production'of'the'built'space'system'
structure!
skin!
climate!control!
subdivision:!internal!
services!
finishes!
!
and!the!economic!implications!
Representing!values!in:!
literary!descriptions!–!narrative!
of!the!users!
sociological!analysis!–!systematic!
observation!
speech!protocols!–!interview,!
forum,!‘listening!space’!
exemplars!–!‘like’!
Representing!activities!in:!
adjacency!matrix:!activity!connections!!
flow!chart:!linear,!recursive!!
bubble!diagram:!patterns!of!connections!!
room!data!sheet:!equipment!space!
requirements!
time!lapse!photography:!‘slices!of!time’!
video:!‘what!it!looks!like!in!action’!!
computer!graphics;!dynamics!
Representing!sites!&!systems!in:!
location!plan:!relationships!!
photography:!qualitative!!
annotated!site!plan:!integration!of!aspects!!
overlay!plan:!transparency!rendition!of!
aspects!!
model;!3D!
computer!graphics:!dynamic!of!all!the!above!
Representing!technology!in:!
photographs:!!installations!
!
sections!&!elevations!
!
type!details:!detailed!drawings!of!
aspects!
!
Drawing!on!the!work!of!John!Zeisel!(1984),!Heath!(1989)!describes!the!underpinning!thesis!of!VAST!as:!‘people&have&Values,&in&relation&to&aspects&[Activities]&
of&buildings&[Site/System]&which&must&be&expressed&in&built&form&[Technology]’.!The!VAST!elements!scaffold!the!exploration!of!systems!of!human!
relationships!and!human!activity,!which!are!then!enabled!by!surrounding!systems!which!support!human!activity!within!built!spaces.!!Applied!to!the!VAST!
elements,!the!interrogative!frame!of!the!critical!theorist’s!question:!‘who&and&what&is&valued&here?’&(Popkewitz!&!Fendler,!1999)!prompts!exploration!of!
other!questions!concerned!with!influential!participant!relationships!and!activity.
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Appendix!3:!Assessment!matrix:!Biography!of!space!adaptation!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
This!figure!is!adapted!from!Day,!C.,!&!Parnell,!R.!(2003).!Consensus!designing:!Socially!
inclusive!process.!London:!Architectural!Press.!
!
What%is%physically%
there%
Biography:%Past%to%
future%
Mood% Ideals,%core,%%
spirit9values%
!
!
What!is!the!
material/physical!
situation?!
Existing!or!new!site?!
!
!
!
!
Experience>based!
understandings!
How!did!it!come!to!be!
like!this?!
Where!is!this!leading?!
!
!
How!do!people!feel!
about!things?!
Attitudes,!feelings!
!
!
What!does!this!place!
mean!to!us?!
Values?!Uniqueness?!
What%is%its%individual%
spirit%
How%do%people%feel%
about%it%
Time%continuum% What%is%its%physical%
context?%
!
What!values,!spirit!
should!things!convey?!
What’s!unique!about!
this?!
!
!
What!qualities!does!
this!imply?!
!
How!can!these!qualities!
grow!out!of!the!
developmental!currents!
already!at!work?!
!
What!material!
changes!does!this!
require?!
!
!
Decision9making%matrix:%Turning%inspiration%into%action%(Day%&%Parnell,%2003,%p.%220)%
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Appendix!4:!!!Pedagogy>Space>Technology!Framework!!
!
!
Life>Cycle!Stage!
Focus! Conception!and!Design! Implementation!and!Operation!
Overall!
!
What!is!the!motivation!for!the!
initiative?!
What!does!success!look!like?!
Pedagogy!
!
What!type(s)!of!learning!and!
teaching!are!we!trying!to!foster?!
Why?!
What!types!of!learning!and!teaching!
are!observed!to!take!place?!What!is!
the!evidence?!
Space!
(including!environs,!
furniture!and!fittings)!
What!aspects!of!the!design!of!the!
space!and!provisioning!of!furniture!
and!fittings!will!foster!these!modes!
of!learning!(and!teaching)?!How?!
!
What!aspects!of!the!space!design!and!
equipment!worked!and!which!did!
not?!Why?!!
Technology!
(ICT,!lab!and!
specialist!equipment)!
How!will!technology!be!deployed!
to!complement!the!space!design!in!
fostering!the!desired!learning!and!
teaching!patterns?!
What!technologies!were!most!
effective!at!enhancing!learning!and!
teaching?!Why?!
!
Radcliffe,!D.,!Wilson,!H.,!Powell,!D.,!&!Tibbetts,!B.!(2008).!Designing!next>generation!spaces!of!
learning:!Collaboration!at!the!pedagogy>space>technology!nexus.!ALTC!Priority!Project!#!627!(p.!6).!
Brisbane:!University!of!Queensland!.!!
This!figure!is!reproduced!under!the!copyright!permissions!of!the!Creative!Commons!AttributionQ
Noncommercial!ShareAlike!2.5!Australia!License!cited!in!the!Designing!Next!Generation!Places!of!
Learning:!Collaboration!at!the!PedagogyQSpaceQTechnology!ALTC!Priority!Project!#62!
!
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Appendix!5:!Students’!ideas!by!school!and!key!themes!
!
School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
School!1!
(5!students)!
“pillows!or!bean!bags!if!you!
like!to!work!in!comfort!as!I!do!
or!chairs!and!desks!if!that’s!
what!you!prefer”!(Yr6!f)!
“bean!bags!around!the!place”!
(Yr6!m)!
“ponds!make!me!feel!happy!
and!peaceful”!(Yr6)!f)!
“outside!there!would!be!
animals!and!wild!life!@!you!
could!look!after!animals!and!
the!garden”!(Yr6!f)!
“outside!there!is!a!grassy!area”!
(Yr6!m)!
!
Roller!coaster!above!(Yr6!m)!
In!this!room!there!is!a!TARDIS!
(Yr6!m)!
floating!tables!and!chairs!“The!
tables!and!chairs!float!off!the!
ground”!(Yr6!m)!
“glass!elevator!powered!by!
rockets!that!take!you!to!any!
place!you!like!in!the!building”!
(Yr6!m)!
wireless!and!wired!computers!
depending!on!what!you!like!
(Yr6!f)!
On!the!top!floor!there!is!an!
observatory!(Yr6!m)!
!
!
School!2!
(5!students)!
“I!don’t!see!why!we!sit!cooped!
up!in!a!stuffy!classroom!all!day!
when!the!sun!is!high!in!the!
sky”!(Yr5!f)!
“cushions!and!bean!bags!there!
for!rest!time”!(Yr5!f)!
“study!corner!with!a!sound!
prof!wall!so!you!can!think”!
(Yr5!f)!
‘In!front!of!the!library!is!a!
grassy!area!where!you!can!
read!and!play!in!the!fresh!air!
Kids!can!also!swing!on!the!tree!
“grassy!area!where!you!can!
read!and!play!in!the!fresh!air.!
Kids!can!also!swing!on!the!tree!
swings”!(Yr5!m)!
5!pillows!and!about!2!bean!
bags!(Yr5!f)!
many!different!learning!and!
reading!and!relaxing!spaces!for!
students!of!all!ages!to!use!(Yr5!
m)!
There!is!a!slide!down!to!a!
reading!pit!(Yr5!f)!
!
creative!lighting!to!separate!
areas;!
lots!of!glass!to!let!natural!light!
in;!
different!shaped!windows!to!
create!a!modern!feel!(Yr5m)!
roof!is!made!out!of!glass,!so!it!
offers!UV!protection!and!there!
is!no!need!for!lights! (Yr5!
f)!
science!building!if!for!doing!!
experiments!that!you!have!
found!in!books!(Yr5!m)!
many!different!learning!and!
reading!and!relaxing!spaces!for!
students!of!all!ages!to!use!(Yr5!
m)!
This!library!can!be!for!any!age!
(Yr5!f)!
“wireless!and!wired!computers!
depending!on!what!you!like”!
(Year!6!female)!
“[The!plasma!screen!TV!room]!
would!usually!be!a!bit!quiet!
because!there!are!different!
TVs!for!different!age!groups!
with!different!games!so!a!four!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
swings!(Yr5!m)!
!
year!old!doesn’t!end!up!
playing!super!Mario!brothers!
with!some!stranger!that’s!20!
years!old”!(Yr!4!m).!
“I!believe!that!my!library!plan!
would!cater!for!students!who!
need!hands!on!learning!
material!plus!students!of!all!
ages!–!catering!for!many!
different!interests!and!needs!
in!a!comfortable!and!creative!
environment”!(Yr5!m).!
!
School!3!
(11!students)!
reading!corner!somewhere!
quiet!for!people!to!sit,!relax!
and!read!a!book!(Yr!4!m)!
carpet!on!floor!so!people!can!
lie!down!to!watch!TV!(Yr!4!f)!
The!upper!deck!has!kool!music!
playing!and!Aircons!and!fans!
so!fresh!air!(Yr!7!f)!
mini!frige!with!drinks!and!
finger!food!(Yr!7!f)!
It!should!have!lots!of!cushions!
and!technology!(Yr7!m)!
it!has!technology!cosy!places!
to!read!beause!there!is!lots!of!
room!to!move!talk!play!and!
learn!(Yr7!f)!
[Students!at!this!school!had!
created!their!drawings!prior!to!
the!arrival!of!the!research!
team.!It!appears!that!
instructions!given!to!them!by!
their!teacher!constrained!
them!to!consideration!of!more!
traditional!library!forms]!
slides!with!a!big!pillow!pit!at!
the!bottom!(Yr7!f)!
games!room!is!a!fun!place!for!
people!to!have!fun!playing!
games!and!learning!new!
strategies!(Yr!4!m)!
TV’s!and!Ipods!or!Ipads!and!
possibly!a!few!books!(Yr!7!F)!
The!doors!are!automatic!–!on!
in!and!one!out!(Yr4!m)!
The!upper!deck!has!kool!music!
playing!and!Aircons!and!fans!
so!fresh!air!(Yr7!f)!
a!library!should!have!lots!of!
technology!(Yr7!f)!
!
computer!room!for!research,!
do!work!and!play!games.!It!is!a!
separate!room!so!people!
wouldn’t!come!in!and!disturb!
the!ones!working!(Yr4!m)!
The!whole!school!can!share!
the!library!(Yr4!f)!
kids!that!want!to!read!and!
have!little!tech!can!stay!in!the!
lower!level!with!books!and!
little!dark!spaces!
mini!frige!with!drinks!and!
finger!food!(Yr7!f)!
a!reading!room!where!little!
kids!came!to!listen!to!a!story!
from!the!teacher!(Yr4!f)!
!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
School!4!
(5!students)!
ride!a!horse!and!read!or!just!
read!(Yr7!f)!
go!down!to!the!reading!and!
sleeping!area!!(Yr7!m)!
The!animals!are!in!a!pen!
outside!(Yr4!f)!
learn!about!gardening!or!
nature!(Yr6!f)!
The!ground!is!fake!grass!and!
carpet!in!areas!(Yr6!f)!
a!library!that!hovers!in!the!air!
(Yr6!m)!
learn!and!have!fun!at!the!same!
time!(Yr6!f)!
!
people!use!the!elevator!to!get!
up!to!the!library!(Yr6!m)!
elevator!goes!up!to!the!
computer!and!games!room!
(Yr7!m)!
!
School!5!
(6!students)!
sound!proof!areas!so!that!
people!can!read!and!study!in!
peace!without!background!
noise!(Yr8!f)!
!
a!hedge!around!the!outside!
edges!(Yr8!f)!
!
it!be!like!my!house!(Yr8!m)! smart!boards!to!help!students!
interact!with!technology!(Yr8!
m)!
a!very!sefistercated!and!a!
roomy!area!it!has!a!lot!of!
rooms!for!very!different!
perpses!like!a!reading!room!
teck!room,!game!area!and!a!
copple!of!classroom!(Yr7!m)!
Seating!area!has!heaps!of!
seating!area!and!tables!to!
have!a!chat!(Yr8!f)!
This!library!can!also!be!used!
for!other!things!such!as!talking!
to!friends!and!for!borrowing!
books!(Yr8!f)!
School!6!
(6!students)!
a!bed!so!if!you!wantend!to!lay!
down!and!imagen!you!in!the!
book!(Yr4!f)!
situated!under!a!giant!fig!tree!
in!the!middle!of!a!school!or!
university!(Yr6!f)!
!
you!can!feed![the!animals]!or!
play!with!them!(Yr4!f)!
cupboard!inside!the!cupboard!
is!all!about!the!wizard!of!oz!
(Yr4!f)!
Room!of!imagination!@!all!the!
imagining!happens,!books!are!
written!and!anything!else!that!
involves!imagination!(Yr6!f)!
actually!a!wardrobe!that!leads!
to!Narnia!(Yr6!f)!
telaporter!to!dream!maker!
playground,!tv!room,!make!a!
Library!is!on!a!river!ain!is!like!a!
boat!(Yr4!f)!
have!ladders!to!get!up!to!each!
level!so!it!would!be!more!fun!
than!elavators!(Yr4!m)!
!
different!TVs!for!different!age!
groups!with!different!games!so!
a!four!year!old!doesn’t!end!up!
playing!super!Mario!brothers!
with!some!stranger!that’s!20!
years!old!(Yr4!m)!
!
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School! Peacefulness! Connectedness! Adventure!and!playfulness! Technology! Empathic!imagination!
books!
can!teleport!you!in!to!the!book!
(yr4!m)!
you!can!go!in!them!and!camp!
in!them!(Yr4!m)!
School!7!
(6!students)!
sleep!room!
teddy@bear!room!
room!full!of!pillows!
bean@bags/reclining!chairs!
barbecue!areas!
spa!!
!garden!where!you!can!read!in!
the!sunshine!
MacDonalds!café!
!
!
Roller!coaster/water!slide!to!
get!to!different!areas!(Yr!4!m)!
Ice@skating/roller@skating!rink!
(Yr!4!F)!
!
“A!room!with!adult!things!for!
teachers”!(Yr!4!f)!
!
!
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Appendix!6:!Overview!of!school!libraries!and!staff!
School! School!type! Library!name! Librarian’s!title!and!hours! Other!library!staff,!volunteers!and!hours!
School!1! State!primary! Library!–!but!official!sign!
says!Resource!Centre!
Teacher!librarian!–!3!days!per!week! - Library!aide!–!9!hours!per!week!
- Parent!volunteers!(book!covering)!
School!2! Private!primary! Library! Teacher@librarian!@!31!hours!per!week,!of!
which!18.6!hours!are!teaching!time.!
- Library!aide!@!30!hours!per!week!(circulation!desk!
duties,!shelving,!covering!new!resources,!shelving,!
repairs,!displays!
School!3! State!primary! Library!Learning!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Library!aide!@!24!hours!per!week!!
- Library!aide!@!2.5!hours!per!week!(half!hour!each!
morning!before!school)!
- occasional!extra!aide!time!(for!cataloguing,!
processing,!!displays,!supervising!Library!Assistants,!
supervising!Curriculum!Resources!Room!separate!
from!library)!!
- 42!student!Library!Assistants!(3!per!class,!Years!4@7)!
School!4! State!primary! PORTAL!(Place!of!Reading!
Teaching!and!Learning)!!
Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Teacher!@!0.2!
- 3!teachers'!aides!(approx.!42.5!hours)!!!
- Student!desk!monitors!(2!during!class!visits;!!during!
lunch!time!5@6!do!scanning!and!shelving)!
School!5! State!high!school! Information!Services!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!full@time! - Teacher!aide!
- IT!technician!
School!6! State!primary! Resource!Centre! Teacher@librarian!–!0.6! - Teacher!aide!–!10!hours!per!week!(accessioning,!
shelving,!laminating,!runs!the!reading!Room)!
- 15!student!monitors!(trained!and!take!test!before!
becoming!official!monitors;!borrowing,!run!
lunchtime!events,!assist!with!special!events!such!as!
Book!Fair,!performances!to!promote!literacy)!
- 3!adult!volunteers!(!covering,!shelving,!cataloguing)!!
School!7! State!primary! Library! Teacher!librarian!–!0.6! - Teacher!aide!–!20!hours!per!week!
- Teacher!@!0.2!(supports!the!Prep!and!Year!One!
teachers!with!Literacy!and!Literature!strands!of!C2C!
(temporary,!flexible!timetabling)!!
- Student!volunteers,!called!Walking!Books!(Brilliant!
Officials!of!Kids!Stories)!–!1!duty!per!week!!
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Appendix!7:!Inspiring!designing!guidelines!!
Im
ag
in
in
g!
Awareness!building!
!
!
!
Informed!learning!and!designing!
!
!
!
Valuing!and!including!
!
!
!
!
PreNempting!
!
!
Focus!on!outcomes!
- Visit!other!recently!designed!libraries,!ask:!What%works%well?%What%would%you%do%differently%another%
time?!if%you%had%a%chance%to%build%your%library%again%what%would%you%keep%or%not%keep?%
- Take!advantage!of!PD!opportunities!to!attend!designing!seminars,!presented!by!Education!
Departments,!professional!associations,!universities!!
- Be!an!informed!designer!by!proactively!seeking!latest!design!thinking!(general!and!school@related)!
through:!journals,!web!sites,!following!professional!and!practitioner!blogs,!twitter!etc.!
- Draw!critically!upon!your!own!local!knowledge!and!experience!of!what!works/does!not!work!in!your!
particular!school!or!library!context!(one!size!seldom!fits!all)!
- Use!this!knowledge!and!experience!to!determine!who!and!what!are!/should!be!valued!here!
- Collaborate!with!leadership!team,!seek!leadership!opportunities!throughout!the!designing!process!
- Discuss!the!design!and!the!move!frequently!with!your!library!users,!especially!teachers!and!students!!
- Invite!student!voices,!seek!all!library!users’!opinions,!e.g.!through!survey,!focus!group,!library!blog,!
informal!conversation!
- Consider!practical,!pedagogical!and!emotional!implications!of!the!move!for!all!involved!!
- Plan!beyond!the!move!to!the!ongoing!future!use!of!the!new!library!and!supporting!innovative!
pedagogy!!
- Focus!on!learning!and!transformative!outcomes!
Tr
an
si
tio
ni
ng
!
Purchasing!furniture,!shelving!
!
Preparation!for!the!move!!
!
!
!
The!move!
!
Orientation!to!new!library!
!
!
!
Professional!learning!
!
- Deal!directly!with!library!suppliers!for!specialist!furniture!and!shelving!(rather!than!through!contractor)!
- Tender!separately!for!furniture!and!shelving!(cost!effective,!timely)!
- Plan!for!the!move!as!a!mini@project:!Develop!timeline,!spread!sheet,!flow!chart!
- Record!your!thoughts,!ideas,!discussions!and!decisions:!Journal,!blog,!wiki,!photos!!
- Take!opportunity!to!cull!the!collection!
- Donate!saleable!culled!items!to!school!fete,!Lifeline!
- Seek!and!accept!help,!especially!from!unexpected!quarters,!e.g.!painters,!parents!with!designing!or!
artistic!talents,!muscly!teachers!!
- !Raise!student!awareness!of!the!library!through!enticing!promotional!events,!video!clips,!competitions!!!!
- Set!up!library!blog!and/or!image!gallery!for!students,!teachers!and!parents!to!share!library!ideas!and!
activities!
- Involve!students!in!hosting!orientation!and!ongoing!activities!in!the!new!library!
- Provide!regular!PD!for!teachers!to!prepare!and!support!their!innovative!use!of!the!space!with!students!!!
- Participate!in!teacher@librarian!professional!networks,!host!a!’library!imagining’!online!forum!!
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Ex
pe
rie
nc
in
g! Innovative!pedagogy! - Take!advantage!of!the!design!process,!building!and!maintenance!work!for!authentic!learning!activities,!
inquiry,!problem!solving!and!artwork!
- Student!journals,!video!updates,!discoveries!and!tips!about!the!new!space!!
- Experiment!with!different!spaces!and!groupings!
- Shift!mobile!furniture!and!shelving!to!open!up!different!spaces!
- Encourage!students!to!explore!and!create!temporary!social!and!private!spaces!
- Play!with!names!and!metaphors!for!!different!spaces!!!!!!
Re
im
ag
in
in
g!
Looking!forwards!
!
!
!
!
!
Evaluating!and!evidence!
gathering!
!
!
Using!evidence!productively!
!
!
Sharing!experiences!and!
evidence!
Learning!for!designing!
!
Reflection!
- Keep!imagining!refinements!and!new!initiatives!!!
- Keep!the!collaborative!partnerships!alive,!plan!strategically!
- Keep!informed!of!!emerging!technologies!and!associated!learning!and!teaching!approaches,!through!
professional!reading,!conferences,!visits!to!other!school!libraries!
- Keep!up!to!date!with!latest!design!thinking!(general!and!school@related)!through:!professional!and!
research!journals,!web!sites,!blogs,!twitter!etc!
- Conduct!regular!formal!and!informal!evaluations!of!the!library!space!and!the!ways!it!is!being!used;!ask!
students,!teachers,!parents,!principals!for!ideas!
- Update!knowledge!and!practice!by!undertaking!action!research!or!other!collaborative!projects!with!
colleagues!at!own!school!!or!elsewhere!!
- Use!this!evidence!to!address!design!problems,!make!improvements,!introduce!new!initiatives!
- Use!this!evidence!to!support!applications!for!funding!to!enhance!the!space!and!its!uses!
- Use!this!evidence!to!advocate!for!enhanced!school!libraries!!!
- Share!your!own!designing!experiences!and!seek!feedback!and!further!inspiration!through:!writing!
journal!articles,!creating!and!contributing!to!blogs,!presenting!at!conferences!and!PD!events!
- Extend!your!designing!knowledge!and!expertise!through!formal!postgraduate!study!or!community@
based!learning!opportunities!!
- Continue!to!ponder!the!questions:!Who%is%valued%here?%What%is%valued%here?%How%could%this%space%be%
further%developed%to%enhance%learning%and%teaching?%!
!
